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The objective of the programming task within Study 2.3 was
 
to-implement the entire Systems Cost/Performance Model as a digital­
computer program. This document contains a discussion of the operating
 
environment in 
 vihich the program was written and checked; the program
 
specifications such as discussions 
of logic and computational flow; the 
different subsystem models involved in the design of the spacecraft; and 
routines involved in the nondesign area such as costing and scheduling, of 
the design. Preliminary results for the DSCS-fl design are also included. 
Section -2 of'this volume covers the Operating Environment. 
This includes both hardware and software considerations for the UNIVAC 
1108 and the CDC 7600. 
Section 3 contains the Program Specifications. These in­
clude the computational flow, a discussion of the MACRO-MICRO concept,
 
a detailed discussion of the COMMON 
 structures used for communication in 
the model, and the Hardware Selection procedure. 
Section 4 covers the subroutine s that select hardware from 
the data base. These include Stabilization and Control (Subroutine SANDC), 
Auxiliary Propulsion (Subroutine AP), Data Processing and Instrumentation 
(Subroutine DPI), Communications (Subroutine COMM) and Electrical 
Power (Subroutine EP). A discussion of the communication with: the main 
program is included along with the default parameters set in the DATA 
statements. 
Section 5 covers the subroutines that do not select equipment, 
but do size or calculate information that is pertinent to the design. Sub­
routines included are: FILTER, which filters out incompatible designs; 
PRESET, which computes constants as a function of the inputs; INITIL, 
which initializes certain default numbers that are needed early in the 
model, but are not computed until later in the model; READDB, which 
reads the data base for any one subsystem at a time; SAVE, which saves 
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certain matrices to be used by later subroutines; VESIZE, the vehicle 
sizing routine that computes weights, lengths,, and inertias for the design;. 
STRUCT, that computes other mechanical design data needed to size the 
structure; RELY, which computes the reliability for the spacecraft; 
THRML, which.computes the thermal requirements for the spacecraft; 
COSTS, which calculates the various costs involved in building and inte­
grating the entire, spacecraft system; SKED, which computes the schedule 
for the spacecraft from initial design phase to the launch phase;. and 
PRNT, which outputs the final, design attributes. 
Section 6 contains a discussion of the data base format and 
tape requirements. Also discussed is the PRESORT routine which allows 
one to presort the data base into a different order based on cost-, weight, 
or reliability. 
Section 7 summarizes the restrictions and limitations estab­
lished within the program. 
Section 8 contains a discussion. of the actual sample case used 
to check the program including all input default values and changes pertain­
ing to the sample case. The results of the test case are discussed here also. 
Sections 9 and 10 contain the source code listing and the de­
tailed flow charts, respectively. 
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2. OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 
Section 2 contains a description of the -operating environment 
within which the program was coded and checkd. Paragrzaph Z. 1 sun­
marizes the hardware involved and Paragraph 2.2 summarizes the Software 
involved. 
2. 1 HARDWARE 
2.1.1 Computer 
UNIVAC 1108 and CDC J600 
2. 1.2 Main Memory Utilization 















2.1.3 Magnetic Tapes 
Optional-for input or presort (see Paragraph 6.2). 
2.1.4 Card Punch 
Not required, 
Z. 1. 5 Plotter 
Not required 
2. 1. 6 Disk 




2.2.1 Operating System 




SCOPE 3.4.1 Vers. 373 
2. 2.2 Programning Language 
FORTRAN 
2.2.3 Type of Run 
BATCH 
















Paragraph 3. 1 contains a description of the overall program 
flow and a discussion of the MACRO-MICRO concept. Paragraph 3. Z con­
tains a discussion of the common-structures. Paragraph 3. 3 contains a 
discussion of the hardware selection procedure. Detailed discussions of al 
subroutines can be found in Sections 4 and 5. 
COMPUTATIONAL FLOW CHART 
In general, it can be-said that the program has an outer loop
 
on configurations and an inner loop on iterations. 
 The inner loop on inter­
ations includes the calling of all subsystem-subroutines and for ITER = 0 the 
calling of the reliability subroutine. For ITER = I (second pass) reliability 
is bypassed. The structures, thermal, cost, and print subroutines are called 
once per outer loop on configurations. A general flow chart is shown in 
Figure 3-1. 
3.1. 1 MACRO- MICRO 
A prerequisite to the understanding of the MACRO-MICRO 
concept is an understanding of "configuration. " A set of rules for selecting 
equipments is associated with each subsystem. Which set of rules is to be 
used at any moment in time is determined by NCONF (configuration number) 
for that subsystem. For example, if NCONF (f) = 5, a star sensor will be 
selected by reference to the appropriate equations. However, if NCONF (1) 
= 1, a star sensor will never be selected. Thus, the configuration numbers 
determine a subset of the sets of equipments, and only this subset is con­
sidered for the configuration 
-design. 
A MACRO search is a method for testing all possible com­
binations of configuration numbers (one per subsystem) and determining 
within this subset of equipments and -within the subset of selection procedures 
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urations are never acceptable, and some are ruled ouf by mission require­
ments; but a MACRO search will, in general, produce many acceptable 
designs. 
In a MICRO mode all configuration numbers except the one 
being "MICROed" are fixed. Care must be taken that these numbers are 
compatible. For example, VESIZE should not be set to configuration 2 
when SANDC is set at 2; that is, a box shape for the equipment bay is in­
compatible with dual spin. Within the subsystem being "MICROed", all 
configurations are checked and all possible combinations of equipments 
within the subset determined by configuration are checked. Within a con­
figuration then, it i s essentially the stopping point which determines the 
difference between a MACRO and a MICRO. A MACRO selects the first 
acceptable equipment in each category. The MICRO selects all combinations 
of acceptable equipments. The reader should note that in the current ver­
sion of the program, equipments for which selection criteria are not available 
are not included in the MICRO "search." 
COMMON REGIONS 
CHOSE, 
The main COMMON regions consist of the USER series, DBCOM, 








The various "user" COMMONS are for storage of user inputs. 
Variables included in each of these nine common areas are used by only one 
of nine major subsystems: Stabilization and Control, Data Processing and 
Instrumentation, Communications, Vehicle Sizing, Schedules, Structures, 
Reliability, Costs and Print. All user-specified values are preset to either 
default values or flags by the BLOCK DATA routine, but can be overwritten 
by values specified in the NAMIELIST input from the user. The default flags 
inform subroutine PRESET to calculate (from other inputs) those variables 
'which are not overwritten by user-supplied inputs. A pomplete list of all 
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variables in each of the user common areas as well as the applicable 
subsystem and namelist block names are given below. Refer to Paragraph 
8. 1 for a definition of each of these variables. 
COMMON NAMELIST 
Block Name Subsystem Variable Block Name 






































Block Name - Subsystem Variable 
NAMELIST 
Block Name 




































USER8 Schedules SEDME (7, 3) DESIRE 
USER9 Structures CA OPTION 
CE OPTION 
















Block Name Subsystem Variable Block Name 
USERP Print IPRINT REQUIR 
ITITLE * 
In the above-mentioned COMMON regions the variables are 
either input from the user, defaulted by the BLOCK DATA routine calcu­or 
lated by subroutine PRESET and used only by the subsystem mentioned. In 
the following COMMON region the variables are again either input from the 
user, defaulted by the BLOCK DATA routine or calculated by subroutine 
PRESET, but are used by more than one subsystem. 
COMMON NAMELIST
Block Name Subsystem Variable 	 Block Name 
USERI 	 PRESET, COMM, APOGEE REQUIR 
SAND C 
COMM, DPI COMRAT OPTION 
PRESET, INITIL, DIAMAX OPTION 
VESIZE 
PRESET, INITIL, EEQWT (9) DESIRE 
VESIZE 
INITIL, EP EPME REQUIR
PRESET, INITIL, EQMIWT REQUIR 
VESIZE 
PRESET, SANDC, EQM 1XL DESIRE 
VESIZE 
PRESET, SANDC, EQMlYL DESIRE 
VESIZE 
PRESET, SANDC, EQM LZL DESIRE 
VESIZE 
PRESET, INITIL, EQMZWT REQUIR 
VESIZE 
PRESET, SANDC, EQMZXL DESIRE 
VESIZE 
ITITLE is a special card input. It is the first card of any run prior




Block Name Subsystem 

























3.2.2 	 DBCOM 
NAMELIST-
Variable Block Name 
EQMZYL DESIRE 
EQMZZL DESIRE 
FE (TTHST in AP) OP2 ON, 
IAGNCY DESIRE 
IDEBUG OPTION 
ISATOR (ISEQ, ISAT)- DESIRE 












DBCOM acts as storage for blocks of the data base. All data 
base values for one of the hardware selection subroutines (i. e., all55 
attributes associated with all equipments relevant to that subsystem) are 
read at one time. These values are, stored in matrix DATAB (55, 100). 
In addition, the COMMON contains IDB(30), (see Paragraph-3.3) which is 
filled by the read routine. IDB(I) contains the last column number for-the 
Ith equipment of the active subsystem. 
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3. 2. CHOSE 
The named COMMON block CHOSE contains values pertaining to 
equipment already chosen. 
of the separate ICHOSE(I) 
hardware as discussed in 
by selecting the following 
selected: 
Matrix 
COST (1, 1) 
COST (2,1) 
COST (3, 1) 
COST (4,1) 
COST (51,1) 
ICHOSE(60) and NCHOSE(60) are 'concatenations 
and NCHOSE(I) of each subsystem which selects 
Paragraph 3. 3. COST(5, 60) is a matrix formed 
rows from the data base for each equipment 
Row of 
DATAB Description 
46 Design engineering cost 
47 Test and evaluation cost 
48 Unit production cost 
49 Reference quantity 
50 Factor 
SKD(7, 60) is a matrix formed by selecting the following rows from the 
data base for each equipment selected. 
Matrix 
SKD (1,1) 
SKD (2, I) 
SKD (3,1) 






46 Design engineering cost 
47 Test and evaluation cost 
51 Development constant 
52 Development variable 
53 Qualification constant 
54 Qualification variable 
55 State-of-the-art factor 
REL(6, 60) is a matrix formed by selecting the following rows from the 




Matrix DATAB Description 
REL (1, 1) 23 Weight 
REL (2, I) 41 Failure model 
REL (3,1) 42 Xorp 
REL (4,1) 43 a 
REL (5,-1) 44 q 
REL (6, I) 45 Majdmum redundancy 
THM(4, 60) is a matrix formed by selecting the following rows from the 
data base for each equipment selected: 
Row of 
Matrix DATAB Description 
THM (1, 1) 17 Maximum power 
THM (2, 1) 18 Minimum power 
THM (3, 1) 27 Maximum temperature 
THM (4,1) 28 Minimum temperature 
DPIA(lI, 60) is a matrix formed by selecting the following rows from the 
data base for each equipment selected: 
Row of 
Matrix DATAB Description 
DPIA (1, I) 30 Number power commands 
DPIA (2,1) 31 Number other commands 
DPIA (3, I) 32 Number time tags 
DPIA (4, 1) 33 Number high rate analog 
points 
DPIA (5,1) 34 Number 'high rate digital 
points 
DPIA (6,1) 35 High sample rate 
DPIA (7,1) 36 	 Word length 





Matrix DATAB Description 
DPIA (9, I) 38 Number low rate digital points 
DPIA (10, 1) 39 Low sample rate 
DPIA (11, 1) 40 Word length 
These matrices are needed by the subroutines that have similar names.
 
For example, COST is used by COSTS, REL is used by RELY, SKD is used
 
by SKED, TNM is used by THRML, and DPIA is used by DPI.
 
3.2.4 PRTCOM 
PRTCOM is used to pass values to the print subroutine which 
are not needed (except for output) outside of a given routine. A description 
of the variables in this COMMON block is given below: 
Name From Units Description 
ACCRCY SANDC deg S&C accuracy 
AM STRUCT --- Number of frames 
AN STRUCT --- Number of stringers 
BF STRUCT in. Frame height 
BS STRUCT in. Stringer 'height 
CDPI (7, Z) DPI, MIS --- Engineering & mission equip­
ment data for CDPI 
CISTAR EP amp-hr Battery capacity 
CTOT COST $ Flight operations cost 
DDTE COST $ DDT&E program total 
DE COST $ Design engineering cost 
DRIWT AUXPRO lb Weight of AP less ex­
pendables 
EQBSTR VESIZE lb Equipment bay structure 
weight 
FEEINV COST $ Investment contractor fee 





















POWER (6) MAIN 
PU COST 
































DDT&E contractor fee 
DDT &E GSE 
0 means single system 
1 means dual system 
Index for reliability 
Mean mission du ration 
Name of equipment type 
Operations pro gram total 
Total payload investment 
cost 
DDT&E qual. units cost 
DDT&E total payload cost 





Power requirement of each 
subsystem 
Unit production cost 
Power requirement of each 
component 
Investnent quality control 
cost 
DDT&E quality control cost 
Reliability of each module 
Solar array boom weight 
Adapter weight 
Spacecraft investment cost 
DDT&E spacecraft cost 
Investment systems engineer­
















































































flight readiness time (criti­
cal subsystem)
 




Subsystem design eng. cost
 
Subsystem test & eval. cost
 
Subsystem unit eng. cost
 
Subsystem unit prod. cost
 
End cover thickness center
 




End cover thickness forward
 




















Name From Units 
VOLUME (6) MAIN ft 3 
VQL (60) SAVE ft 3 
WEIGHT (6) MAIN lb 
XLTOT COST $ 
XMEH VESIZE in. 
XMEINV COST $ 
XMEL VESIZE in. 
XMEVL VESIZE ft 3 
XMEW VESIZE in. 
XMEWT VESIZE ib 









.Launch support opr. cost 
Mission equipment height 
Mission equipment invest­
ment cost I 
Mission equipment length 
Mission equipment volume 
Mission equipment width 
Mission equipment weight 
Investment program total 
Communication of all design variables between subsystems is 
accomplished via COMMON block BTWN. A description of all variables 
contained in BTWN is given below: 
Name From To Units 
ACSSN SANDC REL ---
ACSWP AUXPRO VS lb 
ALT PRESET ALL nmi 
AREA EP VS it 
BATCAP EP REL, ,amp-hr 
PRNT 
BITRAT(2) DPI COMM bps 
CLIFE SANDC AUXPRO ---
CONVWT SANDC & COSTS ib 
COMM 
D INITIL, VS SANDC ft 
DT INITIL, VS SANDC ft 
Description 
Number of sensors 
Propellant weight 
Average altitude 
Solar array area 
Battery capacity 
Bit rate (mission equipment 
and housekeeping) 
Cycle life of thrusters 
Converters weight 
Vebicl6 diameter 
Dis. from c. g. to engine 
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Name From To Units Description 









Gas jet lever arm 
(roll, pitch, and yaw) 
EQB LG PRESET, VS SANDC in. Equipment bay length 
EQBSID PRESET, VS SANDC in. Equipment bay side 
FC SANDC REL hr - APS thruster cycle rate 
FF SANDC AUXPRO lb Attitude & control thrust 
HARNWT VS COSTS lb Harness weight (wiring) 
HPT THERMAL PRNT Btu/hr Total heater power 
HTPIPE THERMAL PRNT Btu/hr Heat pipe 
HTPT THERMAL- PRNT Btu/hr Total heat pipe 
HTRPRB THERMAL PRNT Btu/hr Battery heater power 
HTRPWR THERMAL PRNT Btu/hr Heater power 
IBTLOC EP THERMAL --- Battery location (column no.) 
LMBDD EP RELY --- Depth of discharge of battery 
capacity 
NC EP RELY Number of cells 
OMEGS PRESET SANDC rad/sec Spin rate about yaw axis 
PASSTR VS COSTS lb Equivalent structures weight 
PJ INITIL, VS SANDC slug-ft Platform spin axis inertia 
PL ALL EP vatts Average power 
PLMIN ALL EP watts Minimum power 
POCNWT SANDC & EP PRNT, lb Power control weight 
COST 
RADA THERMAL PRNT ft 2 Radiator area 
RADAB THERMAL PRNT ft 2 Battery radiator area 
RAT THERMAL PRNT ft 2 Total radiator area 
2 
RJ INITIL, VS SANDC slug-ft Rotor spin axis inertia 
SABOLG VS STRUCT in. Solar array boom length 





SATXCG INITIL, VS 
SATYCG INITIL, VS 
SATZCG INITIL, VS 
SAlXL INITIL, VS 
SAIYL INITIL, VS 
SAIZL INITIL, VS 















Kr fl ITIL, VS 
YJ INITIL, VS 




XAxis center of gravity 
Y Aids center of gravity 
Z Axis center of gravity 
X location of solar array 
Y location of solar array 
Z location of solar array 
Side of box shape vehicle 
System weight 
Thermal control weight 
Attitude and translational 
thrusts 
Total impulse 
Propellant feed systems 
weight, 
Missicn length 
Volume of battery 
Variable conductance heat 
pipe 
Accumulated volume 
Solar array weight 
Volume of battery 
Weight of batteries 
Accumulated equipment wt. 
Orbital mean motion 
Vehicle inertia 




























































3.3 HARDWARE SELECTION PRO CEDURE 
This section describes the hardware selection procedure, the 
method of communication between the MAIN program and the hardware 
selection subroutines, and the general procedure used in systematically 
checking all hardware parameters until a component is found that meets 
the specifications. Discussions as to vhich hardware is selected can be 
found in the appropriate subsystem subroutine sections (see Section 4). 
There are five subroutines in which hardware is selected: SANDC (Stabiliza­
tion and Control), AUXPRO (Auxiliary Propulsion), DPI (Data Processing 
and Instrumentation), COM (Communications), and EP (Electrical Power). 
The procedures described in Table 3-1, Figures 3-2 and 3-3 are applicable 
to all of these subroutines. 
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Table 3-1. Hardware Selection Procedure in Kth Subsystem 
Calling Sequence
 
SUBROUTINE SSK (IPIC, IERR, 









ITER, NCONF, ICHOSE, NCHOSE) 
hardware index indicating data 
base column 
NSIZE =maximum number of 
equipments sized for any configu­
ration 
message flag 
0 means no message
 
1 means first message only
 
10 means second message only
 
Ill means first, second and third 
messages are applicable 
iteration flag (0 means first time 
through) 
system configuration indices 
= 	 I.D. of hardware chosen 
NEQUIP = maximum equipments (in 
general-more than one manufacturer 
per equipment) in any configuration 
number of identical pieces of 
hardware required 
Additional Variables Used in Selection Procedure 
7. DATAB(NR, NC) 
8. IDB(NTOTL) 
= 	 data base for subsystem 
NR = total equipment attributes 
NC = totalnumber of individual 
pieces of hardware 
last hardware column index for all 
equipment 
NTOTL = total number of equipments 
in data base for this subsystem (all 
,configurations) 
* See Figure 3-2 for further explanation 
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FIRST ROW CONTAINS 
HARDWARE I. D. 
-C CONFIGURATION 1 CONFIGURATION 2-
EO1 E02 EO3 E04 EOS E06 
I I I 
I I T P 
I I I 
I I(Lstmnuatu, i 	 + 4 igtLDI I 
NOT SIZED / SIZED IF THIS PIECE OF HARDWARE IS 
• 	 / ACCEPTABLE. (Last ) ICHOSE (3) = DATAB(1,J1)= 
(Lastmanufacturer, 4 digit I. 0. 
5th equipment in 3RD EQUIPMENT, 2ND CONFIGURATION 
subsystem data base) WHERE,-
Ji = IDB(5) + 3 






ICH0SE(I) = 0 
NCHSE(I) = 0 
I = 1, NEQUIP 
IERR = 0 
SELECT HARDWARE NOT SIZED 
i.e., ICHOSE(N1) = DATAB(1,N2) 
FOR APPROPRIATE N1 AND N2 
SET NONZERO VALUES OF NCH0SE 
Figure 3-3. Hardware Selection Flow Chart 
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J1E = IDB(M) 
J2E = IDB(MM) 
VAU 	 YS--ON F 	 COEL
 
IPIC DIFFERENT FROM ]TER IPIC(1) :J1E IPIC(2) :J2E ICHOSE(LL) =-
ZERO 
 Y0 < RETURN 
=NOif= P1() < JI ,DB(M-,I +,I 
J2 = IPIC(2) 42 = IPIC(2) + I
 
41 = IDB(M-1) + 1 J1 = IPIC(1) + 1
 
J2 -- IDB(M-1) + I J2 = IPIC(2) + 1
 




SEE IF HARDWARE J1 AND J2 AREACCEPTABLE
 
HARPR2 = DATAB(-,J2) 
HARPRI = DATAB(z_,J1) 
IPIC(1) = 4l 
IPIC(2) = J2 
ICH SEIL) = 
HARPR1:SELPRI OK DATAB(1,JI) 
HARPR2:SELPR2 ICH0SE(LL) = 
DATAB(1,J2)N NG 	 NCH-I0SE(L) =-
NCHOSE(LL) 
J< 	 RETURN 
J~j=2I=IDB(M-1) +I 1 
ICHOSE(L) = -1 (Could not find acceptable -
iCHOSE(LL) = -1 equipment) 
RETURN
 
Figure 3-3. Hardware Selection Flow Chart (Continued) 
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4.1 
4. SUBROUTINES WHICH SELECT HARDWARE 
SUBROUTINE SANDC (IPIC, IERR, ITER, NCONF, ICHOSE, 
NCHOSE) 
4. 1. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The Stabilization and Control Subsystem stabilizes a spacecraft 
to a desired accuracy about a tracking line from a reference, on the vehicle 
to an external reference. The external reference may be the local vertical 
of a planet, the sun, or a more -distant star; an inertial reference; or the 
line of sight to a natural phenomenon like a gravity gradient or the lines of 
the earth's magnetic field. In many cases, a platform free to rotate with 
respect to the main structure of the vehicle must also be aligned with an 
external reference. The necessary accuracy of attitude stabilization depends, 
of course, on the mission of the vehicle. 
In the beginning of SANDC, the subroutine qomputes the disturbance 
torques (XMD, YMD, and ZMD). These disturbance torques are the combina­
tion of gravity gradient torques, aerodynamic torques and solar torques. The 
solar or aerodynamic torques are a function of the altitude. The disturbance 
torques are then used in the selection criteria equations for all configurations. 
The principal calculations, other than those necessary to select 
stabilization and control equipment, are contained in equations for thrust, cycle 
life, and total impulse. (These are necessary for the correct selection or siz­
ing of equipment in auxiliary propulsion). Sensor selection is based on factors 
such as deadband and pointing errors (with respect to various axes). The 
equations for sensor selection tend to be quite complicated and involve user 
input, numbers from other subsystems, and values from the data base for 
many of the selected equipments. As an example, star sensors are selected 
on the basis of type (mappers or trackers), rate error, pointing error, 
sensitivity, and compatibility with the selected gyro and control moment 
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gyros (CMGs). CMGs are selected on the basis of momentum, gimbal iate, 
and torque. Reaction (or momentum) wheels are selected on the basis of 
the angular momentum required. 
Those equipments vhich are not chosen on the basis of selection 
criteria in the model are simply "called up" from the data base. 
The five configurations and their equipments are as follows: 
a. Dual Spin [NCONF(I')'= 1] 
1. Despin mechanical and electrical assembly
2. Valve driver assembly 
3. Sun sensor
 
4. Nutation damper (called up) 
5. Gimbal electronics
 
6. Control timing assembly 
7. Gimbal drive assembly
8. Nonscanning earth sensor (selected)
9. Power converter (called up) 
b. Yaw Spin[NCONF(1) = 21 
1. Sun sensor
 
2. ACS electronics (called up) 
3. Rate gyro 
4. Horizon sensor (selected) 
5. Reaction wheel 
6. Power converter ( 
7. Valve driver (caledup) 
c. Three-Axis Mass Expulsica [NCONF (.) = 3] 
1. Attitude reference electronics 
2. Valve driver (called up) 
3. Power converter 
4. Rate integrating gyro (selected) 
5. Scanning earth sensor 
d. Momentum Exchange FNCONF(l) = 4] 
1. Electronics processor 
2. Valve driver (called up) 
3. Horizon sensor or sun sensor 
4. Control moment gyros 




e. Pitch Momentum Bias 
1. Valve driver 
Z. Electrbnic error processor calledup) 
3. Horizon sensor (ltd4. Momentum wheel } seece) 
4. 1. 2 Communication with Main Program 
The variables in the calling sequence are discussed in Paragraph 
3. 3 
User inputs, are communicated by the COMMON areas USERI and 
USERI. These are discussed in Paragraph 8.1 (see NAMELISTs REQUIR, 
DESIRE and OPTION). Variables are passed to and received from other sub, 
routines through the COMMON area BTWN, which is discussed in Paragraph 
3. 2. The fourth COMMON area in this subroutine is DBCOM, which contains 
all necessary data base values and an indexing scheme to reference the values. 
DBCOM is also discussed in Paragraph. 32. 
4. 1. 3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
Four -variables appear in DATA- statements. Three of these (XMD2, 
YMDZ, and ZMDZ) are approximations for external torques (ft-lb). The other, 
DI, is a minimum gas jet on-time in seconds.. 
4.1.4 Other Subroutines Called 
None 
4.2 SUBROUTINE AUXPRO (IPIC, IERR, ITER. NCONF, ICHOSE, 
NCHOSE) 
4.2.1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The auxiliary propulsion subroutine selects hardware which is 
required to provide attitude control forces and stationkeeping or maneuvering 
forces. Three configurations aie considered in the subroutine. These 
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configurations are characterized by the nature of the propellant under 
investigation: cold gas, monopropellant, bipropellant. 
All thrusters, isolation valves, filters, regulators, and tanks are 
selected by comparing appropriate attributes listed in the data base with 
satellite performance requirements determined by the model. Thrusters are 
selected on the basis of thrust level,. isolation valves on the basis of effective 
flow area, filters on the basis of flow impedance, regulators on the basis of 
effective flow area and pressure operating range, and tanks on the basis of 
volume and pressure. 
The model does not include s~lection criteria for the fill and vent 
valves, fill and drain valves, or the relief valves. The first valves in the 
appropriate equipment slots in the data base are simply called up. 
The sequence in which equipments are selected in each config­
uration are given below: 
a. Cold Gas [NCONF(2) = 10 
1. Attitude and control thrusters * 
2. Translational thrusters * 
3. Pneumatic isolation valves 	 (selected) 
4. Pneumatic filters 
5. Pneumatic regulator 
6. Pneumatic tank 
7. Fill and vent valve 	 (called up) 
8. Relief valve 
b. Monopropellant [NCONF(2) = 21 
1. Attitude and control thrusters * 
2. Translational -thrusters * 
3. Fuel circuit isolation valves 	 (selected) 
4. Fuel circuit filters 
5. Pneumatic regulator 
6. Pneumatic isolation valve 
* 	 Those thrusters which come closest to satisfying the thrust requirements 
are always chosen, whether the program is in a MICRO or MACRO mode 
of calculation. 
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7. Fuel tank ** , (selected)
8. Pneumatic tank
 
-9. Fill and drain valve
 
10. Fill and vent valve { (called up) 
11. Relief valve 
c. Bipropellant fNCONFf(2) = 31 
1. Attitude and control thrusters * 
2. Translational thrusters * 
3. Fuel circuit isolation valves 
4. Oxidizer circuit isolation valves 
5. Fuel circuit filters 
6. Oxidizer circuit filters 
7. Pneumatic regulator (selected)
8. Pneumatic isolation valve 
9. Fuel tank 
10. Oxidizer tank 
11. Pneumatic tank 
12. Fill and vent Valve 
13. Fill and drain valves (called up)
14. Relief valve 
* Those thrusters which come closest to satisfying the thrust requirements" 
are always chosen, whether the program is in a MICRO or MACRO mode 
of calculation. 
A multiple fuel tank option is available; that is, among all fuel tanks in 
the data base which satisfy the pressure requirement, there may not be 
a single tank which satisfies the volume requirement. In this case, a 
sufficient number of the largest tank in this subset is chosen to satisfy
the volume requirement. 
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Plumbing and connector weight in each configuration is
 
estimated from the combined tank weight.
 
4. 2. Z Communication with Main Program 
The variables listed in the calling sequence are common to all 
subroutines which select hardware and are discussed in Paragraph 3. 3. 
In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine AUXPRO com­
municates with the main program vi4.three COMMON blocks: USERI, 
BTWN, and DBCOM. Variables coming through USERI are user inputs dis­
cussed in Paragraph 8.1 (see NAMELISTs REQUIR, DESIRE and OPTION). 
The variables in BTWN and DBCOM are discussed in Paragraph 3. Z. 
4. 2. 3 	 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA XMR/l. 5/
 
XMR = mixing ratio fot bipropellant configuration
 
4.2.4 	 Other Subrountines Called 
None 
4.3 	 SUBROUTINE DPI (IPIC, IERR, ITER, NCONF, ICHOSE, 
NCHOSE, NOWAT) 
4.3.1 	 Purpose of Subroutine 
The data processing and instrumentation subroutine selects 
hardware which is required for mission equipment data processing, command 
decoding, and monitoring purposes. Two configurations are considered in 
the subroutine: general purpose processing and special purpose processing. 
In the general purpose mode, a computer on board the satellite performs 
all data processing tasks unless there is a requirement for separate proc­
essing of telemetry data. In this case, a separate digital tele rhetry unit 
(DTU) is used to process the housekeeping data. In the special purpose mode, 
all processing is performed by DTUs. If the communications configuration 
involves uplink plus downlink, unified link-common antenna, or unified 
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link-separate antennas, a single DTU performs all mission equipment and 
housekeeping data processing. If the communications configuration involves 
unified link-common antenna plus downlink, or unified link-separate antennas 
plus dovnlink, one DTU is used for mission equipment data processing and 
one DTU is used for housekeeping data processing. 
The general purpose computer is selected on the basis of total 
required instructions (dr operations) per second. The DTUs are not sized. 
The first DTUs in the appropriate equipment slot in the data base are simply 
called-up. 
The following quantities are computed in the sequence indicated: 
a. 	 Requirement for a digital multiplexer 
b. 	 Number of mainframe words 
c. 	 Word length 
d. 	 Bit rate 
e. 	 Number of words per subframe 
f. 	 Number of subframes 
The above quantities are computed regardless of the configuration in sub­
routine DPI. - Depending on the configuration, the following operations are 
performed in the sequence indicated: 
a. General Purpose Processing [NCONF(3) = 1] 
1. If telemetry data is processed separately, select one 
DTU. Otherwise, compute telemetry operations per 
- second. 
2. 	 Compute attitude control, command, and total operations 
per second.
 
3. 	 Select general purpose computer. 
b. 	 Special Purpose Processing [NCONF(3) = 2] 
1. 	 Depending on the communications configuration (as 
discussed previously), a DTU may or may not be selected 
for mission equipment data processing. ­
2. Select DTU for housekeeping data processing. 
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4. 3.2 Communication with Main Program 
The variables listed in the calling sequence with the exception 
of NOWAT, are common to all subroutines which select hardware and are 
discussed in Paragraph 3. 3. NOWAT is one greater than the number of, 
entries in the ARRAY table (i. e. , DPIA matrix in Paragraph 3.2.). 
In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine DPI communicates 
with the main program via six COMMON blocks: CHOSE, BTWN, DBCOM, 
USERI, USER3, and PRTCOM. Variables coming through USER3 are user 
inputs described in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELIST REQUIR, DESIRE and 
OPTION). 
4.3.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA ACSRT, ACSOP, COMOP, OPREQ/ 10., 50,, 6., 4./ 
where: 
ACSRT = ACS rate (sec - I 
ACSOP = ACS operations 
COMOP = Command operations 
OPREQ = TLM operations required 
4.3.4 Other Subroutines Called 
4.3.4.1 Subroutine MIS (IPIC, IERR, ITER, NCONF, ICHOSE, NCHOSE) 
The purpose of this subroutine is to select a DTU for mission 
equipment data processing. It is called from subroutine DPI in the special 
purpose processing configuration for the specific communications configura­
tions discussed in ParagraphA.' 3. 1. The same six quantities (i.e., 
requirement for digital multiplexer, number of mainframe words, word 
length, bit rate, number of words per subframe, and number of subframes) 
which are computed in subroutine DPI for all equipment on board the satellite 
are computed for the mission equipment in subroutine MIS. 
The variables listed in the calling sequence are discussed in 
Paragraph 3. 3. 
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4.3.4. 2 Subroutine ORDER (N, A, B, C, XM2' MEDIAN) 
The purpose of this subroutine is to order array A from the 
highest to the lowest entry atd determine the median entry in this array. 
The high rate telemetry points are ordered with respect to both sample rate 
and word length while the low rate telemetry points are ordered only with 
respect to sample rate. This information is used to determine mainframe 
sample rate and maximum word length. 
This subroutine is called by both subroutines DPI and MIS. The 
variables in the calling sequence are defined as follows: 
N Number of entries in telemetry points table 
A One-dimensional array consisting of sample 
rates or word lengths 
-B One-dimensional array consisting of number of 
analog And digital points 
C = One-dimensional array consisting of sample 
rates or word lengths 
XM2 = Twice the median value of array A after it has 
been ordered 
MEDIAN = Median entry-in array A 
4.4 SUBROUTINE COMM (IPIC, IERR, ITE., NCONF, ICHOSE, 
NCHOSE) 
4.4.1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The communication subroutine selects hardware for the satellite 
command and telemetry system. Five configurations are provided for in the 
subroutine. These are determined by the complexity of the data processor 
being used and the amount of data to be transmitted. The pieces of equipment 
which may be selected are: baseband assembly unit, transmitter antenna(s), 
transmitter(s), receiver antenna, diplexer,receiver, and signal conditioner. 
The pieces chosen and the number-chosen are configuration dependent. Each 
piece of equipment to be chosen is selected by comparing the attributes as 
computed from the user,input, configuration number, and default parameter 
values, with the attributes for that piece of equipment in the data base. 
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There are pieces of equipment which have constraints placed on 
them for the selection process. For example, a given baseband assembly unit 
may be constrained for use with a given transmitter and no other. These 
constraints are built into the data base. 
The sequences in which equipment are selected in each configura­
tion are given below: 
a. Uplink Plus Downlink INCONF(4) = 1] 
1. T'ransmitte r antenna 
2. Transmitter 
3. Receiver antenna (selected) 
4. Receiver 
5. Signal conditioner 
b. Unified Link, Common Antenna ENCONF(4) = 2] 




5. Signal conditioner 
6. Diplexe r 
c. Unified Link, Separate Antennas [NCONF(4) = 3]. 
1. Baseband assembly unit 
2. Transmitter antenna 
3. Transmitter (selected) 
4. Receiver antenna 
5. Receiver 
6. Signal conditioner 
d. Unified Link, Common Antenna plus Downlink [NCONF(4) = 43 
1. Baseband assembly unit 
2. Transmitter antenna (unified) 
3. Transmitter antenha (nonunified) 
4. Transmitter (unified) (selected)
5. Transmitter (nonunified) 
6. Receiver 




e. Unified Link, Separate Antennas plus Downlink [NCONF(4) = 51 
1. Baseband assembly unit 
2. Transmitter antenna (unified) 
3. Transmitter antenna (nonunified) 
4. Transmitter (unified) (selected) 
5. Transmitter (nonunified) 
6. Receiver antenna 
7. Receiver 
8. Signal conditioner 
4.4.2 Communication with Main Program 
The variables listed in the calling sequence are common to all 
subroutines which select hardware and are discussed in Paragraph 3.3. 
In addition to the calling sequence, Subroutine COMM communi­
cates with the main program via four COMMON blocks: USER 4, USERI, 
BTWN; and DBCOM. Variables coming through USER4 and USERI are user in­
puts discussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELIST REQUIR, DESIRE and OPTION). 
The variables in BTWN and DBCOM are discussed in Paragraph 3.2. 
4.4.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA SIGNOI/10.,10. /, LMARG/6.,6./, SLANT/-I.E+l0/, 
GTOT/-I.E+l0/, GR/-I.E+lO/, T/-I.E+I0/, NF/-I.E+I0/; 
TCLOSS/O.,O./, POLOSS/O./, GAMMA/.1/, BETA/l.8/, 
GT/-IE+I0, -I.E+10/, MODX/O., 0./, ANTLOS/0./, 
COVER/O. ! 
whe re: 
SIGNOI(2) Signal-to-noise ratios for transmitter(s) (dB) 
LMARG(2) = Link margin(s) (dB)
 
SLANT = Slant range (nmi)
 
GTOT = Gain-to-temperature ratio
 
GR = Receiving antenna (downlink) gain (dB)
 
T = System noise temperature (0 K)
 




TCLOSS(2) = Transmitter(s) circuit loss 
POLOSS = Polarization loss 
ANTLOS = Satellite antenna off-axis loss 
GAMMA = PRN modulation index 
BETA = Subcarrier modulation index 
GT(2) = Antenna(s) gain (dB) 
MODX(2) = Transmitter(s) modulation type 
MODX = 0 no equipment dependence 
MODX = 1 phase modulation 
MODX = 2 frequency modulation 
MODX = 3 amplitude modulation 
COVER = Transmitter antenna coverage (in percent) 
4.4.4 Other Subroutines Called 
4.4.4.1 Subroutine BESS (X, BESJ, NMAX) 
This subroutine uses a recursive procedure for evaluating 
tables of the Bessel function, Jn(x). 
The variables in the calling sequence are defined as follows: 
X = floating point single precision argument 
BESJ = one-dimensional array of values of Jn(x) 
NMAX = one less than the number of values in BESJ array: 
i.e., BESJ (n + I) = J (x), n = 0,..., /NMAX/ 
4.4.4.2 Function RESET (K) 
This subroutine, as the name implies, resets or initializes 
equipment indices in the data base. 
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4.5 SUBROUTINE EP (IPIC, IERR, ITER, NCONF, ICHOSE, NCHOSE) 
4.5. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The electrical power subroutine selects hardware which is
 
required to regulate the electrical power for the spacecraft and batteries
 
to store the electrical power. Six configurations are considered in the sub­
routine. These configurations are characterized by the nature of the regula­
tion and the configuration of the solar arrays. 
All regulators, batteries and battery chargers selected byare 
comparing appropriate attributes listed in the data base with satellite per­
formance determined by the model. Regulators are selected on the basis 
of their ability to regulate the power load, batteries on the basis of the 
capacity needed during the eclipse portion of orbit, and battery chargers 
on the basis of being able to use the excess power to store energy back into 
the battery. 
The model does not include selection criteria for power control 
units, central control units, solar power distributor, and power distributors. 
The first equipments available in the data base are simply called up. The 
solar array area and weight are sized' primarily on the average power load 
required for the spacecraft. 
The sequences in which equipments are selected in each config­
uration are given below: 
a. 	 Shunt Regulation - Paddle or Body Mounted Arrays
 
INCONF = Ior ZJ
 
1. 	 Shunt regulator 
2. 	 Battery ( 
3. 	 Battery charger( 
4. 	 Power control unit (called up) 
b. 	 Shunt and Discharge Regulation 
- Paddle or Body Mounted Arrays 
LNCONF(5) = 3or 4j 
1. 	 Discharge regulator
2. 	 Shunt regulator (selected) 
3. 	 Battery
4. 	 Battery charger5. 	 Central control unit (called up) 
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c. 	 Series Load Regulation - Paddle or. Body Mounted Arrays 
LNCONF(5) 5 or 6J 
1. 	 Series load regulator 
2. 	 Battery (selected) 
3. 	 Battery charger 
4. 	 Power distributors 
5. 	 Solar power distributors (called up) 
4. 5. 2 Communication with Main Program 
The variables listed in the calling sequence are common to all
 
subroutines which select hardware and are discussed in Paragraph 3. 3.
 
In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine EP communicates 
with the main program via four named COMMON blocks: PRTCOM, USERI 
BTWN, and DBCOM. Variables coming through USERI are user inputs 
discussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELISTs REQUIR, DESIRE and 
OPTION). The variables in BTWN, DBCOM and PRTCOM are discussed 
in Paragraph 3. 2. 
4.5.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
- DATA DELF/. 03/, DELI/.02/, DELM/.01/, ETAI/.105/, 
ETAR/I.0/, Kil/l.02/, K2/1.4/, LMBDP/.9/, SOL/1353./, 
VC/I1.1/, PIE/3.1416/, CHMINT/2.0/ 
where: 
DELF = Coverglass and coverglass adhesive transmissivity 
loss factor (dimensionless) 
DELI = Array fabrication loss -factor (dimensionless) 
DELM = Miscellaneous loss factor (dimensionless) 
ETAI = Solar cell efficiency at 28 0 C, AMO illumination 
(dimensionless) 
ETAR = Power distribution loss factor (array to loads) 
Ki = Battery packing factor (dimensionless)
 
K2 = Battery structure weight factor (dimensionless)
 
LMBDP = Solar array factor (dimensionless) (active surface
 
area/actual surface area) 
SOL = Average solar intensity (watts/meter 
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VC = Minimum allowable cell voltage (V dc) 
CMvIINT = Minimum allowable charge time (hr) 




5. SUBROUTINES WHICH DO NOT SELECT HARDWARE 
5. 1 	 SUBROUTINE PRESET (IERR) 
5. 	 1. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The purpose of the subroutine PRESET is to calculate values for 
those input variables for which flags have been specified, provided these 
flags have not been overwritten by user supplied inputs. 
5. 1.2 	 Communication with Main Program 
IERR is a flag that informs the main .program that subsystem 
reliabilities cannot be preset with the given information. Subroutine PRESET 
communicates with the main program via four named COMMON blocks: 
USERi, USERR, USERI and BTWN. Variables coming through USER1, 
USERR, and USERI are discussed in Paragraph 8. 1. 
5. 1. 3 	 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None. 
5. 1.4 	 Other .Subroutines Called 
None. 
5.2 	 SUBROUTINE FILTER (NCONF, ICODE) 
5.2. 	1 Purpose of Subroutine 
Some combinations of configurations are known to be unacceptable. 
These are filtered out without the necessity of calling any subsystems. As an 
example, configuration I in SANDC and configuration 1 in EP are incompatible 
because 1 in SANDC is a spinning vehicle and 1 in EP requires solar array 
paddles which cannot be used on a spinning vehicle. A complete description 
of these restrictions is presented in Section 7. 
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5.2.2 	 Communication with Main Program 
NCONF is an array containing the number of each subsystem's 
configuration. ICODE is a return code of 0 for compatible configurations 
or -1 for unacceptable combinations of configurations. 
FILTER also uses values from COMMONs USERi, USER3,, 
USER4, and USERI, all of which are discussed in Paragraph 8. 1. 
5. 	 2. 3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None. 
5.2.4 	 Other Subroutines Called 
None. 
5. 3 SUBROUTINE INITIL (NCONF, IERRI) 
5.3. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
Some values are needed before they are calculated. For ex-. 
ample, subroutine SANDC needs moments and lengths which are calculated 
"downstream" in vehicle sizing. Approximations for such values are cal­
culated here. 
5.3.2 	 Communication with Main Program 
NCONF is discussed in Paragraph 3. 1. 1. IERRI is a flag which 
is set when the estimated satellite diameter exceeds the maximum allowable 
si ze. Subroutine INITIL communicates with the main program via four 
named COMMON blocks: USERI, USERI, BTWN and PRTCOM. 
5. 	 3. 3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None. 





5.4 SUBROUTINE READDB (IENDDB) 
5.4. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
This subroutine reads all data base values for one subsystem 
at a time 	and determines the IDB array. Of major importance are the 
equipment numbers which exist as the first two digits of the four digit 
equipment identification numbers. These are counted by groups (all l's, 
all 2's, all 3's, .... ) and these counts exist as IDB(l), IDB(2), and so on. 
The routine returns when equipment for the next subsystem is encountered, 
i. e., when the equipment numbers begin to decrease. 
5.4.2 	 Communication with Main Program 
IENDDB is the last column in the data base for the active sub­
system. This is needed for the SAVE routine. DBCOM is the common 
area in which the data base values for each subsystem are stored (see 
Paragraph 3.2). 
5.4. 3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA STORE/55*0. I 
STORE = variable used for temporary storage 
5.4.4 	 Other Subroutines Called 
None
 
SUBROUTINE SAVE (IIN, NIN, NOWAT, ITEST, IENDDB)
 
5.5. 1 	 Purpose of Subroutine 
The purpose of this subroutine is to build matrices needed by 
other subsystems. Specifically this routine concatenates separate ICHOSE 
and NCHOSE arrays (with zeros taken out) which contain the hardware 
I. D. 's of the equipment selected for the five satellite subsystems and the 
number of each equipment type. It also saves the data required to fill the 
COST, REL, THM, DPIA, and SKD arrays for their subroutines and the 
component volume, power and name for the PRNT routine. 
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5.5.2 Communication with Main Program 
uIN and NIN are ICHOSE and NCHOSE of the active subsystem 
(described in Paragraph 3.3). (NOWAT is described in Paragraph 4. 3.) 
ITEST is the largest possible number of types of equipment chosen by a 
subsystem. The three COMMON areas (DBCOM, CHOSE, PRTCOM) 
which are also used for communication with the main program are dis­
cussed in Paragraph 3.2. 
5.5.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None. 
5.5.4 Other Subroutines Called 
None. 
5.6 SUBROUTINE VESIZE (IERR, NCONF, ICHOSE) 
5.6. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The vehicle sizing subroutine determines the satellite structural 
weight, the total weight, the satellite volume, dimensions, center of 
gravity locations and the satellite inertial characteristics. Three config­
urations are considered in the subroutine. -These-configurations are 
characterized by the shape of the equipment bay: cylinder, box, sphere. 
This corresponds to NCONF(6) = 1, 2, 3, respectively. 
The following quantities are computed in the sequence indicated: 
a. Equipment bay equipment weight and volume 
b. Equipment bay length 
c. Satellite length 
d. Solar array dimensions 
e. Equipment bay structural weight 
f. Mission equipment bay structural weight 
g. Mission equipment support weight 
h. Total volume of mission equipment bay 
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i. 	 Solar array boom and mechanism weight (paddles) 
j. 	 Total mission equipment and external equipment weight and 
volume 
k. 	 Harness weight 
1. 	 Structural thermal protection system weight 
m. 	 Satellite dry weight 
n. 	 Satellite gross weight 
o. 	 Satellite launch weight 
p. 	 Mission equipment and mission equipment bay structure CGs 
q. 	 Equipment bay structure CGs 
r. 	 External equipment CGs 
s. 	 Solar array CGs 
t. 	 Satellite CGs 
u. 	 Equipment bay structure and equipment bay equipment 
incremental inertia 
v. 	 External equipment incremental inertia 
w. 	 Solar array incremental inertia 
x. 	 Mission equipment bay incremental inertia 
y. 	 Total satellite inertia 
z. 	 Distance from satellite CG to main engine 
a. 	 Gas jet lever arms on roll, pitch, and yaw axes 
5. 6.2 Communication with Main Program 
All three variables listed in the calling sequence are discussed 
in Paragraph 3. 3. (In this subroutine ICHOSE is a scalar which is set, 
to -I when the current design is unacceptable.) 
In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine VESIZE com­
municates with the main program via four COMMON blocks: USERI, 
USER6, BTWN, and PRTCOM. Variables coming through USERI and 
USER6 are user inputs discussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELISTs 
REQUIR, DESIRE, and OPTION). The variables in BTWN and PRTCOM 
are discussed in Paragraph 3. 2. 
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5. 6.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None. 
5.6.4 Other Subroutines Called 
None, 
5. 7 SUBROUTINE STRUCT (NCONF) 
5. 7. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The structures subroutine specifies the satellite loads environ­
ment and sizes the solar array extension supports, the equipment bay 
structure, the end covers and the midsection bulkhead if appropriate. 
One configuration is considered in the subroutine. This configuration is 
characterized by the type of equipment bay structure: semi-monocoque. 
The following quantities are computed in the sequence indicated: 
a. 	 Solar array paddle applied load 
b. 	 Nominal radius and wall thickness of solar array extension 
supports 
c. 	 Loads applied to equipment bay structure 
d. 	 Equivalent axial load on semi-monocoque structure 
e. 	 Equivalent thickness of stiffened cylinder 
f. 	 Skin thickness of skin-stringer assembly 
g. Stringer thickness, height, spacing, 
h. Number of stringers 
i. Cylinder frame, radius of gyration, 
and spacing 
j. Number of frames 
k. Forward and aft end cover thickness 
and efficiency 
area, height, thickness 
1. Applied uniform load on midsection bulkhead 
m. Midsection bulkhead thickness 
If the equipment bay shape is a box instead of a cylinder, quan­




5.7.2 Communication with Main Program 
The variable in the calling sequence is discussed in Paragraph 
3.3. In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine STRUCT communicates 
with the main program via four COMMON blocks: USER9, USERI BTWN, 
and PRTCOM. Variables coming through USER9 and USERI are user inputs 
discussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELISTs REQUIR, DESIRE, and 
OPTION). 
3.2. 
The variables in BTWN and PRTCOM are discussed inParagraph 







E, XNU, RHO, SIGY, PI/I.E7, 
= Young's modulus (psi) 
= Poisson's ratio 
= Weight density (lb/in3 
= Yield stress (psi) 
.33, .1, 3.E4, 3.1416/ 
5.7.4 Other Subroutines Called 
None. 
5.8 SUBROUTINE RELY (IRTN, IDS, NEQUIP) 
5. 8. 1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The reliability subroutine incrementally increases the level 
of redundancy in the spacecraft system until the system reliability, 
R(TRUNC), and the mean mission duration, MMD, specifications are met. 
The procedure is constrained by a maximum total satellite weight or cost 
and available equipment reserves. The subroutine operates to meet the 
system reliability specification prior to meeting the mean mission dura­
tion requirement. 
Two configurations are considered in the subroutine. These 
configurations are single system redundancy and dual system redundancy. 
This corresponds to NCONF(7) = 0, 1 respectively. 
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The principle of operation is to add a redundancy to a single 
module, then calculate the new system reliability and the payoff, as 
defined by 
= AR(TRUNC)RHO A weight 
This is repeated for each module where equipment reserves are available. 
The module offering the greatest payoff is selected, and the following three 
tests are applied: 
a. Is RHO large enough? (The threshold is preselected.) 
b. Is spacecraft weight or cost below the maximum allowed? 
c. Is the R(TRUNC) still short of the -requirement? 
If these tests are passed, the subroutine begins the selection process 
again. This loop is retraced until one or more of the tests is failed. 
Failure of tests a or b results in termination of the design procedure. 
If a configuration is found which meets the system reliability require­
ment, then the above is repeated replacing R(TRUNC) with MMD. A 
final design is recognized as optimum subject to the imposed R(TRUNC), 
MMD, weight, and cost constraints. 
The subroutine contains the additional feature in that sub­
system reliabilities may be specified. The task of meeting subsystem 
requirements is performed prior to any total system considerations. The 
same logic as presented above is used for determining the appropriate 
subsystem redundancies. 
5.8.2 Communication with Main Program 
The variables listed in the calling sequence are: a return in­
dicator, a double string design indicator, and a vector of the number of 
equipment types per subsystem, respectively. 
Subroutine RELY additionally communicates with the main 
program through the COMMON blocks: USERR, USERI, BTWN, DBCOM, 
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CHOSE, and PRTCOM. Variables in USERR andUSERI, are user inputs and 
are discussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELISTs REQUIR, DESIRE, and 
OPTION). The-variables in BTWN, CHOSE, DBCOM and PRTCOM are disr 
cussed in Paragraph 3.2. 
5.8.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None 
5.8.4 Other Subroutines Called 
5. 8.4. 1 Subroutine RIMOD (J, DELH, ITRUNC, NT, IADD, IOPT 
Subroutine RIMOD is called by subroutine RELY. Subroutine 
RIMOD computes the reliability function for a specified module with or 
without a redundancy added. Five different models are used, depending on 
the failure node of an individual module. The calling parameters are: 




ITRUNC = Number of time points
 
NT = Input option
 
IADD =. Input option 
IoPT = Input option 
Parameters passed through COMMON block CHOSE are: 
NCHOSE = Initial number of elements by module 
SYSPAR = Matrix of model parameters (called DATAB in 
subroutine RELY) 
Parameters passed through COMMON block DBCOM are: 
R = Resultant reliability function 
NR = Number of redundancies by module 
5.8.4.2 Subroutine QSF (H; Y, Z, NDIM) 
Subroutine QSF is called by subroutine RELY., Subroutine QSF 
computes a vector of integral values for a given equidistant table of func­
tion values. QSF is a member of the System/360 Scientific Subroutine 
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Package. The calling parameters are: 
H Increment of argument values 
Y - Input vector of function values 
Z = Resulting vector of integral values 
NDIM = Dimension of vectors Y and Z 
No parameters are passed in common. 
5.8.4.3 	 Subroutine GAM (X) 
The function GAM is called by RIMOD. Function GAM computes 
the gamma function of its argument, X, GAM uses a polynomial approxi­
mation on the interval (1.0, 2.0). 
5. 	 8.4.4 Subroutine CERF (X) 
The function CERF is called by RIMOD. Function CERF com­
putes the error function for X in (0.0, 4. 0) and the compliment of the error 
function for X in (4. 0, ot). A Chebyshev approximation is used in 
both cases.
 
5.9 	 SUBROUTINE THRML (IERR, NCONF) 
5.9.1 	 Purpose of Subroutine 
The thermal sizing subroutine determines the phase change 
material weight, insulation area, heater power, radiator area, and types 
of heat pipes to be used. Various configurations are considered in the 
subroutine dependent upon variables such as orbit, shape of vehicle, type 
of stabilization, power requirements, temperature limits, and battery 
temperatures. These variables are determined elsewhere in the model 
and 	passed to THRML via the common blocks. 
The output quantities are computed in the following sequence: 
a. Radiator area (RADA) 
b. Heater power (HTRPWR) 
c. Heat 	pipe (HTPIPE) 
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d. Battery radiator area (RADAB) 
e. Battery heater power (HTRPRB) 
f. - Battery variable conductance heat pipe (VCHP) 
g. Total radiator area.(RAT) 
h. Total heater power (HPT) 
i. Total heat pipes (HTPT) 
5.. 9.2 Communication with Main Program 
Both variables listed in the calling sequence are discussed in 
Paragraph 3.3. 
In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine THRML com­
municates with the main program via three COMMON blocks: USERI, 
-CHOSE, and BTWN. Variables coming through USERI are user inputs 
discussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (s~e NAMELISTs REQUIR, DESIRE, and 
OPTION). The variables in BTWN and CHOSE are discussed in Para­
graph 3.Z. 
5. 9. 3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA 	 SIGMA/0. 1714 E-08/, QS/442. /, EMISS/60./, 
ALBDO/155./, CONST/I.5/, PIE/3.1416/ 
where:
 
SIGMA = Boltzmann constant in Btu/(hr-ft-deg R4
 
QS = Solar constant in Btu/(hr-ft )
 
EMISS = 	 Earth emission in Btu/ (hr-ft2 
The Albedo in Btu/(hr-ft 2ALBDO = 

CONST = The K constant (dimensionless)
 




5. 10 	 SUBROUTINE COSTS (NCONF, NEQUIP) 
5. 	 10.1 Purpose of Subroutine 
The cost subroutine determines the cost of building and inte­
grating a payload from the design engineering phase to the launch phase. 
Costs are broken down into the following categories (variable names are 
in parenthesis): 
DDT&E (Nonrecurring) . 
Design engineering (DE) 

Test and evaluation (TE) 

Tooling and equipment (TOOLR) 

Quality control (QCR) 

Systems engineering and integration 
(SEIR) 










Systems engineering and integra­
tion (SEIP) 
Program management (PMP) 
Other costs which are computed are listed in the table below (variable 

































5. 10.2 Communication with Main Program 
Both Variables listed in the calling sequences are discussed in 
Paragraph 3. 3. 
In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine COSTS com­
municates with the main program via five COMMON blocks: USERC, 
USERI, BTWN, CHOSE, and PRTCOM. Variables coming through USERC 
are user inputs discussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (see NAMELISTs REQUIR, 
DESIRE, and OPTION). The variables in BTWN, CHOSE, and PRTCOM 
are discussed in Paragraph 3. 2. 
5.I0.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA FR, FP, FT, FE, RE, RT, RP, BE, BT, BP, PI, SF 
where: 
FR(6) = Subsystem design engineering cost factor 
FP(6) = Subsystem unit production cost factor 
FE(6) = Subsystem unit engineering cost factor 
FT(6) Subsystem test evaluation cost factor 
RE(6) Design engineering CER constant 
RT(6) = Test evaluation CER constant 
RP(6) Production CER constant 
BE(6) = Design engineering CER exponent 
BT(6) = Test evaluation CER exponent 
BP(6) = Production CER exponent 
The six values in each of the. above arrays are associated with the follow­
ing equipment or systems in the order indicated: 
a. Solar array 
b. Wiring harness 
c. Thermal 
d. Converters 




Pi = Price index (i.e., change 
dollars) 
SF = Optional factor (e. g., sta
of the value of the 
ndardization factor) 
5.10.4 Other Subroutines Called 
None 
5.11. 	 SUBROUTINE SKED (NEQUIP, NCONF) 
5.11.1 	 Purpose of Subroutine 
The purpose of this subroutine is to calculate component 
development lead time, subsystem development lead time, component quali­
fication time, subsystem qualification lead time, test lead time, and a total 
time for each subsystem and for the mission equipment. The critical path 
is determined and the associated times are passed to the PRNT routine. 
5.11.2 	 Communication with Main Program 
Both variables in the calling sequence are discussed in Para­
graph 3.3. Subroutine SKED also communicates with the main program 
via three COMMON areas: CHOSE, USER8, and PRTCOM. Variables 
coming through USER8 are user inputs discussed in Paragraph 8. 1 (See 
NAMELISTs REQUIR, DESIRE, and OPTION). The variables in BTWN 
and PRTCOM are discussed in Paragraph 3.2. 
5.11.3 	 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
DATA CONF, ICI 
whe re: 
CONF(22, 5) = Configuration dependent weighting factors 
ICI(5) = Index with which the CONF array is addressed 
5.11.4 	 Other Subroutines Called 
None 
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5.12 SUBROUTINE PRNT (IERR, NEQUIP, NACCEP, NCONF) 
5.12.1 Purpose of Subroutine 
This subroutine prints all butput determined by the model. A 
sample of the output may be found in Paragraph 8. 3. This sample includes 
all three possible levels (system, subsystem, assembly) of output which 
are available as well as a glossary containing descriptive information. 
Depending on the value of the parameter, IPRINT, system, system plus 
subsystem or system, subsystem and assembly design information will 
be printed out for each design. 
5. 12.2 Communication with Main Program 
The variables IERR and NCONF listed in the calling sequence 
are discussed in Paragraph 3.3. NEQUIP is discussed in Paragraph 3. 1. 
NACCEP is a counter maintained by MAIN and used only by PRNT. It is 
the acceptable design number identifying the particular run. 
In addition to the calling sequence, subroutine PRNT communi­
cates with the main program via five COMMON blocks: BTWN, PRTCOM, 
CHOSE, USERP, and USERI. 
5.12.3 Variables Specified in DATA Statements 
None. 




6. DATA BASE 
Paragraph 6. 1 contains the discussion of the data base, the 
position of the attributes contained therein, and a description of the data 
base tape. Paragraph 6.2 discusses the PRESORT program which may 
reorder the data base prior to exercising the model. 
6.1 FORMAT 
The data base tape is a seven track, BCD tape, 800 bpi and 
blocked 84 characters per record. The foh-rnat is illustrated in Figure 6-1. 
Equipments in the data base are ordered by: (1) subsystems, 
(2) configuration within each subsystem, and (3) equipment types within 
each configuration [sized equipment(s) first, selected equipment(s) second]. 
Within equipment types, the equipment is ordered according to the prime 
technical performance parameter. (This ordering may be changed by the 
PRESORT routine discussed in Paragraph 6. 2. ) A list of the data base 
equipment in the order determined by these considerations is given below: 
a. Stabilization and Control 
1. Despin mechanical andelectronics assembly 
2. Valve driver assembly 
3. Sun sensor with electronics 
4. Nutation damper
5. Gimbal electronics assembly 
6. Control timing assembly 
7. Biaxial drive assembly 
8. Nonscanning earth sensor
 
9.- Sun sensor with electronics
 
10. Control electronics assembly
11. Rate gyro assembly 
12. Horizon sensor 
13. Reaction wheel 
14. Power converter 
15. Attitude reference electronics 
16. Valve driver assembly 
17. Rate integrating gyros 
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18. Horizon sensor (with electronics) 
19. Electronics processing assembly 
20. Single gimbal control moment gyro 
21. Star sensor with electronics 
22. Electronic error processor 
b. Auxiliary Propulsion 
1. Cold gas thruster 
2. Cold gas isolation valve 
3. Cold gas filter 
4. Cold gas pressure regulator 
5. Cold gas pneumatic tank 
6. Cold gas fill and vent valve 
7. Cold gas relief valve 
8. Monopropellant thruster 
9. Monopropellant isolation valve 
10. Monopropellant filter 
11. Monopropellant spherical tank 
12. Monopropellant fill valve 
13. Bipropellant thruster 
14. Bipropellant isolation valve 
15. Bipropellant filter 
16. Bipropellant tank 
17. Bipropellant fill valve 
c. Data Processing and Instrumentation 
1. General purpose processor
 
Z. Special purpose processor (digital telemetry unit 
d. Communications 




5. Signal conditioner 
6. Diplexer 
7. Converters (transmitter and receiver) 
e. Electrical Power 
1. Shunt regulator 
2. Battery cells 
3. Battery charger 
4. Discharge regulator 
5. Shunt regulator 
6. Battery charger 
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7. Central control unit 
8. Series load regulator 
9. Battery charger 
10. Solar power distributor 
11. Power distributor
 
IZ. Power control unit
 
6. Z PRESORT 
A small program exists to sort the data base prior to sub­
mitting a run for obtaining preliminary spacecraft designs. It will sort 
the data base according to weight, cost, or reliability. A single digitin 
Column 1 of a card (to be read on unit 5) determines the sort-variable: 
1 = weight (row Z3), 2 or 3 = cost (-row 46 and 47 or 48), 4 = reliability. 
(row 42). Input tape is expected on unit 8. Output tape is unit 9. Either 
disk or tape is acceptable for both input and output. Output should be 
input to the main run. If this presort capability is not used, the order 
of the data base is determiried by technical performance as discussed 






























































8E10.0 Card 3 




No. Pow Cmd 
No. Other Cmd 
Time TagsNo. Hi 'T' Ana 
No. Hi 'T' Dig 


































No. Lo 'T' Ana
 
No. Lo 'T' Dig

















Devel Var Qual Const SE10.0 Card 7 Qual Var 
State-Art 
Data Base Format (7 Cards/Equipment) (Continued) 
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7. RESTRICTIONS AND/OR LIMITATIONS 
The following tables detail both restrictions and limitations 
of the model. The first type of restriction is that of incompatibility be­
tween. subsystem configurations and user requirements (Table 7-1). The 
second type of restriction is that of'incompatibility between subsystem 
configurations (Tables 7-Z through 7-8). 
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Earth poiiting Yes 
Sun pointing Yes 
Maneuverability requirements 
Vehicle slewing No 
Pointing accuracy 
35-170 mrad (2-10 deg)
3.5-35 mrad (0.2-2 deg) 
Yes 
Yes 
0. 17-3.5 mr*ad (0.01-0.2 deg) Yes 
< 0. 17 mrad (> 0. 01 deg) No 
Rate accuracy 
1. 7-17 mrad/sec (0. 1-1. 0 deg/sec) Yes 
0. 17-1. 7 mrad/sec (0. 01-0. 1 deg/sec) Yes 
<0. 17 mrad/sec (0. 01 deg/sec) No 
Legend: Yes - Configuration can be used 








































































Table 7-2. Stabilization and Control Configuration Compatibility 




Three-Axis Mass Expulsion 
Mass Expulsion with 
Control: Moment Gyros, 
Mas Expulsion with 
Pitch Momentum Wheel 
Legend: 
Yes - Compatible 
No - Incompatible 
,Data Processing Subsystem 










Table 7-3. Auxiliary Propulsion Configuration Selection 
Input Requirements Cold Gas Monopropellant Bipropellant 
Thrust 
< ZZ4 newtons (< 50 lb) Yes Yes Yes 
224-4450 newtons (50-1000 ib) No Yes Yes 
> 4450 newtons (> 1000 lb) No No Yes 
Total Impulse 
< 4.4 x104 newton-sec (< 104 ib-sec) Yes No No 
4.4 x 10 4-2.2 x 105 newton-sec (10 4- 5 x 104 lb-sec) 'Yes Yes No 
Z. 2 x 105 8.9 x 105 newton-sec'(5 x 10 Z x 105 ib-sec) No Yes Yes 
> 8.9 x 105 newton-sec (2 x 105 lb-sec) No No Yes 
Legend: 
Yis - Acceptable 
No - Unacceptable 
Table 7-4. Data Processing Configuration Compatibility 
communication 'GeneIral Special Purpose IrocessorsProe
Configuration Purpose
Processor 
 1 DTU 2 DTUs 
Yes. 
Uplink, plus downlink (I Data Rate Yes No 
Computed) 
Yes 
Unified link, common antenna (i Data Rate Yes No 
Computed) 
Yes
Unified link, separate antennas (i Data Rate Yes No + 
SComputed) 
(Yes 
Unified link, common antenna Yes No Yes 
plus downlink Data RatesN(2 Computed) 
Unified li'nk, separate, antennas Yes. No Yese 




Table 7-5. Communication Configuration Selection 
Configuration s 
Uplink plus downlink 
Unified link, common antenna 
Unified link, separate antennas 
Unified link, common antenna 
plus downlink 
Unified link, separate antennas 
plus downlink 
Legend: 
Yes - Acceptable 





















Yes - Compatible 










Yes - Compatible 





Vehicle Shape Compatibility 
Cylinder Sphere Box 
Yes Yes No 
Yes Yes Yes 
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Table 7-8. Structural Configurati6n Compatibility 
Vehicle ShapeStructural 
Configuration Cylinder Sphere Box 
Monocoque Yes No Yes 
Senii-Monoc6que Yes No Yes 
Truss Yes "'Yes Yes 
Legend: 
Yes Compatible 




8. SAMPLE TEST CASE 
Paragraph 8. 1 discusses the input variables to the model. 
Paragraph 8. 2 discusses values that were used in the sample test case. 
Paragraph 8. 3 contains the results of the sample test case. 
USER INPUT VARIABLE LIST 
Inputs to the model are.listed in Table 8-1. NAMELIST names 
are shown in parenthesis. All NAMELIST blocks must be in the order 
iven. If the user wishes to use the default parameters, the varidbles 
need not be entered. However, NAMELIST control input must exist for 
each NAMELIST section. For example: 









8. Z INPUT VARIABLES FOR TEST CASE 
Figure 8-1 lists the variables which were used for the sample 
test case. Only those variables that are changed from the default values 




















Table'8-1' User 	input List 
Required Input 	Data 
DescriptionDefault Units 
Value 
Set to 0 for macro; set to 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 for0 
micro. If0, program operates in macro mode-
If 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, program performsmicro 
search for SANDC, AUXPRO, DPI, COMM, or EP 
subsystems, respectively. For-micro search 
on a s peciftc subsystem, user must restrict all 
other subsystems to one configuration each. 
1 	 . Set to 1 for system level printout. Set to 2 
for system and subsysterni level printouts. Set, 
to 3 for system, subsystem, and assembly level 
printouts. Zero allows no printout. 
Z4. mo Mis sibn lifetime 
500. nmi 	 Orbit apogee 
500. 	 nmi Orbit peigee
 
System mean mission duration requirement
18 mo 
0.6 	 System reliability requirement at end of mission 
life. ­
1 	 Number of qualification vehicles 
4 	 Number of flight vehicles 
435. 	 lb Mission equipment weight (must be zeroed out
 
if there is no mission equipment one)
 
435. 	 lb Mission equipment weight (must be zeroed out
 
if there is no mission equipment two)
 
Mission equipment power requirement.200. watts 
given. If SPEC I < 0. 1, the require­*Either SPEC I or SPEC 6 can be omitted if the other is 
ment is ignored, thereby reducing the execution time-of the program. If SPEC 6 < 0. 00001, 
the program execution time is not reduced.this requirement is 	 ignored; however, 




FORTRAN Name Default Units Description 
Value 
IAGNCY 	 I = USAF, 2 - NASA 
IMETYP 2 	 Mission equipment type (Imeans Communi­
cations, 2 means Earth Observation, 3 means 
Lunar, 4 means Planetary) 
ISATOR 1 	 1 earth oriented, 2 sun oriented, 3 inertially 
oriented
 
PHIIX 	 0.75 deg 
PHIRY 0.75. deg 	 Required attitude accuracy about roll, 
0.75 deg pitch, and yaw axesPHIRZ 

NMSEQ 1 	 Number of mission equipment cornmand and 
telemetry data arrays in ARRAYN (maximum 
of 3) 
Mission data for up to three (3)'equipments
 
:ARRAYN (1,-) (0. , 0., 0.) Power switching command
 
ARRAYN (2,-) (0., 0. , 0.) Other commands
 




ARRAYN (4,-) (106., 0., 0.) Number of analog points
 
ARRAYN (5,-) (106,., 0., 0.) -l Number of digital points
 
ARRAYN (6,-) (500, 0., 0.) sec Sample rate
 




ARRAYN (8,-) (280.. 0., 0.) -Number of analog points
 
ARRAYN (9,-) (280., 0., 0.) 1 Number of digital points
 
ARRAYN (10,-) (1., 0., 0.) sec Sample rate
 
-ARRAYN (11;-) (8., 0., 0.) bits Word length 
OPSMS 0. ops/sec 	 Number of mission operations 
MBI2SH I 	 Mission equipment bay shape (Imeans cylin­
der, 2 means box) 
EQM1XL (Calculated) in. 	 No. I mission equipment bay length 
EQMlYL (Calculated) in. . No. 1 mission equipment bay width ** 
EQM1ZL '(Calculated) in. No. I mission equipment bay height
 
EQM2XL .(Calculated) in. No. 2 mission equipment bay length
 
EQMZYL (Calculated) in. No. 2 mission equipment bay width
 
EQMZZL (Calculated) in. 	 No. 2 mission equipment bay height 
Representative values shown forARRAYN apply to the separate downlink configurations. De­
-signs not using a separate downlink for the mission equipment should specify substantially 
smaller input values than those values suggested since the mission equipment data is combined 
with the housekeeping data'for transmission purposes. 
For separate downlink designs, nonzero high rate and low rate telemetry data must be specified 
for at least one mission equipment. Designs not using a separate downlink for the.mission 
equipment can have ARRAYN zeroed out. 












































































Table 8-1. User Input List (Continued) 






0. in. 	 Mission equipment CGs relative 
0. in. 	 to equipment bay interface 
0. in. 

















ft30. 	 External equipment volurmes 
0. ft 3 
0. ft 3 
0. ft 3 




2. 	 Location of external equipment (1 means 
Z. 	 front, 2 means center, 3 means aft end 





3. 	 Location of external eqUipment (I means 
3. 	 right, 2 means left, 3 means top, 4 meins 
3. 	 bottom-looking along the axis 6f symmetry 




ORO IS POOR 
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Table 8-i. User Input List (Continued) 
Desirable Input Data 
FORTRAN Name Default Units 
Value 
RELME 1.0 
XMER 0. $ 
XMEU 0. $ 
PI 1.0 
SKDME(l, -) (0., 0., 0.) $1000. 
SKDME(2, -) (0., 0., 0.) $1000 
SKDME(3, -) (0., 0., 0.) mo 
SKDlvE(4, -) (0., 0., 0.) mo 
SKDME(5, -) (0., 0., 0.) mo 
SKDME(6, -) (0., 0. , 0.) mo 
SKDME(7,-) (0. , 0., 0.) 
Description 
Mission equipment reliability at end 
of mission life 
Mission equipment DDT&E cost 
Mission equipment average unit cost 
Price index factor 
Schedule data for up to three mission 
equipment: 
Design engineering cost 
Test and evaluation cost 
Development lead time constant 
Development lead time variable 
Qualification lead time constant 




Table 8-1. User Input List (Continued) 
Optional Input Data 
DescriptionFORTRAN Name Default Units 
Value 
IDEBUG 0 
ISTRT 1 1 
































Input value of 1 causes cost and reliability
 
debugging information to be printed out.
 
First of all allowable five configurations to
 
be designed for the Stabilization and Control
 
subsystem. ISTRTI and JENDI effectively
 
limit the number of configurations whose de­
signs will be attempted. (Must be equal
 
for micro search on another subsystem).
 
Last of the allowable five configurations to
 




As above for Auxiliary Propulsion
 




As above for Communications
 
As above for Electrical Power
 
As above for Vehicle Sizing
 




Main engine alignment to thrust axis
 
Translational thrust (must be non-zero)
 








Number of maneuvers about roll, pitch,
 
and yaw axes 
8-6
 





















EA- 0. 10 
EANT -0. 1 
-ALPHA 12.0 

























Required system rate accuracy 
Minimum payload scan period (applie's only 
to yaw spin configuration) 
Spin rate of rotor (applies only to dual 
spin configuration) 
Time between spin axis corrections
 
(applies only to dual spin configuration)
 
0 if errors for spin axis relative-to nadir; 
I if errors for payload relative to nadir 
(applies only to dual spin configuration) 
4 means vehicle ske*4ing and prevents.de­
sign of the dual spin configuration; other­
wise, no effect
 
Maximum programred pitch over -rate
 
(applies only to three-axis mass expulsion 
configuration) 
Misalignment errors in mounting inertia 
measurement units (applies only to thrle­
axis mass expulsion configuration)
 
Antenna niisalignment (applies only to
 
pitch momentum bias configuration)
 
Antenna elevation (applies only to pitch
 
momentum bias configuraticn and should
 
be set to less than one radian)
 
Thruster offset in roll-yaw plane (applies 
only to pitch momentum bias configuration) 
Time between unloading wheel momentum 
(applies only to CMG configuration) 
Acceleration time for maneuvering 
(applies only to CMG comfigu ration) 
Number of single gimbaled gyros
 
(applies only to CMG configuration)
 
- Time vehicle in inertial hold (applies 
only to CMG configuration) -
Average body rate for low orbit when
 










Table 8-1. User Input List (Continued) 
Optional Input Data 




PDOTST 0.0667 deg/sec 	 Maximum rate at vhich star informiation 
is obtained (applies only to CMG configura­
tion) 




PHIFOV 40. 0 deg 	 Maximum range of attitude freedom re­
quired to track specific stars (applies
 
only to CMO configuration)
 
BTRMX 	 I. 024x10 6 bit/sec Maximum bit rate 
SCSFL 0. 	 Special command synchronization flag
 




TPRFL 0. 	 Telemetry processing flag (0 means teleme­
try processed separately, 1 means other­
wise) 
IOPTCM 	 0 Ranging requirement (0 or I for no or yes) 




FREQ(2) 2250., 2250 MHz 	 rrequency of downlink transmitters 
(second number refers to separate down ­
link) 
NET 	 I 1 = NASA net, 0 = AFSCF net 
NADIR 0 Nadir coverage flag (0 = no, I = yes)
 
FREQR 1800. MHz Receiver frequency
 
COMAT, 1000. baud 	 Receiver command rate 
BWIDTH(2) (Calculated)* Hz 	 Bandwidth for transmitter (default values 
are flags that cause bandwidth to be com­
puted as a function of bit rate) 
OPTEMP 15. 0°C 	 Battery temperature 
EQPF 	 5. Volume sizing factor 
ISBOFG 0 Solar array boom drive requirement 
(0 mdans not required, 1 means required) 
XCGSAI I. Location of solar paddles (I means front, 
2 means center, 3 means aft end) 
The computer program does not currently possess the ability to design an USB 
communications link. 




Table 8-1. User Input List (Continued) 
Optional Input Data 
FORTRAN Name Default Units 
Value 
XCGSA3 1. 
DIAMAX 120. in. 
RFIXED 1.0 
KEOPT 1 








CA 10. g 
CE 5. g 
FEEPCT 0.07 
Description 
Location of body mounted solar array 
(1 means front, Zmeans center, 3 means 
aft end) 
Maximum satellite diameter 
Initial system reliability 
Expense option indicator (1 means 
additional redundancy is penalized on 
the basis of weight; otherwise expense is 
c ost ) ' 
Maximum system weight 
Single point failure requirements option 
(0 = not in effect, otherwise in effect) 
Subsystem requirements option( = at least one subsystem has a reliability 
spec, otherwise no reliability specs on 
subsystem) 
Reliability requirement for the 
Stabilization and Control subsystem 
Reliability requirement for the 
Auxiliary Propulsion subsystem 
Reliability requirement for the Data 
Processing subsystem 
Reliability requirement for the 
Communication subsystem 
Reliability requirement for the 
Electrical Power Subsystem 
Axial launch acceleration 
Lateral launch acceleration 
Contractor's fee percentage 













































Figure 8-1. Input Variables for Test Case 
SDESIRE 
ARRAYN = O.±6E+02 0.0 0g...,

O.0 0.C, 
CGEEX = U.2E+01, 0.2E+Ot± 
EELOC = 0.3E+Oit 0.3E+Oi 
EEQVL 0.0. 0.0, O.C, 
EEQWT =00 0.0, O.C, 
EMiYCG = 0.0, 





EQMiXL t 0.484E+02t 
EQMIYL = 0.1082E+03, 
EQMiZL = O.1082E+03, 
EOK2XL = 0.0, 
EQK2YL' 0.0, 
EQMi:ZL =0.0 
IAGNCY = 1, 
IPEIYP 1, 
ISATOR = 1, 
N8I2SH z1 




























6 0 01 0 0!1.68E0:2 0.16E+02, 0.7E-026 O.8EO . O.O 5.5, ., 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, o., 0.0, o.0, 
0.2E01, 0.2E+01, 0,2E+01, 0.2E+01, 0.2E019 G2E+O±,
 
0.3E20±i 0.3E+ 1i 0.3E01, 0.3E 01, 0.3E+01, 0.3E+019'
 
0.09 0.0, O*O, 0,0,
 
0.0. 0. 0, 0.C, 0.0,
 















0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 00, 0.09 0.0, 0.0, 



























DPHI = 0.25E+009, 
EA = O.iE+OO, 
EANT = O.iE+OO, 
EPi = O.LE-03," 
EQPF = O.iE+02, 
FE = 0.35E+O±. 
FEEPCT = O.E-Ui, 
FREQ = O.225E+04# 
FR'*EQR = O.i8E+04, 
IENDi = 1, 
IDEBUG = 1, 
IEND2 = 2, 
IEN03 = 2, 
IEND4 = 2, 
IENDS = 2, 
IENOG = it 
IENOR = 0, 
ICPTCN = 1, 
O.22E+04,
 
Figure 8-1. Input Variables for Test Case (Continued) 
ISBOFG = 0v 
ISPT = a, 
ISTRTi = I, 
ISTRT2 = 2, 
ISTRT3 = 2, 
ISTRT4 = 2, 
ISTRT5 = 2, 
ISTRTB = It 
ISTRTA = 0p 
ISUB = 0,. 
K
 
KEOPT = i, 
LINK = i, 
MANV = i 
NADIR = it
 







POOTAV = O.±E-Bi, 
PDOTRX = O.i'2E-01, 
POOTRY = O.i2E-Oi, 
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8.3 SAMPLE TEST CASE RESULTS 
The test case corresponds to the DSCS-II satellite. This 
satellite provides for expanded communications service for worldwide 
The satel­military installations and the National Command Authority. 
Two dish antennas on top of the spacecraft arelite is drum-shajed. 
deployed in orbit to provide narrow beam coverage. Conical horn earth 
coverage antennas are mounted on top of the spacecraft. An omni­
directional command and telemetry antenna is deployed beneath the 
main body. Communications equipment is mounted on a mechanically 
despun platform. Other subsystems are housed in the main body of the 
spacecraft. The test case results are presented in Figure 8-2. 
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STABILIZATION AND CONTROL (NCONF()) AUXILIARY PROPULSION (NCONF(Z))

NCONF(i)=i IS DUAL SPIN NCONF(2),=i IS COLD GAS
 
NCONF(L)=2 IS YAW SFIN NCONF(2)=2 IS MONOPROPELLANT
 
NCONF(I)=3 IS MASS EXPULSION NCONF(2)=3 IS BIPROPELLANT
 
NCONFC)=4 IS MASS EXPULSION W/ CMG-S COMMUNICATIONS (NCONF(4))

NCONF(C)=5 IS MASS EXPULSION W/ M.W.-S NCONF(4)=i IS'SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK

DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION (NCONF(3)) NCONF(4)=2 IS UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS 
NCONF(3)=i IS GENERAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR NCONF(4)=3 IS UNIFIED LIhK-SEPARATE ANTENNAS 
NCONF(3)=2 IS SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR NCONF(4)=4 IS UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANT + DOWNLINK 
ELECTRICAL POWER (NCONF(S)) NCONF(4)'=S IS UNIFIED LINK-SEPARATE ANT + DOWNLINK

NCONF(S)=I IS SHUNT REGULATION - PADDLE MTO. VEHICLE SIZING (NCONF(6))

NCONF(5)=2 IS SHUNT REGULATION - BOCY NTO. NCONF(6i=i IS CYLINDER
 
NCONF(5)=3 IS SHNT D - NCONF(6)=2 IS BOX
ISCH.REG PADDLE MTD. 

NCONF(5)=4 IS SHNT 4 DISCI-.REG - BODY MTD. NCONF(6)=3 IS SPHERE

NCONF(5)=5 IS SERIES LOAD REG. - PADDLE MTO. RELIABILITY 
NCONF(5)=6 IS SERIES LOAD REG. - BOCY MTD. REDUNDANCY CONFIGURATION = 0 IS SINGLE SYSTEM 
REDUNDANCY CONFIGURATION = i IS DUAL SYSTEM 
MESSAGES (IERR)

STABILIZATION AND CONTROL -AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
IERR = 0 MEANS NC MESSAGES IERR = 0 MEANS NO MESSAGES
 
IERR = i MEANS MAX ALLOWABLE SYS. ERROR UNSAT. IERR = I MEANS CYCLE LIFE OF ATTITUDE CONTROL
 
IERR = iX MEANS MAX RATE ERROR TOO SMALL THRUSTERS IS TOO SHORT
 
IERR = 1XX MEANS 3-AXIS WHEELS ACCEPTABLE IERR = 10 MEANS CYCLE LIFE OF TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTER 
IERR = ±XXX MEANS 08L GIMB.CMGS ACCEPTABLE IS TOO SHORT
 
cDATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION IERR = it.MEANS CYCLE LIVES OF BOTH THRUSTERS ARE
 
IERR = a MEANS NO MESSAGES 
- TOO SHORT 
IERR = i MEANS 14JX REQUIRED THERMAL 
IERR = 10 WORD LENGTH GREATER THAN,256 IERR = ±XXXXXXXXX.MEANS BATT RAO AREA IS SUPPLIED 
IERR = 100 BIT RATE IS TOO LARGE IN RADAB
 
IERR= 1000 SPEC.CCD.SYNC.FLG NE 0 ]ERR = XiXXXXXXXX MEANS OSR CONY. AND VARIABLE COND 
IERR = 10000 END OF DATA BASE SENSED UCTANCE HEAT PIPE INFO IS REQUIREDCD VEHICLE SIZING IERR = XXiXXXXXXX MEANS PHASE CONTROL MASS IS
 
IERR = 0 MEANS NO MESSAGES SUPPLIEC IN. PCH

0 tEAR = I MEANS BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY LENGTH IERR = XXXIXXXXXX MEANS ISOTHERMALIZER IS REQUIRED
 
EXCEEDS EQUIPMENT BAY LENGTH ]ERR = XXXXIXXXXX MEANS DIODE HEAT PIPE IS REQUIRED
d (2 REQUIRED)ERR= XXXXX±XXXX MEANS CONy. HIAT PIPE IS REOUIRED. 
3ERR = XXXXXX±XXX MEANS OS RAO ATOR IS REQU RED
 
IERR = XXXXXXXiXX MEANS CONV. RADIATOR IS REQUIRED 
IERR = XXXXXXXXiX MEANS HEATER POWER IS SUPPLIED 
IN HTRPWR
 
IERR = XXXXXXXXX± MEANS RADIATOR AREA IS SUPPLIED
 
m IN RADA 
Figure 8-2,. ,Sample Test Case Results 
OSCS-II 
* * "~SYSTEM DESCRIPTI(N - - DESIGN NUMBER I 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION - - DUAL SPIN
 




CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT
 
TOTAL IMPULSE = 20276.(LO-SEC)
DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
CONFIGURATION - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)

COMPUTER OFERATICNS RATE . .(IFSb

CDPI TABLE ENGINEERING DATA MISSION EQUIPMENT DATA
 
NUMBER OF COMMANDS 256. 0.
 
NUMBER OF MAIN FRA'PE WORDS 64. 0.
 
MAIN FRAME SAMPLE RATE 1. 0.
 
MAIN FRAME WORD LENGTH 8. 0.
 
NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 8. 0.
 
SUBFRAME RATE 1.0000 0.0000' 




CONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
PRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE = ±.000(K8PS)

SEPARATE OOWNLINK DATA RATE = 0.0,O0(KOPS)
ELECTRICAL PCWER
 
CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY
 
END OF LIFE POWER REQUIREMENT' 443.40(WATTS)

TOTAL SOLAr ARRAY AREA = i8307(FT**2)







VEHICLE WEIGHT = 1i85.68(LBS) LAUNCH WEIGHT = i199.9i(LBS)

EQUIPMENT BAY DIMENSIONS LENGTH 77.70(IN) HEIGHT ±08.00(IN) WIDTH 108 G(IN)

MISSION EQtIPHENT LEINGTH 48.40(IN')HEIGHT ±08.2O.(IN), WIDTH i08.2O(IN)
 
TOTAL SATELLITE LENGTH, 126.0(IN)
 
MOMENTS OF INERTIA(LB71N4 '2) IXX= 2827644.1 IYY= 267,63a655-IZZ= aE?6386.5
 
Figure 8-2. Sample Test Case Results.(Coitinued) 
SAFETY 
CONFIGURATION - - SINGLE SYSTEM 











8535559,4 UNIT ENGINEERING 
INVESTNENV (RECURRING) 
2544648.9 
TEST AND EVALUATION 5014470.o UNIT PRODUCTICN 2223816.5 








SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION 4085286.0 SYSTEMS ENG. AND INT. 1303527.3 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 1722045.7 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 527959.6 
COST CATEGORY DOT+E INVESTMENT OPERATIONS 







QUALIFICATION UNITSG.S.E. 10289456.3 1213034.8 
LAUNCH fUPFORT 2156736.5 
7TD CONTRAC OR FEE 1984493.8 29±877±.? 150971.6 
PROGRAM TOTALS 65974405.8 - 64655509.6 2307708.1 
SCHEDULE 
vl 
COMPONENT DESIGN DEVELOPMENT TIME 
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION TIME 
SUBSYSTEM DEVELOFMENT TIME 
QSUBSYSTEMUALIFICATION TIME 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT FEADIkESS TIE 










Figure 8-2. Sample Test Case Results (Continued) 
, SCS-IL 




CONFIGURATION - - DUAL SPIN
 
EQUIPMENT CODE IDNTIFIER 151 252 352 451 551 .651 75i 801'140
 
EQUIPMENT CUANTIT IES 2 1 2 1 1 2< 2 2 2
 
WEIGHT 148oi3(LB) ,VOLUME 5.64(FT44 3), POWER REQUIREIENT 57.1,(WATT)
 
DES. ENG. COST 2794500.0 TEST + EVAL. COST 1618200.0 






COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TIME 14.4(MONTH) COMPONENT QUALZFICATIOh TIME 4.1 (MONTH)
 
SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TIME 9.2(HONTH) SUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATIO. TIME 8.1(MONTH)
 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT READINESS TIME 9.2(MONTH)

IERR 	 0 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION
 
CONFIGURATION - - MONOPROPELLANT 
EQUIPMENT CO[E IDENTIFIER 807 807 902 1001 459 201 1102 503 701 1201 601 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 6 2 5 9 2 1 8 1. 2, 2 2
 
WEIGHT 208.07(LB) VOLUME 5.22(FT'4 3), POWER REQUIREPENT 8.O(WATT)
 
DRY WEIGHT 86.82 1 LBS), EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 121.25(LOS)
 
DES. ENG. COST 00G4897.4 TEST * EVAL. COST 644989.6
 






COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TIME 4.3(MONTH) COMPONENT QUALIFICATIO TIME i,6(MONTH)
 
iUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TIME 8.9(HONTH) SUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATION TIME 7.3(MONTH)





DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
 
0CONFIGURATION 	 - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (TU)





a 	 WEIGHT 20.80(LB)6 VOLUME 2.00(FT.**3), POWER REQUIREPENT 6.OW(WATTI) 
DES. ENG. COST 2±000.0 TEST + EVAL. COST 97000.0 
UNIT PROO.COST 59651.8 UNIT ENG. COST 77E93.0 
- RELIABILITY .8750 
SCHEDULE 
COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TIME 8.9(HONTH) COMPONENT QUALIFICATION TIME 2.0 (MONTH)
 
SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TIME 2.4(MONTH) SUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATIOI TIME 7.1(MCNTH)
 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT READINESS TIME 2.4CMONTH)
 
IERR -
Figure 8-2.. Sample Test Case Results (Continued) 
COMMUNICATIO0S
 
CONFIGURATION -'- UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS
 
EQUIPMENT COCE IDENTIFIER 101 201 301 401 502 601 -.701 702
 
EQUIPMENT CUAHTITIES 2 ± 2 .2 2 1 2 2
 
WEIGHT 29.45(LO) VOLUME 7.82(FT*4 3)p POWER REQUIREPENT

DES. ENG. COST 3810O.0 TEST # EVAL. COST 416000.0
 






COMPONENT UEVELOPMENT TIME i6.7(HONTH) COMPONENT QUALIFICATIOh TIME 

SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TIME 2.8(MONTH) SUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATIONTIME 







CONFIGURATION - - SHUNT - BODY NCUNrED SOLAR ARRAY 
EQUIPMENT COCE IO'ENTIFIER ±01 Eli 359 1201
 
EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 10 2 2 ±
 
WEIGHT 183.20(LB)f VOLUME iO.93(FT *3), POWER RECUIREPENT 

HA5NESS WEIGHT 9.6(LBS) SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT 127.5(LBS) 
DES. ENG. COST 2693868.5 TEST + EVAL. COST 1549254.4 






COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TIME 16.9(HONTH) COMPONENT QUALIFICATION TIME 

SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TIME 4.(MONTH) SUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATION TIME 





WEIGHT i8±.o0(LB)I VOLUME 257.4±(FT4*3), POWER RECUIREHENT 






COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TIME O.OEHONTH) COMPONENT QUALIFICATIO TIME 

SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TIME 0'. (MONTH) SUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATION TIME 




















Figure 8-2. Sadiple Test Case Results (Cbntinued) 
THERMAL CONTROL 
RADIATOR AREA 4.2 (FT*42), BATTERY RADIATOR AREA 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA 
HEATER POWER 268.?CBTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER POWER 
TOTAL HEATER POWER 
HEAT PIPE 14768.4(WATT-h) VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE H.P 
THERMAL CONTROL WEIGHT 14.7(LAS) 
DES. ENG. COST 350490.8 TEST + EVAL. COST 
UNIT PROCOST 40950.1 UNI ENG. COST 
IERR tion0ic0il 
STRUCTURES 
SKIN THICKNESS .007 (IN) 
STRINGER NO.,THICKNESS IT. 7. D.0±3 (IN),
FRAME NO.,THICKNESS HT. 5. , .75 (IN), 
ENOCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD .221 (IN)' CENTER 0.000 (IN), 
EQUIPHENT BAY STRUCTURE WT. 175.2 (LAS)
SOLAR ARRAY BOOM AND DRIVE WT. 0.0 (LOS)
ADAPTER WEIGHT 14.2 (LBS)
CES. ENG. COST 1100802.7 TEST + EVAL. COST 
















Figure 8-2. Sample Test Case Results (Continued) 
4 * .v 
OSCS-II 





IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG COST 
151 DESPIN MECI+ELECT. 2 30.2 .9 6.2 1468500.0 860200.0 277028.5 544694.8 
252 VALVE DRIVE ASSY. 1 4.2 .4 .1 164000.0 15000.0 19950.6 36774.5. 
352 SUN SENSOR W/ELECT

















551 GIMBAL ELECT. ASSY 1 6.3 .3 3.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
651 CONTROL TIPING ASS 

















80± NONSGAN EARTH SENS 2 1.7 .0 .6 66000.0 105000.0 56431.7 24480.7 
1401 SAC PWR CONVERTER 2 5.1 .2 10.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
.,AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNIT UNIT UNIT VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IOENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG COST 
807 THRUSTER TRW MRE-3 6 .6 .1 1.0 1±2362.5 171700.0 33427.1 82303.9 
807 THRUSTER TRW IRE-3 2 .6 .1 1.0 101000.0 101000.0 13±67o4 37462.'8 
902 MONO ISO 22700 

















459 PRES REG 51310 2 4.1 .4 -0.0 511750.0 212500.0 80372.5 189817.9 
.201 ISO VALVE 272-454 


















701. RELIEF VALVE 

























601 FILL+VENT 34650-1 2 .2 0 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
N DATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
UNIT UNIT UNIT VEHICLE VEHICLE 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG COST 
201'SPEG.PURP.FRO.DTU. 2 10.4 1.0 3.0 210000.0 97000.0 59851.8 77893.0 





NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER 
2 .9, .0 .5 













301 TRAtSMITTER 2 1.9 .2 10. 50000.0 50000.0 34201.0 18546.0 
t"-701 
401 RECELVER 
502 COMED SIG CONO.[ER




























Figure 8-2. 'Sample Test Case'Results (Cbntinued) 
ELECTRICAL POWER
 
UNIT UNIT UNIT VEHICLE VEHICLE
 
IDENT TYPE NO. WEIGHT VOLUME POWER D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG COST
 
lOi'SHUNT REGULATOR 10 4.2 1.0 -O O, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
211 BATTERY CELL 2 61.6 .2 -0.0 421000.0 143900.0 89264.7 156157.0 
359 BATTERY CHARGER 2 3.8 .1 -0.0 0. '0.0 0.0 0.0
 
1201 POWER CONTROL UNIT 1 10.5 .2 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




NAME WEIGHT D.E. COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENGf6
,OST
 
SOLAR ARRAY 127.5 703177.? 385011.2 409768.6 1576.767
 
HARNESS 97.6 518594.2 437565.9 177366.3 ,)6286.7

THERMAL CONTROL 14.7 350490.8 266219.0 40950.1 T659.Z1
 
POWER CONVERTERS 17.2 482774.9 283601.1 1±5211.0 108254i8
 
PROPULSION FEED SYS. 279784.9 159789.6 161338.2 62737.4
 
STRUCTURE 175.2 1100802.7 422807.4 197919.6 246838.0
 
POWER CONTROL UNITS 60.0 568321.7 300076.2 73375.7 127437.3
 
0 
Figure 8-2. Sample Test Case Results (Continued) 
9.. SOURCE CODE-LISTING 




76/76 OPT=2 FTN 4.2+383 03/27/75 21.38.09 
C THIS IS THE MAIN DRIVER NASA 2 
C IT SEQUENCES ALL SEGMENTS OF CODINGHAtDLES IiOSETS NASA 3 
C CONFIGURATIONS NASA 4 
5 FROGRAP NASACP (INPUTOUTPUTTAPE19TAPE5=INFUTTAPE6=OUTPUT) 101574 2
 
COMMON /USERi/ ALPHA, AX, AY, AZ, DPHI, 022575 1
 
± EA, EANT, EP1 K, MANy, 022575 2
 
2 ONEGR, PDOTAV, PDOTRX, PDOTRY, POOTRZ, 022575 3
 
3 PCCTST, PDOTX, POOTY PDOTZ, PDOT09 022575 4
 
t0 4 PHIFOV, PHIRX, PHIRY, PHIRZ, TACCEL, 022575 5
 
5 THETMX, THOLD, TL TPMIN, TSNALL, 022575 6
 
6 XN, XNN, XNNN, XNU: YN, 022575 7
 




15 COMMON IUSER3/ARRAYN(i1,3), BTFMX, NMSEO, OPSMS, SCSFL, 022575 10
 




COMMON /USER4/BWIDTH(2), FREQ(2), FREQR, IOPTCM, LINK, 032475 1
 
± NADIR, NET 0225-75 14
 
20 C 022575 15
 
COMMON /USER6/ CGEEX(9), EELOC(9), EEQVL(9), EMIYCG, EMIZCG, 022575 16
 




COMMON /USER8/SKDME(7,3) 022575 19
 
1 25 C 022575 20 
N COMMON /USER9/ CA* CE 022575 21 
C 022575 22
 












COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE, COHRAT, DIANAX, EEQWT(9), EPHE, 022575 29
 
35 1 EGMiWT, EQGIXL, EQMIYL, EQNIZL, EQM2WT, 022575 30
 
2 EOM2XL, EQM2YL: EQM2ZL, FE, IAGNCY, 022575 31
 
3 IDEBUG, ISATOR, MBi2SH, OPTEMP, ORBINC PERIGE, 022575 32
 
4 MICRO, RELME, SPEC(6), SPEdi, T, XCGSAi, 022575 33
 
5 XMER, XIEU 022575 34
 
40 -C 022575 35
 
COMMON /BTN/ ACSSN, ACSWP, ALT, AREA, BATCAP, 022575 36
 
L BITRAT(2), CLIFE, CONVHT, D DT 022575 37
 
2 DX, DY, OZ, EQBLG, EQBSID, 022575 38
 
3 FC, FF, HARNWT, HPT, HTPIPEs 022515 39
 
45 4 HTPT, HTRPRB, HTRPWR, IBTLOC, 022575 40 
5 LPSOD, NC, OMEGS, PASSTR, PJ, 022575 41 
6 PL, PLMIh POCNWT, RADA, RADAB, 022575 42
 
7 RAT, RJ, SABOLG, SATLG, SATTWT, 022575 43
 
8 SATWT, SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG, SAIXL, 022575 44 
50 9 SAiYL, SAiZL SIDE, SYSLU, THCMNT, 022575 45A THRUST(2), TI, TNKWT, TPRIM, VE, 022575 46 
B VCHP, VOL, WATE, We, WBT, 022575 47
 




55 COMMON /DBCOM/CATAB(55i00) ,IDE(30) 	 022575 50
C 
 022575 51
COMMON /CHOSE/ COST(5,60), DPIA(11,60), ICHOSE(60), 022575 52
1 NCHOSE(6G), REL ( 6,60), SKD(760), 022575 :53
 




COMNON/PRTCON/ ACCRCY, AM, AN, BF, BS, 022575 56
1 COPI(72), CISTAR, CTOT, DOTE, DE, 022575 57
 
2 ORINT, EQBSTR, FEEINV, FEEOPS, FEER, 022575 58
 
3 GSE, IREL, ITRUNC, NMOOLDNAME(3,60), 022575 59
 
65 4 	 OPSt PAY]NV, PAYQUL, PAYR, PE 022575 60
5 	 PMP, PMR, POWER(6), PU, PHR(60): 0225.75 6±
 6 	 GCP, QCF, ROC(60), SABMWT, SATADP, 022575 62
 
7 	 SATINV, SATR SEIP, SEIR: SKTAU(6), 022575 63
 
8 	 SSREL(6), SUBEIY), SUBT(7), SUBUE(7), SUBUP(7), 022575 64

70 9 	 TA, TAU(666)9 , TB TO, TE, 022575 65

A 	 TF9 TO LR, TOOLU, TOTOPS, TRUNC, 022'575 66
a 	 TSt TTTvVOLUME(6)9 VQL(60):WEIGHT('6): 022575 67
 
C 	 XLTOT, XMEH, XMEINv, XMEL, XMEVL, 022575 68
 
o XMEW XMEWT, XVEST 	 022575 69
75 CIMENSION NCONF(6)tNEQU P(5),IERR(7),IPIC(,3) IPIC2(9)IPIC3(2), NASA 37 
' IPIC4(9),IPICS(5).IICHOS±(5) ICHOS2(I4)4ICHOSS(2),ICHOS4(ilk) NASA, 38 
*ICHOSS(S)ONCHOS±(9)PNCHOS24i,(rNCHOS(2,tCHOS4(1 ),rCHoss15 NASA 39 
DIMENSION ITITL(3) 111974 4121374 1 
80 C##44#4444#44###4#4$44# 121374 2
Cr THE NAMELIST INPUTS ARE BROKEN INTO THREE'CATEGORIES. THAT * 121374 3C IS CATEGORIES OF REQUIRED DESIRED, AND OPTIONAL PARAMETERS, ' 121374 4
C THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST V THE INPUTS TO THE MODEL - -	 " 1374 5 
o 	 121374 6
85 0 *4 NAME fEP.VALUE UNITS DESCRIPTION 	 1213,74 7G REQUIRED INPUT DATA 	 121374 8C 4 APOGEE 500. NMI ORBIT APOGEE 12137-4 9300. 	 MISSION EQUIP POWER REG 

C 4 EQMiWT 435. LB MISSEQ.WT.-0o.IF NC ME. 1 4 121374 1i90 C " EOM2,WT 435. LB MISS.EQ.WT*-C.IF NO M.E. 2 " 121374 12 
O 	 WATTS OEEPME " 1213,74 10 
O IPRINT I --- I=SYS 2=S/S,3=ASSEMBLY 121374 13O MICRO 0 --- MICRO (S/S) FLAG •4 12±374 14 
C is NFV 4 "-- NO. FLITE VEHICLES 1±21374 15 
o * NOV 1 -a- NO. QUAL. VEHICLES * 121374 t695 C ' PERIGE 500. NMI ORBIT PERIGEE " 121374 17O 4 SPEC6 0.6 --- SYS. REL. AT EOL 121374 18 
o ' SPECi 18. MO SYS. MMD REQ. 	 ' 121374 19C T 24. Mo MISSION LIFETIME 	 121374 20C 
 121374 21
100 	 C DESIRABLE INPUT DATA ' 121374 22 
O 4' ARRAYN MISSION DATA FOR UP TO 3 EQ. ' 121374 23 
o 'GEEX 	 2. --- LOC.OF EXT.EQ(FTCENTAFT) 1 24
±21374 

±05 	 C EEOWT 0. LB EXT. EQ* WEIGHTS - -" 121374 27
C EMIYCG O. IN ME. ± Y-CG 
 ' 121374 	 28C * EMIZCG 0. IN M.E. 1 Z-CG 	 =4 121,374 29
C EN2YCG 0. IN M.E. 2 Y-CG 	 121374 30
C 4 EM2ZCG G. IN N.E. 2 Z-CG 	 121374 31
1±0 	 C ' EQMtXL 40. IN M.E. ± LENGTH 1 32±21374
C ' EQMXYL 40. IN M.E. i WIDTH 	 '4 121374 33 
C 4' EQMIZL 40. IN M.E. i HEIGHT " 121374 34
C EQM2XL 40. IN N.E. 2 LENGTH " 121374 35
C EQM2YL 40. IN M.E. 2 WIDTH 
 " 121374 36
1±5 	 C # EOM2ZL 40. It M.E. 2 HEIGHT 1'
±21374 37
C IAGNCY I --- AGENCY TYPE I=USAF, 2=NASA *1 121374
CIETYP 
 2 	 O-- 6 v3=LUNv4=PL** 121374 38
M.E.TYPE ,iCOM,2=E	 39
ISATOR I 
 --- ORIEhT. ±=EO,2=S0,3=0 #* 121374 40C MB12SH ± --- M.E,BAY SHAPEti=CYL,2=BOX ' 12374 41120 	 C NMSEQ I ---
 NO. M.E. TT+C DATA AFRAYS 121374 42
C 4 NUMEEQ 
 0 --- NO. EXT. EQ9 	 121374 43
C OPSNS 0. OPS/SEC NO. MISS. OPS 	 121374 44
o ' PHIRX 0.75 
 DEG REQ. ROLL ACCURACY 	 ' 121374 45
C ' PHIRY 0.75 DEG REQo PITCH ACCURACY 	 1 46
±21374
125 	 C # PHIRZ 0,75 GEG REQ. YAW ACCURACY * 121374 47
C " PI 1.0 
--- PRICE INDEX FACTOR 	 ' 121374 48C " RELME 1.0 --- ME. REL. AT EOL * 121374 49
C 4 SKOME Go --- N.E. SKED DATA 	 #4 121374 50
C 4 XNER 00 
---
 N.E. DDT+E COST 	 ' 121374 51
±30 	 C XMEU 0. 
--- N.E. AVG UNIT COST 4 121374 52
C " 
 121374 53
C " CPTIONAL INPUT DATA 
 44 121374
C ' ALPHA 
 12,0 DEG THRSTR OFFSET IN ROLL-YAW " 121374 54
 55
C ' AX .05 DEG MISALIGNMENT ERRORS IN * 121374 56
135 	 C, AY .05 EEG MOUNTING INERTIA UNITS 4 121374 57
C ' AZ .05 DEG (3-AXIS MASS EXP. ONLY) 4 121374 58
C * BTRMX 1*024 E+06BIT/SEC MAXIMUM BIT RATE 
 4 121374 59
C 4 OWIDTH 2*(-i.EIC)HZ BANDWIDTH FOR XMTR(S) " 
121374 60
C CA 10. G 
 AXIAL LAUNCH 	ACCELRATION 4 121374 61
140 	 C 4 CE 5, G LATERAL LAUNCH ACCELERATION 1 62
±21374
C ' COMRAT 0005. BAUD RECEIVER COMMAND RATE ' 121374 63
C #' DIAMAX 1204 IN MAXIMUM SATELLITE DIAMETER 44 121374 64
C ' OPHI .25 DEG MAIN ENG.ALIGN TO THRST AXIS ' 121374 65
C 4 EA .10 DEG ANTENNA MISALIGNMENT(PM ONLY) * 121374 66




a0 DEG/SEC MAX PGM PITCHOVER RATE(3-AXIS)4* 121374 68
EQPF 2. --- VOLUME SIZING FACTOR ** 121374 69
C FE 4.1 DEC TRANSLATIONAL THRST(NON-ZERO) ' 121374 70
C 4 FEEPCT .07 
-- CONTRACTOR FEE PERCENTAGE " 121374 71
150 	 C " FREQ 2'(2250o) HZ FREE OF DCWNLINK XMTR(S) * 121374 72
C FREOR 18000 MZ RECEIVER FREQUENCY l' 73
121374
C 4 IDEBUG 0 --- 0=DEBUG OFF, i=DEBUG ON 
 '4 022675 1
C ' IENOI 5 --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR SANDC * 121374 74
C ' IEhD2 3 --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR AP * 121374 75
155 	 C l* 2
IEtO3 	 --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR DPI '* 121374 76
C " IEbO4 5 
 --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR CORM 121374 77C ' IE M5 6 --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR EP " 121374 78
C " IENO6 3 --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR VESIZE 1# 79
±21374
C " IEWDR ± --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR RELY 4 121374160 	 C " 
 IOPTCM 0 --- RANGING REQUIREMENT =N0,I=YES" 121374 60
 81
o ISBOFG 0 
--- SA BOOM DRIV REQ C=NOCI=YES44 121374 e2C 4' ISPT 0 --- SINGLE PT FAIL REQ 0=NO ' 121374 e3C ' ISTRTi ± --- FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR SANOC ' 121374 E4C '4 ISTRT2 I --- FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR AP ' 121374 E5165 	 C ' ISTRT3 ± -a-
 FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR OPI ' 121374 E6
C " ISTRT4 I ---
 FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR COMM * 121374 
 87
C ' ISTRTS 1 "- FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR EP " 121374 E8
C ' ISTRT6 I --- FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR VESIZE " 121374 e9 
C # ISTRTR 0 --- FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR RELY to 121374 90170 C ISUB 0 -a S/S.REL FLAG i=AT LEAST I S/S * 121374 91C * K I "e" AXIS RELATIVITY (DUAL-SPIN) 121374 92C 4 KEOPT I --- EXPENSE OPT IND 	 ' 12V374 93C ' LINK I --- COMM LINK(O=USB,1=SGLS) 1 94±21'374
C * MANV 1 --- VEH SKEWING FLAG;; 	 12.374 .95175 C NADIR I -- " NADIR COVERAGE FLAG 	 to 121374 i6
C NET I --- 0=AFSCF NET 0=NASA NET * 121374 97 o OMEGR 60. RPM 
 SPIN RATE 0F 	ROTOR 121374 98
C 4 OPTEMP 
 15. BEG C BATT, TEMP. 	 ±21374t 100
C ' ORBINC 28.5 DEG ORBITAL INCLINATION 	 '# 10.1
121374
180 	 C * PDOTAV .01 DEG/SEC AVG BODY RATE LO ORBIT CMG ONL** 121374 102C # POOTRX .012 DEG/SEC REQ SYS RATE ACC. X ±21374 10131 

o POOTRY 0012 OEG/SEC REQ SYS RATE ACCo Y 	 1 104
±21371
C PDOTRZ o012 DEGISEC 	 ±21374
REQ SYS RATE 	ACC. Z 1 1105C 4' PDOTST .0667 LEG/SEC MAX RATE STAR RATE INFO(CMG) 12.1374 106
185 C # POOTX if CEG/SEC MAX MANV. RATE X 	 4 121374 1,07

o POOTY 1. CEG/SEC MAX MANV. RATE Y 	 4 121374 108
C POOTZ 1. DEG/SEC MAX MANV. RATE Z 	 121374 109
C # POOTO 1. EEG/SEC MAX INIT. RATE 4 121374 110'C PHIFOV 40.0 GEG. MAX RNG ATT FROM TRK STAR(CMG)44 1213:74 III190 C * RFIXED to e- INITIAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY # 121374 112C SCSFL O. "-a 
 SPEC, CMD SYNC FLG 0=N0 i=YES *4 121374 113
C # SLBMX 50000. LB MAXIMUM SYSTEM WEIGHT 1 ±213T4 114
C 4 SPEC(I) .9 --- SANDC S/S REL. REQ. 	 # 121374 115C SPEC(2) .9 --- AP 
 S/S REL. REQ. 	 * 121374 11,6
195 	 C # SPEC(3) .9 "-- DPI S/S REL. REQ. 	 # 121374 117
C #4 SPEC(4) .9 --- COMM S/S REL. REQ.* 	 121374 118
C # SPEC(5) .9
c 	 20. --- EP
Cl TAG EL 
 ACCEL TIME
SEC. 	 SOS REL.FOR REQ.'MANVo(CMG) 121374 19i 1
 
o ' THETMX 180. .EG MAX MANV ANGLE(CNG ONLY) 010775 2200 C 0 THOLO 100000. MIN TIME VEH.INERT HOLD (CMG)'" 121374 125C 4 TL 1.0 ,DAY TIME.OTWN UNLOAD WHL MMNT(CMG)** 12137A 126C 4 TPMIN 1.0 SEC. MIN P/L SCAN PERIOD- " 010775 3C 4 TPRFL O -7- TLMTRY PROG FLG 0=SEPARATE " 121374 ±27C # TSMALL 100. SEC 
 MAIN ENG BURN TIME 	 121374 128
205 C ' XCGSA1 1. -" LOC SLR POOLES I=F,2=C,3=A " 121374 129
C XCGSA3 1. --- LOC BOY MTO SA I=F,2=C,3=A 121374 130C XN 1. 
 --- NO "ANV ABOUT ROLL AXIS 121374 131
C # XNN 21# DAYS TIME BTWN SA.CORR, (DUAL SPIN)o* 121374 132C # XNNN 4.0 --- NO SING GIMB 	GYROS (CMG) 121374 133
210 	 C 4 XNU 3.0 --- CONTROL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY ' 121374 134
C 4 YN i,t-
 NO. MANV ABOUT PITCH AXIS " 121374 135




C 4##444#4#4#44#4$##4#4#44##4440#444 121374 138
215 	 C 
 121374 139
C 121374 140
C NAMELIST IREQUIR/ APOGEE9 EPME EMIWTP EQM2WTp
, 12.1374 14'2141
 
IPRINT, M CRO, NFV 022675 2
220 	 4 










225 	 NAMELIST /DESIRE/ AKrAYN, CGEEX, EELOC. EEGVL, 12,1374 148.
 
EEQWTv EHiYCG, EMiZCG, EM2YCG, 121374 149
 
EM2ZCG, EQMIXL, EQHIYL, EQMIZL, 121374 150
EOM2XL, EQM2YL, EQM2ZL, IAGNCY9 121374 151
 
IMETYP, ISATOR, MBI2SH, NMSEQ, 121374 152
230 	 tUMEEQ, OPSMS, PHIRX, PHIRY, 121374 M53
PHIRZ, Pi, RELNE., SKOME, 121374 154

XMER, XMEU 121374 155
 
C 121374 156
C 	 121374 157
 
235 C 	 121374 158

NAMELIST /OPTION/ 	 ALPHA, AX AY9 AZI 121374 159
 
BTRMX BWiDTH, CA CE, 121374 160
 
COMRAI, DIAHAX, OPHI, EA, 121374 161
3 	 EANT EPi, EQPF, FE, 121374 162
240 4 	 FEEPIT, FREG, FREQR, IENflt 121374 163
 
s IDEBUG, IEND2, IEND3 IEND4, IENDS 022675 3
 
6 IENO6, IENDR, IOPTC, ISOF, 121374 165
 
7 ISPTv ISTRTI, ISTRT2, ISTRT3, 12±374 166
 
2 ISRT49 ISTRT6, ISTTR 121374 I±?
245 9 	 isuBt KEOPT, LINKt 121374 168
A 	 ANV, 'NADIR NETY OMEGR, 121374 189
 
a 	 OPTENHP ORBINC, POOTAVt 010775 4
C PDOTRX, POOTRY, POOTRZ, POTST, 121374 171
 
0 PCOTX. POOTY POOTZ, PDOT0O 121374 172
 
250 E PHIFOY, RFIXE6 , SCSFL, SLB4X, 121374 173
F 	 SPEC, TACCEL, 011275 2
G 	 THETMX, THOLD, 011275 3
 
H 	 TL v TPMINi TPRFL, TSMALL, 010775 6
 
I 	 XC&SAI, XCGSAi, XN, XNN, 010775 7





DATA NEQUIPNACCEPI60/ 	 NASA 60
DATA ISTRT±,IENDiISTRT2 IEND2,ISTRT3,IENO3,ISTRT4,IEND4,ISTRTS, NASA 61
260 	 4 IEN059ISTRT6rIEND6,ISTRTAIEMJR/i,5,±,3,i,2,i,5,±,6,i,3,0,i NASA 62
 
DATA ITESTI,ITEST2,ITEST3,ITEST4,ITESTSI9,1 ,1,5/ 	 NASA 63
 
FEAD 5,ITITLE 	 111974 6
5 FORHAT(13A6) 	 111974 7
 
IDEBUG = 0 	 012775 6265 	 SPECG = SPEC(6) 021975 1 
DO 6 1=1,5 	 121374 183
6 SPECCII = -1. 	 121374 1f4
'fEAD (5,REQUIR) 	 121374 145
 
READ (5,DESIRE) 	 121374 i6
270 READ 	(5t OPTICN) 121374 107
 
SPEC(6) = SPEC6 	 121374 188

TTHST=FE 	 NASA 77

ISEQ=ISATOR 	 NASA 78

IREL=ISTRTR 	 NASA 79
275 	 ISAT=ISATOR NASA 80
 
CALL PFESET(IERRI) 121674 t
 
IF(IERRI.LT.0) GO TO 99 121674 2
 
WRITE (6,REQUIR) 011275 4
hRITE (6,OESIRE) 	 011275 5
 
280 	 WRITE (6OPTICh) 011275 6
 
PRINT 9550 030375 1
9500 FORMAT(±H1) 	 030375 2
 
2 CO I II=ISTRTIIENOI 

00 1 12=ISTRT2,IENO2




00 1 I5=ISTRTS,IEND5 
























300 	 IPICi(3)=c 


































IF (ITER .NE. C .OR. MICRC *EQ. 1) GO'TO"91






91 CALL SANDC(IPICtIERR(t) ITERvhCCNF,ICHOSi,NCHOSt)

RITE (6,1999) TI




00 101 I=i.ITESTi 

IF (ICHOSI(I).LT. 0) GO TO 14 

IF. (ICHOSi(I) *GT. 0) NEQUIP(i)=NEQUIP(i)+t








WRITE (6,1000) WTVOL 




















































































































































































































































(0 102 I=i ITEST2 

345 	 IF (ICHOS2fI) LT. 0 *AND. MICRO *LT. 2) GO TO 13 

IF (ICHOS2(I) .LT. 0 *AND* MICRO *EQ. 2) GO TO 14 

















355 WRITE (6 ±000) WTVOL 

CALL SAVE(ICHO 2 NCHOS2vNOWATtITEST2pIENDOB)

CALL READOB(IENO6 B) 











00 103 I=i,ITEST3 

IF (ICHOS3(I) *LT. 	0 *ANO. MICRO *LT. 3) GO TO 13 

365 	 IF (ICHOS3(I) *LT. 0 *AND. MICRO *EQ* 3) GO TO 14 




















CALL REAOOB(IEN 6 )

IF (ITER.NEo. *OR. MICRO.EO.4) GO TO 94 









00 ±04 I=1lITEST4 

IF (ICHOS4(I) *LT* 0 *AND. MICRO *LT. 4) GO TO 13 

IF (ICHOS4(I) *LT. 0 *AND. MICRO *EQ. 4) GO TO 14 




















395 CALL READDB(IEOD ) 





















































































































CO 21 I=195 

21 IPIC5(1)=o
95 CALL EP(IPICS IERR(5) ITERNCONFICHOSS NCHOSS) 

400 WRITE (68999) PLPLM'h
8999 FORMAT (9H PLFLHIN ,2Ei5.4)
NEQUIP(5)=0 

EO 105 I=IITEST5 

IF (ICHOS5(I) *LT. 	0 *AND. MICRO *LT. 5) GO TO 13
405 	 IF (ICHOSS(I) *LT. 0 *ANC, MICRO *EQ* 5) GO TO 14 

IF (ICHOSS(I) ,GT. 0) NEQUIP(5)=NEQUIP(5)*i









POWER(5) = PL-TEMPPL-EPME 







415 	 IF (ICHOS6 .LT. GO TO 13 







3000 FORMAT (5H IRT'IIiG)






































































































































































































































































































FRINT 9999 TIME 

9999 FORMAT(iX,6HC.P. TIME FOR THIS CASE 
= 14 FRINT 9000,NCONF







IF (IREL .EQ. IENDR)-GO TO 99 

IRELIENDR







1 REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE 2E6
i REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE 
LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE 427
1 REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE 431
I REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE LOOP 8EGINNING AT LINE 435





















































THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES WHAT USED TO BE EITHER CONSTANTS OR * 
INPUT VALUES, IT NOW WILL CALC(LATE THE VALUES OF THESE ' CONSTANTS FROM OTHER INPLT VALUES WHERE THEY ARE GIVEN ELSE ITWILL USE THE OLD CONSTANT VALUES.* 
COMMON /USERI# ALPHA, AX, AY, AZ, OPHI, 
2 EA, EANT, EPt, K, MANV,DMEGR, POOTAV, POOTRX, POOTRY, FDOTRZ,3 POOTST1, PDOTX, POOTY, FDOTZ, POOTO,4 PHIFOV, PHIRX, PHIRY, PHIRZ, TACCEL,
5 THETMX, THOLC, TL, TPHIN, TSMALL,6 XN, XNN, XNNN, XNU, YN,7 ZN 
COMMON /USERRf ISPT, ISUB, KEOPT, RFIXED, SLBMX 
COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE, CCMRAT, OXAHAX, EEQWTV,) EPHE,1 EGMIWT, EOMIXL, EQMiYL, EQtIZL, EQM2WT,2 EQM2XL, EQH2YL, EQN2ZL, FE, IAGNOY,3 IOEBUG, ISITOR, HB12SH, OPTEMP, ORBINOp FERIGE,4 MICRO, RELMEP SPECf6), SPECI Tv XCGSAi 
XMEU 
COMMON /BTWN/ ACSSN, ACSWP, ALT, AREA, eATCAPi BITRAT(2), CLIFE, CONVWTv SATOAM9 DTt 
2 oX, DY, OZi EQBLG, EQBSIO,3 FC, FF, HARNWT, HPT, WTPIPE,4 HTPT, HTRPRB, HTRPWR, IBTLOC,
LMBDD NC, OHEGS, PASSTR, PJ, 
6 PL, FLMII, POCNWT, RADA, RADAB,SRAT RJ SABOLG, SATLG, SATTWT,SATWT; SATXCGv TYC v SATZC r SAIXLr 
9 SAiYL SAiZL, SIDE, SYSLB,r THCHWT, 
A THRUST(2): TI, TNKWT, TPRIM, VB,B VCHP, VOLI WATE, We, WBT,
















































































V5 45 C ALT =(APOGEE + PERIGE) / 2IF (ORBINC .NE. -360.) GO T8 200 121E74010975011675 
4831 
IF (IAGNCY *GT. 1) GO TO ±10 121674 50 
50 
C 
IF (ALT .LT. 500.) ORBINC = 80. 
IF (ALT .GE.500. *AND. ALT .LE. 19000.)
IF (ALT *GT. 19000.) ORBINC = 0.0GO TO 200 
110 IF (ALT .LT. 500.) ORBINC = 35. 













55 IF (ALT *GE. 500. .AND. ALT ,LE, 19000.) ORBINC = 80. 







C 4 THE FCLLCWING AREA PRESETS RELIABILITY CONSTANTS 4 






BETA = 1.6 

8 = 1./BETA 
65 	 RS1 = T/f(-ALOG(SPECC61)* B ) 

RSZ = SPECi/0.88 

A = AMAXI(RSI .S2) B E T A)

IF (SPEC{1) .EQ! -i. SPEC(i) EXP(-(T/.3,O- A ))
i	 = 

",)0 SPEC(2) = EXP(-(T/(5*3A)) 4 BETA)
IF (SPEC(2) #EQ: 	 = EXP(-(T/(3.34 A))**BETA)
79 	 IF (SPEC(3) E "I SPEC(3) 

IF (SPEC(3) .EG. -1o) SPEC(4) = EXP(-(T/(3.34A))'BETA) 

IF (SPEC(5) *EC* -1) SPEC(5) = EXP(-(T/(4.5*A))'BETA) 

IF (RELME .EQ -1.) RELME = EXP(-(T/(i.9*A))4 4 BETA) 

RTOT = SPEC(1)4SPEC(2)*SPEC(3)SPEC(4)SPEC(5)*RELME 

75 	 IF (RTOT GEo SPEC(6) GO TO 300 

IF (ISUB .EQ* C) GO TO 300 






 44444n4e464WU4412167480 	 4 4 4 4 4THE4 4FOLLOWING4 4 4AREA PRESETS VEHICLE SIZING CONSTANTSC 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4	 " C * 
C121674
10C 4 q	 4 f$444444444l4#4#44444444P###* 
300 	CONTINUE 

C 	 4 - - DETERMINE PJ AND RJ - - * 85 

EQMWT = EQMIWT + EQM2WT 
00 305 I = 1 9 

305 EQMWT = EQNWT 4 EEGWT(I) 

SATWT = 36.9 * EQMWT*.672 

90 EQBVOL = 0.1 , SATWT *
*
 SATOAM = (EQSVOL*2201.) .333 

EQBLG = SATOAM 
IF(SATDAM.LE.DIAMAX)GO TO 306 
SATUAN = DIAMAX 

EQBLG = EQEVOL ' 2201. / (SATOAM*SATOAM)95 
306 	 SATINX = (SATWT SATOAN 4 SATOAN / 8.) 
RJ = SATINX 
C 
DETERMINE MISSION 	EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
C 4 - -	 - ­
100 	 IF ( EQNLXLNE.tEiO.ANO.EQMiYL.NE.1EIl°ANOENiZL.NE.1.EiGANO. 

0 EM2XLNE.i 	EIOANOEG2YLNE1,EIO.ANOEQM2ZL*NE±I*EIO)
GO TO 400 

EQMOEN = 25.0 

Vi = EQM±WT/EQMOEN 
105 	 V2 = EOM2WT/EOHOEN
IF (MB12SH *LT. 2) GO TO a50 
C 

IF (EOMIYL.EQ.1.EiO) EOMIYL = (Vi*1728,/06)*t333 

IF (EQMiZL.EQ±.EiO) EQHIZL = EQMiYL 





























































































































































































































IF (EQH2YL.EQ.i.EiO) EQM2YL = (V2'1728o,/0,614.333 

IF (EQH2ZL.EQoi*EiO) EQM2ZL = EQMiYL 

C IF (EQN2XL.EQ.1,EIO) EQM2XL = 0.6 * EQM2YL 

lDAG 	= EQMYLI/G.707 
o 









EQMIYL 0.707 * OIAG 

EQMiZL = EQHiYL 
EQMlXL = (Vl*l728,)/(°707*DIAG)*2125 C 
310 DIAG = EQM2YL /0.707
C 





130 	 DIAG DIAHAX 
S12,674 

EQM2YL = 0.707 * DAG 
EQN2ZL EQM2YL
EQN2XL V2 * 1728.) / (0.701 DIAG)"2
135 









±140 350 	IF (EQMIYL.EQoi.EIO) EQNIYL = ((V1 1728*)/0,471)'*.333
IF (EQtIZL.EQ.1.EIO) EOM12L EQMIYL
IF (EQMiXL.EQol.EiO) EQMIXL 0.6 * EQHIYL 
I 

IF (EQH2YL E0.iE1O) E0M2L = (CV2*l728.)/0..71)*.333145 	 IF (EQt2ZL.EQ.i.EIC) EQM2ZL = EQHiYL
IF (EQHZXL.EQ.1.EI) EQN2XL = 0.6 * EQMZYL 
IF (EOMIYL *LT. DIAHAX) GO TO 360 
o 

EQMiYL = OIAMAX 

iso 	 EQM1ZL = EQGMYL 
EQMiXL = (VI1728.) / (0,785' EOMiYL"2) 
360 	IF (EQM2YL .LT.OIAMAX) G.O TO 400. 

EQN2YL = DIAMAX 

155 	 EQM2ZL = EQMiYL
EQM2XL = (V2 * 172e.) / (0.785*EOt2YL"2)
S1216,74 
400 CONTINUE 
































































































































































































C 	 Gl*~##4#####4#4#p#~p#n#;###v~~0127519 
011275 20
165 C 	 CALCULATE TACCEL $ ' 011275 21
PDOTMX = AMAXi(PCOTX,POOTYPDOTZ) 	 010775 23
IF (PDOTMX.EQO.. .ANCo TACCEL.EQe1.Ei) GO TO 401 	 011575 1
 
TMAX = THETMX/PDOTMX 	 010775 24
 
170 
IF (TACCEL.EQ~loE1O) TACCEL 
GO TO 405 




401 TACCEL = 0. 01±575 3 
C ' ' CALCULATE OMEGR * 011275 22 
175 
405 IF (OMEGR .NE. i.E10) GO TO 404 
WRi = 18060./(RJ14636.) 
WR2 = 90.-((30.'T)/(7*512o)) 










IF (WR.GE.60.) GO TO 402 
WR = 60. 















403 OMEGR = NR 010775 35 
C 'CALCULATE XNN 811275 24 
185 404 PHINAX = ANAXI (PHIRXjPHIRZ)
HV = RJ/4636.8 * OMEG G 6.28318 / 60, 
IF (XNN.EQI.EiO) XNN = 00525 * PHIMAX 










90 c RETURN190C'121674 
I21674 142143 
END 121674 144 
FEGISTER ALLOCATION 
I REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER 'THE LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE 87 
'C 
SUBROUTINE INITIL 76/76 OPT=2 	 FTN 4.2+383 03/27/75 21.38.12
 
SUBROUTINE INITIL(NCONFIERR) NASA 231
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SETS APFROXIMATIONS FOR 'ALL VALUES IN BTWN NASA 232
 
C WHICH ARE USED eEFORE THEY ARE CALCULATED' NASA 233
 
DIMENSION 'NCONF(6) NASA 234
 
5 COMMON'/USERI/ ALPHA, AX, AY, AZ. OPHI. 022575 102
 
i EA, EANT, EPi, K, MANV, 022575 103
 
2 ONEGR, PDOTAV, POOTRX, POOTRY, PDOTRZ, 022575 104
 
3 POOTST, PDOTXi PDOTY, PDOTZ, PDOTO, 022575 105
 
4 PHIFOV, PHIRX, PHIRY, PHIRZ, TACCEL, 022575 106
 
±0 5 THETM'X, THOLD, TL: TPIIN, TSMALL, 0225,75 107
 
6 XN, XNN, XNNN, XNU, YN, 022575 108
 




COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE, COMRAT, DIANAX, EE QWT(9), EPME, 022575 11
 
15 1 EQGMWT, EQMIXL, EQMIYL, EQMiZL, EQM2WT, 022575 112
 
2 EQM2,XL, EQM2YL, EOMZZL, FE, IAGNCY, 0'22575 113 
3 IDEBUG, ISATOR9 HB12SH: OPTEMP, ORBINC, PERIGE, 022575 114 
4 -MICRO, RELNE, SPEC(6) SPEC, T, XCGSAi9 022575 115 
5 XHER, XPEU 022575 1f6 
20 C 022575 117 
COMMON /BTWN/ ACSSN, ACSWP, ALT, AREA, BATCAP, 022575 118 
I BITRAT(Z), CLIFE, CONVWT, 0, OT, 022575 119 
2 DX9 DY, OZ9 EQBLG, EQBSID, 022575 120 
3 FC, FF, HARNWT, HPTt HTPIPE, 022575 121
' 25 4 HTPT, HTRPRB, HTRPWR, IBTLOC, 022575 122 
5 L E80 NC, OEGS, PASSTR, PJ, 022575 123 
6PL, PLMIN, POCNWTs RADA, RADAB, 022575 124 
7 RAT, RJ, SABOLG, SATLG, SATTNT, 02,25,75 125 
8 SATWT, SATXCG, SATYCO, SATZCG, SAIXL, 022575 126 
30 9 SAiYL, SAIZL, SIDE, SYSLO, THCMWT, 022575 127 
A - THRUST(2), TI, TNKHT, TPRIM, , 1"022575 12'8 
,B VCHP, VOL9 WATE, NB, WT, 022575 129
 
C WT, XJ, XNZERO, YJ, ZJ 022575 13'0
 
C 022575 131 
35 COMMON/PRTCOM/ ACCRCY, AM, AN, BF, BS, 022575 132 
i CODP1'(72), CISTAF, CTOT, DDTE, 02, 022575 133 
2 DRIWT, EQBSTR, FEEINV, FEEOPS, FEER 022575 134 
3 GSE, IREL, ITRUNC, NMDOLCNAME(36,0)9 0-22575 t35 
4 OP'S, PAYINV, PAYQUL, PAYR, PEt 022575 ±36 
40 5 PMPI, PMR, POWER(6), PUg PWR(60), 022575 137 
6 QCF QCF, ROLD(60), SABMWT, SATADP, 022575 138 
.7 SATINV, SATR, SEIP, SEIR, SKTAU(6), 022575 139 
8 SSREL(6), SUBEE7), SUBT(7), SUBUE(7), SUEUP(7), 022575 140 
9 TA, TAU(6 6)v TB, TC, TE, 022575 141 
45 -A TF, TOLRV TOOLU, rOTOPS, TRUNC, 022575 142 
B TS, TTTVOLUME(6), VQL(60),WEIGT(6), 022575 143 
C XLTOT, XMEH; XMEINVt XMEL, XMEVL, 022575 ±44 








Do I I=1,9 NASA 256
 
1 EQMWT=EQMWT+EEGWT(I) NASA 257
 
SATWT,=36.g*EQMWT 4 .672 	 NASA 258
 
55 	 EQBVOL=.i#SATWT 

SATXCG = 500. + EQEIG 

SATYCG = 0. 

SATZCG = 0. 

SAIXL = 96. 











65 GO TO (20910,30) ,N 



















11 	SATINX=(SATWT/6.) 'EGBSIDE0BSIO 






GO TO 100 

C HERE IF A 	CYLINDER 

80 20 	SATOAN=(EQBVOL2201.)44 .333 

EQBLG=SATOAH












GO TO 100 

C HERE IF A SPHERE 

















IF SATOAM TOO BIG STOP PROGRAM 

IF (SATOAM .GT. DIAMAX) IERR=i 

IF (IERR *GT. ) RETURN 

GO TO ±00 

SETS VALUES NEEDED BY S AND C 

IF (NCONF(i) ,NE. 1) GO TO 120 

XJ = SATINX 

'YJ = SATINY 

ZJ = SATINZ 
























































































































































































































































OHEGS 6o28318 I TPlIN
NW = 	 SATINX 4 ONEGSIF (HW.LT.oO0) 
GO -O 125 

115 IERR = -1
125 	IF (NCONF(6),EQO,2) GO TO 200
IF (NCONF(6) *EQ. i) DT=5*EQ8LG






GO TO 200 
















IF (NCONF(6) *EQ, 3) DT=.5'SATDAN 

130 	 DX=5*SATDAN 


























































































































BLOCK DATA 76176 OPT=2 FTN 4.2+383 03/27/75 21.38.14
 
BLOCK OATA NASA 328
 
C SETS ALL DEFAULT VALUES NASA 329
COMMON /USERi/ ALPHAv AX, AY, AZ, OPHI, 022575 146
EAq EANT, EP, K, MANV, 022575 147
 
2 OMEGR, PDOTAV, PCOTRX, POOTRY, FDOTRZ, 022575 148
 
PDCTST PDOTX9 PDOTY, PDOTZ, POOTO; 022575 149
4 PHIFOV, PHIRXt PHIRY, PHIRZ, TACCEL, 022575 150
 
5 THETMX, THOLO, TL, TPMIN, TSMALL, 022575 151
6 XN, XNN, XNNN, XNU, YN,9 022575 1527 ZN 022575 153
C 022575 154

COMMON /USER3/ARRAYN(±,3), BTRMX, NMSEQ, OPSHS, SCSFL, 022575 ±55

I TPRFL 022575 156
 
C 022575 157
COMMON /USER4/BWIDTH(2), FREQ(2), FREQR, IOPTCM, LINK, 032475 2
 




COMMON /USER6/ CGEEX(95) EELCC(9), EEQVL(9)s EMIYCG, EMIZCG, 022575 161
1 EQPF, EM2YCG, EM2ZCG, ISBOFG, NUMEEQ, -XCGSA3 022575 162
 
0 022575 163
COMMON /USER8/SKDME(7,3) 022575 164
 
C. 022575 165




, COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE, COMRAT, DIAMAXv EEQWT(9), EPHE, 022575 168
0 1 EQMIWT, EQM±XL, EQMiYL, EQM±ZL, EQM2WT, 022575 169
2 EOM2XL, EOM2YL, EQM2ZL, FE, IAGNCY, 022575 170
3 IDEBUG, ISATOR, HB12SH OPTEMP, ORBINC, PERIGE, 022575 171
 
4 MICRO, RELME, SPEC(6) SPECI, T, XCGSAI 022575 172
 
C 5 XMERt XMEU 022575 173
022575 174
COMMON /USERC/ FEEPCT, IMETYP, NFVP NQV, PI 022575 175
 
COMMON /USERR/ ISPTv 1SUel KEOPT, RFIXEO, SLBMX 022575 17-6
C 022575 177
COMMON /BTWN/ ACSSN9 *ACSWP, ALT, AREA, BATCAP, 022575 178

± BITRAT(2), CLIFE, CONVT, D, DT, 022575 179
 
2 OX, DY, OZ, EQBLG, EQBSIO, 022575 180
 
3 PC, PP, HARNWT, HPT, HTPIPE, 022575 tat
4 HTPT, HTRPR8, HTRPMR, IBYLOC, 022575 182
5 LNBDD0 NC, OHEGS, PASSTR, PJt 022575 L83

PL, PLMIh, POCNWT, RADA, RADAE, 022575 184
7 RAT, RJ, SABOLG, SATLG, SATTWTt 022575 165
8 SATTI, SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG, SAiXL, 022575 186
 
9 SAIYL, SAIZL, SIDE, SYSLB, THCMHT, 022575 ±87

A THRUST(2), TI, TNKWT, TPRIM, VB, 022575 188
8 VCHP, VOL, HATE, NW8 1BT, 022575 189
C WT XJ, XNZERO, YJ, ZJ 022575 ISO
0 022575 ±91

DATA DPHI;FETSMALLXNUPCOTOT/254i1OO.,3.i,24., 011275 30
DATA PHIRxPHIRYPHIRZ OPDOTXPOOTYPOOTZtXNYNZNPDOTRXPDOTRY, NASA 351
#POOTRZ/3#.75,6i,. 3'.012i NASA 352
DATA OMEGSOMEGRJXNNK.MANV /1.5708,i.EiO,75.,1.EiOqivi/ 022675 4
 
DATA EPI AXAYAZ/,0001,3*.05/ NASA 354













DATA EAEANT ALPHA TL9TACCELXNNNTHOLOPDOTAVPDOT-STPHIFOV 









DATA IOPTCN4LINK9FREQNET NA61R FREQRCOMRATBWIDTH











































































































SUBROUTINE COSTS 76/76 OPT=2 FTN 4.2+383 03/27/75 21.38.15 
SUBROUTINE COSTS (NCONFNEOUIP) NASA 376 
C 4444444 4444549 NASA 377 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COLLECTS COSTS FOR CATALOG ITEMS AND CALCULATES * NASA 378
C CaSTS FOR CER ITEMS AND STORES THEN FOR OUTPUTTING NASA 379
 
5 C NASA 380
 
C NASA 381
COMMON /USERC/ FEEPCT, IMETYP, NFV, NOV9 P1 022575 192
 C 022575 1,3

COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE, CCHRAT DIAMAX, EEQWT(9), EPME, 022575 194
 
1 EQMiWT, EQNiXL, EQNIYL. EQNIZL, EQM2HT, 022575 195
 
2 EOM2XL, EQH2YL, EONZZL, XDUMI, IAGNCY, 022575 196
3 IDEBUG, ISATOR, PBI2SH, OPTEMP, ORBINC, PERIGE 022575 197
 
4 MICRO, RELME, SPEC(6), SPECi, XOUM2, XCGSAi, 022575 198
 
5 XMER, XMEU 022575 S9
 
15 C 022575 200
COMMON /BTWN/ ACSSN, ACSWP, ALT, AREA, EATCAP, 022575 201
 
i BITRAT(2), CLIFE, CONVNTo D, DT, 022575 202
2 DX* Dy, OZ, EQBLG. EQBSID, 022575 203
 
3 FC, FF, HARNWT, HPT, HTPIPE, 022575 2 4
 
4 HTPT, HTRFRB, HTRPWR, IBTLOC, 022575 205
5 LEOD, NCO OMEGS, PASSTR, PJ, 022575 206
 
6 PL, PLMIN, POCNHT, RAOA, RADAE, 022575 207
 
7 RAT, RJ, SABOLG, SATLG, SATTWT, 022575 208
8 SATWT, SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG, SAiXL, 022575 209
1f 25 9 SAIYL9 SAiZL, SIDE, SYSLO, THCMNT, 022575 210 
N A THRUSTC2)I TI, TNKWT, TPRIM, VB, 022575 211B VCHP, VOL, WATE, WB, WBT, 022575 212 
C NT, Xi, XNZERO, YJ, ZJ 022575 213C 022575 214
 
COMMON /CHOSE/ COST(5,60), OPIA(1i,6A), ICHOSE(6C), 022575 215
1 NCHOSE(60), REL ( 6,60), SKO(7,60), 022575 216
 




COMMONIPRTCON/ ACCRCY, AM, AN, OF, - S 022575 219 
.35 1 COPI(72), CISTAR, CTOT, DOTE, DE, 022575 220
 
2 DRIWT9 EQBSTR, FEEINV, FEEOPS, FEER. 022575 221
 
3 GSE, IREL, ITRUNC, MMDOLDNAME(3,60), 022575 222
4 OPS, PAYINV, PAYQUL, PAYR, PEv 022575 223
 
5 NPW PNR, POWER(6), PU, PWR(60), 022575 224
6. QCU OCR ROLO(60), SABMNT, SATADP, 022575 225
 
7 SATINV, SATP, SEIP, SEIR, SKTAU(6), 022575 226
 
8 SSREL(6), SUBE(7), SUBT(7), SUBUE(7), SUEUP(7), 0225,75 227
TA, TAU(6,6), TB, TO, TE, 022575 228 
A TF, TOOLR, TOOLU, TOTOPS, TRUNC, 022575 22945 a TS, TTTVOLUME(6), VQL(60) WEIGHT(6), 022575 230C XLTOT, XMEH, XMEINV, XMEL, XMEVL, 022575 231 
D XMEW, XMEWT, XVEST 022575 232DIMENSION RE(7)tRT(7) RP(7) BE(7),BT(7),BP(7), . NASA 397
 
i X(7)JFP(7) FT(7) jE(7),NCONF(7),NEQUIP(5), NASA 398
 
2 COIPR(60)bCOMPU(60)tSUBR(7) ±11974 17
 
3 SUBU(7),CbMP5E(60),11MP1P(6b), 1974 18
 





55 1. FP /7*1./, 
 101774 ±
2 FT 1./, 
 101774
3 FE /~.,±±7 M7 2 RE '41B0.392O.y,9287.p82800.,129200., 
 NASA . 4075 139000*,s1383./, 
 NASA
60 
 6 RT /34100l.6000.'69338.,4864O.,24160, 408.
 NASA 40"g
6 48900.97500,1, NASA 410





65 8 BE I.627t,7i5,a,5OO620, 272a9.3939.587/, NASA 413
9 ST 1.506.5e5.S00,6209,675P,.4iOo3af, 
 NASA 414
A BP /. 444,745,,566v,7389,668.2639,182, NASA, 415
a SF /1.0/ 
 121174 2
SEIR = O. NASA 417
OCR = O. NASA 418
70 PMR = 0. NASA 419
SUMTOE = 0. NASA 420
TOOLR = U. 
 NASA 421
SEIP = 0. 
 NASA 422
OCU = G. 
 NASA 423
75 PNP = 0. 
 NASA 424
SUMPE = 0. 
 NASA 425
TOTSUM = 0. 
 NASA 426
SATR = 0. 
 NASA 427
SATINY = 0. 
 NASA 428
80 XMEINV = 0. 
 022,675 6




PAYQUL = U. NASA 431
NASA 432
GSE = 0. 
 NASA
85 XLTOT = 0. 433
NASA 434






DOTE = 0, 
 ASA 438
90 XVEST = 0. 
 NASA 439
OPS = 0. 
 NASA 440
DE = 0. 
 NASA 441




































i SUBUCI) =0. 
 NASA 460
 
















120 	 X(i) = WATE 

X(2) = HARNWT 

X(3) = THCMNT 

X(4) = CONVWT 

X(5) = WEIGHT(2)
125 	 X(6) = PASSTR 
XW7) = POCNWT 
FRINT 90041 (X(I),I=1,7)














±35 	 C 







'IF (I *GT. MEQUIF(J)) J=.141 

140 	 ICHS = ICHOSE(I)/iOO
XFP = 1, 

XFE = I. 





145 	 Q =NQV +NFV 





P5 = COST (34I)

OREF = COST(4 I)

io 'F = NCHOSE(IL/QREF. 
IF (FQ.LT;1.) FQ = 1. 
FRE = 0.8875 + f.125*FQ 
FRT = 0.3 + 0.7*FQ 
GO TO (110 i20,i30,i40i50),J
±55 C 	 SET SCALE FACTORS FOR SA C CATALOG ITEMS 

110 GO TO (C70,lTOiiti7,Oi?tOi70,i15i±,1170,i70 

15,70,170,170,170,170,i15,i70,'70,91707 6ICHS 
ill 	IF (NCCNF(i) *LE* 1) GO TO 170 

IF (NCONF(5),EC,,IORNCNOKF(5)EQO,3.OR.KCONF(5).EQ.5)GO TO 1±2
160 XFP = 3.3 
GO TO 170 
112 XFP = 7.5 




165 ±15 	IF (NCONF(1) *LE. 1) GO TO 170 

IF (NCONF(5).EQ,i.OR.NCONF(5).EQ.3.oR.ACCNF.(5).EQ.5)GO.To 117 

XFE = 13o5 







































































































































































































































XFP = 2.2 NASA 516 
170 GO TO 170 NASA 517C 
 NASA 518
117 	XFE = 13.5 NASA 519
 
XFT = 2V4 
 NASA 520

XFP = 590 
 NASA 521
 




C SET SCALE FACTORS FOR AUXPRO CATALOG ITEMS 	 NASA 524
120 	GO TO (i21±180,iaog180iio,±o isoaizi9,Sa18018ljOllj881 0 NASA 525
 
121,10,180i80o 1801 CHS 	 NASA 5:26
180 121 IF (ITHRST *GT. ±) GO TO 122 	 NASA 527

ITHRST = ITHRST + I 	 NASA 528
 
IF (THRUSTC1)LT.REL(IqI)) XFT = 0.25 NASA 529
GO TO 170 NASA 530
122 	IF (THRUST(2.LT.REL(iI)) XFT = 0.25 NASA 531
185 









130 	GO TO (i7,613±)PICHS NASA 536
I90 ±31 GO TO (136,132 l32,i34)I1ETYP 	 121174 3
132 	XFT = 1.9 NASA 538

XFP = 3.0 NASA 539

GO TO 136 NASA 540
 
134 	XFT = 1.9 
 NASA 541





136 IF (IBTFRS.GT.i) GO TO 138 NASA 544
IBTFRS = IBTFRS + I 
 NASA 545
 
IF (BITRAT(±) .GT. 100000.) XFE = 2.7 	 NASA 546






138 	IF (BITRAT(2) .GT. 100000.) XFE = 2.7 NASA 549





 SET 	SCALE FACTORS FOR COMM CATALOG FACTORS NASA 552
C (NONE NEEOEO AT THIS TIME) 	 NASA 553

±40 IF (ICHS.EQ.7) GO TO 180 111874 32








150 	GO TO (180qsi180pi80 80,i8088O0,80i,18vi80jO±80),ICHS NASA 558
 
151 	IF (BATCAP .LE. 15.) GS TO 155 NASA 559




155 	IF (NCONF(5).EQ,2.OR.NCONF(5).EQ.4*OReNCONF(5).EQ.6)GO TO 170 NASA 562
NFT = 6. 
 NASA 563

XFP 	= 4. 
 NASA 564
 








C COMPUTE DESIGN ENGINEERING COST, (DE OR COMPE) NASA 569
 
S170 COST(iI)=COST(i1I)*PI!FREi000.*XFE NASA 570
225 C COMPUTE TEST AND EVALUATICN C Tv (TE OR'COMPT) 	 NASA 571
 
COST(2 I)=COST(2 I)4PI4 FRT*iOOO,#XFT
C SUB-TOTAL ENGINEERING COSTS 

COMPR(I)= COST(l I) + COST(21I)
C * COMPUTE COMPONENT AVERAGE UNIT PRODUCTION COST,(PU OR COMPUP)230 	 COST(3 I) = i.277P54 QP*4 .848PI1000.XFP/Q
C ' COMPUTE COMPONENT CLM AVG 5 UNIT PROD. COST 
COMP5P(I) = 200* PS * Q5*0.848 * PI * 1277*XFPC COMPUTE COMPONENT AVERAGE PRODUCTION ENGINEERING (PE.OR COMPUE)COST(4,I) = Cl*(QP*°485-1.)*pI*FRE*lO8O0 XFEIQ
235 C " 	 COMPUTE COMPONENT CUM AVG 5 PROD. ENG. COST 
CORPSE(I) = 200, * Cl * (05**0.485 
- 1.0) * FRE * PI * XFECOMPU(I) = COST(3,I) + COST(4,I)

GO TO 185 

180 	CONTINUE
240 00 183 JJJ=j,5 










2 I + 1 










C *w COMPUTATIONS 	FCR SUBSYSTEM COSTS BASED ON COST ESTIMATING
C00 RELATIONSHIPS (C.E.R.-S)N 	 200 N = 0255 	 J = I + 6 








2E0 DO 300 K = I$J 





FT(M)FE  = 1.
t  







C SET SOLAR ARRAY CER FACTORS 

C
270 	 205 GO TO (207620

206 FE(Mf = 4.T 

FT(N) = 4.0 

207 	IF (NCONF(5).EC.*2OR.NCONF(0).EQ.4.OR.NCONF(5).EO.6)GO TO 
270
FP(M)=2.0


































































































































































































































C SET THERMAL CER FACTORS NASA 625
C 
 NASA 626




GO TO 270 
 NASA 629 
c NASA 630C SET POWER CONVERTERS CER FACTORS 
 NASA 631








































3j0 	 NASA 651
NASA 652
C SET STRUCTURES CER FACTORS











PRINT 900t,STF 0 24 5" 659
 
9001 FORMAT(CX$5HSTF =,E±±.4)" 032475 7
 
320 	 IF (NCONF(5).E,2,ORNCONF(S).EQ,4.'OR.NLCONF(5).EO.s)GO TO 231 NASA, 662
FE(M)=2.5 
 NASA 663


















235 IF (NCONF(5).EO.2 *OR* NCCNF(5).EQo4 *OR.NCONF(5).EO*6) GO TO 270 120474' 6






335 	 GO TO 270 
 NASA 677
270 COMPER = RE(M) * X(M)4'BE(M) FE() 	 120474 8
IF (M.EQ i) COMPER = (FE(M)*RE(M)AREA**BE(M)) 	 NASA 679

• 	 i (FT(M)*RT(M)*X(M)f*BT(M)) NASA 6608
C DESIGN-ENGINEERING COSTS (COOMPE OR PE) NASA 68
 
340 COST(i,K) = COMPER * SF * PI 120474 9 
C TEST + EVALUATION COSTS (COMPi OR'TE) NASA 683 
IF(N.EQ.5) X(M) = ORIWT 120474 10 
COST(2,K) RT(M)*X(M)**BT(M)*SF'*PI*FT(M) NASA 684 
C SUBTOTAL NASA 685 
345 CONPR(K) = COST(iK) + COST(2,K) 	 NASA 686 
C 	 UNIT PRODUCTION COST NASA 687 
COST(3K) = SP(M)4 X(M)* 4 BP(M)4 SFPIQ 4 (-.i52)*FP(M)l.277, NASA 688 
IF (M.eQ.i) COST(3,K) = RP(M)4 AREA4 4 BP(M)4 SF*PIQ 4 (-.i52) NAS'A 6-8.9 
i *FF(M) i.277 NASA 690
 




C COMPUTE COMPONENTCUM AVG 5 UNIT PROD. COST NASA 6,93 
COMPSP(K) = 0.783"*'COST(3 K) * 040.152 NASA 694 
C * COMPUTE COMPONENT CUM AVG 4 PROD. ENG COST NASA 695 
355 COMPSE(K) = 0.2365 * COMPER*SF*PI4 FE(H) NASA 696 
o 	 NASA 697
 
C 	 SUBTOTAL PRODUCTION NASA 698
 




360 IF(IOEBUG.EQ.I)PRINT 9000,(COST(JJK),JJ=±,4)COMPR,(K),COHPU(K), 012775 14
 
960 COMPSP(K),COMP5E(K) 012775 15
 
GO TO (280028092819280 282V2839280),2 NASA 703
 
C 	 * EP CER SUB-TOTALING NASA 704 
280 EUBE(5) = SUBE(5) + COST(iK) 	 NASA 705
 
3CS 	 SUBT(5) = SUBT(5) + COST(2,K) NASA .706 
SUBR(5) = SUBR(5) + COMPR( ) 'NASA 797SUBUE(5)= SUBUE(5)+COST(4 K) l12574 1
 
SUBUP(5)= SUBUP(5)+COST(3,K) 112574 '2
C, SUBU(5) = SUBU (5)+ COMPU'(K) NASA .710 
370 SUBSE(5) = SUB5E(S) 4 COMPSE(K) NASA .711 
SUBOP(5) = SUBSP(5) + COMPSP(K) 	 NASA 712 
GO'TO 	300 NASA 713
 
o ' THERMAL CER SU8-TOTAL NASA 714 
281 SUBE(7) = SUBEC7) + COST(1, K) NASA 715 
375 SUBT(7) = SUBT(7) + COST(2,K) NASA 716 
SUBR(7) = SUBR(7) + COMPR(K) NASA 717 
SUBUE(7)= SUBUE(7)+COST(42K) 	 112574 3
 
SUBUP(7)= SUBUP(7)+COST(3,LK) 	 '112574 4
 
IUBU(7) = SUBU(7) + COMPU(K) NASA 72,0 
380 SUBSE(?) = SUBSEC?) CONPSE(K) NASA 72± 
SUBSP(7) = SUBSP(7) 4 COMFSP(K) NASA '722 
GO TO 300 NASA 723 
C AUX PROP CER SUB-TOTAL NASA 724 
282 SUBE(2) = SUBE(2) + COST(iK) NASA 725 
385 SUBT(2) = SUBT(2) + COST.2,K) NASA 726 
SUBR(2) = SUBR(2) + COMPR(K) NASA *727 
SUBUE(2)= SUBUE(2)+COST(4,K) 112574 5 
SUaUP(2)= SUBUP(2)+COST(3,K) 112574 6 
SUBU(2) = SUBU (2)+ COMPU (K) NASA 730 
390 SUB5E(2) = SUBSE(2) + COMPSE(K) 	 NASA 731 
SUBSP(2) = SUBSP(2) + COMFSP(K) 	 NASA 732 
GO TO 300 NASA 733
 
C STRUCTURE CER SUB-TOTAL NASA 734
 
283 SUBE(6) = SUBE(6) + COST(i,K) 	 NASA 735
 
395 SUBT(6) = SUBT(6) + COST(2,K) 	 NASA 736 
SUBR(6) = SUBR(6) + COMPR(K) 	 NASA 737 
USUE(6)=SUBUE(6)+ COST(4,K)
SUBUP(6)=SUBUP(6)+ 	COST(3,K) 11257' 7
112574 8
SUBU(6) = SUBU(6) + CONPL(K) NASA 740
400 	 SUBSE(6) = SUB5E(6) + COMF5E(K)SUBSP(6) SUB5P(6) + COMPSP(K) 	 NASA 741NASA 742
C 












IK = 0 	 NASA 749
410 	 NASA 750
CO 320 J=i.5 
 NASA 751
IF (J.NE.i) IJ = IK + I NASA 752
IK = !K + NEQUIP(J) NASA 753
C 
 NASA 754
CO 310 I= IJ 3K
415 	 NASA 755
SUBE (J) = S6BE (J) + COST(II) NASA 756
SUBT (d) = SUBT (J) + COST(2,I) NASA 757
SUBR (Jl SUER (J) + COMPR(I) 
 NASA 758
!UBUE(J) = SUBUE(J) + COST(4,I) 
 112:574 9
SUBUP(J) = SUBUP(J) + COSTC3 I) 
 112574 10
420 	 SUBU (J) = SUaU (J) + COMPU(I) NASASUBSE(J) = SUBSE(J) + COMPSE(I) 761 NASA 762






N425 320 CONTINUE 	 NASA 76S
NASA 766
 
co 9999 I= 1,7
IF(IOEBUG.EQ,1)PRINT 9000,SUBE(I),SUBTCI),SUBR(I),SUeUE() NASA 767
012775 16













00 400 I = i? 	 NASA 778
 435 	 NASA 779
BE = BE + SU E(I) 
 NASA 780
TE = TE + SUBT(I) 	 781SYSR = SYSR + SUBR(I) 	 NASA 
NASA 782
PE = PE + SUBUE(I) 
 NASA 78
PU = PU + SUBUP(I)
440 	 NASA 784
SYSU = SYSU + SUBU(I) NASA 785
PSE = PSE + SUBSE(I) NASA 786





445 C 	 789
COMPUTE TOOLING AND TEST EQUIPMENT 

c 	 NASA 790
 NASA 791
TOOLR = 0. 
 NASA 792
TOOLU = 0. NASA 793
TOOL5 = 0,
450 	 NASA 794
C 
 NASA 795
C COMPUTE QUALITY CONTROL 
 NASA 796
c NASA 797
OCR = °015*DE + .144 TE 
 NASA 798
 
QCU = 0i5*PE + o14fPU NASA 799








SEIR = .32'OE + *270TE NASA 804 
460 SEIP = *32'PE + *22FPU NASA 805 
SE15 = O.32'PSE + 022PSP NASA 806 
C NASA 8.07 
C COMPUTE PROGRAP MANAGEMENT NASA 808 
* C NASA 809
 
465 FHR = 0.19OE + 0.02*TE NASA 80 
PNP = 0.19*PE + 0.02*PU NASA 811 
FH5 = 0.19*PSE + 0,02'PSP NASA 812 
C NASA 813 
C T' NASA
OTAL SPACE CRAFT COSTS 814
 
470 C NASA 815
 
SATR = SYSR + TOCLR + OCF + SEIR + PMR NASA 816 
SATU = SYSU + TOOLU + oCU + SEIP + PMP NASA 817C 
 NASA 818
 
C TOTAL FAYLOAC COSTS NASA 819
 
475 C NASA 820
 
SATINV =NFV * SATU NASA 821
 
XMEINV =NFV * XNEU NASA 822 
PAYR = SATR + XNER NASA 823 
PAYQUL =NOV * (SATU.XMEU) NASA 824 
480 PAYINV = SATINV + XMEIN( NASA 825 
C NASA 8'26 
N C CUMULATIVE AVERAGE COST FOR FIVE(5) SPACECRAFT NASA 827 
co C NASA 8,28 
SATS = PSE + PSP + TOOLS + QC5 + SEIS + PM5 NASA 829 
485 PRINT 9002,SAT5 032475 .8 
9002 FORNAT(iX,6HSATS =,Ell.4) 032475 9 
C NASA 830 
C " COMPUTE GROUND SUPPORT EOUIPMENT.COST (DEVEL. AND PROD.) NASA 83± 
C NASA 832
 
490 IF (IMETYP.NE.1) GO TO 42'0 S CNASA 833
 
C SET FACTOR FOR COMSAT NAS*A 834
 
FGSE = 0,409 011675 27
 
GO TO 440 NASA 836
 
C NASA 837
 495 420 IF (NCONF(5).EQ.i *OR. NCONF(5).EQ3 .OR. NCONF(5).EQ.5) GO TO 430 12174 5 
o-- SET FACTOR FOR'GENERAL NASA 840 
FGSE =01 NASA 841 
GO TO 440 NASA 842 
C ' SET FACTOR FOR GENERAL PACOLE NASA 843 
500 430 FGSE = 2s121 NASA 844 
C NASA 845 
440 GSE = 49.72* DE **.6e9FGSE NASA 846 
C NASA 847 
C " COMPUTE LAUNCH COSTS NASA 848 
505 C NASA 849 
C NASA 850
 




XLN = 31.0 4 SATS 4*0.588 021875 1
 
510 C NASA 854
 
C COMPUTE TOTAL LAUNCH COSTS 

C )LTOT = NFV * XLN 

C





C COMPUTE TOTALS 
c 

520 	 C 
"RTOTAL DOT+E COST
FEER = FEEPOT *(SATR + (NVSATU) +GSE)
DOTE = PAYR + PAYQUL + GSE 4 FEER"FEEINV = FEEPCT * SATINV 4 TOTAL INVESTMENT COST 
525 XVEST = PAYINV + FEEINV 
C FEEOPS = XLTOT FEEPCT **TTAL OPERATIONS COST 
OPS = XLTOT 	+ FEEOPS 
C 
































































































SUBROUTINE PRNT 76/76 OPT=2 
 FTN 4.2+383 03/27/75 21.38.18
 





C * THIS IS THE OUTPLT SU8ROUINE WHICH CONTROLS TH4 PRINTEDC 	 "NASA 879






AFOGEE, CONRAT, OIAMAX, EE2WT(9), EPME, 022575 23
2 	 EQMIWT, 
 EQNiX EMYL Q IZLI EQM2HT, 022575 234
EQN2XL, EQH2YL, EQM2ZL, FE, IAGNCY,
3 IDEBUG, ISATOR, NB12SH, OPTEMP, ORBINCy PERIGE, 022575 235
022575 236
4 MICRO, RELME, SPEC(6), SPECI, XDUM19 XCGSAl, 022575 237
5 	 XNER XMEU 
 022575 238




C 	 022,875 5
 I5 	 0225-75
COMMON /BTWN/ ACSSN, 	 239
ACSNP, ALT, AREA, BATCAPt 0225,75 240
1 	 BITRAT(2), CLIFE, CONVHT, . o . T, 022575 
 241
2 	 DXt OY, DZ, EQBLG, EQBSIO, 022575 242
FC, FF, HARNHT, HPT, HTPIPE, 022575 243
 
5 	 L4HPT, HTRFRB, HTRPWR, IBTLOC, 022575 244LNBOD, NC, OMEGS; PASSTR, Pit 022'575 245
 
7 
6 P1, FLMINI POCNTt RADA, RAO-AE, 022575 246
RATX RJ, SABOLG, SATLG, SATTWT, 022575 247
a 	 SATWT, SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG, SAIXL 
 02Z,575 248
9 	 SAIYL,
25 A 	 SAIZLp SIDE$ SYSLB, THCHWT, 022575 249
THRUST(2), TIT TNKWT, TPRIM -
 VB, 022575 250
a 	 VCHP, VOL, NATE Nat,
C 	 WE, 022575 25
 




COMMON /CHOSE/ COST(5s60), DPIA(l,60.)i ICHOSE(6fl 022575 254
NCHOSE(60)1 REL ( 6,60), SK(7t60); 0225,75 255
2 	 THM(4leO)
C 	 0225.75 256
 022575
CONNON/PRTCON/ ACCRCY, AM, AN, BF, 	 257
 BS, 022575 258
 
35 	 i COPI(t2), CISTAR, CTOT, ODTE,
2 	 DE, 022575 259
OR W7, EQBSTR, FEEINV, FEEOPS, FEER 022575
3 	 260
 
4 	 GSE, IREL, ITRUNC, MMOOLDNAME(3,60"1, 022575 261
OPS, PAYINV, PAYQUL, 
 PAYRT PE, 022575 262
5 	 PNP, PNR, POMER(6), PU, PWR(60), 022575
6 
 QCP, QCF, ROLO(60), SABNWT, 	 263
 7 	 'SATADP, 022575 264
SATINV, SATN, SEIP, 
 SEIR: SKTAU(6), 022575 265
8 SSREL(6), SUBE47), 
 SUBT(7), SUBUE?)t' SUBUP(7), 022575
9 TA, 7AU(6,6), T89 	 266
TC, TE, 022575 267
A 	 TFi TOOLR, TOOLU, TOTOPS,
B 	 TRUNC, 022575
TS, TVOLUME(6), VQL(6Q),WEIGTc6), 022575 2E8
45 
-C 	 XLTOT, XNEH, XMEINVV XHEL, XMEVL, 269
022575 270
o 	 XMEW, XMEWT XVEST 
 '022575
DIMENSION IERR(7) NEQUIP(5),NCONFZ6) 	 271
 NASA 895
DIMENSION ITITLE(13) .11974 
 25
REAL MNMDOLD
PMOOLD=MDOLO/720, 	 NASA 896NASA 89?
TRUNC=TRUNCI720o 
 NASA 898
IF (IPRINT *EQo 0) RETURN 
 012775 19










9002 FORMAT(38X,4H4* NASA SYSTEMS COSTIPERFORMANCE STUDY #4) 	 903 NASA 904
PRITNT 9001
60 	 AA 0
FR INT 9010 NASA 9695
 
9010 FORMAT (i6H DEFINITIONS 
- -,I/,25H CONFIGURATIONS (NCONF),/95X, NASA 907
136HSTABILIZATION 	AND CONTROL (NCCNF(I)),Il5X3iHAUXILIARY PROPULSIO NASA 
 9018
2h (NCONF(2)),/ TX,23HNCONF(i)=1 IS DUAL SPINY28X,22HNCONF(2)= IS NASA 9019
 
3COLD GASt/;X?22HNCONF(i)=2 IS YAW SPIN 29KXh8tNCONF(2)=2 IS 
MONOP'NASA
65 




5S BIPROPELANT /7X, 7HNCONF(i)=4 IS MASS EXPULSION W1 
CMG-S 12XP2 NASA 912
65HCOMMUNICATI4S 	(NONF(4)) /,7TX38HNCONF(i)=5 IS MASS EXPULICN W NASA 913
7/ M.Wo-S613X42HNCONF(4)=i IS SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK / 5X 46 NASA
81-DATA 
PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION (NCONF(3),7X,42HNCCNF(4)= I 112174 9141
70 	 9S UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS,/,7X,39HNCONF(3)=i IS GENERAL PURPO 112174 2ASE PROCESSOR,12X.4HNCONF(4)=3 I UNIFIED LINK-SEPARATE ANTENNAS,/ 112174 3

,t7X,39HNCONF(3)=2 IS SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSORti2X,48HNCONF(4=4 I 112174 4
C, UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANT + DOWNLINK,/,SX,27HELECTRICAL POWER (NCO 112174 5
ONF(5))A26X 50HNCONF(4)=5 IS INIFIED LINK-SEPARATE ANT + DOWNLINK,/ 112174 6^
75 	 k7X4t4 NCONF(5)=i IS SHUNT REGULATION - PADDLE MTO.,5X,25HVEHICLE 112174 7FIZ (NCONF(6)),/,?Xp42HNCONF(5)=2 IS SHUNT REGULATION 
- BODV MT 112174 8GO.t9X,2ZHNCONF(6)=1 IS CYLINDER,7X,44HNCONF(5)=3 IS SHNT + DISCH 112174H.REG - PADDLE MTO. ,X7 HNCONF(6)=2 IS BOX,/7X42HNCONF(5)=4 IS S 112174 
9 
IFNT + DISCH.REG - BODY MTO.,9XZOHNCONF(6)=3 IS SPHERE) 	 ±0 1±2174 It
80 	 PRINT 9011 
 NASA' 926
9011 FORMAT (7Xq44HNCONF(5)=5 IS SERIES LOAD PEG. 
- PADDLE MTO.,SX,I1HR NASA 927
0ELIABILITYtpTXA42HNCONF(C)=6 










9012 FORMAT (I8H MESSAGES (IERR)v/WX2SHSTABILIZATION AND CCNTROL,26 NASA
90 X,2OHAUXILIARY PROPULSION /7X,29HIERR 	 935
 = 0 MEANS NO MESSAGES22 NASA 936




4UDE CONTROL ,i,7X,42HIERA = 
 IX MEANS MAX RATE 	ERROR TOO SMALL 112174 14
5,25X,22HTHRUSTERS IS TOO SHORTI 7X,42HIERR = 
 iXX MEANS 3-AXIS WH NASA
95 6EELS ACCEPTABLESX,52HIERR = 	 940'
±5 MEANS CYCLE LIFE OF TRANSLATIONAL NASA 9417THRUSTER,/,7X,4ZFIERR 
= IXXX MEANS OBL GIMB.CMGS ACCEPTABLE;25X012 NASA 942
8HIS TOO SHORT'/,SX,35HCATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION 
 dHI NASA
4K 	 943
9ERR = ii HEANS CYCLE LIVES OF EOTH THRUSTERS AREs/,7X,30HIERR = NASA 944
A 0 MEANS NO MESSAGES 37X gHTCO SHORT,/,7X,3±HIERR = I MEANS M NASA 945
100 	 BLX REOUIREDl18X 7HTHERMAL'/;7X41HIERR = 10 WORD LENGTH GREATER NASA 946
C THAN 256,10X, 49HIERR = IX XXXXXXX MEANS BATT 
RAD AREA IS SUPPLIE NASA 947
UCC .7X 34HIERR = 100 BIT RATE IS TOO LARGE,35XBHIN RADA8,I,7X,s NASA 948E6 IERR = 1000 SPEC.COMDo.SYNC.FLG NE C,±SXj 51HIERR = XIXXKXXXXK NASA 949FPEANS OSR CONV. AND VARIABLE COND p/A7X136HIERR = i0000 END OF DAT NASA 950105 	 GA BASE SENSED,33Xt34HUCTANCE HEAT fIfE !NFO IS REQUIREO /,SX 14HVE NASA 
 951
HHICLE SIZING,3gX45HIERR = XXIXXXXXX MEANS PHASE CONTROL 





9010 FORMAT (7X,26HIERR = 0 MEANS NO MESSAGES 43X,5HSUPPLIED IN PCM,/, NASA 955
2 IK4HIERR = MEANS BODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY LENGTI 4-6X ERR,OH NASA 956
 














9EA S SUPPLIECI/76XTH h RABA) 

TS I4 T112074 

THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF THE SYSTEM LEVEL OUTPUT 















104 FORNAT(12X,25HSTABILIZATION AND CONTROL)








140 	 C 





- DOUAL SPIN) 

C


























3MENT BAY LENGTHj14XSIHIEFR = XXXX±XXXXX MEANS DIODE HEAT PIPE IS4REQUIREDI/,76X,2H(2 REQUIRED),/,8X1 SiHIERR 	 NASA 958
 = XXXXXIXXXX 	MEANS CO NASA
5NV. HEAT 	 959
PIPE'IS REQUIREO,/,58X48HItRR = XXXXXXiXXX MEANS OSR RAO NASA6ATOR IS REQUIRED,/, XS50hIERR= XXXXXXXXX MEANS CONV. RADIATOR 	 960
 NASA 961
5 REOUIREO,/ 8X 	48HERR=XXXXXXXXiX MEANS HEATER POWER IS SUPPL NASA
















- - YAW SPIN)GO TO 116 





DESIGN NUMBER ,I3,8H * 
FORHAT(4XI43HGONFIGURATION 

- - THREE AXIS MASS EXPULSION)GO TO 1i6 















































































­ - MASS EXPULSION 	WITH CONTROL MOMENT 112074




C 	 112074 44
 112074 45
165 	 C MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH MOMENTUM WHEEL
C 	 112074 46
 
1±4 PRINT ±15 	 112074 47
±15 FORMAT(±4X,58HCONFIGURATION 	 112074

- - MASS EXPULSION WITH PITCH POMENTUM 112074 48





170 C 112074 52
116 FRINT 1179ACCRCY 112074 53
1±7 FORMAT(i6X,20HPOINTING ACCURACY = ,Fii.6, 6H(DEG.)) 112074 54C 
 112074 55
 
C FRINT AUXILIARY PROPULSION INFORPATION 112074 56









ICONF = NCONF(2) 112074 61






1210 FRINT 121 
 112074 66 
165 121 FORMAT(14X,26HCONFIGURATION - - COLD GAS) 112074 67







±90 122 PRINT 123 
 112074 72
 









10 124 FRINT 129 112074 78 
125 FORMAT(±4X,30HCOKFIGURATICK 
- - BIPROPELLANT) 112074 78C 112074 80
 
o 112074 81
200 126 FRINT 127,TI 112074 a2
127 FORMAT(16Xi6HTOTAL IMFULSE = ,FLi.0, BH(LB-SEC)) 112074 E3 
C 112074 84
C PRINT DATA PROCESSING INFORMATION 112074 85 
C 




ICONF = NCONF(3) 1J2074 s0
GO TO (130,132),ICONF 112074 51
210 C 
 112074 92
C GENERAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR 112074 93
C 
 112074 94
130 FRINT 131 112074 95
131 FORMAT(14X943HCCNFIGURATICK 




C SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR 112074 99
C 112074 100
132 FRINT 133 112074 101220 133 FORMAT(14X,49HCONFIGURATICN - - SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR (OTU)) 112074 102 
c 112074 103 o 112074 104
134 FRINT ±35TOTOPS 112074 105.135 FORMAT(16X,27HCOMPUTER OPERATIONS RATE = ,Fi.0, 5H(IPS,)) 112074 106 
225 C 112074 107
 







136 FORMAT(16X IDHCOPI TABLE,34XiEHENGINEERING DATA,4X,22HMISSION EQU 112074 1i1
230 iIPMENT DATA 
 112074 112 
PRINT 138,CDPI(i,1) COPI(l 2) 112074 113
138 FORMAT(8Xji8HNUABE OF COAMANS,35X,F.O,8X,FS.0) 112074 114
FRINT 139 6OPI(2,i)CDPI(212) 112074 115
139 FORMAT(18 ,26HNUMBER OF PAIN FRAME WORCS,27X,FS.0,18X,FS.0) 112074 116
 
FRINT ±40 COPIC3 1) CDPI(3 2) 112074 117
140 FORMAT(1X,22HMAIN FRAPE SAMPLE RATE,25XF1I.0,±2X,F±l.0) 112074 118

FRINT 14i,COPI(4,i)pCOPI(462) 112074 ±19




240 142 FORMAT (1X919HNUADEA OF SUBFRAMES34XvFo,0leXFoh) 121
 112074 122

PRINT 143,COPI(6 1) COPI(6,2) 112074 123
143 FORMAT(18X.i3HSU6FRANE RATE.38XFi1.4,12XFii.4) 112074 124
 
FRNT 144qCOPI(,i)AC0PI(7A2) 112074 125
144 FORMAT(8X#28HNUMBER OF WOROS PER SUBFRAME,25XF5oi8XFS.O) 112074 126
245 C 
 112074 127











ICONF = NCONF(4) 
 112074 133








148 FRINT 149 
 112074 138
145 FORNAT(14X,46HCONFIGURATION 
- - SEPARATE UPLINK AND DOWNLINK) 112074 139
GO TO t58 
 112074 140
C 112074 141
260 C UNIFIED LINK - COMMON ANTENNAS 112074 142
C 
 112074 143
150 FRINT 151 
 112074 144
151 FORHAT(i4X,46HCONFIGURATION 








152 PRINT 153 
 112074 150
GO TO 158 
 iiM074 ±5l
270 C 
 il 074 15153 FORNAT(±4X&48HCONFIGURATION 




154 PRINT 155 
 112074 156
275 155 FORMAT(14X,60HCONFIGLRATICN 




GO TO 158 
 112074 159













C PRINT DATA RATES 112074 ±E5
0 
 112074 166
285 156 	PRINT 159,BITRAT(1) 112074 167
159 FORNAT(16X30HPRIMARY DOWNLINK DATA RATE = qF14.3,6H(KBPS')) 021975 8 
C 112074 169 
PRINT 160 BITRAT(2) 1120.4





C112'07 	 4 1.73C FRINT ELECTRICAL POWER INFORMATION 	 112074 74
 
C
0 	 112074 175
1120:74 176
 





162 FORMAT(12X,t6HELECTRICAL POWER) 	 178




ICONF = NCONF(5) 	 1120.74 iti
300 GO TO (164,166,168,170,172,174),ICONF 	 11t02.74 112
C 
 1120.74 183




164 FRINT 165 
 112074 ±86305 165 	FORNAT(i4X,SIHCONFIGURATION 
- - SHUNT -PADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY) 1120,74 187
GO TO 176 112074 18'8
C 
 112074 ±65
C SHUNT - BODY MOUNTED 	 112074 190C 
 112074 19±
 
, 310 	 16: PRINT 167 
 112,074 192 
167 FORNAT(±4X,50HCONFIGURATION 




 112074 1195 
C SHUNT AND DISCHARGE - PADDLE MOUNTED 	 112074 196315 C 	 1112074 
 19?
168 fRINT 169 
 112074 198
169 FORMAT(±4X_77HCONFIGURATION 
- -. SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - P 1±2074 ±99 
IADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY) 112074 200 
GO TO 176 112074 201
320 C 
 112074 202
C SHUNT AND DISCHARGE - BODY MOUNTED 	 112074 203
 
o 	 112074 204
170 FRINT 171 
 112074 205
 
171 FORNAT(±4X 7SHCONFIGURATION - - SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION - B 112074 206325 IODY MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY) ±12074 207
GO TO 176 1120,74 208
C 
 112074 209
C SERIES LOAD REGULATION - PADDLE MOUNTED 	 112074 210,
C 
 112074 21±"l
330 72 	FRINT 173 112074 212 
173 FORNAT(±4X,69HCONFIGURATION - .SERIES LOAD REGULATION - PADDLE MO 112074 213 




335 C SERIES LOAD REGULATION - BODY MOUNTED 	 112074 217
C 
 112074 218
174 FRINT 175 
 112074 219
175 FORMAT(i4X,67HCONFIGURATICh 
- - SER-ES LOAD REGULATION - BODY HOUN 112074 220 lIED SOLAR ARRAY) 112074 221 
340 C 	 112074 222
 




176 PRINT 177,PL 1120'74 225
 
35C112074 =fFli.297H(WATTS)) 112074 226
177 FORMAT(i6X,35HEND OF LIFE POWER REQUIREMENT 7  
345 PRINT 1790AREA 112074 228
 




PRINT 18iCISTAR 112074 231
 
350 181 FORNAT(16X,35HMINIMUM INSTALCEC BATTERY CAPACITY=,pIi.2,O8i(AHP-HR) 112074 232
 1) 	 112074 233
 
o 	 1120,74 234
 
o 	 PRINT VEHICLE SIZING ItFORMATION 112074 235
 
C 	 112074 236
 
355 PRINT 183 112074 237
 
183 FORMAT(12X,I4HVEHICLE SIZING) 112074 238
 




ICONF =*NCONF(6) 112074 241
 








184 FRINT 185 112074 246
 
365 185 FORNAT(±4X,26HCONFIGURATICN a - CYLINDER) 112074 247
 
GO TO 190 	 112074 248
 
o 	 112074 249
 
C 	 BOX 112074 25O
 6 112074 251
 
370 186 PRINT ±87-112074 252
 
187 FORNAT(14X,2iHCONFIGURATIO - - BOX) 112074 253
 




O SPHERE 112074 256
 112074 257
 




189 FORNAT(14X924HCONFIGURATIN - - SPHERE) 	 112074 259
 
C 	 112074 260
 
C 	 PRINT VEHICLE WEIGHT.AND LAUNCH WEIGHT 112074 2E1
 
380 C 112074 262
 
190 PRINT 19±.SATWTSATTWT 112074 263
 
191 FORNAT±EXqt7HVEHICLE WEIGHT = ,F11.2,23H(LBS) LAUNCH WEIGHT = , 112074 264
 
*F11.2,5H(LBS)) 	 112074 265
 
c 	 112074 266
 
385 0 	 112074 2E7
 
C 	 FRINT EQUIPMENT BAY DIMENSIONS 112074 268
 
C 	 112'074 269
 
PRINT 192,EQBLGSIDESIDE 	 112074 270
 
192 FORNAT(16X93iHE UIPMENT BAY DIMENSIONS LENGTHFlI.2,ll.H(IN)vHEIGHT 112074 271
 390 1,Fii.2,IOH(IN),WIDTH,FlI.2,4H(IN)) 	 112074 272
 
C 	 112074 273
 
C 	 PRINT MAXIMUM MISSION EQUIPMENT HEIGHT AND WIDTHAND LENGTH 112074 274
 
o 	 112074 275
 
FRINT 1939XMEL,XMEHvXMEW 112074 276
 
395 	 193 FORNAT(i6X25HNISSIbh EQUIPMENT LENGTH 9F1l.2,i2H(IN),HEIGHT ,Fl1. 142074 277
 








400 FRINT 194,SATLG 
 112074 282
194 FORMAT(16Xp23HTOTAL SATELLITE LENGTH ,Fli.2,4H(IN)) 112074 .283
C 
 112074 2E4
2 FRINT MOMENTS OF INERTIA 12074 285
 
405 1120,74 286
5 FRINT 195 XJ.YJZJ 112074 2,87
195 FORNAT(f d,33HPOMENTS OF INERTIA(LB-IN*2) IXX=Fl.1, SH IYY=,Fll 112074 28-8












200 FORNAT(12X, 6HSAFETY) 112074 296
415 C 





c SINGLE SYSTEM 112074 30±
112074









u, 425 C DUAL SYSTEM 
 112074 307
 o 112074 308
204 PRINT 205 
 112,074 309
205 FORNAT(14X,2YHCONFIGURATICN 
- - DUAL SYSTEM) 112074 310C 112074 3l




206 FRINT 207,MMDOLO 112074 314
207 FORMAT(16X,2iHMEAN MISSICN DURATION,7XFil.lp4H(NO)) 112074 315
 
c 112'074 316

















445 FRINT 220 
 112074 327V





222 FORMAT(55X, SHDDT4E28X22HINVESTMENT (RECURRING)) 112074 331
450 C 
 ±120L74 332




PRINT 2241 DEPPE 
 - 112074 335
 
224 FORMAT(i6Xi8HDESIGN ENGINEERING,±8XFi3.,4X i6HUNIT ENGINEERING, 112074 336
 








PRINT 22ETE.PU 112074 34l
 






o PRINT TOOLING (TOOLR + TCCLU) 112074 345 
C 112074 346 
465 FRINT 228,TOOLRtTOOLU 112074 347 
228 FORNAT(iEX,26HTOOLING ANC TEST EQUIPMENT,iOX,Fi3.i94Xp24HTOOLING A 112074 3,48 
iND TEST EQUIP. ,IXF13.i) 112074 349 
C L12074 350 
C PRINT QUALITY CONTROL (QCR + QCP) 112074 351 
470 C 112074 352 
PRINT 230,QCRQCP 112074 353 
230 FORHAT(i6X,1SHQUALITY CONTROL,21X,Fi3.i,4X.±SHQUALITY CONTROL,1OX, 112074 354 
iF±3.i) 112074 355 
C 112,074 356 
475 C PRINT SYSTEM ENG.AND INTEGRATION (SEIR + SEIP) 112074 35.7 
C 112074 358
 
FRINT 232 SEIR SEIP 112074 359
 
232 FORMAT(idX 36H YSTEMS ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION pFi3,i9X,2iHSYS 112074 360
 
iTENS ENG. AND INT.,4XF3.1) 112074 361
 
480 C 112074 362
 
C PRINT PROGRAM MANAGEMENT (PMR + PMP) 112074 363

wC 112074 3E4
 PRINT 234,PMR,PNP 112074 365
 
234 FORMATS 1iXBHPROGRAM MANAGENENTiSXFi3.i,4XI8HPROGRAM MANAGEMEN 112074 366
 










490 0 112074 372
 
FRINT 236 112074 373
 
236 FORMAT(±4Xv±3HCOST CATEGCRY,±3XSHODT+E,ISX,IOHINVESTMENT,15Xq 112074 374
 








FRINT 238 SATRSATINV 2074 379
 








PRINT 240,XMER,XPEINV 222675 7
 
240 FORMAT(i6Xqi7HHISSION EQUIPNENTq,3XFi3.±,9XF±3.i) 112074 306
C 112074' '3E6
 




PRINT 242,PAYRPAYINV 112074 389
 
242 FORMAT(i6Xgt3HTOTAL PAYLOAD,7XFi3.t,9XF13.±) 112074 390
 
C 11207.4 36 




C 244 FORMAT(L6X,OHOUALIFICATICN UNITS ,F13.i)
C112074 





0 246 FORMAT(i6X, 6HG.S.E.,14X,Fi3.j) 











525 	 C PRINT CONTRACTOR FEE
o 

FRINT 250,FEER FEEINVFEEOPS 

250 FORMAT(iEX,i4H6ONTRAGCOR FEE,6XFI.1,X,F13.1,2XpF 3.l)
o 











535 	 C 






















C PRINT COMPONENT QUALIFICATION TIME 
C 550 C FRINT 258,SKTAU(2)









260 FORNAT(1EX126HSUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TIME920XFS.i,8H(MONTHS))
C 

c PRINT SUBSYSTEM GUALIFICATION TIME 

0
560 	 FRINT 262,SKTAU(4)

262 FORMAT(16X,2BHSUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATION TIMEi8XF5.1,8H (MONTHS))
C 





565 	 PRINT 264,SKTAU(5) 












































































































































































































264 FORMAT(Si6X46HSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT READINESS TIME
miBH(MONTHS)) 	 ,F5,1, 448
112074112074 449
 
o 112074 450 
C FRINT SCHEDULE DURATION TO LAUNCH 112074 451
 
570 C 112074 452
 
PRINT 266kSKTAU(6) 112074 453
 




575 C .END OF SYSTEM PRINT-OUT --- BEGIN SUBSYSTEM IF REQUIRED 112074 457 
C 112074 459 
FRINT 9000 112074 460 
IF (IPRINT.LE.1) RETURN 112074 461 
580 PRINT 9999,ITITLE 112074 462 
PRINT ±000,NACCEP 112074 463 
1000 FORNAT(S1H = 4 4 SUBSYSTEM CESCRIPTIONS - - DESIGN NUMBER v1398 112074 464
* *
IH # *4) 112074 4E5 
FRINT 104 112074 466 
585 CONF = NCONF(1) 112074 467 
GO TO (1004,i006,1O08,±10,1O12),ICONF 112074 468 
C DUAL SPIN 112074 469 
1004 FRINT 107 112074 470 
GO TO 1014 112074 471 
590 C YAW SPIN 1±2074 472 
t006 PRINT 109 112074 473 
GO TO 1014 112074 474
 
C 3-AXIS MASS EXPULSION 112074 475
 
10308 PRINT 111 112074 476
 
595 GO TO 1014 112074 47?
 
C M.E. WI CMG 112074 478
i FRINT 113 479
1010 112074 
GO TO 1014 112074 480 
C N.E9 W1 P.N.W. 112074 481 








1014 CONTINUE 112074 486 
605 C 112074 4E7 
C FRINT S 4 C EQUIPMENT IDENTIFIERS 112074 488 
C 112074 4e9 
IK = NEQUIP(1) 112074 490 
C 112074 491 
610 FRINT 1020q(ICHOSE(I)pI=iIK) 112074 492 
1020 FORNAT(14X,25HEQUIPMENT CODE IDENTIFIER,14(±XI4)) 112074 493 
PRINT 1022,(NCIOSE(I),I=iIK) 112074 494 
1022 FORMAT(i4X,25HEQUIPMENT QUANTITIES 914(±X,I4)) 112074 495 
PRINT 1024 WEIGHT(1),VOLUME(i),PONER(i) 1±2074 496 
615 1024 FORtAT(24X THWEIGHT ,FI.2t1 3H(LB), VCLUME ,FEi2,27H(FT*4 3), POWE 112074 4S7 
IS REQUIREMENT ,Fit.i,6H(WATT)) 120474 12 
C 112074 499 
C PRINT S C COSTS 112074 500 
c 112074 501 
620' PRINT 1026,SUBE(1),SUBT(±),SUBUP(i),SUBUE(i) 112074 50.2
 
1026 FORMAT(24X7t6HCES. ENG..COST ,Fii.1viOX117HTEST + EVAL. COST,4XF 112074 503 






625 	 PRINT S+C REL 12874 587
 
FRINT 1028,SSREL(1) 1120.74 £09
 
1028 FORMAT(24Xl±HRELIABILITYSXFii.4,) 	 1120:74 510 
S112074 	 511
 
630 C FRINT, S+C SCHEDULE 112074 51.2. 
C 112074 513 
C 'FRINT S C SCHEDULE 112074 544 
C 112074 515 
FRINT 1030,(TAU(i J) J=E) 112074 516635 	 1030 FORMAT(24X, 8HSCH OU E,/,26X,27HCOMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TIME ,F5.1,3 112074 511
9 7H(ONTH) COMPONENT QUALIFICATION TIME FSFI7H.HONTH),/,26XZ7HSU 112074 518
 
*BSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TIME ,FS.1 S7H(HONTH SU SYSTEM QUALIFICATION 112074 519
 
*TI ME tF5 ITH(HONTH)9fv26X140 YSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT READIN 14l2074 5'2'0
*ESS TfME',F5.1,TH(MONTH)} 	 112074 521
 
640 FRINT i032,IERR(i) , 	 1r12074 522
 
1032 FORHAT(24X,4HIERR SXIiO) 	 1120:74 523
 
C PRINT A.P. SUBSYSTEM INFO 	 112074 5'24
 
o 	 112074 525
 
P1 	 :12074 526
 
645 FRINT 119 	 ±112074 527
 
C 	 112074 528
 
ICONF = NCONF(2) 112074 529
 




650 C COLD GAS 	 112074 53,2

C 	 112074 533
1034 FRINT 121 12074 534
 




655 C MONOPROPELLANT 112074 537
C 	 11t2074 530 
1036 PRINT 123 112074 539
 














665 1040 IJ = IK + i 	 112074 547
 
IK = NEQUIP(2) + IK 	 112074 548 
112074 549
RINT 10209(ICHOSE(I)vl=lJvIK) 	 112074 550
FRINT ±022,(NCHOSE(I),I=IJIK) 	 112,074 550
 
670 FRINT i024,WEIGHT(2) VOLUI4(2),POWER(2) 	 .112074 552
 
PRINT i04i,DRIWT IACS P " 	 112074 553
 
1041 FORNAT(24XvliHDRY WEIGHT F11.2,25H(LBS), 	 1F.2,, 554EXPENDABLE WEIGHT 12074 

ISH(LBS)) 	 112074 555
 
FRINT i026,SUBE(2) 	SUBT(2),SUBUP(2),SUBUE(2) .11207.4 55,6

675 FRINT ±028,SSREL(2) 	 112074 557
 
PRINT 1030,(TAU(2,J),J.=t,5) 	 112074 558
 




C PRINT DPI S/S INFO 	 112'074 5EI
 
680 C 	 112074 562
 






































1042 PRINT 131 

GO TO 1046 
 c112074 









184E IJ = IK + 1 












PRINT i026,SUBE(3) SOT(3),SUBUP(3 vSUBUE(3)
PIT1028,SSREL(Z

PRINT 1030p(TAU(3 J),J=1t5) 

















GO TO (t048,t1O0,±092,1054,iGSE),ICONF 

C SEPARATE UP + GOWN 

1048 PRINT 149 

GO SO 1058 

C UNIFf COM ANT. 

±050 PRINT, ±51 

GO TO 1858 

o UNIF. SEP* ANT. 

1052 PRINT 153 

GO TO 1058 

C UNtIF. COM. ANT. + DOWN 

1054 PRINT 155 

GO TO 1098 

o UNIF. SEP. ANT. + DOWN 






4058 Ui = 1K + 1 

C IK = NEQUIP(4) + IK 

































































































































































































































PRINT 1028,SSREL(4) 112074 621
 






c FRINT E.P, S/S INFO. 112074 624
 112074 625




ICONF = NCONF(5) 
 1120 74 .629




750 C SHNT / PADDLE 	 112074 631
 112074 632
1060 PRINT 165 
 112074 633




C SHNT / BODY 
 112074 636
755 	 1062 FRINT 167 
 112074 637




C SHNT + DSCHG / PADDLE 	 112074 63i,
112074 640
064 PRINT t69 
 112074 641




C - SHNT + DSCHG I BODY 	 112074 643 ±12074 644
1666 PRINT 171 
 112074 645





C SER, LO. f PADDLE 
 112074 648
1068 PRINT 173 
 112074 649




770 c SER, L. / BODY 
 112074 652






1072 IJ = IK + 1 
 ±12074 656
775 	 IK = NEQUIP(5) + IK 
 112074 657
 
PRINT i02O0(.ICHOSE(I) ,I=IJIK) 112074 658
 




780 	 PRINT 1074,HARNWTATE 
 112074 662
PRINT 1026,SUBE(5)) SUBT(5)$SUBUP(5),SUBUE(5) 
 112074 663
PRINT i28,SSREL(5)
FRINT J).J-i 5) 	 665)
,3(7AU(5 ±12074 664
 107i4 FORMAT(T4X4HHARESS WEiGHT ,Fi.±,25H(LBS), SOLAR ARRAY-HEI HT,FI 	112074 

112074 666
785 	 1.tI,SH(LBS)) 

c 	 112074 66?
112074 668
 a PRINT MISSION EQUIPMENT INFORMATION 
 112074 669
c 	 112074 670
FRINT 1076 
 112074 671




AINT 1078,XMER XMEU 
 674




795 	 FRINT 1028,SSREL(6) 

PRINT 1030,(TAU(6,J),J=i,5) 112074 677
 




C FRINT THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM INFORMATION 112074 ,6,e0

800 C 112074 681
 
PRINT 1080 112074 682
 
1080 FORMAT(12X,i5HTHERMAL CONTROL) 112074 683
 
PRINT 1082,RADA RADABRAT 112074 6E4
 
1082 FORNAT(14Xpi3HRAIATOR AREA,3XFtl.1 32H (FT44 2),t BATTERY RADIATO 112074 685
 805 F AREA1,Fi, l.±,8H (FT'42),/,25X,i9HTOTAL RADIATOR AREA,99XFi.l 112,074 686
 
'8H (FT *2)) I .112074 687
 
FRINT 1084,HIRPWR HTRPRBsHPT 112074 688
 
1084 FORMAT(14XI2HHEATER POWER,4XFi1.1. 3±H(BTU/HR). BATTERY HEATER P 112074 689

*CWER,8XFii.l,8H(BTUiHR),/,52X,i8HTOTAL HEATER POWER,10XFilli,8H( 112074 690
 
8±0 *BTU/HR)I 112074 691
 
PRINT i086,HTPIPE VCHP 112074 692
 1086 FORHAT(i4X±0HHEAT PIPE ,6X.Fl.1,39H(WATT-IN), VARIABLE CONDUCTAN 112074 693
4CE H.P. ,Fii.itH(WATT-IN)) 112074 694
 
PRINT 1088,THCMWI 112074 695
 
8±5 1088 FOR AT(14X,23HTHERHAL COhTROL WEIGHT ,Fli.i,SH(LBS)) 112074 696
 
PRINT 1026,SUBE(7),SUBT(7),SUBUP(7).SUBUE(7) 11207w 697
 




C PRINT STRUCTURES SUBSYSTEM INFORPATION 112074 700
 
820 C 112-074 701
 
FRINT 1090 112074 702
 





1092 FORNAT(14X,i6HSKIN THICKNESS ,F1i.3,SH (IN)) 112074 705
 
--2 PRINT i094vAN TS 8S 112074 706
 
1094 FORPAT(14X,Z6HSTRINGER NO.,THICKNESSPHT.,8XFS0,5XIH PXF±.36 112074 707
 
'H (IN)..5XFll.3,SH (IN)) 112074 708
 
FRINT 1096,AM,TF BF 112074 709
 
±096 FORNAT(i4X,26HFRAME NO.,TflCKNESSHT.,8XF5.OSX9iH,,8XFi1.3,6 112074 710
 830 1 f (IN),5XvFii.3,SH (IN)) 112074 711
 
FRINT 1098,TCTB,TA 112074 712
 
1098 FORNAT(i4X,28HENDCOVER THICKNESS- FORWARD ,Fi.3,i4H (IN), CENTER 112074 713
 
*,Fi3iiH (IN) AFT Fit3 SH (IN)) 12074 %4
 
FRINT 1l0,EQBSTRSABHWTSAIAUP 112074 715
 
835 ±100 FORPAT(14X,27HEQUIPHENT BAY STRUCTURE WT.,3XF1±.i,6H (LBS),I, 112074 71
 
14XP3OHSOLAR ARRAY SOON AND DRIVE WT F± 1,6H (LBS),/, 112074 It
 
14Xi4HADAPTER WEIGHTieXFi1.i6H (L S)) 112074 7±8

FRINT 1026,SUBE(6),SUBT(E),SUBUP(6),SUBUE(6) 112074 719
 
o 112074 720 
840 C #49##444e444444444444#4444444#4444112074 721C *+ END OF SUBSYSTEM PRINT - BEGIN ASSEMBLY LEVEL (IF REQUIRED) ' 112074 722 
C 112074 723 
o 112074 724

PRINT 9000 112074 725
 




PRINT 9999,ITITLE 112074 728 
FRINT 2000,NACCEP 112074 729 
2000 FORNAT(50H * * * * ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS - - CESIGN NUHBEF. V1398H 112074 730 
850 * * 4 *) 112074 731 
FRINT 104 112074 732 
o 112074 733
 
r PRINT 2010 
2010 FORMAT(39X 4HUNIT,3X,4HUNIT,3X,4HUNIT,29X.7'HVEHICLE TXU7HVEHICLE/
855 TYP NCWIGHT VOLUME POWER
WiiX,6HIDENT 
 OE COST
TE, COST PROD. 	COST 
 ENC COST)





860 C 	 PRINT S+C , .12074CO 2i00 I = IJIK 

2100 FRINT 2i10,ICHOSE(I),(NAME(J,I) J=,3),NCHOSE(I±REL(i
1.PWR (1) 5(COST (J -I gJ9 	 ?VL()21l0 FORMAT(liXtI Xi6pXIX, 41t F)pXF61Ft1 ~~l1 

865 IXFII.iXF±1,±) A 

C PRINT A.P. 

IJ = IK + 

C IK = NEQUIP(2) + IK 








8 CO 2200 I = IJ,IK

875 2200 	 PRINT 2IOICHSE(I),-(NAME(JI)IJ=,3),NCHOSE(I),REL(II)vVQL(I)I
1 PWR(I)9(COST(Jp),J=ip4)





IJ = IK+ 








C885 	 PRINT 2010'

DO 2300 I = IJ,IK
2300PRIT 2i~tIHOS(I112074
2300 PRINT 21i0,ICHOSE(I)~(NAME(JiI)hJ=±I3),NCHOSE(I),REL(1,I),VQL(I), 
. PWR(I),(COST(J,I),J=I,4) 




IJ = IK + 1 

IK = NEQUIP(4) + IK 







C0 2400 I = IJIK
90 40FRINT 211091CHOSE(1)8(NANE{JPI)tJ~l 3)PNCHOSE(lipREL(ivI)PVQL(I')o 

9 0 " PWR(I),(cST(J,I),J=,4) 

O1120,740 
905 	 IJ.= IK + 1 









































































































































































































DO 2500 I=IJ,IK 112074 793
ICHS = ICHOSE(I)/100 112574 14
IF (ICHS.EQ*2) REL(II) = W8 112574 15915 IF (ICHS,EO,2) VOL(i = VS 112574 162500 PRINT 2±±0,ICHOSE(I),(NAME(J,I),J=1,3),NCHOSE(I),REL1,I)gVQL(I) 112074 794 





920 2600 FORNAT(iOX,46HEOUIPMENTS USING COST ESTIMATING RELATIOSHIPS) 112574 19
PRINT 2610 
 112574 20
2610 FORMAT(88X,7HVEHICLE.7X,7HVEHICLEI,±2X,4HNAME,21X,6HWEIGHTil7X,48 121274 4­
*HDEo COST T.E. COST PROD. COST ENG. COST) 121274 5
C 
 112574 23
925 I = IK + i 112574 24G 112574 25
PRINT 2620,WATE (COST(JI),J=i,4) 112574 26
 
2620 FORMAT(12X,IHS6LAR ARRAY,iXFli.i,6X,2(Fi.i,IX),tX,2(Fil.±,2X)) 112574 27
 
o 112574 28
930 I = I + 1 112574 29
 
o 112574 30
FRINT 2630,HARNWT (COST(JI),J=± 4) 112574 31







PRINT 2640,THCMWT,(COST(JI),Ji,4) 112574 
 36
2640 FORMAT(±2X,2OHTHERNAL CONTROL ,FIii,16X,2(Fii.i,IX),iX,'2(Fll. 112574 37
 







FRINT 2650,CONVWT (COST(J I) J=14) 112574 42
2650 FORMAT(12Xi6HPON&R CONVEATEAS;4Fit,±v6x,2(F.±lIX)iX2(Fi1.1 112574 43




1 = I + 1 112574 46 
o 112574 47
PRINT 2660,(COST(JI) J-± 4) 112574











955 PRINT 2670,PASSTR,(COST(JI),J=i,4) 112574 54











PRINT 26c0, POCNhT (COST(JI),J=14) 112574 60










C * ENO-OF-PRINT ROUTINE 11 2074± 2074
4  799C #S0V*#~4sM~..n#4,s..,,*..... 
















SUBROUTINE FILTER 76/76 OPT=2 FTN 4.2+383 03/27175 21.38.21
 
SUBROUTINE FILTER(NCONFICOOE) NASA 1138
 
C FILTER CHECKS FCR CCMPATIBLE COMBINATIONS OF CONFIGURATIONS NASA 1139
 
C A MINUS I IS RETURNED FCR UNACCEPTABLE COMBINATIONS NASA 1140
 
C NCONF IS'ARRAY OF CCNFIGURATIONS .NASA 1141
 




COMMON /USERI/ ALPHA, AX, AY, AZ, DPHI, 022575 272
 
I EA, EANT, EPil K, MANV, 022575 273 
2 OMEGR, POOTAV, POOTRX: POOTRY, - POOTRZ, 022575 274 
3 PDOTST, PDOTXf POOTY, FOTZ, PDOT91 022575 275 
4 PHIFOV, PHIRX, PHIRY, PHIRZ, TACCEL, 022575 276 
5 THETMX, THOLO, TL, TPMIN, TSMALL, 022575 277 
6 XN, XNNY XNNN, XNU, YN, 022575 278
 





COMMON /USER3/ARRAYN(i,3), BTRMX, NMSEQ, OPSMS, SCSFL, 022575 2,81
 
I TPRFL 022575 282
 022575 283
O 
COMMON /USER4/BWIDTH(2), FREO(2)t FREQR, IOPTCM, LINK, 032475 10
 




COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE, COMRAT, DIAMAXv EEQWT(9), EPME, 022575 Z7
 
SEGMIWT, EQMIXL, EUMiYL, EQM±ZL9 EQM2WT, 022575 288
 
2 EQN2XL, EQH2YL, EQM2ZLp FE, IAGNCY, 022575 289
 
25 3 IDEBUG. ISATOR, MB12SH, OPTEMP, ORBINC, PERIGE, 022575 250
 
4 MICRO, RELME, SPEC(6), SPECI, T XCGSAi 022575 291
 






C. CHECK S AND C 

IF (PDOTRX *LT. .0 *ANO. NCONF(i) *EO. 1) ICODE = -1 016'075 28
 
IF (PDOTRX *LT. .0i .AND. NCONF(1) .EQ. 3) ICODE:-± NASA 1155
 




35 C MANEUVERABILITY IS MANV AND IS VALUES 1-4 

IF (MANV .EQ* 4 .ANO. NCONF(i) .EQ. 1) ICODE=-i NASA 11,59
 NASA 1jU0
C PAYLOAD YAW IS 0 OR ± 

IF (NCONF(1) .EQ. 4 ,AND NCONF(3) *EQ. 2) ICO E-± NASA 11E2
 
o IOPTCM(i) IS RANGING(i=ES),IOPTCM(2) IS SEPARATE LINKAND NASA 1163
 
C IOPTCH(3) IS SEPARATE ANTENNA! NASA 11E4
 
IF (IOFTCH.GT.0 *AND. NCCNF(4).EQ.i) IcdDE = -1 032475 11
 
IF (NCCNF(4) *LE. 3) GO TO 45 NASA 1±69
 NASA l170
00 43 I=1,11 
 NASA 1±7±
C0 43 J=1,3 









IF (NCONF(5) *EQ. I .AND. NCCNF(1) .LT, 3) ICOOE=-1 NASA 1±'78
 
IF (NCONF(5) :EQ. 3 *AND. NCCNF(1) *LT. 3) ICODE=-1 NASA 1179
 
IF (NCCNF(5) .EQ. 5 *AND. NCONF(i) *,LT. 3) ICODE=-i NASA 1180
 











C THIS READS THE DATAEASE FOR ONE,SUBSYSTEM AT A TIME 

o LOS IS'SE'T AS THE DATABASE IS READ BY SCANNING EQUIP NUMBERS 
DIMENSION STORE(55) 






IF CIEl'DBoLE. 1) GO TO 2 

IF (STORE(l) *EQ. 0.) GO TO 2 













3 REAI (1,100) (CATAE(JI)pJ=t±55) 
20 IF (EOF(i))90,±l± 
100 FORMAT (ES.0,A213A6 SEiO,0 / 5(8EiO.'O,/),SE±06O) 





C TEST FOR tNt OF SUBSYSTEM 

,25 
10 * C 
IF (ID *LTo IDOLD) GO TO 
TEST FOR NEW EQUIP TYPE 







Go To 3 
C 'HERE WHEN SWITCHING 'SUBSYSTEMS 























































































































































































































THIS SUBROUTINE SAVES ICHOSENCHOSEWANO ANY PORTIONS OF 







COMMON /CHOSE/ 	 COST(5,60), OPIA(11,60)9

























9 TA, TAU(6,6), TB, " TC, TE9 

A TF, TOOLR, TOOLU, TOTOPS, TRUNC, 

B TS, TTTVOLUNE(6), VQL(6O),WEIGFT(6), 

C XLTOT, XtEH, XMEINV, XMEL9 XMEVL, 







CO I I-i ITEST 




DO 3 J=iIENODO 
IF (DATAB(i*J) .NE. IIN(I)) GO 





00 4 KKK=2,6 
4 REL(KKKNOWAT)=DATAB(3i+KKKJ)














45 	 SKC 2NOWAT)=DATAE(479J) 





VQL (NOCAT) = OATAB(24,J) 

FWR(NOWAT) = DATAB(I6pJ) 



















PAYINV, PAYQUL, PAYR, PE. 

PHR, POWER(6), PUP PWR(60), 

QCF, ROLD(60), SABMWTV SATADP, 

SATR, SEIP, SEIR, SKTAU(6), 










































































































































































































































SUMMARY OF CHANGES MACE BY THE OPTIMIZER
 
13 WORDS OF INVARIANT RLIST REHOVED FROM THE LOOP BEGINNING AT 'LINE 33
 
13 WORDS OF INVARIANT RLIST REMOVED FROM THE LOOF BEGINNING AT LINE 36
 i WORDS OF INVARIANT RLIST REMOVED FROM THE LCOP BEGINNING AT LINE 38

±3 WORDS OF INVARIANT RLIST REMOVED FROM THE LCOP BEGINNING AT LINE 46 
REGISTER ALLOCATION
 
i REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE LOOP BEGINNING AT-LINE 33
 
1 REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE 36
 
± REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE 38
 









FTN 4.2+383 03/27/75 21.38e26
SUBROUTINE THRlL 76/76 OPT=2, 

SUBROUTINE THRML (IERR,NCONF) NASA 1260
 
COMMON IUSERI/ APOGEE, COMRAT, DIAMAX, EEQWT(9). EPME. 022575 316
 
I EQMiWT EQMiXL, EQMiYL, EQMIZL, EQM2WT, 022575 317
 
2 EOM2XLj EQM2YL, EQM2ZL, FE, IAGNCY, 022575 318
 
5 3 IDEBUG, ISATOR, ,,MBI2SH, OPTEMP, ORBINO, PERIGE, 022575 319
 XCGSAI 022575 320
MICRO, RELME, ,SPEC(6) SPET 3215 XMER, XVEU 022575 
022575 322
0 
COMON /BTWN/ ACSSN, ACSNP, ALT, AREA, BATCAP, 022575 323
 
BITRAT(2), CLIFE, CONVWT, D, DT, 022575 324
I 
2 ox, DY, DZ; EQBLG, EQBSID, 022575 325
 
3 FC, FF, HARNWT, HPT, HTPIPE, 022575 326
 
4 HTPT, HTRPRB, HTRPWR, IBTLOC, 022575 327
 
5 LMBDD, NO ONEGS, PASSTR, PJP 022575 328
 
is 6 PL, PLMIN, POCNWT, RADA, RAOAB, 022575 329
 
7 RAT, RJI SABOLG, SATLG, SATTWT, 022575 330
 
8 SATHT, SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG, SA±XL, 022575 331
 
9 SAIYLM, SAIZL, SIDE, SYSLB9 THCMWT, 022575 332
 
A THRUST(2), TIT TNKWT, TPRIM, vat 022575 333
 
a VCHP, VOL MATE, WB, WBi, 022575 334 




C COMMON /CHOSE/ COST(5,60)9 OPIA(160), ICHOSE(60)9 022575 

i NCHOSE(60), REL ( 6,60), SKO(7,60)2 022575 338
P 25 2 THRME(4960) 022575 339 
022575 340
ut C DIMENSION NCONF(6) NASA 1270
N 
NASA 1271REAL LNGTH 





o 44444 44 44444 44 4## 44#94 NASA 1274C$ 

C 444 4$44444 ~ 4 ~ # # # 4 # NASA 1275 
C " SUBROUTINE THRML USES A METHODOLOGY FOR SIZING THE THERMAL ' NASA 1276
 
CONTROL SUB-SYSTEM FOR A VARIETY OF SPACECRAFT. THIS METHODOLOGY' NASA 1277
C *' 













C *' CODE IS AS FOLLOWS - - " NASA 1284 
C ' U = USER INPUT, 08 = DATA BASE, INT = INTERNAL " NASA 1285 




CODE UNITS (DEFAULT) DESCRIPTION ' NASA 1288
45 G ' VAR. NAME
C " NASA 1289 
NASA 129'0
C v###4444##C " " NASA 1291 
C " ALODO INT 155 BTU/(HR*FT"2) ALBEDO " NASA 1292 
" NASA 1293CC ' ALPHA INT a.30 (DIMENSIONLESS) CONV.PAD.CONST." NASA 1294 C 0.08 (DIMENSIONLESS) OSR. RAD.CCNST.' NASA 1295 
o *4* NASA 1296 
04' ALT U N.Hl. ALTITUDE " NASA 1297
 
55 C *4 
 "" NASA 1298
C "' av INT l VDC MAX BATT.VOLT. 	' NA SA 1299C ' 
 ' NASA 1300C 4' CA INT 0.5 AMPS BATT TRICKLE 	 #4 NASA 1301C " 
 NASA 1302
60 C #4 CONST INT i.5 	 K CONSTANT "" NASA 1303C 44 
" NASA 1304
C ' EMISS INT 60 BTU/(HR*FT*'2) EARTH EMISSION 	44 NASA 1305C " 
 ' NASA 1306O '4 EPSLON INT 0.75 (DIMENSIONLESS) CONV.FAO*CONSI." NASA 130765 C 	 0.73 (DIMENSIONLESS) OSR, RADCONST.*4 NASA 1308
C ' 
'" NASA 1309
C "' ETAT INT XMTR EFFICIENCY 	 '" NASA 1310
C #4 #4 NASA 1311C '4 HPT 0 	 (BTU/HR) TOTAL HEATER POWER " NASA 131270 C" 
 "* NASA 1313
C " HTPIPE 0 (BTU/HR) HEAT DUE TO H.P. 	 "4 NASA 1314C " 
 #" NASA 1315
C #4 HTPT 0 (BTU/HR)TOTAL HEAT PIPE 	 *" NASA 1316C ' " NASA 131775 C 4' HTRPRB 0 	 (BTU/HR)8ATT. HEATER POWER "' NASA 1318 
G ' NASA 1319
C 44 HTRPWR 0 (BTU/HR)OTHER HEATER POWER 	 '4 NASA 1320 
C * 
' NASA 1321C0' I INT INDEX 	 '" NASA 1322
80 C #4 44 NASA 1323C 4' IBTLOC I BATTERY LOCATION 	 '4 NASA 1324 
4C4 NASA 1325C 4' ICONF INT TYPE OF CONFIG. 	 '4 NASA 1326C '4 ISATOR U I (DIMENSIONLESS) EARTH ORIENTED 44 NASA 132785 C" 2 (DIMENSIONLESS) SUN ORIENTED '4 NASA 1328 
o 4' 	 3 (DIMENSIONLESS) INERTIALLY ORI!." NASA 1329C " f* NASA 1330
C0' NC 	 NUMBER BATT CEL*4 NASA 1331
C 
 *44 NASA 133290 C '4 NCONF(1) I 	 S+C MACRO INDEX' NASA 1333C " NCONF(6) I 	 VS MACRO INDEX" NASA 1334C' 
 *' NASA 1335C ' ORBINC U 	 DEGREES ORBIT INCLINAT." NASA 1336 
C" 
 44 NASA 133795 C4 ' PCM 0 	 KG PHASE CHANGE MASS '4 NASA 1338 
0C" 
 NA A 1339
C4' PIE INT 	 3.14159265 CONSTANT NASA 1340
 
o '4 '4 NASA 1341 
o Co 	 NASA 1342
100 C '4 PHAX INT (08) 	 WATTS PWR MAX '4 NASA 1343 
C 
 " NASA 1344C PHIN INT (09) WATTS PWR MIN 	 #4 NASA 1345C 
 ' NASA 13464 	 C m QHAX INT (BTU/HR) MAX PWR DISSAP." NASA 1347LOS C' 
 " NASA 1348 
C 44 QMAX8 INT (BTU/HR) BATT.POWER MAXIMUM 	44 NASA 1349C" 
 " NASA 1350 





o0"C QMIN6 INT 	 (BTU/HR) BATT.POWER MINIMUM #4 NASA 13S3C " 	 " NASA 1354 
C " QS fNT 442.0 ETU/(HR*FT"2) SOLAR CONST. 	 ** NASA 1395 
C " 	 " NASA 1356 
C " RADA 0 (FT44 2) RADIATOR AREA 	 ' NASA 1357 
' NASA 13 58115 C 4 
o RADAB 0 FT"*2 BATToRAD.AREA *' NASA 13E9 
C " =' NASA 13eo 
C ' RAT 0 FT4*2 TOTAL RAG. AREA' ' NASA 13E1 
C I " NASA 13E2 
120 C # SATLG I (VS) INCHES SAT. 	LENGTH 4' NASA 1363 
C 	 # NASA i3E4 
C *# SATRAD I (VS) INCHES SAT. RADIUS " 	 NASA 1365 
C " 	 44 NASA 13E6 
C ' SIGMA INT 0.i?14E-8BTU/(HR4 FT2R4) BOLTZMANN CONST#'NASA 13'67 
*4 NASA 1368
125 C
C '4 THRHOB I THERMAL DATA BASE NASA 1369 
o *' NASA 1370 
C ' TMAX INT (DO) DEGREES R MAX TEMPERATURE:: NASA 1371 
C, *4 NASA 1372 
130 C '= THAXB INT BATT, MAX, TEMP. 4 NASA 1373 C =' ' NASA 1374 
C '4 TMIN INT (00) DEGREES R MIN TEMPERATURE'4 NASA 1375 
C '4 	 NAS'A 1376 
C ' THINS INT BATT. MIN. TEMP. ' 	 NASA 1377 
4 NASA 13,78135 C * 
C 4' VCHP 0 VAR.CONDHEAT PIPE ' 	 NASA 1379 
C 	 NASA 1380
 
C 	 NASA 1381
 
o * 	 NASA 1382 




C 444444 #44,,444 4444 44444#4444#4 	 NASA 1385 
NASA 1386
C 444444444$C' 2 $ 	 NASA 1387 
4 NASA 1388145 0 $C0 0 0 	 'NASA 1389
 
C S I I 	 NASA 1390
 
C* R SO0 C R 	 NASA 1392
 
RD 0 0 H 	A NASA 1392
 
'NASA 1393
150 0 4 	 V T E S N E D 
C 4 C H R V A I 	 NASA 1394
 
C * H E H H T A * 	NASA 1395
 
C * E P R E E R R E T * 	NASA 1396
 
C * A C M A A A A R f' 	NASA 1397
 
* NASA 1398
155 C * 	 T H A T T 0 0 R 
0 * R L I I P * 	NASA 1399
 
C * A P H I P P -A A 0 A * 	 NASA 1400 
C ' 0 1 A Z I I T T W R ' 	NASA 1401 
C' A P S E P P 0 0 E E * 	NASA 1402 
C * B E S R E E -R R R A * 	NASA 1403160 C * * 	NASA 1404
 
C * IERR = XXX X XX XXX X ' 	NASA 1405 
C * 
 * NASA 1406
 
C * WHERE 0 MEANS NO SUCH REQUIREMENT, OR * 	NASA 1407
 
1 MEANS WE HAVE THIS REQUIREMENT-	 NASA 140,8
165 C * 
C * NASA 2409 
C 44 444 4 44 444 44 4 4 #4 4 	 NASA 14lOt 

































































C SEARCH FOR NIN(NAX TEMP) AND MAX(#IN TENP), AND 

C ACCUMULATE THE POWER (EXCLUOING XMTRS AND BATTERIES) 

o 
IF (ICHOSE(I).LE.0) GO TO 50
C 



















C ' HERE [F WE HAVE THE BATTERY 
C 




















































































































































C SATELLITE LENGTH IN INCHES (MUST CONVERT TO CN)(FRON VS) 44 NASA 1469 
C (eox) NASA 1470 
70 LNGTH=SATLG*2.54'0.75 NASA 1471 
GO TO 90 NASA 1472 
230 c NASA 1473 
C SATELLITE LENGTH IN INCHES (MUST CONVERT TO CN)(FROM VS) 4 NASA 1474 
C (SPHERE) NASA 1475 




235 C NASA 1478
 
90 CONTINUE NASA 1479
 
IF (ALT.GT.i9OOO.) GO TO 300 NASA 1480
 
IF (ALT.LT.50.) GO TO 16o NASA 1481
 
GO TO (130.100,100), ISATOR NASA 1482
 
248 00 ICCNF=NCONF(1) NASA 1483
 
GO TO (i20pi20o11ie110,110l, ICONF NASA 1484 
c NASA 1485
 C 4 ORBITS GT 500 BUT LT 19000 AND, 44 NASA 1486 
C 4 SOLAR ORIENTED AND, NASA 1487
 





































 C 4 ORBITS GT 500 BUT LT 19000 AND, " NASA 1507 
265 C * SOLAR ORIENTED AND, NASA 1508 C SPIN STABILIZED (EQUATION 3.3.1,2) ' NASA 1509 
o NASA 1510 
120 ALPHA=O. 3 NASA 151 
EPSLON=0.75 NASA 1512
 
270 C NASA 1513
 








275 C * DETERMINE HEATER 'POWER NASA 158 
C NASA 1519
 
HTRPWR=i.254((SIGMA EPSLON*RADA*TMIN**4)-(QNIN)-(EMISS*EPSLON)) NASA 1520
 
C NASA 1521 
o * DETERMINE HEAT PIPE NASA 1522 
280 C NASA 1523 































































































GO TO 360 

ICONF=NCONF(1)
GO TO (140,140,±50,158,±50), ICONF 

ORBITS GT 500 BUT LESS THAN 19600 AND, 
' EARTH ORIENTED AND,









* 	 DETERMINE HEATER POWER 
HTRPR=i.25*((SIGA'EPSLONvRAOA'fTIN*4)-(QfIN)) 
* 	 DETERMINE PON 
PCN=(0.26*ALPHA*QS*RAOA*CONST)I40. 
D




GO TO 300 











* 	 DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 
AAOA=QMAX/((SIGNAEPSLONTMAX*4.)-(QS*ALPHA)) 

























































































































































IF (ORBINC.GT.30.) GO TO 230 





GO TO (1809180,1909190,190), ICONF 

















































IPHAPIE) 	 NASA 1602
 
360 C 	 NASA 1603
 
O DETERMINE HEATER POWER' 	 NASA 1604
 












C ' ORBIT LT 5009 ORBITAL INCLINATION LE 30 DE'GREES AND, 





































395 	 C 
C 

FAOA=QMAX/((SIGMA4EPSLCN*TMAX* 44)-(EMISS*EPSLON/PIE)-(OS+ALBDO)*AL NASA 1601
 














* 	 DETERMINE POM MASS 
PNGFC=(0.26QS*RAOA*ALPHA*CONST)#40. 
















' NASA 1612 
M NASA 1613
 






















































GO TO (210,210,20,220,220)9 ICONF NASA 1642
 
400 C 
 NASA 1643 
C " CRBIT LT 500, ORBITAL INCLINATION LE 30 DEGREES AND, 4' NASA 1644 
C ' cUN ORIENTED ANDt ## NASA 1645 C " SPIN STABILIZED (EQUATION 2,1.1.2) 4' NASA 1646 
C NASA 1647
 






 NASA 1650 





RAOA=QMAX/((SIGNAEPSLON*1AX*+4)-(EMISS*EPSLON)-(S'ALBOO ALPHA)) NASA 1653
 
C 
 NASA 1654 




HTRPWR=.254((SIGNA*EPSLCN*RADA*TNINfl4)QMIN) 	 NASA 16517
 
NASA 1658415 	 C 
 NASA 1659
o ' 	 DETERMINE HEAT PIPES 
C NASA 1660 
HTPIPE=(QHAX'LNGTH)/3.4i NASA 1661 
NASA 16E2C 






GO TO 	380 

NASA 1665 
C CRBIT LT 500, OBITAL INCLINATION LE 30 DEGREES AND, # NASA, 1666 
C 4 SUN ORIENTED AND " NASA 1667 


























435 	 C 










440 ITPIPE=QMAX*LNGH)/3.*4i NASA 1683
 
o 	 NASA 168
 NASA 168
IERR=iG0 1 NASA 1686





445 	 C 
 1689
o 	 HERE IF ORBINC GT 30 NASANASA 1890C, 
 NASA 1691
 
230 GO TO (240,2709270), ISATOR NASA 169
 
NASA 1693




o 	 NASA ±695 




455 C * ORBIT LT 500 ORBITAL INCLINATION GT 30 DEGREES AND, 
 ' NASA 1698 




























GO TO 380 

475 C 4 EARTH ORIENTED AND, 









































o *' EARTH ORIENThD AND, 
 4 NASA, 1699 















o " ORBIT LT 500, ORBITAL INCLINATION GT 30 AND, 
 4 NASA 1717 





























































505 C 4' 
4 
 SUN ORIENTED ANDI .
 NASA 1750
o ' 

































o * DETERMINE HEAT PIPES








GO TO 380 

530 	 c 

C CRBIT'LT 500, ORBITAL INCLINATION GT 30 DEGREES
C * SUN ORIENTED AND,
C * 3-AXIS 	STABILIZED (EQUATION 2°2.2,1)
C


















545 HTRPWR=I.25( (SIGMA*EPSLON*RADA*TNIN4 )-QMIN-(EMISS*EPSLON)) 























300 GO TO (340,310,310), ISATOR
560 	 0 

310 ICONF=NCONF(I)
C- TO (320,320,3303309330), ICONF 
G 






















































































































































































































































































































4 	 DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 
RADA=QMAX/(SIGMA4 EPSLONTMAX*L4) 











GO TO 380 

ORBIT GT 19000 AND 

SOLAR INERTIALLY ORIENTED AND 







4 DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 

RAOA=(2.QNAX)/(SIGMA4 EPSLON'THAX4 4 4) 



















GO 	TO (350,360,370,370,360), ICONF 

ORBIT GT 19000 AND,y 

EARTH ORIENTED AND, 
















































'' 	 NASA 1829
 
4' 	 NASA 183,0 












































































































































































GO TO 380 

CRBIT GT 19800 AND 







DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 

RAOA=QAX/((SIGHA4 EPSLON4 TfoAX* 4 4)-(QS'ALPHA/PIE)) 







GO 	TO 380 

CRBIT GT 19000 AND, 

EARTH ORIENTED AND* 







DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 

SAOA=(2.4QMAX)/(S'IGM'AEPSLCN4 TMAX*4 4) 










GO TO 380 









































































































































































































































































HTPIPE = HTPIPE / 2.54 













































































SUBROUTINE COMM 76/76 OPT=2 FTN 4.2+383 03127/75 21.38.29
 
SUBROUTINE COMM (IPICPIERFI,ITERMCONFICHOSENCHOSE) NASA 1954
 
INTEGER RESETSEOSSSGRP NASA 195'5
 
REAL LMARGiNF6MODLOS ,IBER NASA 1956
 
DIMENSION 1PI(9),IC9OSE(ii),NCHOSE(li),KPIC(9),MCONF(6), NASA 1957
 
KCHOSE(Ii),PW(2),ISPFLG(2) J2 AVE(2) 021375 1
 
DIMENSION SIGNOI()LMARG12),TCLCSS(2 vGT2)MCDX(2) NASA 195'9

DIMENSION BER(i4,3),IBER(14),BESSJ(2),LIMPICI9) NASA 19'E0
 
COMMON /USER4/BWIDTH(Z), FREQX(2), FREQR9 IOPTCN, LINK, 032475 12
 




COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE, CONRAT, DIAHAX, EEQWT(9), EPME, 022575 344
 
i EQHIWT, EQMiXLI EQMIYL, EQMiZL9 EQM2WT, 022575 345
 
2 EOM2XL, EQH2YL, EOM2ZL,0 FE, IAGNCY, 022'575 346
3 IDEBUG, SEO, HE12SH? OPTEMP, ORBINC, FERIGE, 022575 347 
15 4 MICRO, RELME, SPEC(6), SPECi, XDUMI, XCGSAI, 022575 348 
5 XMER, XMEU 022575 349 
C 022575 350 
COMMON /BTWN/ ACSSN, ACSWP2 ALTo AREA, BATCAP, 022575 351 
I BITRAT(2), CLIFE, CONVWT, 0, DT, 022575 352 
20 2 Ox, DY, Z2 EQBLG, EQBSIO, 022575 353 
a FO, FF, HARNWT, HPT, HTPIPE. 022575 354 
4 HTPT, HTRPRB, HTRPWR, ISTLOCt 022575 355 
5 LNBOD, NCI OMEGS, PASSTR, PJ, 022575 356 
6 PL, PLMINP POCNWT, RADA, RADABi 022575 357P 25 7 RAT, RJ, SABOLG, SATLGi SATTWT, 022575 3588 SATNT, SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG, SAIXL, 022575 359 
9 SAIYL, SAIZL, SIDEV SYSLB, THC*T, .022575 3e0 
A THRUST(2), TI, TNKWTi TPRIM, VB 022575 361 
B VCHP, VOL, HATE, WB, NBT, 02.2575 362 
30 C WT; XJ, XNZERO, YJ, ZJ 022575 363 
C 022575 364 
COMMON /DBCOM/CATAB(55,iOO),IOB(30) 022575 365 
C 022575 366 
EQUIVALENCE (J±,KPIC(i)), (JZKPIC(6)), (J4,KPIC(7)), (J59KPIC(8)) NASA 1970
 
35 i,(J6,KPIC(9)) NASA 1971
 
DATA SIGNOI /10.tt f LMARG /6.p6. t.SLANT -I.EiO/, NASA 1973
 
* GTOT /-i.Ei/, GR/-i.EJO/i T/-a.Eiu/, NF /-i.EiC/, NASA 1974
 
* TCLOSS / 0.4.4, POLOSS /0./ GAMMA 4,1/, BETA'/i.8/, NASA 1975
 
* GT /-i.EiOs,-.Eli/s MODX /0,0/9 ANTLOS /0, NASA 1976
 
40 COVER /0./pGRP 101 NASA 1977
 
C BER IS BIT ERROR RATE DEGRADATION CUE TO HARDWARE NASA 1978
 
C IBER IS ARRAY OF DATA RATES NASA 1979
 








OAT& 1'1/6/ 1B2/9/,I83/il/1I1/10/lIT1i/l/IT2/6/1IT3/i12/IT4/13/, NASA 1984
1IT5/7'/,IT6/14/#ITT/9/,IT8/8/,IT/iDo/,ITLO/i-5/VIR1/6/,IF2/tOlvIR3fi NA:S-A 1'985
 
251 ICi/7/,IC21E/,IC312/,IO±/6/,1D'2/i11/ NASA, 1986
 
50 J2HAVE(1) = IPIC(2) 021375 2
 
a2SAVE(2) = IPIC(3) 021375 3
 
IF (ITER *GT. 0) GO TO 3 NASA 1987
 
CO 2 1t il NASA 1988
 




Pw(i) = 0. 
PW(2) = o. 
ISPFLG(1) = 0 
ISPFLG(2) = 0 
3 IF (ITER ,EQ* 0 iANO, 
NCONF = MCONF(4)
CO I I=if2 
IPIC(4) oEO. O)IC=O 
1 BITRAT(I
SSS=O 
= .06± * BITRAT(I) 
65 
IF (MCCNF(1).EC.i) SSS = 1 
INX=1 
IF (NCCNF.EQ.4.OR.NCONF.EQ.5) INX=2 









IF (ITER*NE.0) xCC=i 
IF (ITER.EQ.C AND. IPIC(4).CT.0) ICC:i 
EO i0 I=ICC,9 
KCHOSE(I)=O




IF (NCONF .EQ. 2 *OR* NCONF *EQ. 4)F11=. 
IF (Fi .EQ. 0.) KPIC(9)=0
IF (Fl .EQ. 1.) KPIC(6)=O 
IF (ITER.NE.0) IC=O 
IF (IPIC(4) *NE. 0) IC= 























00 50 1 
IF (BITRAT±).GT.IBER(I)) RATEI=IBER(I+I) 





IF (NCONF.EQ.1) GO TO 90 
IERR=I 
IF (LINK.EQ.0) GO TO 770 
C SGLS BBAU SELECTED 4 ,4IERR=O 4 # #4 4 #4# 
1la IC=i 















































































































C i IS SGLS 2 IS USB 

60 IF (DATAB(IBiJi).EQ.i) GO TO 70
Jl=Jl+l 

115 IF (J1.GTeID8(i)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 	60 

70 	 IF (BITRAT(i),GT. ±28.) GO TO 80 





120 	 IF (Ji.GT.IOB(i)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 	60 

80 	 IERR=2 









IF (Ji.GT.IOB(i)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 60 

C END OF BBAU SELECTION 





GO TO 	110 













IF (ISFFLG(KXNTR) oEQ. 1) GO TO 251 

140 IF (SEC .NE. 1) GO TO 250 

IF (SS$,EQ.O) GO TO 160 

IF (ALT.GT.12000) GO TO 140 

SOMhNI (B OMNI) 





IF (J2.GT.IO8(2)) GO TO 760 









C 	BICChICAL (A) 





IF (J2.GT.IDB(2)) GO TO 760 

155 GO TO 150 

160 IF (ALT.GT.7COO) GO TO 210 

IF (NADIR.EQO) GO TO 190 

C CONICAL SPIRAL 1F2) 

180 IF (DATAB(IAiJ2).EQ.4J*) GO TO 299 

160 	 J2=J2+i 

IF (J2 *GT, IDB(2)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 180 





165 	 200 IF (OATAB(IAlJ2).EQ51.) GO TO 299 

J2=J2+1
IF (J2 .GT. IDE(2)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 200 
























































































































C HELIX (F3) 





IF (J2.GT.ID8(2)) GO TO 763/ 










180 C PARABOLA (B HIGH GAIN) 





IF (J2.GT.IOB(2)) GO TO 760 





WILL EE INCLUDED NEXT SEMESTER 

250 IF (ISPFLG(KXMTR) .EQ. 1) GO TO 251 

o STEERABLE PARABOLA OPTION 

IF (ALT .LE. 12000.) GC TO 120 

190 IFERR(BITRAT(KXMTR).LT.1001 10) GO TO 120
251 = 
255 IF (OATAB(IAiJ2).EQ. 1.) GO To 299 
J2 = -J2 + i 
IF (J2 .GT. IDB(2)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 255 

195 260 KXMTR=i 













C SPACE LOSS 

(SLANT.EO.-i.E+i0) SLANT=SQRT(APOGEE*(APOGEE+6880))




C G TO T 

IF (GTOT.NE.-I.E+iO) GO TO 320 

IF (GR.NE.-i.E+iO.ANO.T.NE.-i.E+O) GO TO 310 
IF (NF.NE.-i.E+±i.ANO.GR.NE.-i.E+±0) GO TO 300 

210 C NET.EQ.0 FCR AFSCF NET.NEC FOR bASA 







GO TO 310 





GO TO 310 

299 GT(KXMTR) = OATAB(ITIJ2) 

GO TO 690 









C TRANSMITTER CIRCUITLOSS 












































































































































































































































IF (LUNI.EQ.1.AND.(NCONF.EO.2.ORoNCONF.EQo4)) TCLOSSCKXMTR)=i. 5 NASA 
330 CONTINUE NASA 
a NASA 
C MODULATION LOSS NASA 
MODLOS=O NASA 
IF (LUNI.EQ.O) GO TO 340 NASA 
IERR=iO NASA 
IF(LINK.EQ°O)GO TO 770 910,675 
IERR=O NASA 
C BESSJ(2)=JI(BETA) / BESSJC1)=JOCBETA) NASA 
MOOLOS=ABS(iOALOGIO(2*(BESSJ(2)'COS(GAMNA))'4 2)) NASA 
340 CONTINUE NASA 
C HARDWARE OEGRDATIO LOSS NASA 
IF (LUNI.EO.I) GO TO 360 NASA 
00 350 I=1,14 NASA 
IF (BITRATIKXMTR) *EQ. IBER()) HOLOSS = BER(I,3) 101574 
350 CONTINUE ±815h7 
GO TO 380 NASA 
360 IERR=IO NASA 
IF (LINK EQo. () GO TO 770 01475 
IERR=O NSA 
K=2 NASA 
IF (CATAB(IB2,Ji),EQ.1.02) IK=± NASA 
00 370 I=1,14 NASA 
IF (BITRAT(l) *EQ* IBERCI)) HOLOSS = BER(IIK) 101574 
370 CONTINUE 101574 
C BANDWIDTH IN DB I NASA 
380 IF (BWIOTH(KXMTR).EQ.-1.E4IO) BWIDTH(KXMTR)=BITRAT(KXMTR)4 1000 NASA 
6=IO9ALOGiO(BWIOTH(KXMTR)) NASA 
C NASA 
O CALCULATION OF ERP NASA 
ERP-SIGNOI(KXMTR)+SLOSS+B-GTOT+LMARG(KXNTR)+TCLOSS(KXMTR)+POLOSS+A NASA 
iNTLOS+MODLOSHLOSS228.6 NASA' 
PFW(KXMTR) = 10. '(ERP-GT(KXHTR))/i0.) 021275 
PRINT 3851KXMTRgPW(KXMTR) 021275 
385 FORNAT( 4H PW(CLi1,4H) = ,Eio'4) 021275 
C 'NASA 
C TRANSMITTER SELECTION NASA, 
IF (PW(KXHTR).LT.20. 60R. DATAB(IAiJ2).EQ.i.) GO TO 388 021275 
IC = KXMTR + i 02115 
ISPFLG(KXHTR) = 1 021275 















































388 KNSTRA = 0 
IC=KXHTR+3 
J3--KPIC(IC) 
390 IF CLUNI.EO.0) GO TO 440 
400 IF (DATAB(ITIJ3).EQ.) GO TO 410 
J3=J*3+j
IF (J3.GT.IDB(3)) GO TO 760 
GO TO400 




IF (J3.GT.IDB(3)) GO TO 76 



























GO TO 400 





IF (J3.GT.IoDB(3)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 400 

430 IF (DATAB(IB2 JI).EQ.DATAB(IT3,J3).OROATAB(IB2tJi)











C NON UNIFIED TRANSMITTER 

295 	 450 CONTINUE 





IF (J3.GT.IDB(3)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 450 

300 	 460 IF (LINK.EQ.O) GO TO 470 





IF (J3 *GT. 108(3)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 440 

305 C 	FREQUENCY9POWER AND MODULATICN COMPATIBILITY 

470 IF (FREQX(KXtTR).GEDATAB(IT7,J3).ANO.FREQX(KXMTR).LE.OATAB(IT8J3 NASA 2235
 




IF (J3 *GT. 	IDB(3)) GO TO 760 
310 GO TO 390 
- 480 IF (PW(KXHTR) *LE. DATAU(IT9pJ3))
O J3=J3+i 
IF (J3 *GT, 	I0B(3)).GO TO 760 

GO TO 390 

GO TO 490 

315 C 	MOUULATION PHASE=I FREQUENCY=2, AMPLITUOE=3 

490 IF (LINK.EQ.1) NOX(KXMTR) = 1 

IF (NODXCKXMTR).EQO) GO TO S0 





320 IF (J3.GToIO8(3)).GO TO 760 

GO TO 390 







325 C 	RECEIVING ANTENNA SELECTION 











IF (Fl *EQ. 1.) GO TO 690 

IF (SEO *NE* 1) GO TO 520 

IF (SSSEQ.0) GO TO 530 ' 





IF (J7.GT.I08(2)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 520 

IF (NADIR.EQO0) GO TO 550 





IF (J7TGT.IOD(2)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 540 



























































































































IF (J7,GTIDB(2)-) GO TO 760 

GO TO 560 

C ENO RECEIVER ANTENNA SELECTION 














IF (J4.GT.IDB(4)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 580 





IF (J4.GT.IDB(4)) GO TO 760 





C COMMAND SIGNAL CONCITIONER V ##S 
360 C RECEIVER CONSTRAINT TESTED 

610 IF (OATAB(IR#J4).EQ.0) GO TO 630 

620 IF (aATAB(IR3,J4-).EQ.OATA8(iJ9)) GO TO 640 
jS=jS+i

IF (J5,GT.IDB(S)) GO TO 760 

365 GO TO 620 





IF (JSGT.IDB(5)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 630 













IF (JS.GT.IDB(5)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 6±0 

C COMMAND RATE 





IF (JS.GT.IO8(JB)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 610 

DIPLEXER SELECTION *44444##4#4#%4###444 

365 660 IC=9 

IF (Fl .EQ. 0.) GO TO 690 













IF (J6.GT.IDB(6)) GO TO 760 

GO TO 670 



























































































































IF (J6.GTIDB(6)) GO TO 760 

400 GO TO 670 
C 
C PROGRAM CONTROL AND BOOK KEEPING 4###4944###V4 
C JI-HASEBAND ASSEMBLY UNIT 





C JS-SIGNAL CONDITIONER 
C J6-CIPLEXER 

C 47-RECEIVER ANTENNA 





I(ONT = 0 
IN=KPIC(IC)
IF IIN.NE*0) KCHOSE(IC)=OATAB(1,IN)
415 WRITE (6,2000) INKCHOSE(IC),IC




IF (IC.EQ 9.AND.ITER.NE,0) GO TO 740

IF (IC *EO. 9 *ANO. IPIC(4) *EQ. 0) GO TO 740 

429 IF (IC.EQ,9) GO TO 710 

IF (INX .EO. i *ANO (IC*EO.2.OR.IC.EQ.4)) IC=ICl
IF (jSPFLG(2).EQ,1 *AND. ITER.EQ.0) IC=IC+i 
ICX= C+1 I 
GO TO (30,90,10i,260,270,510570,600,660),ICX
425 7tO 	 IOK=iO-IC






IF (KHOSE(II).EQ.O) GO TO 720








GO TO 740 









740 0O 750 I=± 9 

440 750 	 IPIC(f)=KPIC(I) 

IF (KONTEQtjANDKCHOSE(1).NE..ij) GO TO 700

IF (ITER.NE.O) GO To 752 

O0 751 I=-i9 

IF (KCHOSEiI)EQ,0) GO TO 751 










DO 753 I=ti9 




























































































































































































































































465 00 780 I=1,9

cO 780 J-ID86 

IF COATABCI,J) *NE. ICHOSECI)) GO TO 780 

IF (OATAB(22J) .EQ. 0.) GO T0 780 

IF (ICHOSE(I ONV) .EQ. OATAB(229J) .OR. ICHOSE(ICONV+I) oEQ* 
470 * OATAB(22J)) GO TO 780 


















480 IF (DATAB(itJ).NE. ICHOSE(I)) GO TO 756 
 *
IF (I *GE. lCONV) CONVWT=CONVWT+OATAB(23,J) NCHOSE(I) 

NT = WT + DATAB(23 J)*NCHOSE(I)

VOL = VOL + OATAB(24 J)*NCHOSE(I) 

PL = PL + OATAB(16fJ)*NCHOSE(I) 









490 757 CONTINUE 

WRITE (693000) ICHOSE 







495 IF (IC.EQ.2.OR.IC.EQ*3) KPICCIC)=J2





































































































































































































































SUBROUTINE BESS 76/76 OPT=2 









10 HATN=(i.05) X+25. 












40 TJ(K) FK T J(K+ I)/X-TJ(K 2)
SUMO * a 










DO 60 J=ItN 







SUMMARY OF CHANGES MACE BY THE OPTIMIZER
 

































































































FTN 4.2+383 03/27/75 21.38.33





COMMON /fBCOM/OA7AB(55,ice),IB(3 0) 022575 368
 
NASA 2459
C IF (K *EQ.i) RESET=i 24E0
IF (K.EQ.2.OR.K.EQ.3.CR.K.EG.6) RESET=IDB(I)+± NASA 
NASA 2461


















COMMON /CHOSE/ COST(5,60)9 DPIA(ii,60), ICHOSE(60), 






CONMON/PRTCON/ ACCRCY, AM, AN, BF, BS, 

1 	 COPI(C?2), CISTAR, CTOT, DOTE, DE, 

2 	 DRIWT, EOBSTR, FEEINW, FEEOPS, FEER 

3 	 GSE, IREL, ITRUNC, MMDOLDNANE(3,60), 

4 	 OPS, PAYINV, PAYQUL, PAYR, PE 

5 	 P1W, PMR, POWER(6) ,PU, PWR(60) 

6 	 GOP, QCP, ROLO(60), SABMWT, SATADP, 

15 	 7 SATINV, SATR, SEIP, SEIR, TSAVE(6), 

8 SSREL(6), SUBE(7), SUBT(7), SUBUE(7), SUBUP(),

9 	 TA, JAU(6 6), - TBp TC TE, 
A 	 TF, TOLR, TOOLU, TOTOPS, IRUNC, 

a 	 TS, TTTqVOLUME(6), VQL(60),WEIGHT(6),

C 	 XLTOTt XNEH, XMEINV, XMEL, XMEVL, 





DATA ICl/c 5,8,1:.51 

DATA CONF/ii.*5,l.,2.osi.,i3 I,2,ti2#i,2., 





C CONF ROWS ARE i TO 5 FOR S AND C 

C 	 6 TO 8 FOR AUXPRO 

C 	 9 TO 10 FO DPI 

C 	 ii TO is FOR CONM 

C 	 16 TO 21 FOR EF 

C 	 22 FORII E 

00 1 J=i.6 





10 4 IS= I 

IF (IS .EQ. 1) ISTRT=i 

IF (IS .GT. 1) ISTRT=IEN+i 

IF (IS *EQ. t) IEND=NEQUIF(i)









45 	 bUM=a 




























































































































































































































































IF (TSUB(5) *LT. TSAVE(5)) TSUB(5)=TSAVE(5)
IF (TSUB(5) *GE. TSAVE(5))TSAVE(5=TSUB'(5)
IF (TSUB(6) *LE. TSAVE(6)) GO TO 4
Do 3 J=L6 
3 TSAVE(J)=TSUB(J) 
70 ISSAVE=IS4 CONTINUE 
c NOW 00 MISSION EQUIP
DO 5 J= 9 3 00 5 1=1,7 
75 JJ=4-J
IF (SKONE(IJJ) *GT. 0.)
5 CONTINUE 
GO TO 6 
JJ=o 
so 




0) GO TO 2,0 







IF (TCU. GT TSUB(±)) ISUB(i)=TCD
TCQ=SKONE(5,J)+SKDNE(64J)




IF (TSUB(2) *LT. TSUB(3)+TSUO(4))ISDQ=TSUB(3)+TSUB(,4)
ISUB(5)=CONF(22,i)*FK'TSLB(3)
TSLB(6)=TSUBtI)+TSDQ 
DO 1 J=116Ii IAU(6pJ) =TSUB(J)
IF (TSUB(5) *LT. TSAVE(5)) TSUB(5)=TSAVE(5)
IF (TSUB(5) *GE. TSAVE(5))TSAVE(5)=TSUB(5)







































































































































































































SUBROUTINE 	SANOG 76/76 OPT=z2 FTN 4.2+383 03/27/75 Zi.38.36
 
SUBROUTINE SANGC(IPICPIERRITERNCONF ICHOSEtNCHOSE) NASA 2552 
C ICHOSE110) IS SELECTED EGUIP AS FOUR CIGIT EQUIPE -- MANF E NASA 2553C NCONF IS 	CONFIGURATION NUMBER,ITER IS NUMBER OF THIS ITERATION NASA 2554
 
o IERR IS A MULTIPLE MESSAGE ERROR FLAGtIPIC IS. THE LAST NASA 2555
 
5 	 C SET OF SUBSCRIPTS CHOSEN NASA 2556
 
o COMMON USER LISTS USER INPUT PARAMETERS NASA 2557
 
C COMMON BTWN LISTS NECESSARY COMMUNICATION BETWEEN SUBROUTINES NASA 2558
 
C COMMON COATA HAS LAST SUBSCRIFT FOR EACH PIECE OF EOUIPAND NASA 2559
 
C THE NECESSARY PIECE OF THE DATA BASE 	 NASA 25E0
10 	 ODIENSION ICHOSE(9),IPIC(3),ES(6),C(5)JDMA(2),G(3),F(g),NCHOSE(9) NASA 25e1

DIMENSION NCONF(6) 	 NASA 2562
 
COMMON /USERi/ ALPHA, AX, AY, AZ, OPHI, 022575 389
 
1 EA, EANT, EPi, K, MANV, 022575 3s0
 
2 	 OEGRt POOTAV, POOTRXf PDOTRY, POOTRZ, 022575 391
3 OT ST. POOTX', POTY, PDOTZ, POOTO, 022575 3S2
 
4 PHIFOV PHIRX, PHIRY, PHIRZ, TACCELP 022575 393
 
-THETMX
5 	 THOLO, TL, TPNIN, TSNALL, 022575 394 
6 	 XN, XNN, XNNN, XNU, YN, 022575 3S5
7 ZN 	 022575 3S6
 20 C 
 022575 397
 
COMMON IUSERI/ APOGEE, COMRATt DIAMAXt EEQNT(9), EPME, 022575 398
i 	 EQ1NT, EQMiXL, EQMIYL, EQMIZL, EQN2NT, 022575 3S9
 
2 	 EQM2XL, EQMZYLp EQM2ZL9 FE, IAGNCY, 022575 400
 
3 IDEBUG, ISATt NBI2SH OPTEMP: ORBINO, PERIGE, 022575 401
25 	 4 MICRO, RELME, SPEC(6)9 SPEI, T, XCGSAi, 022575 402'




COMMON /TNZ/ ACSSN, ACSWP, ALT, AREA, BATCAP, 022575 405 
i BITRAT(2), OLIFE, CONVWTr,, o, DT, 022575 40630 2 DX, DY, OZ EOBLG, EQBSIO, 022575 4073 FC, FFV, HARNNT, HPT, HTPIPE, 022575 4084 HTPT, HTRPRU, HTRPWR, IBTLOC, 022575 409 
5 LNBOD, NCj OMEGS, PASSTR, PJ, 0 22575 4-06 PL, PLMIN, POCNWT, RAOA, RADAB, "022575. 41135 7 RAT, RJ, SABOLG, SATLG, SATTWT, 022575 4128 SArNTf SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG, SA1XL, 022575 413 
9 SAIYL, SAiZL SIDE, SYSLB, THCHNT, 0,22575 414 
A THRUST(2), TI, TNKWT, TPRIMv VB 022575 4t5
 
B VCHP, VOL, NATE, NB, .WBT, 022575 416
40 C 	 WT, XJs XNZERO, YJ, ZJ 022575 417
 
o 	 022S75 418
 




DATA XMDYMO,ZMODI,X2OYD2,ZN(2/3*.0003.03*3.04/ NASA 2574
 
45 ACSSN=2* NASA 2575
























0B = 0.4 * PHIRX 
65 
IF (08 .LT. 
ETA = 0.85 
005) 08 = 0.05 
EPSLN'= 0.7 
EPSA = 0.2 
OHEGO = i.i864E8 / (20.920E6 + 6076,ALT)4'1.5 
RE = 3441.66 
70 ONEGE = 7#2927E-5 
HO = 9.4E-8 
XK = 34ONEGO4 OMEGO /(57?3)*v2
XCG = 1.112. (SATXCG-500.-*5#EQLGI
YCG = 1./12 : SATYCG 
75 ZCG = 1./12. SATZCG 
A = .5 (2. * RE + APOGEE + PERIGE)
EQBLG = EQSLG / 12. 
IF (NCONF(6) .EQ. 2) EG1SID = EQBSID/12.
SAXL = SAML I 12. 
80 SAML = SAYL I 1.2. 
SALICONF = = SAIZL / 12.NCONF(6) 
-a GO TO (il12si3),ICONF
11tSIOE O 
85 XLNTH= EQBLG
GO TO 14 
12 SIDE = EQBSIO
XLNTH= EQ1LG 
GO TO 14 
90 13 SIDE = 
XLNTH= 0 
14 CONTINUE 
IF (EQHiT *GT. 
EOHiXL = Go 
0.) GO TO 15 
95 EQIYL = 0. 
EQHZL = O. 
100 
15 IF (EQN2WT .GT. 0.) 
EQM2XL = 0. 
EQN2YL = 0. 
EQMZZL = 0. 





17 INOSE =1 
±05 TENPIN : XJ 
XJ = YJ 
YJ = TENPINGO TO 20. 
18 INOSE = 2 
±10 TEMPIN = XJ 










































































































ZJ 	= TEMPIN 

GO 	 TO 20 
19 INOSE = 3 

C 
 NO 	TRANSPOSITION 

20 	CONTINUE 'p
TGX = XK * (ZJ-YJ) * PHIRW/757.3
TGY = XK * (ZJ-XJ) * PHIRY 5 53. 

TGZ = 0. 

ICONF = NCONF(5)
GO 	TO (21§26 21.l621 IONF 
21 	SREFSP = SAiXL SAIY 





22 	 XREFSP = *5 XLNTH 
GO 	 TO 25 
23 	XREFSP = 0.0 
GO TO 25
 




DELXSP = 2, * (XCG-XREFSP) 

OELYSP = 2. * YCG 
OELZSP = 2. * ZCG 

GO TO 27 

26 SREFSP = D. 

DELXSP = 0. 
CELYSP = 0. 
CELZSP = G. 
27 	IF (PERIGE *LT. 65.) GO TO 28 

IF (PERIGE .GT. 500.) GO TO 29 

TSX = 0. 

TSY = Do 

TSZ = 0. 

IAUXS = 0.0 
TAUYS = 0.0 
TAUZS = 0.0 

GO TO 40 






29 	TAX = 0. 

TAY = 0. 
TAZ = 0O 
TAUXA = 0.0 

JAUYA = 0.0 







SIOE12 - SIOE*'12" 
ZCP = ANAXi(SIOE±2,EQNIZLtEQM2ZL) /(-24.) 

XLX= XCG - XGP 

XLY= YCG - YCP 

XL ZCG - ZCP 

R = RE/A
S = 1.02 * ASIN(R)














































































































































































































30 	1ENPX = XLX
t70 	 XLX = XLY 

XLY = -TEMPX 

TSX = HO * AP 4 (i*+EPSLN) * XLY 
TSY = HO * AP * (1*+EPSLN) *(-XLX)
TSZ = U. 

175 GO TO 38 

31 	TEIPX = XLX 

XLX = -XLZ 

XLZ = TENPX 

TSX = 0. 

180 TSY = HO 4 AP * (1.+EPSLN) * XLZ 

TSZ = HO 4 AP * (.+EPSLN) '(-XLY)
GO TO 38 

32 TSX = HO *(AP'(i.+EPSLN)'XLY + SREFSP'(i.+EPSA)IOELYSP)

TSY = HO *(AP'(1.+EPSLN)'XLX + SREFSP*(I*+EPSA)*OELXSP)

185 	 TSZ = 0. 
38 	TAUXS = TS 

IAUYS = TS 

TAUZS = TS 

GO TO 60 

I90 C 	 COMPUTE SOLAR TORQUES
40 	HEDOO OMEGE / OHEGO 
SININ = SIN(ORBINC) 
EETA = ATAN(MEOWO4 SININC) + 08 
ALFA = 0B 
195 	 ALFEAR=ACOS(COS(BETA)/(SQRT(1.+ COS(8ETA)',2 4 TAN(ALFA)"2)))
CA = 2.012 * COS(ALFBAR)"2
CY = - SIN(2.4 BETA) 

CN = SIN (2.ALFA)

IF 	(PERIGE *GE.300.) GO TO 42 

200 	 IF (PERIGE *GE.i0.) GO TO 41 

RHO = ±.5E-9 * *G2"((PERIGE-65.)/35.) 
GO TO 43 
41 RHO = 3.E-i * 4*333E-4"((PERIGE-0.)/200.)
GO 	TO 43 

205 42 RHO = 1.3E-14 * i.538E-2"((FERIGE-300.)1200.)

43 0 = 3o6E±0 4 (RHO/A) 

GO TO (44 46,48),INOSE
44 	SREF = SI6 E'XLNTH + EQMIXL'EQMIZL/144. + EOt2XL*EQH2ZL/144.
XREF = (EQHiXL-EQM2XL) / 24. 

2±0 SIDEi2 = SIDE 4 12. 

YREF = AMAXi (SIOE12,EQMIYLEQM2YL) / 24. 

ZREF = 0 

OELTX = XCG - XREF 

5ELTY = YCG - YREF 

[ELTZ =215 	 E ZCG - ZREF 

TEMPX = DELTX 

£ELTX = DELTY 

DELTY = -TEMPX 





r 46 SREFX  = EQMIXL'EQHIYL/i44. EQIZXL*EQM2YL/i'.4.
SIDE*)LNTH(EGMIX -EQH2XL)+ / 24,' + 
YREF = 0. 
IDE1 2 = SIDE * 12o 























































































































































































































EELTX = XCG - XREF 
DELTY = YCG - YREF 
(ELTZ = ZCG - 2REF 

TEMPX = OELTX 

230 	 DELTX = -DELTZ 

DELTZ = TEMPX 

GO TO 50 

C 
48 5IDE12 = SIDE * 12. 
235 	 SREF=AAXi(SIDE12,EQMYLEQM2L)*AHAXI(SIDE12EQMIZLEOM2ZL)/144o

XREF = XLNTH/2, + EQOIXL/12. 

YREF = 0. 

ZREF 	= 0. 

OELTX = XCG - XREF 
240 	 DELTY = YCG - YREF 
EELTZ = ZCG - ZREF 
C 
50 TAX =Q#SREF(DELTZCY+OELTYCN)+Q*SREFSP0(OELZSP C Y +OELYSP*CN) 
lAY =Q SREF(DELTZ2CA-OELTX*CN) QOSREFSP#(DELZSP*CA-DELXSP*CN) 

245 	 TAZ =QMSREF(IDELTY*CA'DELTXCY)+Q*SREFSP*( DELYSPCADELXSP*CY) 

P = 17.8 /(APOGEE-PERIGE+18.75) +0.05 

TAUXA = P * T * 2,592E6 

IAUYA = P * T v 2.592E6 




60 TAX = ABS (TAX)

TAY = ASS (TAY)

TAZ = ABS (TAZ)

TGX = ABS (TGX) 

N 255 TGY = ABS (TGY)
TGZ = ABS (TGZ)
TSX = ABS (TSX)
TSY = ASS (TSY)
TSZ = AaS (TSZ)
260 C )NO = TAX + TGX + TSX 

YND= 	TAY + TGY + TSY 
2M0= 	TAZ + TGZ + 7S2 

FRINT 9002,TAXATAYT AZ4TAUXAlAUYApTAUZA
25 9002 FORMAT (IXfSHTX= 1.4 SHTAY= Eti,4vSHTAZ= E±l.4,7HTAUXA= Elil., 
4 7HTAUYA= EII.4TfHTAUZA: El1*) 
PRINT 9003,TSX TSY TSZTAUXSTAUYSTAUZS 	 .
 = 
9003 FORMHAT (IX 5HTSX= h1t+i. SNTSY: Eli. SHTSZ= E1i14,7HTAUXS Eli.'. 

7HIAUYS= E1i.4,fHTAUZS= El1.) 

270 	 PRINT 9004vTGX TGY TGZ 

9004 	FORMAT (iXSHTGX= H1.4SHTGY= Eli.4,SHTGZ= EI.'4) 

IF (NOONF(i) *EQ. 2) GO TO 200 

IF (NGONF(1) EO. 3) GO TO 300 

IF (NCONF(i) .EQ. 4) GO TO 400 

275 	 IF (NCONF(i) .E'. 5) GO TO 500 





IF (ITER .GTo 0 ) DX=DX/12.














































































































































































































































310 	 II=108(6) 

























XJ = YJ 

YJ = TEMPIN - PJ
ICHOSE(I)=OATABe(1.I)

IF LITER *EQs 0) NCHOSE(8) =1 

IF (ITER .EQ. 0) NCHOSE(9)=i


















IF (IPIC(i) *NE, 0) Ji=IPIC(1)+i

IF (ITER *GT. 0) Ji=IPIC(i)

IF (IPIC(L) *EQ. 0) Ji=IDB(7) +I 

IF (Ji *GT. ID1(8) 	) GO TO 1±8
JIE=IO(l )

ES(6) CORRES EARTH SENSORS*C(5) CORRES CONTROL TIMING
ONA(2) CORRES DESPIN HECH ASMfiG(3) CORRES GIHBAL,
GH CORRES GIMBAL ANGLE 

IF LITER sGT. 0) GO TO 112 

















GO TO 116 

1±4 GT=G(t)*G(i)+G(2)#G(2)+G(3)'G(3)






116 IF (EX *LE. PHIRX *ANO* EY *LE. PHIRY oANO. EZ .LE. PHIRZ)







































































































































340 	 Jl=Jj+j 
FRINT 9000,RJPJ




9001 FORMAT (CX4HEX=Eli 4,4HEY- Eii.4,4HEZ= Ei±*4)
345 	 IF (J. *LE. JIE) GO TO 108 







.C ACCEPTABLE DEVICE SELECTED 


































390 FLM N=PLNIN NCHOSE(tI$*ATAB(tB Il)+NCHOSE(2)*0ATAB(18,,I2)+







395 C IERR=i t-MAX ALLOWABLE SYSTEM ERROR'UNACCEPTABLE 





















FC = 14.1E-9 *FF OX EI I (RJ*PHIRX)

37.E6 TPRI DX *CLIFE = ' * FF O DI / (RJ*PHIRX)
RETURN 

Y'AW SPIN CONFIG 





TEMPIN = XJ 























IF CITER .GT..O),aO TO 208 
































































































































































































































IF (OB ,LT. .05) DB=.05 

















C IERR IX I MAX RATE ERROR TOO SMALL 











IF ( E 'LT, 0.) E=O 

C SELECT EARTH SENSOR WITH PHIX<=PHIRX 
















FHIX=SORT(DATAB(7 Ji)"2 DATAB(8 Ji)*'2)+DBO+ATAB(iiII)+E 

IF (DATAB(6tJi) . T. 0B) GO TO 2li 







C EARTH SENSOR SET 

GO TO 212 





IF (Ji .LE. JIE) GO TO 206 









C HERE WHEN ACCEPTABLE EARTH SENSOR FOUND 

212 1=ZJ * OMEGS 




IF (J2 *GE, IO6(13) *ANO. ITER .EQ. 0) IPIC(2)=0

IF (IPIC(2) *EQ, 0) J2=IDE(12)4i















450 GO TO 211 

































































































































































475 C 3-AXIS N CONFIG 

C CHOSEN AS: 







480 C GYROS 



















490 IF (ITER GT. GO TO 303 



























































































































































FMIN=AMAXi(F(1) F(2) F(3) F(4)SF(5) F(6)











C IERR iX I MAX RATE ERROR TOO SMALL 
IF (FNAX ,LT. 2,FMIN) IERR=IERR+O 
FF=2.8 FNIN 





OSY=.4 4 PHIRY 
OBZ=,4 4 PHIRZ 

IF (OBX *LT, .5) OBX=.05 

525 	 IF (0BY oLTo .05) OBY=.05 














c SELECT 3 GYROS 









IF (IPIC(2).GEIB(t8) *AND. ITER.EQ,O GO TO 308 





























IF (Ji *LE. JiE) GO TO 306 













IF(J2 *GE* 1OB(i8) *AND. ITER oEQ* 0) IPIC(2)=O

IF (IPIC(2) .EQ. 0) J2=IIB(i7)+i

































































































































































4 +OATA(7 J1)"2+DATAB6J1)OMEGO) 4 2+AZAZ+(DATAB(i2J2)
*G2)4*2+DDBZ*ODBZ)

IF (EX .LT. FHIRX .AND. EY *LT. PHIRY *AND. EZ .LT. PHIRZ)









GO TO 308 












































































TEST IF ONLY 3-AXIS WHEELS 
OKAY 





IF (TREQIHREQ *GE. .02.'AN6. *(000833POTM























































































































625 c IERR : IXX MEANS 3-AXIS WHEELS ACCEPTABLE 

403 IF (TREQ/HREQ *LT, .1) IEPR=iO0 

o IERR i lXXX MEANS DOUBLE GIMBAL CEGIS ACCEPTABLE 








c SET FIXED EQUIPMENT: ELECTRONICS PROCESSORVALVE DRIVER, 







IF (ISAT *EQ 1) 13=I08(17)+















IF (ITER oGT. 0) GO TO 407 










0 OATAB(1i 13)*NGHOSE(3)" 







IF (IPIC(1) *GT. 0) Ji=IFIC(1) 

IF (IPIC(i) *EQ. 0) Jt=IB(i9)ti660 IF (IPIC(2).GE.ICB(i7).AND.IFIC(3).GE.IOB(2i).AN.ITER.EQ.0)
GO TO'440 

C RETURNS HERE TO TEST NEW CMG 

























































































































































C GYRO NEXT -.
 
IF (IPIC(2) .GT. 0) J2=IFIC(2)

685 	 IF (IPIC(2) *EQo 0) J2=ICOB(16)41

IF (IPIC(3)sGE.ID8(21i) ANO. ITERoEQ.O3 GO TO 440 

420 ICHOSE(5)=DATAB(iJ2) I 









IF (J3 *GE. 108(21) .AND. IT ,EQ, 0) iPIC(3)=O

IF (IPIC(3) *EO. 0) J3=IDE(20)+1

IF (ITER *EQ. 0 oANO. IPIC(S) .NE. 0) JS=J3+i 

595 422 	IF (DATAB(6,J3) .GT. 1. *AND. POOTST *GT. 2.) GO TO 440 

IF (OATAB(6,JS) .EQs 2. *ANO. PHIFOV *GT. 30.) GO TO 440 

IF (DATAB(6,J3) °EQ, i *ANO. PUOTAV *LE* o016) GO TO 440 

IF (OATAB(6,J3) .EQo 1. .ANO. TNOLD .GT, TSMAX) GO TO 440 

IF (DATAB(6,J3) *GT. 1.) GO TO 424 
















124 FHIE=SQRT(DATAB(7 J3)4'2+(.0000833*POOTM)**2) 

710 426 IF (PHIE *LT. PHIR) GO TO 450 

440 J3=J3+± G ONASA 





J3 = 108(20) + ± 

715 	 JZ=J2+i 







GO TO 414 


































S+. (TAX*TAUXA + 	2,592E6&TGX'T + TSXTTAUXS) / OX 


















































































































+ (TAZ*TAUZA + 2.592E6'TGZT + TSZ*TAUZS) / DZ 
740 S +FE*TSHALL 
FC=FFDX*OI/(XJS.4 4 PHIRX)4 14olE-9 

CLIFE = 374E6 * TPRIN ' FF OX DI / (XJ*.4*PHIRX)
RETURN 

C CONFIGURATION 5 












IF (ITER *GT. 0) GO TO 505 




755 505 WT=WT+NCHOSE(i)4 DATAB(239I1)tNCHOSE(2)4 DATAB(23,12)























IF (IPIC(i) ,GTs 0) J±=IPIC(i)

-IF (IPIC(i) *EQ. 0) Jl=IOt(17)+

IF (IPIC(2).GE,IOB(13) *AND. ITER.EQ.) GO TO 510 









F (Ji *LE* 108(18)) GO TO 508 

= 








IF (J2 .GE. I08t(3) .ANO. ITER .E0. 0) IPIC(2)=
=
780 IF (IPIC(2) -EQ. 0) J2 Il B (iZ)+±

IF (ITER .EO. C *AND. IPIC(21 .GT. 0)J2=J2+1

*
 515 =57 34ZMO'A8S(EANT)I(OHEGO4 SQRT(EAR-2. E'E)) 







































































































































































































































































OX = 0.5 * 0 * COS(ALPHA/I7,3) 4
FNAX=D6BDATAE(6J2)*SQRT(XJ/ZJ)I D(01X) 















IF (FF oLT. FMIN) FF=FHIN 

DELH = 2. * DATAB(6 J2) * (PHIRX/57.3) * TAN(ALPHA/57.3)
/COS(ALPHAI57,3)
TI = (F(I)+F(Z)+F(3)) * TSNALL 
+ (TAX#TAUXA+2.592E6*TGX*T+TSX*TAUXS)/(ETADELH) *FF *OI 

+ XNU * P0OTO/57.3 * (XJ/OX + YJ/DY + ZJ/CZ) 
+ (TAY'TAUYA + 2.592E6*TGY4 T + TSY*TAUYS)IDY 

+ FE * TSMALL 
OLIFE = (TI - FE * TSNALL) / (FF * DI * 3.0) 























































SUBROUTINE STRUCT 76/76 OPT=2 	 FTN 4o2+383 03/27/75 21.38.43
 
SUBROUTINE STRUCT(NCCNF) 	 NASA 3115
DIMENSION NCONF(6) NASA 3116 
COMMON /USER9/ CA, CE 022575 421
C 022575 422 
5 COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE, CONRAT, DZAMAX, EEQT(9), EPHE9 022575 '423 
± EQMiWT, EQGMXL, EQNiYL, EQHiZL, EQH2HT, 022575 4242 EGMZXL9 EQM2YL, EQM2ZL, FE, IAGNY, 022575 425 3 IDEBUG, ISATOR, MB12SHv OPTEMP, ORBINC, PERIGE, 022575 426 
4 MICRO, RELME: SPEC(6), SPECI XDUNl, XCGSAig 022575, 427 
5 XHER, XNEU 022575 428 
C 	 022575 429
 
COMMON /BTWN/ ACSSN, ACSWP, ALT, AREA, BATCAP, 022575 430
1' BITRAT(2), CLIFE, CONVNTv SATDA49 DT, 022575 431
 
2 OX, DY, DZ, EQBLG, EQBSIO, 022575 432

Is 	 3 FC, FF, HARNWTo HPT, HTPIPE, 022575 433 
4 HTPT, HTRPRB, HTRPWR, IBTLOC, 022575 434 
5 LMBOD, NC, ONEGS, PASSTR, PJ, 022575 435 
6 PL, FLNIK POCNWT, RADA, RADAB, 022575 436 
7 	 RAT, RJ9 SABOLG, SATLG SATTT, 022575 437
 
8 	 SATWT' SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG, SAIXL, 022575 438
9 	 SAIYL, SAiZL, SIDE, SYSLB, THCNWT, 022575 439
 
A 	 THRUST(2), TI, TNKWT, TPRIN, V8, 022575 440
 
B 	 VCH, VOL, SOARWT, Wa, WBT, 022575 441
 
C 0 	 WT, XJ, XNZEROt YJ, ZJ 022575 442
P 25 C 	 022575 443COMMON/PRTCOH/ 	 ACCRCY, AM, AN, BF, BS, 022575 444
 
1 	 CBPIT 2)o CISTAR, CTOTp OOTEV DE, 022575 445
2 	 ORI-wt EQBSTR, FEEINV, FEEOPS, FEER, 022575 446 
3 	 GSE, IREL, ITRUNC', MMDOLDtNAME(360), 022575 447
 
4 	 OPS, PAYINV, PAYOUL, PAYR, PEi 022575 448

PMP, PMR, POWER(6)v PU, PWR(60), 022575 449
 
6 	 GCP, QCR, ROLD(60)9 SABHWT, SATADP, 022575 490

7 	 SATINV, SATR, SEIP, SEIR, SKTAU(6), 022575 451
 
8 	 SSREL(6), SUBE(7), SUBT(7), SUBUE(7), SUOUP(7), 022575 452
35 9 	 TA, TAU(666), TB TO, TE, 022575 '453
 
A 	 TF, 7OOLR, TOOLU, TOTOPS, TRUNC, 022575 454
 
B 	 TS, TVOLUME(6)9 VQL(60),WEIGHT(6), 022575 455
 
C 	 XLTOT, XMEH, XMEINVV XMEL, XMEVL, 022575 456
 
D XMEW, XMEWT XVEST 022575 457 
DATA EXNUSIGYPI/10rET ,3 06E43.i'16/ NASA 3±3' 
TO= O& NASA 3132 
XXNU= lo - XNU4'2 NASA 3133 
VARAY=O. NASA 3134
ICHECK= i 	 NASA 3±35
 
45 	 IF((NCONF(S).EQ i.OR.NCONF(5).EQ3OR.NCCNF(5).EQ.5).AND. NASA 3136

*XCGSAi.EQ.2) ICHECK= 2 NASA 3137 
C ]CHECK= 2 MEANS THAT SOLAR ARRAYS ARE PADDLES AND MOUNTED AT NASA 3138C CENTER OF VEHICLE. ICHECK= i MEANS OTHERWISE. NASA 3139 
C NASA 3140 
XL= EQBLG NASA 3141 
IF(ICHECK.EO.2) XL= *5*EQBLG NASA 3142 
IF(NCONF(5).NEi.AND.NCONF(5)NE.3.AND.NCONF(5).NE.5') GO TO 2 NASA 3143 
NASA 3144 




55 0NASA NASA 3147
o 	 APPLIEC LOAD (ONLY BENDING MOMENT) 
 NASA 3148
C 






XHA= ±.25*SABOLG*WE'SQRT(CA'CA + CE*CE) NASA 3153
C 
 NASA 3154






R= (SABOLG##4*XHA/(PI#4 5*E))v*.±428 

c 	 NASA 3157
 NASA 3158








c 	 CHECK FOR APPLICABILITY OF EULER COLUMN STABILITY 
 NASA 3±63C 
FACi= (PI*E4 '24 XMAI(8 .*RSABOLG'4 2))**.3333 NASA 314 NASA 3±65
IF(SIGY-FACI.GE.Q.) GO TO I 

75 C 	 NASA 31E6
 
C 	 EULER COLUMN STABILITY NOT APPLICABLE NASA 3167
 NASA 318




 NASA 31 1
80 C 
 NASA 372
C 	 VOLUME OF SOLAR BOOM 
 NASA 373
 
'0 	 C NASA 3174
 




85 C SIZING OF EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE 
 NASA 3177
o 	 NASA 3178
2 CONTINUE 
 NASA 3179














IF(IGHECK*EQ.1) XN= CE*EQBLG'SATWT 	 NASA 3187
 NASA 3188
IF(NCONF(6).NE.1),GO TO5 	 3±89
NASA

.c 	 NASA 3190






XN P/(2.*PI'RR) + XM/(PI#RR*RR) 	 NASA 3193 
o NASA 3194
 




o 	 NASA 3197
 




IF(FAC2.LE.31) GO TO 3 	 NASA 3200
 









115 TBAR= .267*TM 

o 





















































































































































































































c NASA 3260 
170 C 
C 
















SIZING OF EQUIVALENT MONOCOQUE BOX 
IF(XL/W.LEeo5) TM= i.068*(XXNU*XN#XL*XLIE)*.3333
IF(XL/WGT.5) TM= *E72*(XXNU*XNW*4 W/E)**.3333 




















C SIZING OF SKIN STRINGER ASSEMBLY NASA 3274 
c NASA 3275 
185 T= .44*TBAR 
TS= i.9#T 
BS= 964*TS#SQRTIE*TBAR/(XXNU4 XN))









N= 1. + NIB NASA 3280 



















































































HID-SECTION BULKHEAD IS REQtTofn 

















225 c TTOTAL STRUCTURAL WEIGHT NASANASA 33153316 
c NASA 33 
VEQ=2.*W4EGBLG*VEQ+2.*TC*(W42) NASA 2318 
STRWAT=O.i(VEQ+8. 4 PI*VAAY) NASA 3319 
C NASA 2320 
230 RETURN NASA 3321 
END NASA 3322 
I0 
SUBROUTINE VESIZE 76/76 OPT=2 FTN 4.2+383 03/27/75 21.38.45
 
SUBROUTINE VESIZE(IERR NCONF ICHOSE) NASA 3323
 
CIMENSION NCONF(6)pEESID(S),EEYCC(9),EEZCG(9)tEEINX(9),EEINY(9), NASA Z32A
 
EEINZ(9) EEXCG(9) NASA 3325
 
COMMON /USER6/ CGEEX(9), EELOC(9), EEQVL(9), EMIYCG, EMiZCGv 022575 458
 
5 1 EOPF, EM2YGG, EN2ZCGt ISBOFG, NUMEEQ, XCGSA3 022575 459
 022575 460
 
COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE, COMRAT, DIAMAX, EEQWT(9), EPME, 022575 461
 
i EQMNT, .EQNiXL, EQMIYL, EQMiZL, EQM2WT, 022575 462
 
2 EQM2XL, EQM2YL, EQM2ZL, FE, IAGNCY, 022575 463
 
to 3 IDEBUG, ISATOR, tEI2SH, OPTEMP, ORBIN, PERIGE, 022575 464
 
4 MICRO, RELME, SPEC(6), SPECI, T XCGSAi, 022575 465
 




COMMON /BTNN/ ACSSN, ACSWP, ALT, SOAREA, BATCAP, 022575 468
 
is 1 BITRAT(2), CLIFE, CONVWT, SATDAM, DT, 022575 469
 
2 OX, OY, OZ, EQBLG, EQBSID, 022575 470
 
3 FC, FF, HARNNT, HPT, HTPIPE, 022575 471
 4 HTPT, HTRPRB, HTRPWR, IBTLOC, 022575 472
 
5 LMBOO, NC* OMEGS PASSTR, PJ 022575 473
 
20 6 PL, PLMIN POCNWT, RAOA, RADAB, 022575 474
 
7 RAT, RJ, SABOLG, SATLG, SATTWT, 022575 475
 
a SATNT, SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG, SAiXL, 022575 4.76
 
9 SAIYL, SA±ZL, SIDE, SYSLB, THCMWT 022575 477
 
A THRUST(2), TI, TNKWT, TPRIM, VB, 022575 478
%0 25 a VCHP, SATVOL, SOARNT, wB, NBT, 022575 479 




COWIONIPRTCOM/ ACCRCY, AM, AN, OF, BSO 022575 482
± COPIC7.2), CISTAR, CTOT, DOTE, E, 022575 483 
30 ,2 DRINT, EQBSTR, FEEINV., FEEOPS, FEER 022575 484 
3 GSE, IREL, ITRUNCt MMDOLDNAME(3,60,- 022575' 4f5 
4 OPS, PAYINV, PAYQUL, PAYR, PEP 022575 486
 
5 FliP PMR, PONER(6), PU. PWR(60), 022575 487
 
6 QOP, OCR, ROLO(6C), SABMWT, SATAOP, 022575 4e8
 
35 7 SATINV, SATR, SEIP, SEIR, SKTAU(6), 022575 4E9
 
8 SSREL(6), SUBE(T), SUBT(7), SUBUE(7), SUBUP(7), 022575 450
 
9 TA, TAU(6.6)i T8, TC, TEO 022575 451
 
A T, OOLRg TOOLU, TOTOPS, TRUNC, 022575 4C2
 
a TSi TTTVOLUME(6), VQL(60),WEIGHT(6), 022575 443
 
40 C XLTOT, XMEH, XMEINV, XMEL, XMEVL, 022575 4S4
 
O XMEW, XMENT, XVEST 022575 4S5 
ISHAPE = NCONF(6) NASA 3336 
ISPIN = 0 NASA 3337 
RLO = 0.600 122674 1 
45 XNEL=EQMIXL+EQM2XL 111274 1
 
XMEW = AMAXI(EQMIYL9EQM2YL) 111274 2 
XMEH = AMAXI(EQMiZLEQM2ZL) 111274 3 
EQMIST = 0.0 111'274 4 
EQN2ST = 0.0 111274 5 
50 IF (NCONF(i).EQ.±iOR.NCONF(i).EQo'2) ISPIN = 'I NASA 3339 
IEQTYP = i I I NASA 3340 
IF(NCONF(5).EQ.I.OR.NCONF(5).E.3.OR.NCONF(5).EQ.5) IEQTYP=2 NASA 3341
 
C DETERMINE EQUIPMENT BAY EQUIPMENT WEIGHT AND VOLUME NASA 3342 
EQWT = 1.025 *STINNT l11874 49
 
55 EQVOL= 1.025SATVOL 	 NASA 3344
 
THCHWT = 0.025 * STINWT 11±874 50
 
C THE THERMAL CONTROL SUGSYSTEN IS ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE 1,025 FACTOR NASA 3346
 


















IF(ISHDPE-2) 1 2,3 4 4










GO TO 4 

2 EQBLG = EQBVOL**.333
75 	 SATDAM = 1*4142 * EQBLG






GO TO 4 






















90 SAAREA = ±44.'SOAREA 

GO TO (1,14,17) ISHAPE 

it GO TO (12,20) IEOTYP 

12 IF (ISPIN.EQ.6 ) GO TO 13 

SURF = 3.14159 * SATOAM * EQULG 




EQ8LG = 0.6 V SATOAM 
EQBVOL = 0.785 4 SATDAN'4 2 * EQBLG 

IF'(SATOAM ,LE. DIAMAX) GO TO 20 

100 	 SATOAM = DIAMAX 
EQ8LG = SAANEA/(3.4159SATDAM)
EQBVOL = 0.785 * SATOAM*4 2 * EQBLG 
GO TO 20 

13 SURF = 1.5708 * SATOAM 4 EQBLG 





EQBLG = 0.6 * SATDAM 
EQBVOL = 0.785 * SATDAH 4 2 * EQBLG 

IF (SATOAM .LE. DIAMAX) GO TO 20 

118 SATOAM = DIAMAX 















































































































EQBVOL = 0.785 * SATOAMN*2 * EQBLG

GO TO 20 

C
115 14 	GO TO (±5,20),iEOTYP

15 IF CISPIN.EQ.!) GO TO 20 

SURF = SATOAMA EQBLG 1 1.4142 

IF (SURF *GE, SAAREA) GO TO 20 

SATOAM = SORT (SAAREA)* lo4142
120 	 EQBLG = SATOAN 
EQBVOL = 0.500 * SATOAH*2 4 EQ8LG 

IF (SATDAN *LE. DIANAX) GO'TO 20 

SATOAH = DIANAX 

EQBLG = 1.4142 * SAAREA / SATOAN 
125 	 EQOVOL = 0.500. * SATOAMN*2 ' EQBLG




17 GO TO (18,20) IEOTYP 

10 IF (ISPIN.EQ.5) GO TO 19 

130 	 SURF = 3.14159 * SATOAH'*2 




EQBVOL = 0.524 * SATOAM*'3 
IF (SATOAM *LEo DIAHAX) GO TO 20 

t35 ICHOSE = -1 

C THAT IS WE CANNOT LENGTHEN A SPHERE 

RETURN 
19 SURF = 1.5708 * SATOAM**2 
IF 	(SURF *GE. SAAREA) GO TO 20 

140 	 SATOAM = SQRT(2.SAAREA/3.1415S) 
E06OL = 0.524 * SATOAM*'3 
IF 	(SATOAN *LE. CIANAX) GO TO 20 

ICHOSE = -1 

C THAT IS WE CANNOT LENGTHEN A SPHERE 







C DETERMINE SATELLITE LENGTH 

150 C 
SATLG = EQBLG + EQOIXL + EQO2XL
IF(IEQTYP.EQ.2) GO TO 54 

IF(ISHAPE-2)- 51 52 53 

51 SA3XL= SAAREA/STDA 













GO 	TO 55 

53 	SA3XL= SQRT(1.2734 SAAREA)





165 GO TO 55 





































































































































































C DETERMINE.= STFUCTURALEQESTRTHER1AL PROTECTION WEIGHT
ST PS *025 * 



























EQMVOL= EQMIVL + EQMZVL 
C 
o DETERMINE SAiWTSA2NTSA3NT 

c 
SA3WT = SOARWT 

IF(IEQTYP.EQ.i) GO TO 152 

SAINT = *5'SOARNT 
























IF(ISBOFG.EQ.0) GO TO 23 














IEED MISSICN EQUIPMENT WEIGHT AND EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
C FIRST 







































































































































































































































































EEQTWT= EEQTWT + EEQWT(I)






XMEWT = EQMWT 4 EEQTWT 





HARNWT = 0.013 * (STINWT-WBT-"ACSWP+.5EEQTWT+.5*EQMWT)**i.31

3 " (EQBVOL/i728.) iO,1E
C 

















GO TO 234 








SUBWTi= EQMWT + EQMIST + EQM2ST + SOARWT + EEQTWT + SABMWT 
SUBWT2=SUBWTI+EQWT+HARNWT4EQBSTR-ACSWP 
SUBWT = SUBWT2 

DRYWT= SUBWT 
SYSLB = EQMWT + EQNiST + EQMZST + EEQTWT 









SATWT= DRYWT + ACSWP 
C 
































ENiXCG= 500: + EQBLG + *5EQtiiXL 
EM2XCG= 500. - ,5'EG2XL 
C 













































































































































































































































C EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT C.G. 








235 EEXCG(I)= 50 	 + EQLG
GO TO 238 
236 EEXCG(I)= 500. + *5*EQBLG
Z95 	 GO TO 238 






EEZCG(,I)= 0.300 	 ]F(EELOC(I).EQIo ) EEYCG(I)= .54(SATOAM + EESIO(I))

IF(EELOCCI).EQ.2.) EEYCG(I)= -.5(SATOAM, + EESIO(I))

IF(EELOCC(I).EQ.3.) 	EEZCG(I)= -.5(SATOAM + EESIO(I))

IF(EELOC(I).EQ.4.) 	EEZCG(I)= *5'(SATUAN + EESIOEI))
239 CONTINUE 









IF(IEQTYP.EQ.2)' GO TO 244 







241 SA3XCG= 500, + 	EQSLG
GO TO 249 
3s 242 SASXCG= 500, + *5EQBLG
GO TO 249 

243 SA3XCG= 5CC. 





320 	 IF(XCGSAI-2.) 245 246,247

245 SAiX'CG~* 	 EOALG
=00 

GO TO 248 

246 SAiXCG= 500. + *5*EQaLG
G0 TO.248 





































































































































































































































































345 GO TO 251 
250 CONTINUE 
SAX= SAiNT*SAlXCG + SA2WI#SA2XCG + SABNWT*SABXCG
"AY= SAi.HTSAIYCG + SA2WNTSA2YCG + SABMWTSABYCG 















IF(NUMEEC.EQ.O) GO TO 253 

00 252 I=iNUMEEQ 

EEX= EEX + EEQWT(I)*EEXCG(I)360 EEY= EEY + EEQhT(I)*EEYCG(I)






3e5 SATXCG= (EQBSTR:OSTRXCG + EQWT*EBXCG + {EQMJST 4 EQMIWT)*ElgiXCG + 

I (EQN2ST + EQN2NT)*EM2XCG + SAX + EEX + 
302 (HARNNT+STTPS)*EBXCG)/SATWT
CNASA 





SATZCG= (EQBSTR'STRZCG + EOWT#EBZCG + (EGMIST 4 EQMiWT)* EMIZCG +I (EQNZST + EQM2NT)*EM2ZCG + SAZ + EEZ +375 2 (HARNNT+STTPSI-EBZCG)/SATWT 
-




C FIRST DETERMINE EQUIPMENT'BAY STRUCTURE -AND EQUIPMENT BAY














EQINXF 54 EQWT4 SATRAOD*2 












STRINY= .0833'EQBSTR(2.*E,QBSIO' 2 +EQBLG"2)



































































































































































































































SIDE = EQBSID 
400 	 GO TO 69 

















IF 	(NUMEEQ *EQ. 0) GO TO 7i 

410 	 C 























IF(IEQTYP.EQ.2) GO TO 37 

SA3INX= SA3WT*SATRADO'2 
SA3INY= .S*SA3WT*(SATRAO'2 + *IEZ*SA3XL#*2)
425 SA3INZ= SA3INY GOT 8NASA
37 SAIINX= *0833'SAiWT(SAiYL**2 + SAtZL*2) 

SAIINY= oO833'SAWT*(SAIXL**2 + SAIZL**2)
SAIINZ= *0833*SAiHT4 (SAiXL**2 + SAIYL*V2)
430 SA2INX= *0833'SA2WT*(SA2YL4 *2 + SA2ZL**2)
SA2INY= *0833*SA2NT'(SA2XL*'2 + SA2ZL*'2)










IF(M3±2SH.EQ.2) GO 	TO 39 

EMiINX= *5*(EQiST 	+ EOMiNT) * SATRAD0'2 

E~tINY= .0833*(EQMiST + EGMiWT) 4(3*SATRAO'4 2 + EQHiXL4 2)
440 EMiINZ= EHIINY 
EM2INX= .5*(EQS7 	+ EQM2NT)*SATRAD**2

EHZINY= *0833 (EQM2ST 4 EQM2WT)*(3*SATRADO2 + EQH2XL"2)
EN2INZ= EM2INY 
GO TO 40 
445 39 TEMI= *f8334 (EQNiST * EQM±WT)TEMZ= *08334 (EQMZST + EQMZkT) 
ENiINX= TEM*(EQMiYLS#2 + EQMIZL 44 2)
EMIINY= TEMI±(EQNiZL**2 + EQMtXL* 42)
EMiINZ= TEMi'(EQHYL*"2 + EQMiXL 442)
450 EN2INX= TEHZ4(EQM2YL"2 t EQN2ZL*'2)
EMZINY= TEM2o(EQM2ZL4 *2 + EON2XL*4 2)


























































































































































































































































EQMiTO= EOMIWT + EQIST
EQMZTO= EQM2WT + EQM2ST
C 





C FIRST DETERMINE CONTRIBUTION OF SOLAR ARRAYS 

C "NASA
IF(IEQTYP.EQ.2) GO TO 41 

SAIX= SA3INX + SA3WT'((SATYCG-SA3YCG)*2 4 (SATZCG-SA3ZCG)'*2)
SAIY= SA3INY + SA3WT'((SATZCG-SA3ZCG)*2 +.(SATXCG-SA3XCG)**2)'
SAIZ= SA3INZ + SA3WT*((SATYCG-SA3YCG)**2 + (SATXCG-SA3XCG)**2)





SAIX= SA1INX + SAiWT((SATYCG-SAIYCG)**2 + (SATZCG-SA1ZCG)**2) +I SA2INX 	+ SA2NT*((SATYCG-SA2YCG)**2 + (SATZCGrSA2ZCG)4*2)
2 + SA8MWT'((SATYCG-SABYCG)*'2 + (SATZCG-SABZCG)'4 2) 	 ' 
SAIY= SAiINY + SAiWT*((SATZCG-SAiZCG)*2 + (SATXCG-SAiXCG)**2) + 

I SA2INY 	+ SA2HT*((SATZCG-SA2ZCG)**2 + (SATXCG-SA2XCG)#42)
2 + SABNWT*((SATZCG-SABZCG)*A2 + (SATXCG-SABXCG)**2)
SAIZ= SA±INZ + SAIWT4 ((SATYCG-SAiYCG)#S2 + (SATXCG-SAiXCG)4 *2) +1 SA2INZ 	+ SA2WT*((SATYCG-SA2YCG)4*2 + (SATXCG-SA2XCG)#42)





















EEIX= EEIX + EEINX(I) + EE0WT(I)*((SATYCG-EEYCG(.I),)42 +
* (SATZCG-EEZCG(I))*2)

EEIY= EEIY + EEINY(I) + EEOHT(I)*((SATZCG-EEZCG(I))**2 + 
*' (SATYCG-EEXCG(I))P*2)








SATINX= STRINX + EQBSTR*((SATYCG-STRYCG)**2 + (SATZCG-STRZCG)*.2)i + EMINX + EQMiTO*((SATYCG-ENIYCG)'*2 + (SATZCG-EMiZCG)'*2)
2 + EM2INX + EQM2TO*((SATYCG-EN2YCG)42 +-(SATZCG-EM2ZCG)**2)
3 + EQINX + EQWT*(SATYCG*4 2 + SATZCG4 *2) + SAIX + EEIX 
o 

SATINY= STRINY + EQBSTR*((SA7ZCG-STRZCG)'*2 + (SATXCG-STRXCG)*2)i + EMIINY + EQM±TO*((SATZCG-ENIZCG)'*2 + (SATXCG-EN±XCG)*4 2)

*
2 + EN2INY + EQM2TO ((SATZCG-EN2ZCG)"2 + (SATXCG-EM2XCG)*4 2)




SATINZ= STRINZ ,EQBSTR'((SATYCG-STRYCG,)J2 + (SATXCG-STRXCG) 2)
I + EMIINZ + EQMiTOC*((SATYCG-EMYCG)"2 + (SATXGG-EMXCGI'*2)
2'+ EM2INZ + EQM2TO*(CSATYCG-EM2YCG)4 '2 + (SATXCG-EM2XCG)442)
3 + EQINZ + EQWT*(SATYCG**2 + (SATXCG-STRXCG)**2) + SAIZ + EEIZ 
C 



















































































































C ON ROLLi PITCH, ANO YAW AXES, RESPECTIVELY, (DXOYADI). THE











GO TO 47 



































2 REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE 227
 
2 REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE 358


















































































































 76/76 OPT=2 FTN k.2+383 03/27/75 21.38.49
 
SUBROUTINEEP) (IFIC IERRPIIER NCCNFICHOSENCHOSE) NASA 3809
C 
 NASA slO8
C SUBROUTINE EP - " 4 NA'SA !811
C 4 WILL SELECT AND SIZE THE ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM WHICH WILL BE NASA 3812C 4 THESE CONFIGURATIONS AS FOLLOWS -- * NASA 3814C 4 NCONF (1) = I IS DUAL SPIN * NASA 3815C 4 NCONF (1) = 2 IS YAW SPIN 4 NASA 3816C * NCONF (M) = 3 IS MASS EXPULSION * NASA 3817C * NCONF (1) = 4 IS MASS EXPULSION(MOMENTUM BIAS) * NASA 2818C * NCONF (i) = 5 IS PITCH MOMENTUM BIAS * NASA, 3819C 4 NGONF (5) = I IS SHUNT - PAIDLE * NASA 2820C' NCONF (5) = 2 IS SHUNT - BODY * NASA 3821C 4 NCONF (5) = 3 IS S + 0 - PACOLE * NASA 3822C 4 NCONF (5) = 4 IS S + D - BODY *NASA 38HC 4 NCONF (5) = 5 IS SERIES PADDLE * NASA 38 4
C ' NCCNF (5) = 6 IS SERIES BODY * NASA 3825
C 0 NCONF (6) = i IS CYLINDER- * NASA, 3826
G 4 NCONF (6) = 2 Is BOX * NASA 3827
C 4 
4 
NCONF (6) = 3 IS SPHERE v NASA 1828
 
-C 4 444v44 
 NASA -3829




C * HOW USED FROM TO DEFAULT DESCRIPTION4 NASA 3832
* NASA 3833P C A INT EP EP FT HE + HP * NASA 3834 
o C * Al INT EPS EPS 
 FT2 ARRAY AREA* NASA 3835
C * A32 TNT EP EP A"(3/2) * NASA 3836
C * ALT 19INT USER 
 ERR MI ALTITUDE * NASA 3837
C AREA a EPS VESIZE FT"*2 ARRAY AREA* NASA 3838
C 4 CA INT EPS EPS CP4
A-H MN REQ NASA 3839
C * CAPHAX TNT Os 
 ERR A-H MiN REQ GP NASA 3840
C ' OCELL INT Da EPS 
 A-H CAP SEL CL* NASA 3841
C * CHMINT INT EPS 
 EPS 2.0 MRS MIN GHG TM' NASA 3842
C * CI INT EPS EPS A-HMIN INST CP* NASA 3843
C ' CISTAR INT EPS EPS A-HOAP SEL CEL* NASA 
 3844
C 4 GR INT EPS EPS W-HMIN REQ CAP' NASA 3845
C ' DATAB IINTO HAIN EPREPS DATA BASE * NASA 3846
C * OELF INT EPS 
 EPS .03 XMIS LOSS * NASA 3847
C * DELI INT EPS EPS .02 FAB LOSS 4 NASA 3848
C ' OELK 
 TNT EPS EPS .01 MISC LOSS * NASA 3849
C 4 OELR INT EPS EPS 
 .05 OR .3 RAD DEG FAG' NASA 3850
C * DELT INT EPS EPS TABLE TEMP.CORR, * NASA 3851
C * ,ETAC TNT no ERR 
 1.0 EFF CHG'R * NASA 38S2
0 * ETAD INT 05 EPR'EPS 0.85 EFF DISCH * NASA 3853C * ETAE TNT OS EPREPS 0.65 EFF-BATT * NASA 3854
C ' ETAI INT EPS EPS 0.105 SOLAR CL EF' NASA 3855
C 4 ETALR INT 08 EPR 0.90 EFF LO'REG * NASA 3856'
C 6 ETAR TNT ERR EPRqEPS 1.0 PWR DIST LS' NASA 3857
C 'FS NT EPS EPS -
 SIZE FACT. * NASA 3858
0' FW fNT EPS EPS- WTFACTOR * NASA 3899C * HE INT EP EP 20.902E6FT FAD EARTH * NASA 3860C 4 HEOA INT EP EP 
 HE/A * NASA 3861
C o HP INT 
 EP EP FT PERIGEE * NASA 3862
C * I TNT EP EP 
 INT INDEX * NASA 3863
 




















CCU INDEX * NASA 
COL INOX CLO NASA 
END CELLS * NASA 





C * ICHGR INT EPR EPR COL INOX OH* NASA 3868 

























END CHGRS * NASA 
HDWR I * NASA 
VAR ON CONF * NASA 
LAST HDNR * NASA 

















ERROR FLG * NASA 
COL INDX LR4 NASA 
3875 
3876 
C * ILRE INT EPR EPR END LR * NASA 3877 
C 4 IPCU INT EPR EPR PCU INDEX * NASA 3878 








































































































BATT PKG F * NASA 
8AT ST WT F* NASA 
AV CP DISCH NASA 



































SLR PKG FAC* NASA 
CONSTANT * NASA 
EARTH RATE * NASA 
NO BATT * NASA 
NO SLR CELL4 NASA 

















C ' C4NPCU 
C * C * 
C * 
































































NO CHGRS * NASA 
NO. EQUIP. # NASA 
SANDEC MACRO NASA 
EF MACRO * NASA 
VSIZE MACRO* NASA 
NO £ISCH RG4 NASA 
NO LD REG * NASA 
NO.PCU * NASA 
NO* PD . NASA 
NO, SPD 4 NASA 
NO SHNT REG* NASA 
DEG. C BAT TEMP * NASA 
WATTPWR B.O.L. * NASA 
WATTEAT PWR-REG* NASA 
















105 C * PIE INT EPS EPS 3.14159 CONSTANT * NASA 2914 















WATT AV PWR L0 4 NASA 
WATT MIN PHR LO * NASA 




o * PLRD a EPR THERMAL WATTPWR 0ISP LR NASA 3918 
C * PS INT EPR EPREPS WATTECL SOL OUT* NASA 3919 










C ' S INT EP EP USED IN CALC OF TE * NASAC * SOL INT EPS EPS 1353 HWM2AV SOL INT * NASAC * TE INT EPS EPR ECPS TIME * NASAC 4 TEaTS INT EPS EPS CARK/LITE * NASAC * VB INT EPS EPS FT 4 3UNIT BATVOL4 NASAC v BM INT EPR EPS VDCNIh BAT VLT* NASA 
C ' VOT INT EPS EPS FT**3TOT BAT VOL* NASA 
o 4 VC INT EPS EPS ioi VOCMIN CELL U * NASA
C 4 VCELL INT Do MAIN M3 OL CELL # NASAC ' VOB INT ERR EPR VUCAVE ALL VOL* NASA 
oC VOL 0 MAIN FT**3 EP VOL * NASAC WNATE INTO EPS VESIZE KG ARRAY WT * NASAC WB INT EPS EPS KGUNIT BAT WT* NASAC' WOT INT EPS EPS KGTOT BAT WT * NASAC WNCELL INT De EPS LB CELL WGT * NASAC WNT 0 PAIN LBS ER WT * NASAC 0 NASA 
C 44~4#44*f44f494444444444444#4#444444NASA,
COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE, CONRAT, DIAMAX, EEQNT(9), EPME, 022575 
I EQMiWT, EQOIXL, EQMIYL, EQMIZL, EQH2WT, 0225752 EQM2XL, EQM2YL, EOM2ZL, FE, IAGNCY, 0225753 IOEBUG, ISATOR, MB812SH: OPTEMP, ORBINC, PERIGE, 022575
.4 MICRO, RELME, SPEC(6) SPECI, T XCGSAI, 0225755 
- XMER, XMEU 022575 
C 022575COMMON /BTWN/ ACSSN, ACSWP, ALT, AREA, BATCAP, 022575
BITRAT(2)i OLIFE, CONVT, .0, OT 0225752 OX, DY, aZI EQBLG, EQCSID, 0225753 FC, FF, HARNNT, HPT, hTPLPE, 0225754 HTPT, HTRPRS, MTRPNR, .IBTLOC, 022575 
LMBDD, NC,. OMEGS, PASSTR, PJ, 022575 6PL, PLMIK, POCNNT, RADA, RAOAEV 0225757 RAT, RJ, SABOLG: SATLG, SATTWT, 0,225758 SATWT SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG, SAiXLt 022575 
9 SAIYL, SAIZL, SIDE, SYSLB, THCMNT, 0225,75A THRUST(2), TI, TNKNT, TPRIM, Vat 022575 












































COMMON/PRTCOM/ ACCRCY, AN, AN, . BF, as8 
I COPI(? 2), CISTAR, CTOT, DOTE, DE,2 ORIWT, EQBSTR, FEEINV, FEEOPS, FEER3 GSE, IREL, ITRUNC, MMOOLODNAME(3,60J 
,OPS PAYJNV, PAYQUL, PAYR, I I PE',
PNP, PMR, POWER(6) PU, PWR(60),6 QCP. QCR, ROLD(60)i SABMHT, SATADP,7 SATINV, SATR, SEIP, SEIR, SKTAU(6),
8 SSREL(6), SUBE(7), SUBT(7), SUBUE(7.), SUBUP(7), 
9 TA, TAU(6,6)v TB TO, TE,
A TE TOOLR, TOOLU, TOTOPS, TRUNCiTS' TTTvVOLUME(6) QL(60) WEIGHT(6)f 
G XLTOT, XNEH, XMEINV, XMEL, XMEVL, 








































































































' INITIALIZATION ** 
IF (ITER.NE.0) GO TO 140 

LMBD=O050 






















RFD=.Oi 4 OPTE M P+ ia 

























IF (ALT.GT.400') ELR=3 

































































































































































































































































































































GO TO 140 

























NOW WE WILL BE DOING THE EPR MACRO SELECTION (S SANDOSLR) 





GO TO (151 

































GO TO 210 

























































































































































































































































±80 	 IF (ICELL.GE;ICELLE) GO TO 190 


















GO TO 	210 










305 	 c 

COMPUTE SELECTION PARAMETERS FCR SHUNT REGULATION DESIGN -
C 4 THIS IS FOR SHUNT REGULATCRBATTERY AND BATTERY CHARGER'C10 

- C 
C DETERMINE NUMBER OF SHUNT REGULATORS REQUIREDC 

210 	 NSR=-l 













CAPHAX = 0.0 

IF (PEXQES *GE. 720.) CAFMAX = 120.
IF (PEXCES *GE.1440*) CAPHAX = 240.
325 C 

IF (FLMIN.GE.PEXCES) GO TC 230 

NSR = PEXCES / DATAB(6,ISRi) + 0.9
IF (NSR.LE.0) NSR=i
230 	 CONTINUE
330 	 C 
































































































































340 	 C 





IF (CR .LT. 2300.0) GO TO 238 

345 	 NB = 4 

IF (CR ILT, 4700,0) GO TO 238 

N8 = 6 

IF (CR .LT. 7050.0) GO TO 238 

N3 = 8 

350 	 IF (CR *LT. 9400,0) GO TO 238 

NB = 10 



























I 	 C 














375 IF (OATAB(6, ISR±).GECAPMAX.ANC.OATAB(6,ICELL).GE.CISTAR.AND.DATAS

1(6,ICHGR)*GE.ICH) 	GO TO 270 

C 	 I 


















































































































































































































EATCAP=NBM DATAB(6AICELL} 	 NASA 4185
 











IF (NCHOSE(i) *GE. NSR) GC TO 271 	 NASA 4190
NCHOSE(i)=NSR NASA 4191
 
271 IF (NCHOSE(2) .GE. NO) GO TO 272 NASA 4192
 
NCHOSE(2)=NB NASA 4193




273 IF (NCHOSE(4) *GE. NPCU) GO TO 274 NASA 4196
 
NCHOSE(4)=NPCU NASA 4197




ICHOSEM()=OATAE(1,ISRI) 	 NASA 4200




ICHOSE(4)=DATAB(i IPCU) NASA 4203
 


















WT=NSR'DATABI23,ISRI)+WBT4NCH'DATAB(23,ICHGR) NPCU,DATAB(23,IPCU) NASA 4213

* +WT NASA 4214
 
o 	 NASA 4215
VOL=NSR*DATAB(24,ISR1) VBT4NdH*DATAB(24,ICHGR)+NPCUOATAB(24IPCU) NASA 4216
 
* +VOL NASA 4217
 
c NASA 4218















ISR2E=IDB(5) 	 NASA 4226
ICELLE=IDB(2) NASA 4227
 





































































GO TO 360 












GO TO 360 













GO TO 360 












GO TO 360 













GO TO 360 













GO TO 360 
























































































































C * COMPUTE SELECTION PARAMETERS FCR SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATIO -
C ' THIS IS FOR DISCHARGE REGULATORSHUNT REGULATORBATTERYBATTERY 
C *. CHARGER AND SIZING THE CENTRAL CONTROL UNIT - ­
5±5 	 C 































370 CAPHAX = 0.0 

IF (PEXCES *GE. 7O) CAPHAX = 120o 
IF (PEXCES *GE.1440*) CAFHAX = 240. 
535 	 KSR=-

IF (PLMIN.GE.PEXCES) GO TO 380 

10 	 NSR = PEXCES fDATAB(69ISR2) + 0.9 
IF (NSR.LE.0) NSR=I 
- 380 CONTINUE 
540 	 C 








545 	 C 

C ' SET UP BATTERY SELECTION PARAMETER 
C 







IF (CR *LT* 1827.0) GO TO 322 

NB = 4 

IF (CR .LT. 3654.0) GO TO 322 

NB = 6 

555 	 IF (GR *LT. 5481.0) GO TO 322 

NB = 8 

IF (CR .LT. 7308.0) GO TO 322 

NB = 10 

322 NB = AMAXD(NBNICHOSE(3))











565 	 C 




















































































































































































































































C 	 -. 
 NASA 4339
 




 NASA 4343 
CCELL=CISTAR 
 NASA 4344 
ICH=CCELL/CHMINT 
 NASA 4345 
580 	 C 






































 NASA 4370 
605 	 4±0 

610 












 ICHOSE(I)=-t NASA 












IF (OATAB(6,IDRI.GE.PD.ANO.OATAB(6,ISR2),GE.CAPHAX.AND.DATAB(6,ICE NASA 4353
 
ILL).GE.CISTAR.AN.OATAB(6,ICHGR).GE.ICH) GO TO 440 
 NASA 4354
 






GO TO 370 
 NASA 4358
 
IF (ISR2.GE.ISR2E) GO TO 400 
 NASA 4360
 
GO TO 370 









































 IF (ICELL.GE.ICELLE) GO TO 410 





















































452 IF (NCHOSE(3) ,GE. NB) GO TO 453
640 NCHOSE(3)=NB

453 IF (NCHOSE(4) .GE. NCH) GO TO 454 

NCHOSE(4)=NCH
















- C =SNASA 







GO TO 590 





















00 	 C 








































































































































GO TO 520 NASA 4449
 
C NASA 4450









690 IPO-IPIC(5) 	 NASA 4456





470 IF (ILR.GE.ILRE) GO TO 480 	 NASA 4459
 
ILR=IPIC(i)+i 	 NASA 4460
695 ICELL=IPIC(2) 	 NASA 4461
 
ICHGR=IPIC(3) 	 NASA 4462
 
ISPD=IPIC(4) 	 NASA 4463
 
IPD=IPIC(5) 	 NASA 4464
 
GO TO 520 	 NASA 4465

700 C 	 NASA 4466
 












GO TO 520 012875 1

C 	 NASA 4473
490 IF (ICHGR.GE.ICHGRE) GO TO 500 	 NASA 4474
 
7±0 ILR=IOB(7)+i 	 NASA 4475
 
a 	 ICELL=IDB(±)+i NASA 4476 
ICHGR=IPIC(3)+i NASA 4477 
ISPD=IPIC{4) NASA 4478 
IPD=IPIC(5) NASA 4479
 




S00 00 510 	I=it5 NASA 4481





720 C NASA 4484
 
C NASA 4485
C * COMPUTE SELECTION PARAMETERS FOR SERIES LOAD REGULATIO 	 NASA 4486 
C '4 THIS IS FOR THE 	LOAD REGULATCR,BATTERY,BATTERY CHARGER AND NASA 4487 




C NLR IS THE NUMBER OF LOAD FEGULATORS REQUIRED 	 NASA 4491
 
520 bLR=2" 	 NASA 4492
 
c 	 NASA 4493
 
730 C 	 D
ETERMINE EXCESS ARRAY POWER FOR REGULATION 	 NASA 44,94
 

























IF (ITER 	.GE. I .ANO. NCHOSE(1) GE. 
FLR=PL/(ETALR*NLR) 







SET UP BATTERY SELECTICN PARAMETERS 





IF (CR .LT. 2300.0) GO TO 522
NB = 4 
IF (CR *LT. 4700.0) GO TO 522 

NB = 6 

IF (CR *LT. 7050,0) GO TO 522 

NB = 8 

IF (CR .LT. 9400.0) GO TO 522. 

NO = 10 



















775 	 C CISTAR=CI/N8
C CHARGER SELECTION PARAMETER 
C 
C * DETERMINE CHARGE CURRENT RATING REQUIRED FOR THE BATTERY CHARGER * C 






































































































530 IF (DATAB(6,ILR).GE.PLR.ANO.DATAB(6,ICELL).GE.CISTAR.AND.OATAB(6T NASA
790 ICHGR).GE.ICA) GO TO 580 	 4545
 NASA 	 4546
C 
 NASA 	 4547
C 
 NASA 	 4548
IF (ILR.GE.ILRE) GO TO 540 
 NASA 	 4549
ILR=ILR i 
 NASA 	 455'0
795 	 GO TO 530 













































GO TO 530 


























































































,GE9 NLR) GO TO 581 

*GE* NO) GO TO 582 

*GE. NCH) GO TO 583 

*GE, NSPP) GO,10 584 

































































































































































875 GO TO (630,620,650)9 ICONF NASA 4631
C 
 NASA 4632












885 630 ]CONF=NCONF(I) 
 NASA 4641IF (ICCNF *GE. 3) GO TO 640 NASA 4642o NASA 4643
 
o BODY MOUNTED CYLINDER SPINNING NASA 4644
 
o NASA 4645890 FW=3.4 
 NASA 4646
LMBOG=i.#PIE NASA 4647




 c * BODY MOUNTED CYLINDER NCN-SPINNING NASA 46,50
895 c 
 NASA 4651
640 FW=3.4 NASA 4652
LNBG=2./PIE 
 NASA 4653






o NASA 4657650 ICONF=NC CNF (1) NASA 4658IF (ICCNF *GE. 3) GO TO 660 NASA 4659 





GO TO 670 
 NASA 4665
 
















































































































































SUBROUTINE AUXPRC 76/76 OPT=2 









COMMON /USERII APOGEE, C CMRAT# DIAMAX, EEQNT(9),
± EQMINT, EQMiXL EQMEYL, QM±ZL,2 EQ2XL, EQM2YL: EQM2ZL, TTHST,IDEBUG, ISATOR, MB12SH, OPTEMP, ORBINC,4 MICRO, RELME, SPEC(6), SPECi, XOUMi,5 XMER, XMEU 
COMMON /8TWN/ ACSSN, ACSNP, ALT, AREAt1 BITRAT(2), CLIFE, CONVNT, 0O2 ox, Dy, Z. EQBLG,3 FC, ACTHST, HARNWT, HPT,4 HTPT, HIRPRBE HTRPWR, 
5 LNBOO, NC, OMEGS, PASSTR,6 PL, PLMIN, POCNWT, RADA,7 R,AT RJ, SABOLGP SATLG,
8 SATNT, SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG,9 SAIYL, SAIZL, SIDE, SYSEB,A T(2), TCTIMP, TNKWT, TPRIM,8 VCHP, VOLW ATE, WB,C WT, XJ, XNZERO, .YJ, 
CONON lDBCOM/DATAB(55,l0).O(30) 











































































3 GSE, IREL, ITRUNC, MMDOLDNAME(3,60)4 cPS, PAYINV, PAYQUL, PAYR, PE,5 PMP, PMR, POWER(6), PU, PWR(60),6 QGP, QGR, ROLD(60), SABNWT, SATADP,7 SATINV SATR, SEIP, 
-SEIR, SKTAU(6),
a SSREL(6), SUBE(7), SUBT(7), SUaUE(c)q SUEUP(7),9 TA, TAU(6 6), TB, TC, TE,A TF TOOLR, TOOLU, TOTOPS, TRUNO,B TS, TTTVOLUME(6), VQL(60)1,EIGHT(6),





PRINT 9000,ACTHST TTHST 
9000 FORMAT (IX,9HACTHIT,= ,Eii.4v1X,8HTTHST = , *4I.4) 
DRIWT O,IF(N4.ONF(2)TGT.0) GO TO 38 
C 
C THIS IS COLD GAS CONFIGURATION 
C 




















































IF(FNAX, LT.50o.ANO.TOTIMP.LT.sO0c.) GO TO' I NASANASA 4716 4717 


















o INITIALIZE ICHOSE, NCHOSE, IERR AND SELECT HARDWARE NOT SIZED
65 C I.E.j THE FILL AND VENT VALVE AND RELIEF VALVE 

CO 	2 f=i1 4 
ICHOSE(IJ= 0 



















II= OB(s) + I 

JJ= IDB(6) + I 

ICHOSE(7)' = OATAB(,IrI)60 	 ICHOSE(8) = DATAB (1,JJ)
C 
















90 	 JiE= 108(1) 

Jl= i
10 	THRUST= DATAB(64JI) 

IF(THRUST.GE.FMAX) GO TO 12 

IF(J1.EQ.JIE) GO TO 1i
95 	 Jl= J i 















O AT LEAST ONE ACCEPTAELE THRUSTER 

C








C FIRST DETERMINE SET OF ALL THRUSTERS WHICH SATISFY THE INEQUALITY





































































































































































































































13 THRUST= DATAB(6,Ji) 

115 IF(THRUST.GE.ACTHST) GO TO 15 

14 IF(Ji.EQJIE) GO TO 16 

J±= J1 + 1 
GO TO 13 

15 IACCPT(I)= Ji 

120 	 I= I + ± 





IMAX= I - 1 
C 

125 C CHOOSE THAT THRUSTER FROM THE ABOVE SET WHICH MINIMIZES THE 

















IF(I.EQ.INAX) GO TO 20 





CIFNEW= ABS( THRUST - ACTFST)

IF(OIFhEW.LE.,DIFOLD) GO TO 19 

140 	 IF(I.LTIMAX) GO TO 18 

GO TO 20 

19 DIFOLD= OIFNEW 




















IF(THRUST.GE0 TTHST) GO TO 23 
22 IF(J2.EQ.JIE) GO TO 24 

J2= J2 + ± 

155 GO TO 21 

23 IACCPT(I)= J2 

I= I +i 












OIFOLD= ABS(THRUST 	 - TTHST)
165 25 	ICHOSE(2)= DATAB(IJ2)
JSAE=J2 - I 
IF(I.EQ.IMAX) GO TO 28 







































































































































































































































- TTHST)IF(DIFEW.LEDIFOLap GO TO 27 
IF(ILTIAX) GO TO 26 
GO TO 28 
27 DIFOLO= DIFNEW 





























'THRUSTERS HAVE BEEN SELECTED 
SET NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF THRUSTER 

















IERR 0 NASA 4851 
















IERR= I IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF THE ATTITUDE AND CONTROL,THRUSTERS IS TOO SHORT IERR=±10 IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OFTHE TRANSLAT IOKAL THRUSTERS IS T00 SHORT. IERR= i IMPLIES THATTHE CYCLE LIVES OF BOTH THRUSTERS ARE TOO SHORT 
























WOOTPR'= (3eACTHST + 29*TTHST)#65.COAISO= WOOTPR/SQRT(2'00*#RHOfj.9E-3) 
200./WDOTPR2 
















DETERMINE HARDWARE INDICES 











215 IF(IPIC(IJ.NE.o) GO TO 3130 CONTINUE 












31 IF(ITER.NE.O) GO TO 5 
IF(IPIC(i),LT.JSE, GO TO 6IF(IPIC(2).LToJ4E') GO TO 7IF(IPIC (3).LT:JSE) GO TO.8 
IF(IPIC(4)LT.J6E). GO TO 9 



























 230 C 
 NASA 4893
J3= 108(1) + 1 NASA 4854 
J4= I0B(2) + i NASA 4895J5= 1DB31 + NASA 4896

J6= O(4) + I 	 NASA 489?
235 C 
 NASA 4898
GO TO 1200 
 NASA" 48S9
 




J3= IPIC(l) NASA 4902
240 J4= IPIC(2) NASA 4903

JS= IPIC(3) NASA 4904

=
J6 IPIC(4) 	 NASA 4905





245 6 	CONTINUE 
 NASA 4908
J3= IPIC(i) + I NASA 4909 
J4= IPIC(2) NASA 4910
J5= IPIC(3) NASA 4911J6= IPIC(4) NASA 4912







J3= 1OB(1) + i NASA 4916 
J4= IPIC(2) + 1 NASA 4917255 	 J5= IPIC(S) NASA 4918

J6= IPIC(4) NASA 4919




 8 CONTINUE 
 NASA 4922
260 	 J3= 108(i) + I NASA 4923 
J4= ID() + I NASA 4924J5= IPIC(3) + ± NASA 4925

J6= IPIC(4) NASA 4926
 







J3= 109(±) + ± 	 NASA 4930=
J4 109(2) + ± 	 NASA 4931





















280 	 DELPIS = (i.29E-3/RHO).4(WOOTPR/OATAB(7,J3))*4Z NASA. 4943 
DELPFI = DATAR(7 J4)*WCOTPR**2 NASA 4944 
ICHOSE(3)= DATABI±.J3) NASA 4945 
ICHOSE(4)= DATAB(i,J4)
C




PREG= PTI + 2.DELPIS + DELPFI 
CDAREG= WOOTPR/SQRT(5600.*PREG/i27E4)
NPR- tiolTOTIMP F659 


















300 	 C SIZE PLUMBING ANC CONNECTORS 

o C PCNATE=*2*DATAa(23#JG)*NGHOSE(6) 
c 

o STORE LAST IhDICES ACCEPTABLE 









310 N(7)= I 

N(81=' JJ













320 	 NT= T + NCHOSE(I)]DATAB(23 J)

VOL= VOL + NCHOSE(I)DATAe(2 J)

PL= PL + NCHOSE(I)*DATAB(16J)
















330 	 c 





IF(J3.LT.J3E) GO TO 34 

IF(J4:LT.J4E) GO TO 35 

335 	 IFfJSLT.JSE) GO TO 36 
























































































































































































































34 J3= J3 + j 
'GO TO 32345 35 J3= 108(1) + i 

J4= J4 + I 

GO TO 32 

36 J3= 108(1 I 

J4= 106(2) + I 
350 	 J5= J5 + j 
GO TO 32 
37 J3= IOB(1) + ± 

J4= IB(2) + i 

J5= IOB(3) + i355 	 J6= J6 + 1 









THIS IS MONOPROPELLANT CONFIGURATION 
























































































 NASA 5042 
DO 40 I= 1,14 NASA 5044 
ICHOSE(I)= 0 NASA 5045 
40 NCHOSE(I)= 0 NASA 5046 








00 41 I=5,11 NASA 5052




II= IOB(5) + I NASA 5055 
JJ= IOB(6) + 1 NASA 5056
KK= IOB(1±) + i



























Ji = 1OB(7) + i NASA 5070
100 1HRUST= OATAB(6,Ji) 
 NASA 5071
IF(THRUST.GEFMAX) GO TO 120 
 NASA 5072
410 IF(J±EQo.JiE) GO TO 110 
 NASA 5073
Jj= Jj + j 
 NASA 5074























C SELECT PNEUMATIC ATTITUDE AND CONTROL THRUSTERS NASA 5086
C 
 NASA 5087
425 C FIRST DETERMINE SET OF ALL THRUSTERS WHICH SATISFY THE 
INEQUALITY NASA 5088






Ji = 108(7) + 1 NASA 5092
430 130 THRUST= DATAB(6Ji) 
 NASA 5093
IF(THRUST*GE.ACTHST) GO TO ±50 
 NASA 5094
140 IF(J±.EQ.JIE) GO TO 160 

= NASA 5095
Jj Ji + ± 
 NASA 500
GO TO 130 
 NASA 5097
435 150 IACCPT(I)= J1 
 NASA 5098
O I + 1 
 NASA 5099








C CHOOSE THAT THRUSTER FROM THE ABOVE SET WHICH MINIMIZES THE NASA 5104






445 J1= IACCPT(I) NASA 5108
 
THRUST= DATAB(6Ji) NASA 5109
 
DIFOLO= ABS(THRUST- ACTHST) NASA 5110
 




450 IF(I,EQ.IMAXJ GO TO 200 
 NASA 5113







DIFNEW= ABS(THRUST 	- ACTHST) NASA 5117
455 	 IF(DIFNEoLE.OIFOLD) GO TO 190 NASA 5118

IF(I.LT.IMAX) GO TO 180 
 NASA 5119
GO TO 200 
 NASA 5120
 
190 	DIFOLD= DIFNEW 
 NASA £121
GO TO 170 
 NASA 5122
460 200 	JI=JSAVE 
 NASA £123 
T(tI=DATAB(6,Jl) 101674 3T 
 NASA 5125
 
o SELECT PNEUMATIC TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS USING ABOVE PROCEDURE NASA 5126
C NASA 5127465 	 I= i 
 NASA 5128
J2 = IOB(7) + ± 	 NASA 5129210 	THRUST= DATAB(6,J2) NASA £130
 
IF(THRUST.GE.TTHST) GO TO 230 
 NASA 5131
220 	IF(J2.EQ.JiE) GO TO 240 
 NASA 5132
470 	 J2= J2 + I 
 NASA si33
GO TO 210 
 NASA 5134
230 	IACCPT(I)= J2 
 NASA 5135

I= I + 1 
 NASA 5136
GO TO 220 
 NASA £137
475 240 	CONTINUE 
 NASA 5138






J2= IACCPT(I) NASA 5141
THRUST= DATAB(6,J2) NASA 5142
480 EIFOLO= ABS(THRUST - TTHST) NASA 5143





IF(I.EQoIMAX) GO TO 280 
 NASA £146
260 	I= I + 1 
 NASA £147
485 	 J2= IACCPT(I) NASA 5148
THRUST= DATAE(6.J2) 	 NA'SA 
 S149
OIFNEW= ABSCTHRUST- TTHST) 	 NASA 5150
IF(OIFNEW.LE.DIFOLO) GO TO 270 
 NASA 5151
 
IFfI.LT.IMAX) GO TO 260 
 NASA 515Z
490 	 GO TO 280 
 NASA 5153
 
270 	DIFOLO= DIFNEW 
 NASA 5154





T(2)=OATAB (6,J2) 	 101674 4495 C










 c 	 NASA 5163
C 
 NASA 5164
C CHECK TO SEE 	IF CYCLE LIFE REQUIREMENT IS SATISFIED 
 NASA 51<65
 
- R NASA 5166
IERR= 0 
 NASA 5167
505 	 IF(OATAB(7,Ji).LT.CLIFE) IERR= i NASA 5168
IF(DATAB(7,J2).LT.CLIFE) IERR= IERR + 10 NASA 5169
 o NASA 5170
 
C IERR= 1 IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF THE ATTITUDE AND CCNTROL NASA 5171
 
c THRUSTERS IS 	TOO'SHORT.; IERR= ±0 IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF NASA 5172'
510 C 	 THE TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS IS TOO SHORT. IERR= it IMPLIES THAT, NASA 5173
 





C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF MONOFROPELLANT ISOLATION NASA 5177








































535 	 00"43 I=i,9





GO TO 45 

44 IF(ITJR.NE.0) GO TO 46
540 IF(IPIC(1)LT.J3E) GO TO 47 

IFIPIC(2).LT.J4E) 	GO TO 48 

IF(IPIC(3).LTJSE) 	GO TO 49 

IFC(IPIC(4).LTJ6E) GO TO 50 

IF(IPIC(5).LToJ7E) GO TO 51 

545 C IF(IPIC(6).LT.J8E) GO TO 52
I 














J3= 100(8) + I 

555 J4= IB(9) * I 

J5= 108(3) + I 

J6= 10B(1) + ± 

J7= IB(10) + 1 

J8= IOB(4) + i




































































































































48 J3= 108(8) + ±















49 J3= IDB(8) + I 

J4= I08(9) + 1 

J5= IPIC(3)+ I






GO TO 53 

C 
595 50 J3= IDB(8) + I 
o4= IOB(9) ++ ±I= IOB(3)
J6= IPIC(4) + I 
J7= IPIC(5)
600 	 J8= IPIC(6)





si J3= 108(8) + 1 

J4= IOB(9) + I
605 J5= IDB(3) + I 

J6= tDB(1) + ± 

J4= IPIC(S) + j
J8= IPIC(6)




52 J3= 108(8) + ± 

J4= 108(9) + 1 

J5= IOB(3) + i 
J6= 108(1) + i615 	 J7= IOB(iO) + I 
































































































































































































































GO 	TO 55 NASA 5285
C 
 NASA 5286





DELPIS= (1.29E-3/RHaF)(WOOTF/tATAB(7J3))fl2 	 NASA 5289
OELPFI= DATAB(7J4)'WDOTF"2 NASA 5290ICHOSE(3)= OATAB(IJ3) NASA 52 i
ICHOSE(4)= OATAB(l.J4) 	 NASA 5292





 o 	 NASA 5295




635 	 FTI= OATAB(89J'i) 
 NASA, 5298
PFT= PTI + 2.#DELPIS + 2.4 DELPFI NASA, 5299
PREG= PFT + 2. DELPIS ' NASA 5300hDCTPR= 28.'i,02E-74 PREG*WDOTFIRHOF NASA 5301




















C 	 PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF PNEUMATIC ISOLATION NASA 5311




C 	 RHOPR= 3000.4 i.02E-7 NASA 5315
 
COAISO= WOOTPR/SQRT(200. ORHOPR/±.29E-3) NASA 5316
IF(CATAB(7pJ6).LT.COAISO) GO TO 




C 	 PNEUMATIC ISOLATION VALVE IS' ACCEPTABLE NASA 5319
C 
 NASA 5320







 PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF FUEL TANK ANO'PNEUMATIC NASA 5324
 
c 	 TANK 
 NASA 5325
 
c 	 NASA 5326
WF= i.I*TOTIMP/200. 
 NASA 5327
665 	 VF= WFI.036 
 NASA 5328
 
VFT= 	 I*i*VF 
 NASA 5329







C 	 SELECT FUEL TANK. 0130.75 2
C 
 013075 3
IF (OATAB(7,JT) .LT. 
PFT) GO'TO 55 	 8-3875 4
013075 5
 
675 	 IF (MICRO *EQ. 2) GO TO 5005 022075 15
 
IF (DATAB(7,JT).GE.PFT *AND. DATAB(6J7).GE.VFT) GO TO 5001 013015 6
C 
 013075 7
C 	 AT LEAST ONE FUEL TANK IN DATA BASE WHICH SATISFIES PRESSURE :013,075 8





JYSAVE = J7 
 013075 11
 
C VFTMAX = DATAO(6,J7) 

C CHECK TO SEE IF THERE IS AT LEAST ONE TANK IN DATA BASE WHICH 




JJ7 = 108(1o) + 1. 

5000 	IF (OATAB(69JJ7).GE.VFT *AND. DATAB(7tJJT).GEoPFT) G0 TO 55' 

IF (JJ7 *EQ. J7E) GO TO 5002 

690 	 JJ7 = JJ7 + 1 









695 C NO TANK IN DATA BASE WHICH SATISFIES BOTH THE PRESSURE ANO VOLUME 

C DESIGN CRITERIA. SELECT TANK WITH LARGEST VOLUME WHICH SATISFIES





JJ7 = IOB(i0) + 1 
700 C 
5003 IF (DATAB(7,JJ7).LT.PFT *OR. DATAS(69JJ7),.LT.VFTNMAX) GO TO 5004 
VFTNAX = OATAB(6,JJ7)






5004 JJ7 = JJ7 + 1 
IF (JJ7 .LT. J7E + 1) GO TO 5003 
J7 = 	JZSAVE 

5005 NCHOSE(7) = VFT / OATAB(6tJ7) + .5 







715 ICHOSE(?) = DATAB(l,JZ) 









IF (DATAB(6,J8) *LT. VPRT) GO TO 55 

.ICHOSE(8) = DATAB(tJ8) 
IPIC(6) = J8 
C 

















































































































































































































































































kT= WT + NCHOSE(I)DATAB(23 J)

VOL= VOL + NCHOSE(I)'OATAEd4fJ)
*
PL= PL + NCHOSE(I) DATAB(.6JI












C HARDWARE SELECTION NOT ACCEPTABLE -
C 

IF(J3.LT.J3E) GO TO 56 

IF(J4.LT.J4E) GO TO 57 

IF(JS.LToJ5E) GO TO 58 

IF(J6.LT.J6E) GO TO 59 
IF(J7.LTJ7E) GO TO 60 















56 	J3= J3 + I 

GO TO 54 

57 	J3= IOB(8) + i 

J4= J4 f I 

GO TO 54 

58 J3= 108(8), + I 

J4= IDe(9) + I 

JS= J5 + 1-

GO TO 54 

59 J3= IDB(8) + i 

J4= 106(g) + i 

J5= 100(3) + I 
J6= 
J6 + i 

60 GO TO 54 

Go J3= IDB(8) + i 

J4= 10B(9) + ± 

JS= 108(3) + ± 
J6= 108(1) + I 
J7= J7 + i 

GO TO 54 

61 J3= IOB(8) + i 

J4= 106(g) + i 

=
J5 IB(3) + 1 

J6= IOB(t) + ± 

J7= I0B(10) + ± 

J8= J8 + i 











































































































































































































































































8±0 C INITIALIZE ICHOSE-NCHOSEIERR ANO SELECT HARDWARE NOT SIZED 







00 64 I=114 

815 	 ICHOSE(I)= 0 
























II= IOB(S) + 	I 

830 	 JJ= IOB(6) + ± 


























IF(THRUST.GE.FHIX) GO To 121 

IF(JI.EQ.JiE) GO TO iii
Jj= Ji + ± 
850. 	 GO TO 101 




















































































































11 ICHOSE(i)= -1 	 NASA 5484













C SELECT PNEUMATIC ATTITUDE AND CONTROL THRUSTERS 	 NASA 5491
C 
 NASA 5492
C FIRST DETERMINE SET OF ALL THRUSTERS WHICH SATISFY THE INEQUALITY NASA 5493









J1 = ID8(i2) + i NASA 5497131 THRUST= OATAB(6 Ji) NASA 5498
IF(THRUST.GE.AOTHST) GO TO 151 	 NASA 5499
870 141 	IF(Ji.EQ.JiE) GO TO 161 NASA 5500

Jl= JI + ± 
 NASA 5501
 
GO TO 131 
 NASA 5502
151 IACCPT(I)= Ji 	 NASA 5503

I= I + i 
 NASA 5504









C CHOOSE THAT THRUSTER FROM THE ABOVE SET WHICH MINIMIZES THE NASA 5509
880 C 	 QUANTITY, ABS(THRUST - ACTHST) NASA 5510




J±= IACCPT(I) NASA 5513
 
THRUST= DATAa(6,Ji) NASA 5514
885 	 DIFOLO= ABS(THRUST - ACTI-ST) NASA 5515




IF(I.EG.IMAX) GO TO 201 NASA 5518181 1= I + i NASA 5519890 	 J1= IACCPT(I) NASA 5520
THRUST= DATAB(66Ji) 	 NASA 9521
DIFNEW= ABS(THRUST 	- ACTHST) NASA 5522

IF(DIFNEWLE.OIFOLD) GO TO 191 	 NASA 
 5523

IF(I.LT.IMAX) GO TO ±81 	 NASA 5524
895 
 GO TO 201 	 NASA 5525
191 DIFOLD= DIFNEW 
 NASA £526






T(i)=OATAB(6,J1) 	 101674 5
900 0 
 NASA 5530






42 = OB(2) ± 	 NASA 5534
905 211 	THRUST=ODATAB(6iJ2) NASA 5535
 
IF(THRUST.GE.TTHST) GO TO 231 	 NASA 5536
221 IF(J2.EQ.JIE) GO TO 241 	 NASA 5537

=
J2 J2 + 1 	 NASA 5538
GO TO 211 	 NASA 5539
 
910 231 	 IACCPT(I)= J2 

I= I + 1 





IHAX= I - 1 












IF(I.EQ.IAX) GO TO 281 







925 DIFNEW= ABS(THRUST - TTHST)

IF(DIFNEW.LE.DIFOLO) GO TO 271 

IF(I.LT.IMAX) GO TO 261 

GO TO 281 

271 CIFOLD= DIFNEW 



























IF(DATAB(7,J1)LT.CLIFE) IERR i 

IF(OATAB(7iJ2).LT.CLIFE) IERR= IERR + 10
945 	 C 

C IERR= i IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF THE ATTITUDE AND CONTROL
C THRUSTERS IS TOO SHORT. IERR= 10 IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF 

C THE TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS'IS TOO SHORT, IERR= it IMPLIES THAT

C THE.CYCLE LIVES OF BOTH -THRUSTERS ARE TOO SHORT
950 	 C 

C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION'OF BIPROPELLANT ISOLATION






955 	 RHOO= .054 





















































































































































































































































































980 GO TO 68 

67 IF(ITER.NE.O) GO TO 69 







985 IF(IPIC(4).LT.J6E) GO TO 73 

IF(IPIC(5).LTJE) GO TO 74 

IF(IPIC(6).LT.J8E) GO TO 75 

IF(IPIC(7).LT.J9E) GO TO 76 

IF(IPIC(8).LTJiOE) GO TO 77 











& 995 RETURN 

N 	 C 
66 	J3= 108113) + I 

J4= IB(13) + i 

J5= IB0(14) + ± 

1000 	 J6= ID(14) + 1 

JT= I'DB(3) + ± 

J8= IOB) + ±. 

J9= IDB(15) + 1 

J4O= 108(15) + i 

1005 	 Jll= 108(4) + 1 






























































































































































GO TO 79 
1035 
71 J3= 1OB(13) + I 







1040 J±1= IPIC(9)60 TO 79 
C 
±045 
72 J3= 1DE(13) + 1 
J4= 108(13) + I 












J3= 10B(13) + ± 
J4= 08(13) + ± 
J5= 1DB(14) + 1 





GO TO 79 
C 
1065 74 J3= 108 ) + I 
J4= 1DE(13) . I 
1070 
J5= 108(14) + ± 
J6= I08(14) + ± 









J3= 10B(13) + ± 
J4= 108(13) + 1 
J5= 1DE(14) + I 




























































































































































































































J7= IE(3) + 1 
J8= IPIC(6) + ± 
J9= IPIC(7)
JiO= IPIC(8)JIlI= IPIC(9)





J3= 108(13) + i 
J4= IB(13) + I 
JS= I08(14) + i 
J6= 108(14) + i 
J7= 108(3) + iJ8= IB(1) + i 
J9= IPIC(7) + I 
J±O= IPIC(8)
ll= IPIC(9)
GO TO 79 
C 




j3= 10813) + 1 
J4= IOB(13) + I 
J5= D(14) + I 
J6= IB(14) + I 
J7= I8(3) + i 
J8= IO(1) + i 
J9= IB(15) + I 
IPIC(8) + i 






J3= 106(13) '+ ± 
J= I0'6(13) + 1 
J5= IOB(i4) + ± 
J6= IOB(i4) + f 
JT= IOB(3) + 1 
J8= IOB(1)' + ± 
J9= 108(15) + i 
J1O= ID8(15) + ± 




C THE HARDWARE INDICES ARE SET 
C 
1±30 C C 
C 
80 IF(DATAB(7,J3).LTCDAISF oR.OATAB(7J.4).LT.CaAISO.OR.DATAB(7,JS).
* GT.RMAXF.OR.DATAB(7,J6).GT.RMAXO) GO TO 81 






































































































































1145 	 C 






PFT= PTI + 2.4 DLPISF + 2.'DLPFIF
1±5o 	 POT= PTI + 2.4 DLPISO + 2.4 OLPFIO 
PREG= AMAXI(PFT POT)






1±55 	 IF(PREG.LT.OATAB(8,J7).OR.PREG.GT.OATAB(9,J7).OR.DATAECTJ7).LT. 

COAREG) GO TO 81 

C. 
 REGULATOR IS ACCEPTABLE, 

8





























1175 C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF FUEL TANK,OXIDIZER







WF= WP/(1. + XMR)
1180 	 VF= WF/RHOF

VFT= ±.1VF 
3O= WF4 XMR 





1185 %OT= i.i*VO 





VOT.OR.OATAB(7,J±O).LT.POTOR.0ATAB(6,J±±).LT.VPRT) GO TO 81 .
1±90 	 C 



































































































































































































































i195 	 ICHOSE(ii)= DATAB(-iJii) NASA 5825

TNKWT= DAJAB(23J9) 4 DATAB(3,JI0) NASA 5826 
C NASA 5827 
C SIZE PLUMBING AND CONNECTORS NASA 5828
 
C NASA 5829
120i 	 PCWATE=.2 (DATAB(23,J9)*NCHO5E(9)+DATAB(23,J±O)*NCHOSE(i0) 120574 3
1 +DATAB(23,Jii)'NCHOSE(i)) 120574 4 
C NASA 5831 
IPIC(7)= J9 NASA 5832 
IPIC(8)= J±O NASA 5833
1205 IPIC(9)= Ji NASA 5834

N(12)= KK 	 NASA. E835
 
=
N(13) II 	 NASA 5836

=
N(14) JJ NASA 5837 
N(i)= Ji NASA 5838
±210 N(2)= J2 NASA 5839 
=
N(3) J3 	 NASA 5840
 
N(41= J4 	 NASA 5841
 
N(5)= Js 	 NASA 5842
 
N(6)= J6 	 NASA 5843

±125 	 N(7)= J7 NASA 5844
N(8)= J8 NASA P845 
N(9)= J9 NASA 5846 
N(IO)= JO NASA 5847 
N(iil= Jil NASA 5848 
1220 00 802 I=1t4 NASA 5849 
J= N(I) NASA 5850
T='WT + NCHOSE(I)*OATAB(23 a) NASA 5851 
%OL= VOL + NCHOSE(I)"DATAEfl(4.J) NASA 5852 
PL= PL + NCHOSE(I) OATAB(16 J NASA 58531225 FLNIN= PLMIN + NCHOSE(I)'OATAB(i8J) NASA 5854 
802 CONTINUE NASA 5855 






81 CONTINUE 	 NASA 5859
 
o 	 NASA 5860
 
C HARDWARE SELECTION NOT ACCEPTABLE - INCREMENT HARDWARE INDICES NASA 5861 
C NASA 58621235 	 IF(J3.LT.J3E) GO TO, 82 NASA 5863
 
IF(J4,LT:J4E) GO TO 83 NASA 5864
 
IF(JSLTJSE) GO TO 84 NASA 5865
 
IF(J6.LTJ6E) GO TO 85 NASA 5866
 
IF(J7oLT4J7E) GO TO 86 NASA 5867
1240 	 IF(J8.LT*J8E) GO TO 87 NASA 5868
 
IF(J9.LTJ9E) GO TO.88 NASA 5869
 
IF(JIO.LT.JIOE) GO-TO 89 NASA 5870

IF(JIL.LT.JIE) GO TO 90 	 NASA 587±
 
o 	 NASA 5872
1245 	 C NO ACCEPTABLE HARDWARE NASA 5873
 
C NASA 5874





1250 82 	JS= J3 + I NASA 5878 

























83 	J3= IOB(13) + I

J4= J 4 + ± 
GO TO 80 
84 J3= 109(13) + I 
J4= IOB(13) + i 
J5= J5 + I 

GO TO 80 

85 J3= IOB(13) + I 

J4= I08(13) + I 

J5= I8(14) + I 

J6= J6 + 1 
GO TO 80 

86 J3= 108(13) + I

J4= IOD(13) + i 

J5= IDB(4) + I 

J6= 108(14) + I 
J7= J7 + 1 
GO 	TO 80 

87 	J3= 10B(13) + I 
J4= 108(13) + 1 
J5= 108(14) + 1 
J6= IB6(14) + I 

J7= I0B[3) + i 
J8= J8 + i 
GO TO 80 
88 J3= IDB(13),+ I 

J4= IOB(13) + I 
J5= IDB(14) + I 
J6= IDB(14) + 1 
J7= 106(3) + I 

J8= IB(1) + ±J9= J9 + ± 
GO 	TO 80 

89 	J3= IB(131 + i 
J4= IOB(13) + I 
= 
J5 IDB(4) + I 
J6= 1D8(14) + 1 

J7= I0(3) + I 

J8= 10(1) + ± 
J9= OB(15) + iJig= Ji± + i 
GO 	TO 80 

90 J3= 108(13)+I 
J14= 108(13) + ± 
IOB(l3) + IIO8(14) + 1
J8= IOBMl + I
J7= 08(3) + I
JO== 108(1) + i
J9 108(15) + ± 
J110= 108(15) + t 
jl= J11 + I 



















































































































































































































FUNCTION GAM 76/76 OPT=2 



















 NASA 59411ZG=Ti 49 
 NASA E942




4 .O140g822/ NASA E945G (Z+3.)-i.23i739516/(Z 4)+.120858003E-21(Z+5.)-536382E-s/(Z+6.)) NASA 
 5946
IF (X.GT.i) GO TO 5
15 4 GAMZ=GAMZ/Z NASA 5947
 NASA 5948




GO TO 4 
 NASA 5951




















FUNCTION CERF 76176 OPT=2 






IF(Y.GT.4.0)GO TO 2 

DATA AZERO / 3988730365/

DATA A(i) /-1*38iE3142/


















DATA A(1) /-*88261983E-04 I 

DATA A(12) / .23845096'E-04 I 

DATA A(13) /-.60791002E-05 /

DATA A(14) / *1465972i7E-05 /

DATA A(iS) /-:033515993E-05 /
DATA A(16) / ,007280579ET05 I 

DATA A(17) /-.001505791E-05 /

DATA A(8) / *297094742E-08 /

DATA A(19) /-.560212739E-09 /

DATA A(20) / ,10i3iE23E-09 I 

DATA A(21) /-.i7506504E-10 i
DATA A(22) /.0291038±3E-Li

DATA A(23) /-.4653264E-12 /

DATA A(24) / .7164eiSE-13 I 

DATA A(25) /-41063749E-±3 /

DATA A(26) / .152467E-1 4 /
DATA a(27') / .0 /

DATA 8(28) / .0 









DATA AA(4) 1 .04331334E-05 I 

DATA AA(5) /-.236215QE-07 /

DATA AA(6) / .151549EE,08 I
DATA AA(7) /-.11084939E-09 /









DATA AA(12) / .90715E-15i I 

DATA AA(13) /-.iOE4GE-±5 /
DATA AA(14) / .01315E-15/

DATA AA(15) /-.00170E-i5 I

DATA AA(16) / .00023E-±5 I
DATA AA(17) /-.00003E-15 /

DATA 88(.8) / .0 /




































































































































































































































DO 3 I11ii7 
J18-I 













































SUBROUTINE RELY 76/76 OPT=2 FTN 4.2+383 03127/75 21.39.00
 
SUBROUTINE RELY (IRTN,IOSNEQUIP) NASA 6026
COMMON /USERR/ ISpT,. ISUB, KEOPT, RFIXED, SLBMX" 022575 570
C022575 571.
 
COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE, fCOMRAT DIAMAX, EEQWT(9), EPME, 022575 572
5 i EQMIWTp EQMiXL9 EQMIYL, EQMlZL, EQM2WT, 022575 573
2 EO42XL,EQM2YL, EQM2ZL, FE, IAGNCY, 022575 574
 
3 IDEBUG, ISATOR, MBi2SH, TOIS ORBlNot PERIGE, .022575 575
4 MICRO, RFNL, SPEC(6), CONS, T, XCGSAI, 022575 576
 
5 XNER, XNEU 022575 577
 
c 022575 578
COMMON /BTWN/ ACSSN, ACSWP, ALT, AREA, BATOAP, 022575 579
 
1 BITRAT(2) ' CLIFE9 CONVWT, XDUM2, DT, 22575 580
 
2 OXg, OY9 DZ, EQBLG, EGOBSI, 022575 5el
 
1 R FF, HARNNT, HPT, HTPIPE, 582
P TFB:HRPR IBTLOC, 022575022575 5e3 
5 NC OMEGS, PASSTR, PJ, 022575 584 
6rP PLIN, POCNWT, RADA, RADAB, 022575 585

7 RAT, RJ, SABOLG, SATLG, SATTWT, 022575 586
8 SATWT, SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG. SAIXI, 022575 587
 
9 k SAIYL, SAIZLi SIDE, SYSLB, THCMWT, 022575. 588
 
A THRUST(2), TI, TNKWTV TPRIN, VB 022575 569
 
a VCHP, VOL HATE, WB4, NBT, 022575 5S0
 
C WT, XJ, NZERO, YJ, ZJ 022575 551
 
C 022575 592







COMMON /CHOSE/ COSTM(5,60)i OPIA(Ii,60), ICHOSE(60), 022575 57
 
1 NCHOSE(60), BATAB ( 6,60), SKD(7,60), 022575 598




COMMON/PRTCOM/ ACCRCY, AM, -AN, BF, - BS, 022575 601
 
± CDPI(7,2), CISTAR, CTOT, DOTES DE, 022575 602
35 2 CRIWT', EQBSTR, FEEINV, FEEOPS,, FEER, 022575 603
3 GSE IREL ITRUNCO MMOOLOoNAME(3,60), 022575 604
 
4 OPS, PAYINV, PAYQUL, PAYR, PE, 022575 605
5 PMP, PMR, POWER(6), PU, PNR(601 022575 606
 
6 QCP, QCR, ROLO(60), SABMWT. SATADP, 022575 607
 
7 SATINV, SATR SEIP, SEIR, SKTAU(6), 022575 608
 
8 SSREL(6), SUBE(7), SUBT(7), SUBUE(7), SUEUP(7),., 022575 609
9 TA, TAU6,6), XOUMI, TO, TE, 022575 610.
 
A. TF TOOLR, TOOLU, TOTOPS, . TRUNC, 022575 611

B TS, TTTVOLUHE(6), VQL(0)9WEIGHT(6), 0'22575 612
 
45 C XLTOT, XMEH, XMEINV., XMEL, XMEVL, 022575 613
 
o XNEW XHENT, XVEST 022575 614[IMENSION N(S),NEQUIP(5 NASA 1042
 
REAL MMOOLDMMDNEWLAMSNZERO NASA 6045

INTEGER SAVMXSAVNSR NASA 6046
 
C ...... . ... ...... NASA 6047,
C NASA 6048
 
C INITIAL NASA b049
 
c VARIABLES SIZE ORIGIN- OEFN NASA 6050
 
C CHANGE NASA '051
 
55 C NSNX I EXT-NC MAX NUN SYSTEM REDUNDANCIES NASA E052
C 	 NSR I EXT- C CURRENT NUM OF SYSTEM NASA E053
C 	 REDUNDANCIES NASA 6054
C 	 IRTN I EXT-NC RETURN INDICATOR NASA E055
O JMIN I EXT-NC LOWER LIMIT ON MODULE NUM NASA E056
60 	 C JMAX I EXT-NC UPPER LIMIT ON NODULE NUM NASA 6057
C NR N(NSS) EXT- C CURRENT NUN OF REDUNDANCIES IN NASA E058
C 	 MODULE J NASA 6059
C 	 NMX N(NSS) EXT-IC MAX NUN RECUNDANCIES IN MODULE NASA 6060
C 
 J 	 NASA 6061
65 	 C 
 =j R(TRUNC) MODE NASA 6062
o NT 	 I EXT-NC LOOP.AND OPTION PARAMETER NASA 6063
C DELH i EXT-NC TIME INCREMENT 	 NASA 606.
C ITRUNC I ENT-NC NUN OF 





R ITRUNC INT RELIABILITY FNC FOR MODULE J NASA 60,66

=ITRUNC HM0 NODE 	 NASA 6067
ROLD ITRUNC EXT- C PREVIOUS VALUE OF SYSTEM NASA 6068
 
C 
 RELIABILITY 	 NASA 6069
C RNEW ITRUNC INT SYSTEM RELIABILITY WITH WITH A NASA 6070
C 	 REDUNDANCY ADDED NASA 6071
75 	 C RI 
 ITRUNO EXT- C SYSTEM RELIABILITY MATRIX NASA 6072,
C 	 *N(NSS) 
 NASA 073
C COST N(NSS) EXT-NC VALUE OF EXPENSE OPTION FOR NASA 6074
C 	 MODULE J NASA 6075
C 	 RHO I INT DECISION PARAMETER( NASA 6076
80 	 C 
 ABS(*NEW - 'OLD)/EXPENSE NASA e077
C RHOTH I EXT-NC LOWER BOUND FOR RHO 	 NASA 6078
C OLDRHO I INT PREVIOUS VALUE OF RHO NASA 6079
C MHOOLD I INT PREVIOUS MMO VALUE
N C MDNEW I 	 NASA 60-e0INT MMD, VALUE WITH A REDUNDANCY NASA 6081
85 	 C 
 ADDED 	 NASA, 6082
o JSAVE I 
 INT NODULE WITH LARGEST VALUE OF NASA 6083­
o 	 RHO I NASA 6084
C SAVRNW ITRUNC INT SYSTEM RELIABILITY FNC WITH A NASA 6085
 
90 
C REDUNDANCY IN MODULE JSAVE NASA 6,086
C SAVR ITRUNC INT RELIABILITY FNC FOR MODULE.
C 	 NASA 6087
JSAVE WITH A REDUNDANCY ADDED NASA 6088
C SAVMMD I INT MMO WITH A REDUNDANCY ADDED IN NASA 6089
C 	 MODULE JSAVE NASA 6090
o SYSLB 1 EXT- C SYSTEM WEIGHT 
 NASA 6091
95 C SLBMX . EXT-NC MAX SYSTEM WEIGHT 	 NASA 6092
 o DATAB(iJ) NCNSS) EXT-NC REDUNDANCY WEIGHT FOR PODULE J NASA 6093,
o 
 IND 1 INT LOOP INDEX 	 NASA 6094
C 	 I 
 1 INT INDEX 	 NASA 6095
0 RFIXED I EXT-NC INITIAL RELIABILITY 	 NASA 6096
IO C 
 NASA 6097
 o SUBROUTINES CALLED 
 NASA
C 	 QSF - INTEGRATION BY SINPSON*S RULE, (SSP) 6098
 NASA 6099
C 	 RI)OO- RELIAEILITY MODELS CALCULATION 
 NASA 6100C
105 C 	 NASA 6101
NASA 6102














C 	 KEOPT 



















C 	 TRUNO 

125 	 C 




























±40 	 C 




























INITIAL SYS RELIABILITY 

INITIAL WEIGHT (POUNDS) 

MAX SYS WEIGHT 

MISSION LENGTH (HRS) 





± AT LEAST ONE SUB-SYS SPEC 

OTHERWISE NO SUB-SYS SPEC 

SINGLE POINT FAILURE REQUIREMENTS OPTION 

a REQ NOT IN EFFECT

OTHERWISE REQ IN EFFECT 

W*O SYS REQUIREMENT (HRS) 

R(ITRUNC) SUB-SYS REQ; K=INSS 

DEFAULT VALUE IS O.o 

R(ITRUNC) SYS REQ DEFAULT VALUE IS 0.0
C 

CUMULATIVE 'NUN OF MODULES THRU SUS-SYS K 

145 	 IRUNC=TPRIN'730* 









±5a 	 C 






















































































































SIS INPUTS ' 
INITIAL EXPENDABLES WEIGHT (POUNOS) 

EXPENDABLES INITIAL MEAN LIFETIME (HRS) 

EXPENDABLES INITIAL STD. DEV. (HRS) 

MAX NUN OF EXPENEABLE INCREMENTS 












































































































C 	 NASA 6±66 
170 	 C T3 BATTERY TEMP (DEGREES KELVIN) OTHER NASA 6167
 
C NASA 6168




C NG TOTAL NUN CF CELLS (ALL BATTERIES) OTHER NASA 617±
 
175 C NASA 6172
 
C PARAMETERS NECESSARY TC COMPUTE THE CYCLESIHR FACTOR SAC NASA 6173
 
















185 C NASA 6182
 
















c EXPENDABLES LIFE INCR. NASA 6191
195 DELMU=2190. NASA 6192
 






C ........... ...................................... ,.... NASA 6196
 
200 C NASA 6197
 




C *,*,***** ,*,.,,, * .***,,,..0...*.........,.... NASA 6200
 
C 	 R-SHIFT NOHOSE AND CCLUNNS OF NASA 620±
 
205 	 C DATAB BY ± BEGINNING WITH THE NASA 6202
 
C 	 THIRD SUB-SYS NASA 6203
 




C INITIALIZE NASA 6206
 
210DO 130 I=1*6 NASA 6207
 
130 Z(I)=DATAB 1,JrIN) NASA 6208
NZ=NCHOSE(JMIN) NASA 6209
 
00 140 J=JMIN,JMAX NASA 6210
 
C SHIFT NCHOSE NASA 6211






CO 140 I=1,6 NASA 6215
 
C 	 SHIFT DATAB NASA 6216
220 R(I|=OATAa(IJ +1) NASA 6217
 




40 CONTINUE NASA 6220
 
C INSERT EXPENDABLES PARAMETERS NASA 6221
225 	 OATAB(1,JMIN) = 3. *(ACSWF+TNKWT)/TPRIM 110774 ± 
DATARB(2,JMIN)= UNASADATA B(2#JMIN) 








C NMX(JMIN)=MAXEXP MAX NUM











o 	 SWEEP OATAB AND COMPUTE MODEL
C 
 PARAMETERS





 CK FOR MODEL TYPE 4

IF (NOlL.EO.4) GO TO 160 





















255 152 DATAB(3J)=DATAB(3,J)*1.OE-09 	 2 

DATAB(4,J)=DATAB(4,J)* l.E-09






260 	 TWOPI=62831853, 





DATAB(3 J)= D 

GO TO 10 

265 0 













 TIME STEP INCR. 
)ELH=TRUNCIFLOAT(ITRUNC-i)
C 
 CALCULATE RELIABILITY MATRIX
LI=N(NSS) 










































































































































































































































00 170 I=1iIIRUNC NASA 6281
 
i7o RI(I J)=R(I) NASA 6282
 
285 IF(I6EBUG.EQ.1) PRINT 4000,(R(I),I=iITRUNC) 012775 31
 
180 CONTINUE NASA 6284
 
C SET EXPENSE OPTION NASA 6285
 
IF (KEOPT*NEei) GO TO 195 NASA 6286
 
00 190 J=/iLIM NASA 6287
 
290 190 COSTCJ)=DATAB(1J) NASA 6288
 
GO TO 200 NASA 6289
 
C COMPUTE COST NASA 6290
 
195 DO 196 J=iLIM NASA 6291
 
196 COST(J)=COSTM(IJ)+COSTM(2J)+COST(3,J) NASA 6292
 





C * MAIN PROGRAM ' NASA 6296
 
C NASA 6297




C R(TRUNC) MODE NASA 6300
 
200 LIH='NSS+1 NASA 6301
 
C R(TRUC) MOCE FOR EACH SUB-SYS NASA 6302
 
305 C WITH A USER SPEC. NASA 6303
 






C0 270 K=i±LIM NASA 6307
 
310 C CK FOR ANY SUB-SYS USER SPEC. NASA 6308
 
C ISUB=2 NO SUB-SYS SPECS. NASA 6309
 
C ISUB=l AT LEAST ONE NASA 6310
 
C SUB-SYS SPEC, NASA 6311
 
IF (ISUB *NE* I *AND, K *NE. LIN) GO TO 270 NASA 6312
 




C SELECT JMIN AND JMAX NASA 6315
 








GO TO 220 NASA 6320
 




325 C CALCULATE MAX NUN SYS RED. NASA 6323
 
220 NSMX=O NASA 6324
 
DO 230 L=JNINAJNAX NASA 6325
 
230 ISMX=NSNX SAVNX(L) NASA 6326
 
C OK FOR SUB-SYS USER SPEC NASA 6327
 










335 IRTN=i NASA 6333
 
C CALCULATE INITIAL SUB-SYS NASA 6334
 
C RELIABILITY NASA 6335
 
250 ROLO(ITRUNC)=RFIXED*RFNL NASA 6336
 
CO 240 J=JMINJNAX NASA 6337
 
340 240 	 ROLD(ITRUNC)=RCLO(ITRUNC)#RI(ITRUNCJ) 

o 	 CK RELIABILITY AGAINST SPEC. 

o 	 ENTER REDAP 

OLORHD=-I.O
345 	 RO(ITRUNC)=I.-(i.-ROLD(ITRUNC))*42 

IF (IDS.EO.0) GO TO 245

IF (RD(ITRUNC).LT.SPEC(K)) GO TO 390 

GO TO 255 

245 IF (ROLD(ITRUNC),LT.SPEC(K)) GO TO 390































- 7 C 200 


























ENTRY TO MMD DETERMINATION 

IF (ISFT.EO) GO TO 300 

















00 285 I=IITR UNC 

285 RI(I J)=R(I)
290 	 CONTINUE 

UPDATE NNX FOR K *LT. LIM 

LIST OF EXIT PARAM AND VALUES 







NSR= NUN SYS RED 

NSNX= MAX NUtO SYS RED 

NOW ENTER P1NO DETERHINATION 

RESET NMX TO TRUE LIMITS 











































































































































































































390 	 C 
 INITIALIZATION OF FARAMETERS NASA 6388
C 
 BEFORE ENTRY 	TO THE REDUNDANCY NASA 6389
C 
 ALLOCATION PROCEDURE 
 NASA 63.90
300 RHOTH=RHO2 
 NAS A 6391
NT=ITRUNC 
 NASA 6392
395 	 IRTN=2 
 NASA 6393
C 
 COMPUTE INITIAL RELIASILITY NASA 6394
 
C 
 FNC FOR SINGLE AND 	DOUBLE NASA 6395
C STRING SYSTEMS NASA 6396 330 GO 320 I=I,ITRUNC NASA 63S7400 ROLO(I)=RI(I,±) NASA 6398IF (RFNL *GE. (.999) GO TO 305 NASA 6399 
ROLO(I)=ROLO(I)*EXP(-((OELH*FLOAT(I-i))/ALPHA)*ji.6) NASA 6400305 00 310 J=2,JMAX NASA 640t 
310 FOL(I)=ROLOCI)4 RICIJ) 	 NASA





C 	 COMPUTE INITIAL MMD VALUE NASA 6405
CALL QSF (OELH4ROLDZITRUNC) NASA 6406

MODOLO=RFIXEDOc(ITRUNC) NASA 6407






C CK NNDOLO AGAINST USER SPECl NASA 6411
C GO TO REDAP NASA 6412




IF(IDS.EQ.0) GO TO 	350 NASA 6415

IF(DSMMD.LT.SPECI) GO TO 390 NASA 6416

GO TO 351 
 NASA 6417
420 350 	 IF (NMOOLO.LT.,SPECi) GO TO 390 NASA 6418
351 IRTN=0 
 NASA 6419 
C COMPUTE SUBSYS RELIABILITIES 111874 63 
JMAX=O 
 l1±874 64
00 353 K-iNSS 	 111874 65
425 	 JHIN=JMAX+i 111874 66
JMAX=N(K) 111874 67
 
SSREL(K) = 1&0 111874 68
 
CO 35i J=JMIN,JMAX 111874 69 "
 352 55 RL K)=SSREL(K)*RI(ITRUNCJ) 	 111874 70430 353 	CONTINUE 
 111874 71
C 	 MISSION EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY 11±874 72 
SSREL(6) = RFNL 	 111874 736 	 COMPRESS NCHOSE AND ADD RED. NASA 6420
 
360 JMIN=Nae')-i 	 NASA 6421
435 	 00 370 J=iJMIN 
 NASA 6422
 





CO 380 J=JMINbJHAX 
 NASA 6426
 
440 380 NCHOSE(J)=NCHOSE(J+i)+NR(J+1) NASA 6427C TPRIM=TPRIH+FLCAT(34NR(JMIN)) EXPENDABLES INFO RETURN NASA 6428 
NASA 6429PRINT iOOOlTFRIM 110774 2 
±000 FORMAT (1X,6FTPRIM=,Eli.4) 110.774 3445 	 FRINT 110090 123074 3






IF (IDS *EQ. 0) GO 	TO 385 NASA 6431MMDOLD=DSMMD 
 NASA 6432
450 	 ROLO(ITRUNC)=RD(ITRUNC) NASA 6433 
DO 381 J=i±JMAX 120474 18
381 NCHOSE(J) = NCHOSE(J) • 2 	 120474 19
385 RETURN 
 NASA 6434 
C *.............. I 	 ...... .e ............ .. NASA 6435
.. .............. 
455 C 
 NASA 6436 
C *' MAIN REDUNDANCY ALLOCATION PROCEDURE NASA 6437 




c - .*.... .....***** .......... .. ....... .. ....... NASA E440 
460 C MAX NUM RED EXCEEDEa, RETRN NASA 644i 
c OTHERWISE CONTINUE PROCEDURE NASA 6442
C 
 NASA E443





465 C SELECT MODULE TO ADD A RED, IF NASA E446
 
o J.GE.JMAX GO TO SYS LPDATE NASA E447
C PROCEDURE. NASA 6448
 
CO 440 J=JMINJNAX.I NASA C449

IF (NR(J).GE.NMX(J)) GO TO 440 NASA 6450
470 MODL=DATAB(2,J)+.i NASA E451

IF ((MCDL.EQ.3).AND.NR(J 1).GE.NNX(J~i))) Go TO 440, NASA E452
 
C 	 ADD A RED TO MODULE AND NASA 6453
 
C COMPUTE THE RELIABILITY FNC NASA 6454
 
IAOD=1 NASA E455
475 CALL RIMOD(J,DELHITRUNCNTIADD,1) NASA 6456
 
c CALCULATE NEW SYS RELIABILITY NASA E457
 




' 480 400 CONTINUE NASA 6461 
C CK FOR P(TRUNC)MODEOR MMO NASA 646,3cCOMPUTATIONAL 
 2
 
IF (NT.NE.1) GO TO 410 NASA 6464 
c R(ITRUNC) MODE NASA E465485 I=ITRUNC 	 NASA 6466
RHO=(ABS(RNEW(I)ROLD(I)))/COS(J) 	 NASA 6467
GO TO 420 NASA 6468 
c NMO MODE NASA 6469 
410 CALL QSF (DELHRNEW.Z,ITRUNC) NASA 647O
490 MMONEW=Z(ITRUNC)*RFIXEO NASA 6471RHO=(ABS(MMDNEh-MMOOLO))/COST(J) NASA E472
 




420 IF (RHO.LT.OLDRHO) GO TO 440 	 NASA 6475
0 495 	 C RHOoLT.OLORHO SAVE CURRENT NASA E476
 
C RELIABILITY DATA, MOCULE NUM, NASA 647






500 FRINT 422,JSAVEOLDRHO,R'NEW(ITRUNC) 	 102374 2
422 	FORMAT (lXI5 IX,2(E1i.4?IX)) 102374 3 
DO 430 INC=iNT NASA 6481
I= ITRUNC +I-IND NASA 6402 
SAVR(I)=R(I) 	 NASA 6483
505 430 CONTINUE 	 NASA 6484
IF CNT.NE.I) SAVNMD=MMDNEW 	 NASA 6485
 
440 CONTINUE 	 NASA 6486








* 000eo*o***0**o0*ooo**o*******0o .oo......... NASA 6491




C " SYSTEM RELIABILITY UPDATE PROCEDURE '*' NASA 6493 
















NR(JSAVE)=NR(JSAVE) L NASA 6501
 
NASA 6502









IF (HOOL.NE*3) GO TO 450 NASA 6506
 
XNR = FLOAT(NR(JSAVE)+NGHOSE(JSAVE)) 123074 5 
' 123074 6
0 = D * (XNR-i.)/XNR 
 123074 7















EO 452 I=iIIRUNG 
452 FI(I,JSAVE+I)=R(1) 
 NASA 6514




c 540 CALL RIMOO(JSAVE8DELHITRUNCITRUNCIAOO) NASA 6516 














EXIT IF SYS WEIGHT EXCEEDED* NASA 6530C 
IF (SYSLB *GE. SLBMX) GO TO (500,520), IRTN 011675 35 








C THRU REOAP( NASA 6534
 
MODE NT STMT NUN NASA 6535
C 
R(ITRUNC) 1 250 NASA 6536
C 

MMD ITRUNC 330 NASA £537
C 
IF (NT.NE.i) GO TO 330 NASA 6538
 NASA 6539





o END SYRUP " NASA E541C 

NASA 6542C 
,,,w.....e .... , . ...... ., ........ ., NASA £543C .... ... NASA £544
560 C 
 NASA 6545











GO TO 360 

510 IRTN=-3
GO TO 360 

570 520 IRTN=-4 

GO TO 360 

530 	 IRTN=-' 











SUMMARY OF CHANGES MADE BY THE OPTIMIZER
 
13 WORDS OF INVARIANT RLIST REMOVED FROM THE LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE 477
 









































SUBROUTINE RIMOD 76/76 OPT=2 
 FTN 4.2+383 03/27/75 21.39.03
 
SUBROUTINE RIMCO(J OELH ITRUNCINTIADDIOPT)
















COMMON /CHOSE/ COSTM(5g60)p DPIACIllt60v ICHCSE(60),1 NCHOSE(60, SYSPAR ( 69 0), SKD(7i60),2 THM(4,60) 
COMMON/PRTCOM/ ACCRCY, AM, AN, BF9 BS,
± COPI(7,2), CISTAF, CTOT, DOTE, DE,2 DRINTW EQBSTR, FEEINV, FEEOPS, FEER3 GSE, IREL, ITRUNP, MMOOLONAME(360f,
4 OPS, PAYINY, PAYQUL, PAYR, PE,5 PMP, PMR, POWER(6), PU, PWR(60),
6 QCP, QCR, ROLD(60), SABMNWT SATAOP,7 SATINV, SATR, SEIP, SEIR, SKTAU(6),
8 SSREL(6), SUBE(7), SUBT(7), SUBUE(7), SUBUP(7)p




























































































DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
-INPUT MODULE NUN 
DELH -DELTA TIME, THE TIME INCREMENT 
ITRUNC -THE NUM OF TIME POINTS 
NT -INPUT OPTION PARAMETER
IACO -INPUT OPTION PARAMETER 
-INPUT OPTION'PARAMETER 
REMARKS 
OPTION PARAMETER VALUE ACTION 





































TRUNCATION TIME. RETURN VALUE IN NASA. 
R(ITRUNC). NASA 
COMPUTE RELIABILITY AT EACH TIME NASA 
RETURN VALUES IN R. NASAADD NO REDUNDANCIES BEFORE CON- NASA. 
PUTING THE RELIABILITY FUNCTION. NASA 


















































































































. ING THE RELIABILITY FUNCTION. NASA 6604
 




OTHER COUPLE MODELS I AND 3. 	 NASA 6607
 
NASA 6608
GLOBAL VARIABLES PASSED THOLGH COMMON NASA' 6609
 
R -THE RESULTING RELIABILITY FUNCTION NASA 6610
 
NR -INPUT VECTOR OF THE NUN OF REDUNDANCIES BY MODULE 'NASA 6611
 
NCHOS -INITIAL NUN OF ELEMENTS IN MODULES 	 NASA 66±2
 
SYSPAR -MATRIX OF MODEL PARAMETERS NASA 6613
 
SYSPAR(2AJ)= MODEL ID FOR J-TH MODULE NASA 6614
 
FOR FURTHER DESCRIFTION SEE COMMENTS PRECEEDING THE NASA 6615
 
PARTICULAR MODEL OF INTEREST. 

SUBROUTINES AND SUBPRCGRAMS REQUIRED 

FORTRAN 	SYS FNCS: EXP, FLOAT, INTP SQRT












































































MODULE DUTY CYCLE 

NUN OF STANDBY ELEMENTS 

NUN OF ACTIVE ELEMENTS 





I=3 VALUE OF LAM 

1=4 VALUE OF LAMS 

I=5 VALUE OF Q 

1=6 VALUE OF OC 

* . . . ° . . . o . . .
 
CK MODEL TYPE 
























































































IQ=I ACTIVE NASA 6659
 
OTHERWISE STOBY NASA 6660
 
is IQ=INT(Q+.i) NASA 6661
 
IF (IQ.NE.I) GO TO 20 NASA 6662
 
C INCR IN ACTIVE MODE NASA 6663
 




GO TO 30 NASA 6666
 
C INCR IN STANDBY MODE NASA 6667
 
20 NI=NREO NASA 6668
 
120 MI=NRED+IADD NASA 6669
 
C CALCULATION OF MODEL CONSTANTS NASA 6670
 






125 C NASA 6674
 








±30 LIM2=LIN-i NASA 6679
 
00 80 INC=i,NT NASA 6680
 
C 00 FOR EACH TIME POINT, IN NASA 6681
 




135 TIME=DELH*FLOAT(I-i) NASA 6684
 












C CALCULATE PROBABILITIES, IN NASA 6691
 
C DESCENDING ORDER, LIM-1 TO 0. NASA 6692
 
1O 70 INO2=±,LIN NASA 6693
 
1 45 K=LIM-IND2' NASA 6694




C COMPUTE FIRST SUMMATION NASA 6697
 
KLIM=K+i NASA 66 '8
 
150 NILIM=NI+i NASA 6699
 
















40 SUIi=SUMI+Z/BK NASA 6708
 
160 C COMPUTE SECOND SUMMATION NASA 6709
 
IF (MI.EQ.0)-GO TO 60 NASA 6710
 
00 50 IND3=1 MI NASA 6711
 










IF ((ICK-2(ICK/2))EQo.i) CJ=-CJ NASA 6717
 
Z=EXP(-Q#LAM#TIME*ARGi) 	 NASA 6718
 




C CALCULATIOh OF PROBABILITY NASA 6721
 
c PR(K)=A(K)4 SUMS NASA 6722
 
C NASA 6723
175 	 60 SUM2=SUMi+ECI*SUM2. NASA 6724
 
ARGi=FLOAT(NI) 	 NASA 6725
 
ARG2=i.FLOAT(K) 	 NASA 6726
 
ARG3=i.+ARGI/QBAR 	 NASA 6727
AK=GAM(ARGi+i.)*GAM(ARG3 FLOAT(MI))/(GAM(ARG2)*GAM(ARG3)) NASA 6728
 














C CK COUPLING OPTION NASA 6736
 
C ASSIGN RELIABILITY AND INCR NASA 6737
 
C TIM E NASA 673,8
190 IF (MOD.EQ.3) SUM0=SUMORCI) 	 NASA 6739
 
80 R(I)=SUMO NASA 6740
 
C FK COUPLING OPTION NASA 6741

IF CMOO.EO.3) J=J-1 	 NASA E742
RETURN NASA 6743
 
1 95 C NASA 6744
 
C *.* 6745
..........o.o..*.e.eeo..*.@.*o,.too.......o.oo ............ , NASA 
C NASA 6746
 
a 	 MODEL2 
 NASA 6747
 
C VARIABLES SIZE ORIGIN DEFN NASA 6748
 
200 C NASA 6749

C FHU SC LOCAL MEAN UNIT LIFE 	 NASA 6750
 
C FSIG SC LOCAL STO. DEV, , 	 NASA 6751
 
o SYSPAR I9J GLOBAL MODEL PARAMETERS FOR J-TH NASA E752
 
C 	 MOCULE NASA E753
 
205 	 c I=3 VALUE OF FMU NASA 6754
 
C I=4 VALUE OF FSIG NASA E6755
 
c NI SC LOCAL TOTAL NUM OF ELEMENTS NASA 6756
 
C 	 NASA 6757
 
C ........ ooeo NASA 6758
 
210 C NASA E759




LIM=NR(J)+IADD 	 NASA 6763" 




C INCR REOUND. NASA 676,2
 
o COMPUTE NEW RELIABILITIES NASA 6766
C NASA 6767
 
DO 110 I=INT NASA E768
 










225 IF (Z.LTo.0) AN=i.-AN NASA 6774
 
C 	 NASA 6775
 
C 	 COMPUTATION OF CUMULATIVE NASA 6776
 




230 Z=AN NASA 6779 
£N=AN**NI NASA 6780 
SUM=-AN NASA 6781 
IF (LIM.EQ.O) GO TO 110 NASA 6782 
2=(i*-Z)/Z NASA 6783 
235 LLLIM=LIM2+i NASA 6784CO 100 LLL=isLLLIK NASA 6785 
L=LLL-1. NASA 6786 
AN=AN*(FLOAT(NI-L)/FLOAT(L i))*Z NASA 6787 
100 SUM=SUM*AN NASA 6788 








245 C MODEL3( NASA 6794
 




o B Sc LOCAL DEPTH OF DISCHARGE 	 123074 8
 
c TB SC LOCAL' BATTERY TEMPERATURE 	 123074 9
 
250 C 	 AS SC LOCAL BATTERY CELL CONSTANT NASA 6797
 
o 	 88 SC LOCAL BATTERY CELL CONSTANT NA SA 6798 
c BCYC SC LOCAL CYCLE RATE OF BATTERY NASA 679
 C NI SC LOCAL TOTAL NUN OF BATTERIES NASA 6800 
C NC SC LOCAL NUM OF GELLS IN BATTERY NASA 6801 
255 C SYSPAR IJ GLOBAL MOCEL PARAPETERS FOR J-TH NASA 6802 
C MODULE NASA 6803 
C 1=3 VALUE OF 0 123074 10
 
C I=4 VALUE OF TB 123074 1
 
C, 1=5 VALUE OF BCYC NASA 6806
 
260 C 1=6 VALUE OF NC NASA 6807
 
C NASA 6808




120 BCYC = SYSPAR(5,J) 123074 12'
 
265 NC=SYSPAR(6,4)+*i NASA 6814 
c INOR REOUND. 'NASA 6815 
LIM=NR(J)+IAGO NASA 6816
NI=LIM+NCHOSE(J) NASA 6817 
LIM2=LIM-i NASA 6818 
270 0 = SYSPAR(3.J) * FLOAT(NI-IADO) I FLOAT(NI) 123074 13 
TB = SYSPAR(49J) 022675 8 
LIM3=NC/2 NASA 68±9 
NC=NC+LIN3 NASA 6820 
AB=EXP(-ti.380958+.23896921*TB-.54986583-.00 050646t74*TBTB 123074 14 
275 1' +.O19307737**OO-.0002374105*O' 3) 123074 15 
88=EXP(-138.OiC332+.95927099*TB-.18704227*D-.00167±77864 T6BTB 123074 16 
iV -.00196199764 00+.00i±2426884 TB40) 123074 17 
C COOPUTE NEW RELIABILITIES NASA 6821 
C 	 NASA 6822
 








IF (ABS(Z).GT.,O) AN=i.-AN 
AN=O.5 (i*-AN)
























00 125 LLL=iLLLIM 
L=LLL-1 
AA=AA4 (FLOAT(NC-L)IFLOAT(L+i))4 Z 
125 SUN=SUM+AA 
Z=SUM*AN 



















300 C AN=Z*#NI 
SUM-=AN 
IF (LIM.EQ.O) GO TO 140 
Z=(i-Z)/Z , 
























IF (IOFT.'EQ.0) GO TO 150J=J+i 
GO TO ±0 
RETURN 
Z 






























" VARIABLES SIZE CRIGIN OEFN 
C 
C FMU SC LOCAL MEAN EXPENABLE DEPLETION TIME 
c FSIG SC LOCAL STD. DEV. OF DEPLETION TIMEC SYSPAR IlJ GLOBAL MODELPARAETERS FOR J-TH 
C MODULEO I=3 INITIAL VALUE OF MUC I=4 INITIAL VALUE OF SIGC 1=5 INCR. VALUE OF MUC I=6 INCR, VALUE OF SIGC 
C o 
C 











































































i REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE'236
 
1 iREGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE 292,

























SUBROUTINE QSF 76/76 






G , , , , , , o ,, = , e , ~ , , , ,, , , , , . , , . .. ...,. .., NASA 
o NASA






C 	 TO COMPUTE THE VECTOR OF INTEGRAL VALUES FOR A GIVEN NASA
C 	 EQUIDISTANT TABLE OF FUNCTION VALUES. 
 NASA




C CALL QSF (HYZNDIM) 	 NASA
C 
 NASA
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
 NASA
15 	 C H - THE INCREMENT OF ARGUMENT VALUES. NASA
C Y - THE INPUT VECTCR OF FUNCTION VALUES. NASA
C 	 Z - THE RESULTING VECTOR OF INTEGRAL VALUES. Z MAY BE NASA
C 	 IDENTICAL WITH Y. 
 NASA








C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
 NASA




C METHOD NASA 

BEGINNING WITH Z(i)=0 EVALUATION OF VECTOR-Z IS DONE BY NASA
C MEANS OF SIMPSONS RULE TOGETHER WITH' NEWTONS 318 RULE OR A







ORDER H4 *5 (I.E. FOURTH ORDER METHOD). ONLY IN CASE NDIM=3 NASA
TRUNCATION ERRCR OF Z'(2) 
IS OF ORDER 	H'4*. NASA
C 	 FOR REFERENCE SEE, 
 NASA
C 	 (i) F.B.HILDEARANO INTRODUCTION TO NUMERICAL ANALYSIS9 
 NASA
35 c 	 MCGRAW-HILL, NEW YORK/TORONTOILONOONP 1956, PP.71-76. NASA
C (2) R.ZURMUEHL, PRAKTISCHE ATHEMATIK FUER INGENIEURE UNO NASA
C PHYSIKER, SPRINGER, BERLIN/GOETTINGENIHEIDELBERG, 1963, NASA



























o NOIM IS GREATER THAN 5. PREPARATIONS OF INTEGRATION LOOP NASA 








































































































































C INTEGRATION LOOP 





















END OF INTEGRATION LOOP 
90 C 
7 IF(NOIN-3)iZi,8 
c NOI IS EQUAL TO 4 OR 58 SUH2=i.i2S4 HT' ( Y(i ) + Y ( 2 ) 
SUML=Y(2) +Y(2)
SUMi=SUNl+SUmI 





































































































































































































































































SUBROUTINE OPI 76/76 OPT=2 FTN 4.2+363 03/27/75 21.39.07
 
SUBROUTINE DPI (IPIC IERR ITER NCONP ICHOSEWNCHOSENOWAT) NASA 7009 
DIMENSION IPIC(2) ICHOSEI2) CCNF(), NCH6 SE(2) NASA 7010 
COMMON ,USER31ARRAYN(ii,3), 8TRMX, NMSEQO OPSMS, SOSFL, 022575 b37 
± TFRFL 022575 638
 
022575 639 
COMMON /USERII APOGEE, COMRAT, DIAMAX, EEQWT(9), EPHE, 022575 6405 
0 

I EQMtNTP EQEXL, EQMYL, EQMiZL, EQM2WT, 022575 641
 
2 EQM2XL, , EQMZYL, EQM2ZL, FE, IAGNCYj 022575 642
 
3 IDEBUG, ISATOF$ H812SH# OPTEMP: ORBINC, PERIGE, 022575 643
 
i0 4 MICRO, RELME, SPEC(6), SPEC, , XCGSAI, 022575 644
 
S XMER, XMEU 022575 645
 
022575 646C COMMON /BTWN/ ACSSN, ACSWP, ALT, AREA, BATCAP, 022575 647 
± BITRAT(2)9 CLIFE, CONVWT, 0, DTv 022575 648
 
15 2 ox, BY, DZI EQBLG, EQBSIO, 022575 649
 3 FC, FF, HARNNT, HPT, HTPIPE. 022575 650 
4 HTPT, HTRPRB, HTRPWRP IBTLOC, 022575 651
 
5 LMBDO, NC, OMEGS,9 PASSTR, PJ, 022575 652 
6 PL, PLNIN, POCNWT, RADA, RADABV 022575 653
 
20 7 RAT, RJ, SABOLG. SATLG, SATTWT, 022575 654 
8 SATWT, SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG, SAiXL, 022575 655 
SAtYL, SA,ZL SIDE, SYSLO, THCNWT, 022575 656
 
THRUST(2), TI, TNKWT, TPRIMI VS9 022575 657 ­
25 VOHP, VOL, WATE, We: NBT, 022575 658
 
25 C NT XJ XNZERO, YJ, ZJ 022575 659
 022575 660




COMMON /CHOSE/ COSTC5,60), ARRAY(±±60)I ICHOSG(60)0 022575 663
 
39 ± NCHOSG(60)f REL ( 6,60), SKD7,60), 022575 664
 
2 THM(4,60) 022575 665 
022575 666
C 
COMMON/PRTCOM/ ACCACY, AM, AN, Br, BS, 22575 667
 
i COPI(7,2), CISTAFi CTOT DOTE, DE 022575 668 
35 2 DRI WT, EOBSTR, FEEINV, PEEOPS, FEER, 022575 669 
3 GSE,' IRELi ITRUNC MMDOLDNAME(3p60) 022575 670
 
4 OPS, PAY2NV, PAYQUL, PAYR, PE, 022575 671
 
5 PMP, PMR, PQWER(6) P P A PR(60)022575 672
 
6 QCP, QCR, ROLD(60), SABMWI40 
40 7 SATINV, SATR, SEIP SEIRr SKTAU(6) 322575 674 
8 SSREL(6), SUBE(7), SUBT(7) SUBUEC7), SUBUP(7), 022575 675 
9 TA, TAU(6 61, TB, TC TE, 022575 676
 
A TF, TOOLR, TOOLU, TOTOPS, IRUNC, 022575 b77
 
B TS, TTTVOLUME(6), VQL(60),WEIGHT(6)1 0225.75 678
 
45 C XLTOT, XMEH, XMEINV, XMEL, XMEVL, .022575 679
 
a XMEW. XMEWT, XVEST 022575 680
 




DATA ACSRT,ACSOP COMOPOFREO/iC.65U.,6.,4. NASA 7027
 
50 C INPUTS FOR DATA PROCESSING SUBSYSTEMS - DPI NASA 7028 NASA 7029
C 

C INPUT COPI T 0 SOURCE UNITS DESCRIPTION NASA 7030
 















































36 R Y ALL S/S GRANULARITY HIGH RATE TABLE NASA 
35 R Y ALL SIS SPS SAMPLE RATE HIGH TABLE NASA 
34+35 'R Y ALL S/S NO OF ANOL AND DIG POINTS HIGH NASA 
40 R Y ALL S/S GRANULARITY LOW RATE TABLE NASA 
39 R'Y ALL S/S SPS SAMPLE RATE LOW TABLE NASA 
37+38 R Y ALL S/S NO OF ANOL AND DIG POINTS LOW NASA 
R U SPECIAL COMMAND SYNC'FLAG NASA 
30T032 R OB TOTAL NO OF COMMANDS NASA 
R MACRO' NCONF(3) - SPEC OR GEN COMPUTER FLAG NASA 
32 R TIME TAG COMMAND FLAG NASA 
R U TELEM PROCESS FLAG NASA 
R SC SUM OF ACS SENSOR NASA 
R Comm COMMAND RATE NASA 
R U SEC-i MISSION OPS NASA 
I U MISSION DATA PROC. FLAG NASA 
NASA 
ERROR FLAGS NASA 
IERR = i MUX IS RECUIRED NASA 
IERR = 10 WORD LENGTH GREATER THAN 256 NASA 
IERR = ±o0 BIT RATE IS TOO LARGE NASA 
IERR = 1000 SPECIAL COMMAND SYNC FLAG IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO NASA 




























00 1 I=i,7 




IF (ITER *EQ. 0) NCHOSE(1)=l 










































IF (NCONF(4) .GT. 3) 
* CALL MIS(IPICIERRITERNCONFICHOSENCHOSE)











#S#4##WE NEED HTAB 
NTAB= NOWAT - i 
K= -i 

































TOTG =(ARRAY(K+2,I)+ARRAY(K+3 I)+ARRAY(K+4tI))*NCHOSG(I)+TOTCN NASA 7047
ITCL=TTCFL+ARFAY(K+4tT)ThCHOSG(I) NASA 7007
 
IF (ARRAY(K+?I).EQO.) GO TO 150 NASA 70e9
 




GRANH(NTABH)=ARRAY(K+BA ) NASA 7092
 
TLPTH(NTABH)=(ARRAY(K+5 I)+ARRAY(K+6,I))*NCHOSG(I) 	 NASA 7093 
±50 	 IF (ARRAY(K+6 t).NE.0.) HUX1 NASA 7094
 
120 	 IF.(ARRAY(K+IitI).EQ.,o) GO To 160 NASA 7095
 
NTABL=NTABL+i 	 NASA 7096
 
XSRT(NTABL)=ARFAY(Ktii,I) NASA 7097 
GRANL(NTAOL)=ARRAY(K+2,I) NASA 7098 
TLPTL(NTABL)=(ARRAYI+9,1}+ARRAY(K+1,I))*NCHOSGUI) NASA 7099 
125 160 IF (ARRAY(K+±0qI),NE.O.) HUX=± NASA 7100 
ANCLH=ANOLH+ARRAY(K+5,I) 4NCHOSG(I) NASA 7101 
170 ANOLL=ANOLL+ARRAY(K+g I)'NCHOSG(I), NASA 702 
IF (NEWFL.EQO.0) GO TO 240 NASA 7103 
C 4 4# WE NEED NTABN 4 444 4 NASA 7104 
13 	 NTABN= NHSEQ NASA 7±05
 
C ## 4444#### U#l6##Sl 44V NASA 7106 
K= -i NASA 7107 
00 Z30 I=iNTABN 	 NASA 7108
 
TOTCM=TOTCM+ARRAYN(K42,I)4ARRAYN(K+3,I)+ARRAYN(K+4I) 	 NASA 7119
 
135 	 TTCFL=TTCFL+ARFAYN(K+44,) NASA" 7110
 






GRANH(NTABH)=ARRAYN(Ks8I) 	 NASA 7114
 
1 	 TLPTHtNTABH)=ARRAYN(K+5 I)+ARRAYN(K+6,I) 7115
±40 	 NASA 

2±0 IF (ARRAYN(K+61Ih6NE.OA HUX=I NASA 7116
 






145 	 GRANL(NTABL)=ARRAYNUK(tZ I) NASA 7120
 
TLPTL(NTABL)=ARRAYN(K.9,1)+AERAYN(K+iCI) NASA 7V 1
 
220 IF (ARRAYN(K+iO I).NE.0,,) MUX=1 NASA' 7122
 
ANCLH=ANOLH+ARI1YN (K 5,I) NASA 712l
 
230 ANCLL=ANOLL+ARRAYN(K.9,I) NASA 724
 
f50 240 CONTINUE' NASA 7125
 
C ANOLH--NO OF ANOL FTS IN'HIGH TAB NASA 7126
 
C ANOLL -NO OF ANOL FTS IN LOW TAB 	 NASA 7127
 




155 C 	 COUNT NUMBER OF POINTS OF ALL TABLES NASA 7130
 
SUHTLP=0 * NASA '131 
JL =0 NASA 7132 
BTRFL=0 NASA 7133
IF (8TRMX.NE.i.024E6) ETRFL=± NASA 7134 
160 c OROER TELEM POINTS BY SAMPLE RATE - HIGH NASA 7135 
IF (NTABH.EQ.1) GO 	TO 280 NASA -7136
 
250 	 CONTINUE NASA 7137
 




165 	 IF (JL.EQ.2) GO TO 280 NASA 7140
 
00 270 I=i,MEOIAN' NASA 7141
 
260 	 IF (HSRT(I),LEXP2) GO TO 270 NASA , 7142 




±70 GO TO 260 

270 	 CONTINUE 





C SSR = MAIN FRAME RATE 

175 	 JL=O 

IF (NTABH.EQo.i) GO TO 320 







±80 IF (JL.EQ.2) GO TO 320 

00 3±0 I=1 MEDIAN 







±85 GO TO 300 
310 	 CONTINUE 





00 330 I=1 NTABH 

±90 330 	 SUMWH=SUNWH+TLPTH(IJ















340 	 FOWER=i6.350 NN=5,8
£0 









360 	 TLNW0=POWER 

205 a MAIN FRAME LENGTH -. TLMND 




Do 365 Il=-iNTABH 

IF (GRANH(II) *GT. 	WOLNAX) WOLMAX=GRANH(II) 

210 365 	CONTINUE 

CDPI(2p) = TLMWO 

COPI(3,i) = SSR 







1000 	FORMAT (13H BIRATE (1) =',E6114)
00 370 HM=ii8 N=MN-i 
TT=2.*#N*7.8125 

220 	 IF (TT.GE.BIRATE) GO TO 380 

























































































































































































ORDER LOW SAMPLE RATE 









IF (JLEQ,2) 	GO TO 420 

Do 410 I=iMEDIAN 











GO TO 390. 
SFR=XSRT(1)

SFR = HIGHEST RATE 
SFL=SSR/SFR








IN LOW RATE TABLE 





IF (SFLoGE.2.*N) GO TO 440 




















(1) BIT RATE 

(2) WORD LENGTH 

(3) NUMBER OF'M/F WORDS 

(4) NUMBER OF SUBFRAMES 

(5) NUMBER OF WORDS PER StF 

(6) NEED FOR 	DIGITAL MUX 

COPI(5,i) = NSUBFR 

COPI(6,i) = SFR 

COPI(?,±) = SFL 

SPECIAL COMMAND SYNC FLAG 







































































































































































































































































GO TO (480,500), M 
TLMOPS=O 
IF (TPRFL.NE.0.) TLNOPS=TT*OPREQ/WDLNAX 




IF(ITER*EQ.0) NCHOSE(2) = I 
NT= WT + NCHOSE(21IDATAB(23-Ji) 
VOL= VOL + NCHOSEC2) DATAB( 4 J i) 
PL= PL + NCHOSE(2)*OATAB(i6jeJi) 
FLHIN= PLNIN + NCHOSE(2)'DATAB(18, J l ) 
CONTINUE 
ACSOPS=ACSSNACSRT4 AGSOP 
CHDOPS = CONRAT * COMOP 
TOTOPS=TLMOPS+ACSOPSCNDOPS+OPSMS 
























































IF (M NE. 1) Ji = 108(1) + i 
IF (IPIC(L)*NE.Q) GO TO.520 
GO TO 540520 IF (ITER*EQO) GO TO 530 
Ji=IPIC(L)
GO TO 540530 IF (IPICCL) *GE. JIE) GO TO 57053  ( PI (NASA 
Ji=IPIC(L)+i
540 HARPAR=DATAS(6fJ±)* lOO 0 .SNASA 




WT= NT + NCHOSE(L)*OATAB(23,Ji) 
VOL= VOL + NCHOSE(L)*DATAO (C4 Ji) 
FL= PL + NCHOSE(L)4DATAB(I6,J) 
PLMIN= PLMIN + NCHOSE(L)*DATAB(i8,Ji) 
RETURN 
560 HARPAR=ATAB(6Ji)*1000.
IF (TOTOPS.LE. ARPAR) GO TO 550 
IFI(JI.GE.JIE) GO TO 570 
J±=J1+1 
GO TO 560 
570 IERRS=±0000 
IERR=IERR+IERR5 


















































i REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THELOOP BEGINNING AT LINE ±89, 































SUBROUTINE ORDER (NA B',C Xt2,HEDIAN) 
CROERS ARRAYS AN( GETS MEDIAN VALUES 
DIMENSION A(i) , Di) C(i) 







IF (KKeNE.N) KKK=i 

KKK = 1 000 NUMBER OF FOINTS 

DO 20 I=l N 






00 10 J=I N 


























































































































































































SUBROUTINE HIS 76176 OPT=2 




SUBROUTINE HIS (IPICIERRITER NCONFICHOSE NCHOSE)
DIMENSION IPIC(2) WHOSE(Z), ICONF(6), NCH6 SE(2)COMMON /USER3/ARRAYN(ii,3), BTRMX, NMSEQ, OPSHS,
I TPRFL 
COMMON /BTHN/ ACSSN, ACSHP, ALTt AREA,i BITRAT(2), CLIFE, CONVWT, op2OX, DY, OZ EQBLG3 FC, FF9 HARNWT, HPT, 
HTPT, HTRPRB, HTRPNR 10LMBD NCf OHEGS; PASSTR,6PL FLMIN, POCNWT, RADA7 RATp RJI SABOLG, SATLG, 
8 SATWT, SATXCG, SArYCG, SATZCG,9 SA1YLj SAIZ SIDE, SYSLB,A THRUST(2), Ti, TNKWT, TPRIM,B VCHP, VOLS NATE, WB,























































COMMON /CHOSE/ COST(5,60), ARRAY(Ii±960) 

















COMMON/PRTCOM/ ACCRCY, AM, AN, aF, as,
COPI(C?2), CISTAR, CTOT, DOTE, DE,2 DRINT, EQBSTR, FEEINV, FEEOPS, FEERt3 GSEv IREL* ITRUNC, NMDOLONAME(31601,
4 OPSV PAYINV, PAYQUL, PAYR, PE,
PMP, PHR, POWER(6) PU, PWR(60),
OCR, MOP,R LO(60): SABMWT, SATADP,67 SATINt SATRv SEIP, SEIR9 SKTAU(6),a SSREL(6), SUBEC7), SUBT(7), SUBUE(7), SUOUP(7),9 TA1 lAU( 6), tB TC, TEiA TF TOOLR, TOOLU, TOTOPS, TRUNCB TS, TTTVOLUME(6), VQL(60),HEIGHT(6), 
o XLTOT XKMEH, XtEINV, XMEL, XHEVL,
4 SMEOfl(60XEN )X V E S T 
DIMENSION HSRT(60) TLPTH(60),GRANH(60),XSRT(60),TLPTL(60),GRANLC60 




























































COPI T D SOURCE UNITS 
IN. 
36 R Y ALL S/S
35 R Y ALL S/S SPS 
34*35 R Y ALL S/S
4 R Y ALL SIS 
39 R Y ALL S/S SPS 
37+38 R Y ALL S/S
R U 
30T032 R 06 
DESCRIPTION 
GRANULARITY HIGH RATE TABLE 
SAMPLE RATE HIGH TABLE 
NO OF ANOL AND DIG POINTS 4IGHGRANULARITY LOW RATE TABLE 
SAMPLE RATE LOW TABLE 
NO OF ANOL AND DIG POINTS LCW 
SPECIAL COMANO SYNC FLAG 













































































R MACRO NCONF(3) - SPEC OR GEN COMPUTER FLAG NASA 





R U TELEM PROCESS FLAG NASA 

R SC SUM OF ACS SENSOR 	 NASA 
NASA








IERR = i 

IERR = 10 

IERR = ±80 
 FLAG IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO NASA
IERR = 1800 SPECIAL COMMAND SYNC 

NASA
SEC-i MISSION OPS 
 NASA





WUXI IS REQUIRED 
 NASA
WORD LENGTH GREATER THAN 256 
 NASA
SIT RATE IS TOO LARGE 







































00 60 	I=. NTABN 
















40 	 IF CARRAYN(K+6 I).NE.0.) MUX=i 
















FTS IN HIGH TAB
C ANOLH--NO OF ANCL 
 TAB
5 ANOLL -NO OF ANOL FTS 'IN LOW 
IF (NUX.NE.0) IERRI=i 
IERR=IERR+IERRI 






































































































































































































IF (BTFtX 0NE.i.o24E6) BTRFL=l NASA 7424
 
C ORCER TELEM POINTS BY SAMPLE RATE - HIGH NASA 7425
 
115 IF (NTABH.EQ, ) GO TO 100 NASA 7426
 
70 CONTINUE NASA 7427
 




IF (JLEQ.2) GO TO 100 NASA 7430
 
12 009 I iHEDIAN NASA 7431
 






GO TO 80 NASA 7435
 
125 90 CONTINUE NASA 7436
 
GO TO 70 NASA 7437
 
100 SSR=HSRT(i) NASA 7438
 
o SSR = MAIN FRAME RATE NASA 7439
 
IF (NTABH.EQi) GO TO 140 NASA 7440
 
130 JL=O NASA 7441
 
LID CONTINUE NASA 7442
 




IF (JL.EO.2) GO TO 140 NASA 7445
 
±35 00 ±30 I=iNEOIAN NASA 7446
 






GO TO 120 NASA 7450'
 
140 IS0 CONTINUE NASA 7451
 
GO TO ±10 NASA 7452
 
140 SUMNWH=O NASA 7453
 
00 150 I=1,NTABH NASA 7454
 
.50 SUMWH=SUMNH+TLPTH(I) NASA 7455
 








IER 2=10 NASA 7460
 




±60 POWER=16 'NASA .7463
 
00 170 NN=5,8 NASA 7464
 
N=NN NASA 7465 
155 FOWER=POWER 4 Z* NASA '7466 
IF (POWER.GE.SUNWH) GO TO 180 NASA 7467 
170 CONTINUE NASA .7468 
180 TLMWD=POWER NASA 7469 
C MAIN FRAME LENGTH - TLMOD NASA 7470 
160 0 WOLHAX = WORD LENGTH TO MAX REQUIRED LENGTH NASA 7471 
WOLMAX=:. NASA 7472 
CO 185 I-I. NTABH NASA 7473 
IF (GRANH(II) .GT. WOLMAX) WLHAX=GRANH(II) NASA 7474
 
185 CONTINUE NASA 7475
 
±65 COPI(I,2) = TOTCH ±1±874 83 
C0PI(22) = TLMWO 111874 84 
COPI(3,2) SSR 1li874 85 






















































FORMAT (13H BIRATE (2) = ,Eil.4) 


































CALL ORDER (NTABLpXSRTTLFTLGRANLXM2HEDIAN)JL=JL i 

IF (JL.EQ.2) GO TO 240 

00 230 I=i, EDIAN 



















SFL SUB FRAME LENGTH
N5 

























M) BIT RATE TT 

(2) WORD LENGTH WOLMAX 

(3) NUMBER OF M/F WORDS TLMWD 

(4) NUMBER OF SUBFRAHES NSUBFR 

(5) NUMBER OF WORDSPER S/F SFL 

(6) NEED FOR DIGITAL HUX MUX
SU FR11187
CDPI(S,2) = NSUBFR 

COPI(6,2) = SFR 

CDPI(7,2) = SFL 
























































































































































































































 WT= WT NCHOSE(2)*oATAB(231Ji)

VOL= VOL + NOHOSE(2)' O ATA1 ( 4 JI) 
=
FL PL + NCHOSE(2)*OATAB(16 J 1)

=
FLMIN PLMIN + NCHOSE(Z)oAfAB(±8,Ji) 






± REGISTERS ASSIGNED OVER THE LOOP BEGINNING AT LINE 143
 












































10. DETAILED FLOW CHARTS 





THIS IS THE MlAIN DRIVER
 
















OMEGR. PDOTAV. POOTRX. PDOTRY. PDOTRZ. 
POOTST. PDOTX. POOTY. POOTz. P0OTO. 
PHIFOY. PHIRX. PHIRY. PHIRZ. TACCEL. 
THETMX. THOL. TL. TPMIN. TSMALL. 
XN. XNN. XNNN. XNU. YN, 
ZN 








COMMON /USER6/ CGEEXIg). EELOCI9). EEOVLI9). EMIYCG. EMIZCGI
 




,COMMON /USERg/ CA. CE
 
COMMON,/USERR/ ISPT. [SUB. KEOPT. RFIXED. SLBHX
 
C-OMMON /USERC/ 	 FEEPCT. IMETYP. NFV. NOV. P1
 
COMMON -/USERP/ 	 [PRINT. [TITLE
 
COMMON'/USER[/ 	 APOGEE 'COMRAT. DIAMAX. EEOMIT9). EPME .
 
ECMIwT* EGMIXL. EQMtYL. EOMIZL, E0M2MT.
 
EOM2XL. EQO2YL. EOM2ZL, FE. I'AGNCY.
 
[DEBUG. ISATOR. M812SH. OPTEMP. ORBINC. PERIGE.
 




COMMON /BTNN/ ACSSN. ACSwP, ALT. AREA. BRACAP.
 
BITRATI2). CLIFE. CONYWT. 0. OT.
 
OX. DY-. OZ. EOBLG. EOBSIG.
 
FC. FF. HARNWT. HPT. HTPIPE.
 
HTPT. HTRPRB, HTRPWR. [BTLOC.
 
LMBOD. NC. DREGS. PASSTR. Pit
 
PL. PLMIN. POCNWT. RADA. RADAB.
 
RAT. RJ. 	 SABOLG. SATLG. SATTWT.
 
SAINT. SATXCG. SATYCG, SATZCG. SAIXL.
 
SRtYL. SAIZL, SIDE. SYSLB. tHCMNT.
 
THRUS112). Ti. TNKNT, TPR'IM. VB.
 
VCHP. VOL. MATE, NB, HOT.
 
WT. xJ. XNZERO, YJ. zJ
 








COMMON /CHOSE/ COSTIS,60). OPIAI11,60). ICHOSEIO).





COHMON/PRTCOM/ RCCRCT. AN. AN'. BF-. as.
 
COPII7,2). CISTAR. CTOT. OOTE.-" DE.
 
ORIWT. EOBSTR, FEEINY. FEEOPS. FEER.
 
GSE. IREL, ITRUNC. MMOOLD.NAMEI3.60J.
 
OPS. PRYINY. PAYOUL. PAYR. PE.
 
PMP. PMR. POIERI6). PU. PRIS60).
 
OCP. OCR. ROLOI60) SABMUT. SATADP.
 
SATINV. SATR. SEIP. SEIR. SKTAUIS).
 
SSRELIGS)o SUBE7I . SUBT17), SUBUEI7i)o SUBUPI7). 1 
TA. TAUIS.6). TB. TC. TE.
 
TF. TOOLA. TOOLU. TOTOPS, TRUNC. 
TS. TTT.VOLUMEI 6) VOLIS0).WEIGHTI 6). 
1170?. XMEH. XMEINV. XMEL. XIIEYL. 








C .. U@g B~litUI5P5U5*USUUUUUSUUCSSlIENIWSUUUSoIug.gNggiluN *U.*tUIINI 
C as THE NAMELIST INPUTS ARE BROKEN INTO THREE CATErORIES. THAT .. 
C me IS CATEGORIES OF REQUIRED. DESIRED. ANO OPTIONAL PARAMETERS. us 
C sm THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF THE INPUTS TO THE MODEL - -
C asnu 
C am NAME REP.VALUE UNITS DESCRIPTION p. 
C a REQUIRED INPUT DATA i 
C ma APOGEE 500. NMI ORBIT APOGEE us
 
C as EPHE 300. WATTS MISSION EQUIP POSER REQ. 
C as EOMIAT 435. LB MISS.EO.UT.-O.IF NO M.E. I mm 
C me EOM2HT 435. LB MISS.EQ.ST.-O.IF NO M.E. 2 m 
C a. [PRINT I --- I=SYS.2=S/S,3-ASSEMBLY US 
C am MICRO 0 --- MICRO IS/S) FLAG SN 
C an NFV 4 --- NO. FLITE VEHICLES m 
C of NOV I --- NO. QUAL. VEHICLES me 
C M PERIGE 500. NMI ORBIT PERIGEE a.
 
C so SPEC6 0.6 --- SYS. REL. AT EOL ma 
C am SPEC 18. P0 SYS- MMD REQ. m 
C am T 24. MO MISSION LIFETIME mm 
C so aa 
C ao DESIRABLE INPUT DATA an 
C on ARRAYN MISSION DATA FOR UP TO 3 E. mm 
C am CGEEX 2. --- LOC.OF EXT.EQ.IFT.CENT,AFT]
 
C go EELOC 3. --- LOC.OF EXT.EQ.IRT.LFT.TOP.BOTmm
 






C go EEOVL 0. rTzw3 E-XT. ED. VOLUMES in
 
C on EEOWT 0. LB EXT. EQ. WEIGHTS Nm
 
C Na EMJYCG 0. IN N.E. I Y-CG us
 
C of EMIZCG 0. IN M.E. I Z-CG
 
C so EM2YCG 0. IN M.E. 2 Y-CG Em 
C W EM2ZCG 0. " IN ME. 2 Z-CG
 
C an EQMIXL 40. IN M.E-. I LENGTH nU
 
C WE EOMLYL 40. IN N.E. I WIDTH
 
C n EOMIZL 40. IN M.E. I HEIGHT 95 
C as ,EOM2XL 40. IN N.E. 2 LENGTH am
 
C om EOM2YL 40. IN M.E. 2 WIDTH
 
C am EOM2ZL 40. IN M.E. 2 HEIGHT ia
 
C am IAGNCY I --- AGENCY TYPE I:USAF. 2:NASA of
 
C as IMETYP 2 . M.E.TYPE.I:COM.2=E0.3=LUN.,:PLUS
 
C Mw ISATOR I ,- ORIENT. l=E8O2=SO.3:I0 mw
 
'C a. M812SH I --- M.E.BAY SHAPE.I=CYL*2=BOX on
 
C at NMSEO I --- NO. M.E. TT.C DATA ARRAYS -U 
C am NUMEE 0 --- NO. -EXT. EQ. no
 
C a. OPSMS 0. OPS/SE'C NO. MISS. OPS mu
 
C an PHIRX 0.75 BEG REQ. ROLL ACCURACY
 
C am PHIRY 0.75 BEG REQ. PITCH ACCURACY an
 
C an PHIRZ 0.75 BEG REQ. YAW ACCURACY an
 
C am PI 1.0 --- 'PRICE INDEX FACTOR a.
 
C O.' RELME 1.0 -- M.E: REL. AT EOL an 
C am SKOME 0. --- M.E. SKED DATA us 
C i XMER 0. --- M.E. DOT.E COST 
C mo XMEU D. --- N.E. AVG UNIT-COST e 
C as 
 me 
C as OPTIONAL INPUT DATA am
 
C an ALPHA 12.0 DEG THRSTR OFFSET IN ROLL-YAM ma
 
C am AX .OS DEG MISALIGNMENT ERRORS IN a.
 
C mD RY .OS DEG MOUNTING INERTIA UNITS an
 
C on AZ .05 BEG 13-AXIS MASS EXP-. ONLY) uno
 
C un BTRMX 1.024 E+0881T-/SEC MAXIMUM BIT RATE we
 
C i BWIOTH 2m1-I.EIO)HZ BANDWIDTH FOR XMTRIS) a.
 
C am CA 10. G AXIAL LAUNCH ACCELRATION mu
 
C so CE- S. G LATERAL LAUNCH ACCELERATION n.
 
C ME COMRAT 1000. BAUD RECEIVER COMMAND RATE o.
 
C ME DIAMAX 120. IN MAXIMUM SATELLITE DIAMETER mu
 
C an OPHI .2S BEG MAIN ENG.ALIGN TO THRST AXIS ou
 
C so EA .10 OED ANTENNA MISALIGNMENTIPM ONLY) an
 
C on EANT .1 RAD ANTENNA ELEVATION IPM ONLY) we
 
C MR EPI .0001 - DEG/SEC MAX PGM P[TCHOVER RATEI3--AXIS).. 
C am EOPF 2. --- VOLUME SIZING FACTOR a 
C m FE 4.1 DEG TRANSLATIONAL THRSTINON-ZERD) an 
C Mu FEEPCT .07 --- CONTRACTOR FEE PERCENTAGE m 
C go FRED 2a(2250.) MHZ FREO OF DOWNLINK XMTRIS) n 
C mw FREOR 1800. MHZ RECEIVER FREQUENCY 
C . DEBUG a --- O=DEBU OFF. IdDEBUG ON
 
C mu ENDI S --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR SANDC.- ME 
CONT. ON PG 4 




C an 3 --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR AP a.IEN03 2 
 --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR DPI mmC am IENDA S --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR. COM as
C m* TENDS 6 --- LAST ALLOWABLE FOR EP a.
C us lEND6 3 ---
 LAST ALLOWABLE FOR VESIZE mm
C o. [ENOR I 



































SR BOOM DRIV RED - O:NO.I:YES.: 
SINGLE PT FAIL RED O=NO as 
FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR SANOC 
FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR AP us 
FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR DPI a. 
FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR COMM mu 









FIRST ALLOWABLE FOR YESIZE 


























S/S REL FLAG I1AT LEAST I S/SAXIS RELATIVITY IDUAL-SPIN) 
EXPENSE OPT INO 
COMM LINK(O=USB.I=SGLS) 
YEN SKEWING FLAG. 







































O=AFSCF NET. O=NASA NET mm 
SPIN RATE.OF ROTOR m
BAT. TEMP. s 
ORBITAL INCLINATION a. 
AVG BODY RATE LO ORBIT CMG ONLi. 
RED SYS RATE ACC. X us 
RED SYS RATE ACE. Y mm 

































MAX RATE STAR RATE INFO(CNG 
MAX MANY. RATE X 
MAX MANY. RATE Y mu
MAX MANY. RATE Z an 
MAX INIT. RATE us 
MAX RND ATT FROM TRK STARICMG)I. 
INITIAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY ma 

































MAXIMUM SYSTEM WEIGHT 
SANOC S/S REL. RED. 
AP S/S REL. REQ. 
OPI S/S REL. RED. 
COMM S/S REL. REQ.
EP S/S REL. RED. 
ACCEL TIME FOR MANY. (CMG) 























TIME VEH.INERT HOLD (CMG, mu 
TIME BTWN UNLOAD WHL MMNTICMG):m 
MIN P/L SCAN PERIOD mu 
TLMTRY PROG FLG O=SEPARATE mu 
CONT. ON PG 5 
PC 40F 21 
10-5 
REPRODUOX QPN TH 
ORIGINAL 1AG 10 TOQ 
C us TSMALL IO0. SEC MAIN ENG BURN TIME 
IC XCGSAI 1. --- LOC SLR POOLES ltF'2:C.3:A- em 
C* . XCGSR3 1. --- LOC BOY MID SA I:F,2=C.3:A mu 
[C XN I- --- NO. MANY. ABOUT ROLL AXIS mm 
C on XNN 21. DAYS TIME BTN SA CORR. (OUAL SPIN).. 
C on XNNN 4.0 --- NO SING GIMB GYROS ECMG) me 
C s XNU 3.0 -,-- CONTROL SYSTER EFFICIENCY - as 
C so YN 1. NO. HANY ABOUT PITCH AXIS mm 
C ae ZN I. --- NO. MANY ABOUT YAW AXIS- mu 
C an of 
NAMELIST /REOUIR/ APOGEE. EPME, - EQIWT, EOf2HT. 
[PRINT. MICRO. NFY. 
NOV. PERIGE. SPECI. SPECS. 
T
 
NAMELIST /DESIRE/ 	 ARRAYN. CGEEX. EELOC. EEOVL.
 
EEONT. EMIYCG, EMIZCG, EP2YCG,
 
EM2ZCG. EOMIXL. EOMIYL. EDMIZL.
 
EON2XL. EOM2YL, EOH2ZL, IAGNCY.
 
IMETYP. ISATOR. PIB2SH. NMSEO. 
NUMEEO, OPSMS, "PHIRX. PHIRY. 
PHIRZ, Pi. RELME. -- SKOE. 
XMER. XMEU 
NAMELEST /OPTION/ 	 ALPHA. AX. RY. AZ.
 
BTRMX. OMIOTH. CA. CE,
 
COIRAT. OIAMAX. OPHI. EA.
 
EANTc, EPI. EOPF, FE.
 
FEEPCT. FRED, FREOR. IENDI.
 
[DEBUG. IEND2. TEN03. IEN04. TENDS.
 





ISTRT4. [STRTS. ISTRT, ISTRYR.
 
ISUB. K. KEOPT. LINK.
 




POOTRX. POOTRY. PDOTRZ. POOTST.
 
POOTX. POOTY. POOTZ. POOTO.
 






TL. TPMIN. TPRFL. TSMALL.
 
XCGSAI. XCGSA3. XN. XNN.
 






[ENDS. ISTRT. IENOG.ISTRTR..IENOR/1.5.1.3.1.2.1,5.1.6.1.3 .0.1/
 
CONT. ON PG 6 






DATA fRESHrITESI2,1TESTTITEST.tESt.[tESTS/9.14,2.1S/READ 5o.UT[rLE " 














To 99 So 
COITER..dPG 7WRITE I6*REOUIR) I 
11R ITE (IESIIRE I 
WRITE 1 6,OPTION) 
CONT. ON PG 7 





DOIl:STR1.II.-1ENO1 - D- 21 
00 1 I2:ISTRT2.IEN02 - - - D'21 
00 1 [3:ISTRRT3.1EN03 - - - 21 
00 1 I4=STRT4.IEND4 - - - 21 
DO I IS=ISTRTS.IENOS - - - 21 

















CONT.. ON PG 8 










,- -00 24 1=1.9
 








IF I IERfI ED. I I 






< 10 ITR=1.2' -- > 19 
SREWIND I] 











[ PICIl 1)=O 







FORMAT 13H TIE15.43 
SNEOUIPII)=O 
00 101 [=I,[TESTI - - > to 
CONT. ON PG 10
 





l9 - - 0 ~ 














F WER NE. 0 .. RgMCO2E-2
 
CONT. ON PG It 





. .- - -
-
o3 2 8 ;=I. ' 





00 102 t-! ITEST2 12 
] 
F J[CHOS2 1[] 
.L:T. 
IDOTOO13O 
0 .AN D. M 




















CAL L S;IEfICHOS2NCHOS2NO~i~-lT.[TST 

ECLL REAOD& IENODB) ]
 
-3
O0 To 93 








13DO0 103 I=I,[TEST3' 

CONT. ON PG 13 
10-13 
GO TO 1 































R .N C O N F.,IC H I 'k C O 4
 I1CALL COfIM( [-PIC4,ITERRI4).ITE
 
0 0 104 [=zlv..TEST4 I> tis 
-F-1ICOS41)T. AN. MICRO -ED. 4)
 






IS- - "-[ 2 






FORMAT 19A PL .'PLMItN .2E IS.4] 
F I CHOSSII) .LT. 0 -AND. MICRO LT. S) 





















CONT. ON PG 18 



















-- -. -. . .--- . . . . . . . . .-< ,00 33 IR=I.1 R2D>
 
, NCHOS3lIR)=NCHOSEI IRI) 
1R2:NEOUIPI4" 

















ICALL THRILII ERR172.NCONF), 
]NCHOSEI NOWAZ)=O 
ICALL COSTSINCONFNEOU[P) j 
CONT. ON PG 20 


















IFORHAT I I Of 10 














RIPRODUO I.TF, OF THE 





ON TO 99 















C a THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES WHAT USED TO BE EITHER CONSTANTS OR em
 
C my INPUT VALUES. It NOW MILL CALCULATE THE VALUES OF THESE as
 
C am CONSTANTS FROM OTHER INPUT VALUES WHERE THEY ARE GIVEN ELSE-IT us
 
C as WILL USE THE OLD CONSTANT VALUES.
 
COMMON /USERI/ ALPHA. AX. RY. AZ. OPHI.
 
EA, EANT. EPI. K. MANV.
 
OMEGA. POOTAY. POOTRX. POOTRY. POOTRZ.
 
POOTST. PoOrx. POOTY. PDOTZ. PDOTO.
 
PHIFOV. PHIRX, PHIRY. PHIRZ. TACCEL.
 
THETMX. THOLO TL. TPMIN. TSMALL.
 




ICOMMON /USERR/ ISPT. ISUB. KEOPT, RFIXEO. SLBNX
 
COMMON /USERI/ 	 APOGEE. COMRAT. DIARAX. EEOWTI9) EPME.
 
EOM1T. EQMIKL. EOMIYL. EOMIZL. EOM2HT.
 
EOM2XL. EOM2YL. EOM2ZL. FE. IAGNCY.
 
IDEBUG. ISATOR. MBI2SH. OPTEMP. ORBINC. PERIGE.
 




COMMON /BTWN/ ACSSN. ACSMP. ALT. AREA. BATCAP.
 
BITRATI2). CLIFE. CONYST. SATOAM. OT.
 
OX. DY. oZ. EOBLO. EOBSID.
 
FC. FF. HARNWT. HPT. HTPIPE.
 
HTPT. HTRPRB. HTRPUR ISTLOC.
 
LBODD. NC. OMEGS. PASSTR. PJ.
 
PL, PLMIN. POCNWT. RADA. RADAB,
 
RAT. RJ. 	 SABOLD. SATLG. SATMY.
 
SATMT. SATXCG, SATYCG. SATZCO. SAIXL,

SAIYL. SAIZL. SIDE. SYSLB. THCMWT.
 
THRUST12). TI. TNKMT. TPRIM. VB.
 
YCHP. VOL. MATE. MB. NOT.
 
WT. xj. XNZERO. YJ. ZJ
 
C mu THE FOLLOWING AREA PRESETS THERMAL CONSTANTS 	 us 
]ALT :(APOGEE * PERIGE) / 2.0 










IF IIRGNCYT .GT. I-)
 
ORBINc 0. 
CIT. O P 190 

PG 20F is 
10-24
 
305'. N tOR 

































O tO 300 
[~ERR -I 











OLLOMING AREA PRESET EILESZN CONSTANTS 
OWING AREA..PRESE;mwa;lmlaiZZ;4;;1*mlni n mmm am 
A7 
i-- OETCRM[NE PJ AND RJ --






SATINXiSAW *o uSAOf ATA 
CONTIN 
-o- -s- --­ 0-,-InmT =EOPINTn #EEOUTI[)J 
ISOT tT =36- g a EQlWT m.672 
"EOOVOL 0 1-g SATUT 
SAIDA~ H Q8OVOLn22O -)am33 
AOI snPn, .333HX' 
IFISPTA MAX 60,F" 
GO TO306 
c CETERMINE MISS[ON EQUIPMENT O[IENSIONS 
- ­










































Ro r n = IL/O 707 
LIFI OI :LT.:ZIAMX -















EOM2XL = YM 1728.) / 10.707 •DIA:G),,2]
 
CONT. ON PG to 

















EOM2XL = 0.6 F£OP2YL 
IF IEOIYL L. OZIAPAX) 
F 
GO 10, 360 
EOZL 
EQMIXL 
= EOMIYL A 
IVIu728.) I 10A'62 £OKIYLmu2I 
360 
" 
IF IEON2YL .LT.DIAMAX) 
CORT. ON PG 12 PG ItOF S 
10-33 UEPRODUGwhL Y Ov' 
OOR1GINL PIE IS 
8S 
EON2YL ± DIANAK 
= EOHIYL
 






VPJ wOilIT * / 9.0, EDNIVL LOPIYL 

- C ss THE FLLONING AREA PRESETS S AND C CONSTANT-S u 






[TACCEL = 0.1 TMAX
 
CONT. ON P0 13
 
PQ IMF is 
10-34
 
GO TO ,405 
IURt = 18000./ IRJ/463.8=
 




CONT. ON PG 14 















[XN 0.0525 a PHIMAX KYHV 










THIS SUBROUTINE SETS APPROXIMATIONS FOR ALL VALUES IN STN
 


























































































PL PLIN. POCNMT. RABA, RADAB. 
RAT. RJ, SABOLG. SATLG, SATTST. 
SATHT. SATXCG, SATYCG, SATZCG. SAIXL. 











WT. XJ, XNZERO. YJ. Zi 
COMMON/PRTCOM/ ACCRCY. AM. AN. BF. aS.
 
CDPL(7.2). CISTAR. CTOT. DOTE. DE.
 
DRIT. EOBSTR. FEEINV. FEEOPS. FEER,

GSE. IREL. ITRUNC, MOOLD.NARME3.6O).
 
OPS. PAYIN, PAYOUL. PAYR. PE.
 
PMP. PMR. POSERIG). PU. PURIO).
 
OCP. OCR. ROLDISO), SABMHT, SATROP.
 
SATINY. SATR. SEIP. SEIR. SKTAU16),
 
SSRELIB). SUBEI?), SUBTT). SUBUEI?), SUBUPI?).

TA. TAU16.6), TB. tc. TE,
 


































































C HERE T 1
 
1















CONT. ON PG A 
Pr 3F a 
10-40 
C HERE IF A SPHERE
 
HP3 

















[c SETS VALUES NEEOEO BY S ANOC
 
IF INCONFII) .NE. 1)
 










































































C SETS ALL DEFAULT VALUES 1
 
COMMON /USERI/ ALPHA, AX. AY, - Z. OPHI. 
EA, EANT. EPt. K. MANY.
 
OMEGA. POOTAV. POOTAX. POOTRY. POOTRZ.
 
POOTST. PDOTX. POOTY. PDOTZ. POTO.
 
PHIFOV, PHIRX. PHIRY. PHIRZ. TACCEL.
 
THETMX. THOLO. TL. TPMIN. TSMALL.
 












COMMON /USERS/ CGEEXI9), EELOCIB9, EEOVLI9), EMIYCG. EMIZCG.
 




COMMON /USERS/ CA. CE
 
COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE. COMRAT. DIARMAX, EEOST(9), EPME.
 
EDMINT. EGMIXL. EOMIYL. EOMIZL, EON2UT.
 
EQM2XL. EOM2YL. EOM2ZL. FE. IAGNCY.
 
IDEBUG. ISATOR. MBI2SH. OPTEMP, ORBINC. PERIGE.
 




COMMON /USERC/ FEEPCT. IMETYP. NFV. NOV, PI
 
COMMON /USERR/ ISPT. [SUB. KEOPT. RFIXED. SLBX
 
COMMON /BThNN/ ACSSN. ACSHP. ALT. AREA, BAtCAP.
 
BITRATI2). CLIFE. CONVT. 0. Ot
 
OX. DY. OZ. EOBLG. EgUStO.

FC. FF, HARNUT. HPT, HTPIPE.
 
HTPT. HTRPRB. HTRPUR. IBTLOC.
 
LMBDO. NC. OMEGS. PASSTR. PJ.
 
PLO PLMIN. POCNMT. RADA. RADAB.
 
RAT. RJ. SABOLG. SATLG. SAlTTT.
 
SATT, SATXCG. SATYCG. SATZCG. SAIXL.
 
SAIYL. SAIZL. SIDE. SYSLB. THCMT,
 
THRUSTi2). TI[, TNKWT. TPRIM. yB.
 
VCHP, VOL. MATE, Ne. WBT.
 




































































C as THIS SUBROUTINE COLLECTS COSTS FOR CATALOG ITEMS AND CALCULATES SR 
C m COSTS FOR CER ITEMS AND STORES THEM FOR OUTPUTTING 

]COMMON /USERC/ FEEPCT. IMETYP. NFV.. NOV. P1 


























COMMON IBTWNI ACSSN. ACSMP. ALT. AREA. BATCAP.
 
B[TRATI2). CLIFE. CONVT. 0. OT.
 
DX. BY, Z, EOBLG. EOSID.
 
FC. FF, HARNUT, HPT. HTP!PE.
 
HTPT. HTRPRB. HTRPMR. IBTLOC.
 
LMOOD NC. OMEGS. PASSTR. PJ.
 
PL. PLMIN. POCNIT. RABA. RADAB.
 
RAT, RJ. SABOLD. SATLG. SATTUT.
 
SANT. SATXCG. SATYCO. SATZCG. SAIXL.
 
SAIYL. SAIZL. -SIOE, SYSLB, THCMdT.
 
THRUSTI2). TI, TNKM, TPRIM. Va.
 
VCHP. VOL. MATE, SB. Mt,
 
WT. XJ. XNZERO. YJ. Zi
 
COMMON /CHOSE/ 	 COSTIS.6O). DPIAiII.60) , ICHOSEIBO). 
NCHOSEIBO). REL I 6.60), SK017.60). 
THI4.60)
 
COMMON/PRTCOM/ ACCRCY, AM, RN. OF, aS,
 
COPII7.2), CISTAR, CTOT. DOTE. BE.
 
ORINT. EOBSTR, FEEINY, FEEOPS, FEER,
 
GSE. IREL. ITRUNC. MMOOLONAMEI3.60).
 
OPS, PAYINV. PAYOUL. PAYR. PE.
 
PMP. PMR. POSERIS). PU. PMRIGO).
 
OCU OCR. ROLO(SO). SRBMMT. SATROP.
 
SATINY. SATR. SE[P. SEIR. SKTAUIS1.
 
SSRELI6J. SUBEi?), SUBTI?). SUBUEI7). SUBUPI7).
 
TA, TAUI6.6). TB. TC, TE.
 






















































SEIR : 0. 
OCR : 0. 
PMR = 0.
 
sunroTE : 0. 
TOOLR = 0.
 
SEIP : 0. 
OCU : 0. 
PKP : 0-
SUIPE : 0. 
TOTSUN : 0.SRTR : 0. 
SRTINV : 0. 














DOTE = 0. 
XYEST = 0. 














CONT. ON PG 3 
PG 2OF 25 
10-49
 





DOI0 1: .7 
SUBSPI|)=O. 




00 23u1, 6_:0 
CONPISE I I ao.oflP P [11:0. 
COMPUlIh=O. 
,_- . .--oo . 
IMEUP(I)=NEUPIE[ J 
. .- --I-- - 0 3 J=2.s 
EUI J="EOUIPIJ-[)+NEUPJ)
 















































CONT. ON PO 
PG 4AO 25 
10-51 REPRODUCIBILITY OF T1I 
18 P0OOFIGI1~', PAGE 
A2 
A3-
EFRE : 0.8875 0.1125mF0 
FRT = 2.3 + O.,vFQ ] 
O0 'O f lO , 










CONIT. ON PG 6 
PG SON 2 
P5F 
10-52 








XFT = 2.4 
XVP =5.0 
GOo 	TO 170 




GO 	TO 1121,.180,180'17O:18O 190,121 .180IS180,18
 
1 i 	i 121
 

















CONT. ON PC a 
P 	 7 OF 25 
10-54
 
T F DP T 
122 
I OIHUTI1O)L. 11).IH 
XFT -0.2 
GO TO 136 
C SI T CALIFAVTORS FOR OPI CATALOG ITEMS 
B32 
I3 -
G~O TO 136 ' 
SxFT' 1.9 -

















IG~O TO 1"=o >-W
 
CONT. ON PG 10
 
PG 9 OF 2S 
10-56
 
SET SCALE FACTORS FOR COMM CATALOG FACTORS
IC 






















XFT = .6I5 
GO TO 170 
IC on COMPUTE DESIGN ENGINEERING COST, PEEOR COMUPEE) 
I[ ma 
[COST{ .1)=COSTII.I)mPI*FREsIOOO.*XFE 




IC z SUBTOTL ENGINEERING COSTS 
ICO~iI} CO T(I.1)} + COST(2.[] 
so COMPUTE COMPONENF f4VERRE UNIT PRODUCTION COST*iPU OR COl'[PU:P) 
ICOST!3.1) = 1.27?nPSxGPxm.848;P-.Ioo-X P/0 ] 
IC wr COMPUTE COMPONENT CUMI AVG 5 UNIT PROD. CS 
lCOMPSP([] = 200.* PS N O5moO.848 m PI a 1.2"/?aXFP 
inxK P T COMPONENT AlVERAGE PRODUCTION ENGINEERING (PE.OR COIMPUET ] 
CONT. ON PG 12 




C Ou COMPUTE COMPONENT CUM AVG S PROD. ENG. COST / 
. 85 -! I m1 a P-
IXFE
I[1 200. 
£ooo Cs NSI a. "SO 
18 18 " 
C COMPUTATOS, FO USYTMCOTASDO COST
CONTINU 1 ESIMAIN 
HCSIJJI: 00 " 
"0-59INTOOOICOSTflJJFI.0 





SG T0 100 
FOR SUBSYSTEM COSTS 
r'C E.R.-S) 
BASED ONCS0SIA'N 
CONT. ON PG 13 
Pr I 2IF 







<0 300 K j i -- > 20 
~FT1M) I. 
Frf Mi I • 
'O T1i20S.210.215.220.225.230.236, 4 









CONT. ON PG it 
10-60 
C2
GO- To 27 0 
GO TO 270
 









£c SET THERMAL CER FACTORS
 









SET POKER CONYE0TERS CER FACTORS 
tNONE NEEDED AT THIS TInE) I 
GO,To 270 
C SET PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM CER FACTORS 
GO, TO 226 






]GoFTf")=0.619 [FP[R])=O.840 TO 220 
CONT. ON PG is 
PQ IMDF 25 
10-62
 








JFPI M)=4 .0I 
DI 
FEI(M =FE IM)ISTF 
[FTIM)=FTIM),STF] 
GO TO 270 , 
IC SET POWER CONTROL EQUIPMENT CER FACTORS 












COMPER =REIM) a XIM)=O 

7 C0IP-ER= IFE(Mt)xREI H)wARE~m8EI M) )
 
." - [IFTI'M ] R T | M) vX IMH
) mBT =mI))
 
CONT. ON PG Is
 
Pr IMF 26 
10-64 




CT osIIlI COPRPER SF a PIuO 
+ic TEST ENELUTGION COSTS (COMPT OR TE)
 
xim) = ORINT J
 
COSTI 2K) =CTIMlPuI)OUe.TIHSFNPI/FTION J
 














-14,K )= C O MP E R O P [ I
 st om. 48 S-1. InSF o

IC as COMPUTE COMPONENW CUM AVG S UNIT PRODoC. T
 
CONT. ON PG 19 
PG 18D 25 
10-65
 
JCOMPSPIK) 0.783 w COST13.K) ' a05O.62: 
IC mu COMPUTE COMPONENT CUM AVG S PROD. ENG COST 
COMPSEIK: 0.2365 a CONPERSSFmPI.FEIM) 
C SUBTOTAL PRODUCTION 













c ma EP CER SUB-TOTALIND-I 
JSUBEIS) =,SURE(S) * COSTIt.K) 
SUBTIS) = SUBTIS) + COST(29K)
SUBRIS) : SUBRIS) + COPRIK) 
SUBUEIS)= SUBUEISI COSTI 4,K 
SUBUPI5)= SUBUPIS)+COSTI3.K3
SUBUIS) : SUOU IS)+ COMPUIK)
SUBSEtS) = SUBSEIS) * COMPSEIK)
SUBSP(S) : SURSP(S) + COMPSPIK) 
iC . THERMAL CER SUB-TOTAL 
CONT. ON PG 20
 
PG 1SF 25 
10-66
 
SUBEI7) : SUBEF7).-* COSTItoK) 
SUBT171 : SUBT(7) + COS.$(K-
SUBR(7) : SUBRI7) + CO#PRIK) 
SUBUE(?): SUBUEI7,)COSTI'4.K) 
SU9UP(7): SUBUPI7)+COST(3.K) 
SUBUI?) SUBU['7?) * COMPUIK1' 
SUBSE17) = SURSEI?) - COPSE I'K.) 




AUX PROP CER SUB-TOTAL
IC w 
ISuBEI2) SUBEI22) * COSTII.K] 
SU812: U812 * COT2SUBRI2) SUBR(2) * COSPRI-K) 
,SUBUEI2I:SUBUP(2): SUBUEI2).*tOST(4.K)SUUPI2)-COSTI3.K) 
SUBU12) = SUBU (23. CONPUIK) 
SUBSE(2) = SUBSEP,2) * CORPSEIK) 
SUBSP2), SUBSP(2) * COIPSPIK) 
- t STRUCTURE CER SuB-TOTALIC 

FSUE(S) : SUBE(S) + COSTII,K-) 
SUBTlE) =SUBTlE) t COSTi2,K) 
SUBRIS) ± SUBR(6) * ConPR(K) 
SUBUEIB):SUBUEI(6) COSTI4.K) 
SUBUPI6]=SUBUPI6S) COSTl3.K) 
SUBUISI SUBU(61 + CONPUIK) 
SUBSEI) SUBSE(S) "COMPSEIK) 
SUSPIG) =SUesP-) + CONPSPIK) 
08 
13 - - -
IC SUN SUB-TOTALS By SUBSYSTEMS OF CATALOG ITEMS
 
CONTI. ON PG 21 
PG 201F 25 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
10-67 OR0IGINAL PAGY Is FOe 
'K I 
00 320 JzIS 
- -.- . . .- - .-
-
[IK = K +kEUI,PllJ)] 
. .-
0 310 I= IJ.IK 
SUE IJ = SUBE IJ) *-COSTII.I) 
SUBT IJ = SUST lJ) + COST129t) 
SUBR (J) = SUBR IJ)' CORPRI!) 
SURVEIJI SUBUEIJ) * COSTI4.) 
SUBUPIJ) SUBUPIJ) + COSTI(3I) 
SUBU (J) = SUBU lJ) * CONPUI[) 
SUBSEIJ) z SUBSEIJ] * COMPSEII) 




g9999 =1.7 - - - > 22 
T 
CONT. ON PG 22 




PRINT 9O00.SUBEI~I~.SUBTI I).SUBRI I).SUBUEI ).







IFORRRT 181 1X.FF,.O1) 
fC NPTOTEL ASIC SPCECRRFT
COSTS FOR 

- .- -o.-o- . . . . .- -<0 4 - 1.7 
0DE = OE + SUBEII} 
TE = TE + SUBT11)
 
SYSR = SYSR .'SUBRI)
PE = PE + SUBUEI-) 
PU = PU + SUUPI)
SYSU =SYSU + SUBU(I)
 
PSE :PSE , SUBSIIl)
 










1C COMPUTE QUALITY CON TPR2OL
 
OCR = .OISmOE + .14:TE
 
OCU = .OtSmPE + .14 PU
 
nC9 = 0.OlSvPSE + O.14mPSP
 
[C- COMPUTE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION 
SEIR : .32mpE + .2?wTE
 
SEIP = .32uPE + .22mPU
 SEIS = 0.32mPSE + 0.22PSPI
 
Fl: OMUT PROGRAM MRNRGEMENT 
1069 
CONT. ON Pd 23 
10-69 
PmR = o.IguDE * O.02TE 
PPP O *0.IgvPE O.O2aPU 
PHS O * O.O2uPSPo.I9EPSE 
IC as. TOTAL SPACE CRAFT COSTSI 
SAR SYSR +TOOLR OCR * SEIR +PMIR 
SAU = SYSU * TOOLU * CCU * SUP * PMP 
C n TOTAL PAYLOAD COSTS 
SATINY =NFV a 'SATU 
XMEINV =NFV a XMIEU
 




PAYINV = SATINY + XMEINV
 
1C CUMULATIVE AVERAGE COST FOR FIVE(S) SPACECRAFT
 
FSATS= PSE + PSP * TOOLS + OCS * SEIS * PHlS
 
IC *so COMPUTE GROUN0 SUPPORT EQUIPMENT COST IOEVEL. AND PROO.),-

GO TO 420 
1C a. SET FACTOR FOR COMSAT 
IFGSE z 0.409 
IGO TO 440 g 
420 [ 
-( C N I )E.E t. OR. -NCONFIS).EQO.3-..OR.N, NCONFI ) D 








mu. SET FACTOR FOR GENERAL 
FGSE :1,.o0 
'Go TO 440 







J9A 2u" DE ua.699OFGSE.1 
COMPUTE LAUNCH COSTS 
OMPUTE UIT LAUNCH COST 
SXL 31.0 c SATS s.0.5881 
SC se COMPUTE TOTAL LAUNCH COSTS 
lXLTOT NFV a XLN 




= FEEPCT (SATR + NO~mSRTU) + GSE) 
zPAYR - PRYOUL + U'SE +"FEER 
cTOTAL DNVESTVENT COST 
IFEEINY FEEPCT :l STINV 





:XLTOT a FEEPCT 
XLTOT +-FE EOPS I 
[ NS O T 
CONT. ON PG 25 







C so THIS IS THE OUTPUT SUBROUINE WHICH CONTROLS THE PRINTED
 




COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE. CONRAT. DIMAX. EEOTI9). EPME.
 
EMIT. EOMtXL. EMIYL. EONIZL. E0N2MT.
 t
 
EOM2XL. EOM2YL. EOM2ZL. FE, IAGNCV

IDEBUD. ISRTOR. MB2SH. OPTEMP. ORBINC. PERIGE.
 






ACSSN* ACSUP. RLT. AREA. BRTCAP.
 




OX. DY. OZ. EOBLG. EDASID.
 
FC. FF. HARMT. HPT. HTPIPE.
 
HtPT. HTRPRB. HTRPUR. tBTLOC.
 
LMOD. NC. ONEGS. PASSTR. Pi.
 
PL, PLMIN. POCNMT. RADA. RADAB.
 
RAT. RJ, SABOLD. SATLG. SATTUT.
 
SATWT, SATXCG. SATYCG. SATZCG. SAIXL,
 
SAIYL. SAIZL. SIDE. SYSLS. THCMWT.
 
THRUSTI2). TI, TNKMT. TPRIM. VS.
 
MOT.
VCHP. VOL. MATE, MS. 

WT. XJ. XNZERO. YJ. ZJ
 
COMMON /CHOSE/ 	 COST(S.6O). OPIAItI.SO). ICHOSEI6O).
 




COMON/PRTCOM/ ACCRCY. An. RN. OF. BS.
 
COPII7.2). CISTAR, CTOT. DOTE. DE.
 
DRINT. EOBSTR. FEEINY. FEEOPS. FEER.
 
GSE. IREL. [TRUNC. MKDOLD.NAHEI3.60).
 
OPS. PAYINY. PAYOUL. PAYR. PE.
 
PMP, PMR. POIERIS). PU. PMRI60).
 
DCP. OCR. ROLDO60). SABMMT. SATAOP.
 
SATINY. SATR. SEIP. SEIR. SKTAU(6).
 
SSRELI6), SUBEI?). SUBTI7). SUBUEI?), SUBUPI7).
 
TA. TAUI6.6). TB. TC. TE.
 


















CONT. ON PG 2 






















FORMAT ISH DEFINITIONS - -./#25 CONFIGURATIONS INCONF),/,SX.
 
36HSTABILIZAT[ON AND CONTROL fNCONFII)),I5X,3IHAUXILIRRY PROPULSIO
 
N INCONFf2))./,7X,23HNCONFII)=I IS OUAL SPIN,28X,22HNCONF(2)=I- IS
 
COLD GAS./.?X.22HNCONFI 1=2 IS YAN SPIN.29X,2BHNCONF 2)2 IS MONOP
 
ROPELLANT,/.?X.28HNCONFI[I:3 IS MASS EXPULSION.23X.26HNCONF(2)=3 I
 
S BIPROPELLANT./.7X.37HNCONFIt):4 IS MASS EXPULSION M/ CMG-S.12X,2
 
SHCOMMUNICATIONS INCONFI4)),/.7X.38HNCONF'I1)1S IS MASS EXPULSION W
 
/ M.W.-S.[3X.42MNCONFI4)=I IS SEPARATE UPLINK AND DONLINK./,SX.46-

HOATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION INCONFI3)1.7X,42HNCONFl)=2 I
 
S UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS/,.7X.39HNCONFf3)zI IS GENERAL PURPO
 
SE PROCESSOR.12X,44HNCONFIA)3 IS UNIFIED LINK-SEPARATE ANTENNAS./
 
7X.3SHNCONFI3)=2 IS SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR.12X,4HNCONFI4)=A I
 
S UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANT # DOMNLINK,/,SX,27HELECTRICAL POSER INCO
 
NF151).26K.SOHNCONFIJ)=S IS UNIFIED LINK-SEPARATE ANT # DOWNLINK./
 
*7X44HNCONFIS)=I IS SHUNT REGULATION - PADDLE MTD..SK.2SHVEHICLE
 
SIZING INCONFIS))./.7X.42HNCONFIS)=2 IS SHUNT REGULATION - BODY NT
I
 
O..gX,22HNCONFI6)=I IS CYLINOER,/,7X,44HNCONFIS)=3 IS SMNT # ID1SCH
 
.REG - PADDLE MTO..7X.t7HNCONFIS)=2 IS BOX./,7X,42HNCONFIS)=4 IS S I
 




FORMAT'f7XJJHNCONFIS)=S IS SERIES LOAD REG. - PADDLE MTD.,SX.IIHR
 
ELIRBILITY./.7X.A2HNCONFIS)=6 IS SERIES LOAD REG. - BODY MTo.,gX.4
 
SHREOUNOANCY CONFIGURATION = 0 IS SINGLE SYSTEM./,SBX.43HREDUNDANC
 





FORMAT [IBH MESSAGES IIERRI*/,SX.2SHSTABILIZRTION AND CONTROL.26
 
X,2OHAUXILIARY PROPULSION,/X,29HIERR = 0 MEANS NO MESSAGES,22
 
X,27HIERR = 0 MEANS NO MESSAGES./,?X.49HIERR = I MEANS MAX ALL
 
OhABLE SYS. ERROR UNSAT..2XSOHIERR =I MEANS CYCLE LIFE OF AWIT
 
UOE CONTROL ./.7X,42HIERR = IX MEANS MRX RATE ERROR TOO SMALL
 
*25X.22HTHRUSTERS IS TOO SHORT./,7X,42HIERR z LXX MEANS 3-AXIS WH
 
EELS ACCEPTABLEX.52HIERR 
= 10 MEANS CYCLE LIFE OF TRANSLATIONAL
 








10-75 REpRODuOBTY or TH 
ORIGINAL PAGE ISP" 
__ 
HIS TO0 SHORT.,/9SX,3SHOATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMENTATION;IBX.49H1
 
-ERR M1EANS CYCLE LIVES OF 'BOTH THRUSTERS RRE,/,X.3OHIERR
 
0ENS NO MESSAGES,3?X.HTOO SHORT./.7X,3IHIERR = I MEANS N
 
Ux REOUIREO.1BX.7HTHERRL./.7X,4IHIERR z "10 MORO LENGTH GREATER
 
THAN 2S6.10X, 4SHIERR = IKXXXXXXX M'MERNS BATT RAO AREA IS SUPPLIE
 
O,/.7X,34HIERR = 100 BIT RATE IS TOO LARGE.36XiBHIN RAORB,/,7X,3
 
6HIERR = 1000 SPEC.COMO.SYNC.FLG NE 0.15X, SIHIERR = XIXXXXXXXX
 
MEANS OSR CONY. AND VARIABLE CONO */o7X,36HIERR = 10000 ENO OF DAT
 
A eASE SENSED.33X.34HUCTANCE HEAT PIPE INFO IS REouIRED,/SXH,14VE'
 
HICLE SIZING.39X.ASHIERR = XX-XXXXXX MEANS PHASE CONTROL MASS IS)
 
SPRINT 9013 
FORMAT 17X,2BHIERR 0 MEANS NO MESSAGE'S,3.ItSHSUPPLIEO IN PCM*/*
?XP46H[ERR = I MEANS BODY MlOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY LENGTH,SX,SOHIERR =
 
XXXIXXXXXX MEANS ISOTHERMRLIZER IS REOUtRED,/,I6X,29HEXCEEDS EQUIP
 
RlENT BAY LENGTH,14X.SIHIERR = XXXXIXXXXX MEANS DIODE HEAT PIPE IS
 
REOUIREO./.7BX912HI2 REOUIREO)./,SOX.SIHIERR = XXXXXXXXX MEANS CO
 
NY. HEAT PIPE IS REOUIREO./.SBS,48HIERR = XXXXXXIXXX MEANS OSR RAO
 
WATOR IS REOUIRED./.SSXS0HIERR = XXXXXXXIXX MEANS CONV. RADIATOR
 
IS REOUIREO./,SBX,48HIERR = IIXXXXXXIX REANS HEATER POSER IS SUPPL
 
EO./, 714HIN HtRPMR./.SBX.49HIERR XXXIXXXXXI MEANS RADIATOR AR
 
LA IS SUPPLIED./,761X.HIN RAOR)
 




CONT. ON PG 5 






SYSTEM DESCRIPTION -' ESIDNJ NUBR,,8 [ 




SFORMAT.I12Xo2SHSTABILIZATION AND CONTROL) 
I ICONF = NCONF1ll-) 
lO TO 106.108,1tO.112.114).ICONF 
1C DUAL SPIN 
PRINT 107 
107 -7 
FORt RTIIAX,27HCONFIO4URATION - - DUAL SPIN) 
1C YAW SPIN 
SPRINT 109 
"109 1 
FORMAT(I4X.2GHCONFIGURATION - - YAW SPIN) 
CONT. O PO 6 
PG SOF 38 
10-77
 
[OO 'TO - . 
1C 3-AXIS MASS EXPULSION
 
pmrI~III 
- FORFIRAtIlX.J3HCONFCGURATION - - THREE AXIS MASS EXPULSION) 
To116
 








IGO To it.s 














FORMTII6X.2OhiPOINTIND ACCURACY =FII.6. 6HIDEG.))
 
FC 





















IFORMfAt 114 X32HNCONF IGU RATIO0 - NONOP R0PEL(Lf T)
 
CONT. ON PG a 









jFOQRRATI'6XoI6HTOTAL [IMPULSE = FII.O# 'SHILB'-SR-1-5-1 




IFORMAT1112X*35HOATA PROCESSING AND INSTRUMEITO1 
lICOWF = 4CONF13) 
<,o~ IO JTO-t0,132)JICONV 
1C GENERAL PURPOSE' PROCESSO'R'
 
Iintpgiwr 131 







- - DENERAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR)
IFORMATI14X.43HCONFiURATION 












COPUTER t3s o7o s7
 
IFORRTIIX ,HCDPTEOPERATIONSRATDE TAFIl., SION E 
C PRINT COPI INFO TALES ­
1PRNT 13 




rPR[INT I38,CDP[I( ,t),CO f o2
 








































FORMAT(Xf2'SHNUM8fR OF MOR0S PER SUSFPRRfE,2SX.FS.O.18X.FS,.O) 








CONT. ON PG it
 









1.49 	 t 
-
DOUNLINK)IFORMTIIAT14X.4HCONFIGURATION - SEPARATE UPLINK AND 
GOoTO 158 
C 	 UNIFIED LINK - COMMON ANTENNAS 
]lINT 	151 t
 
- - UNIFIED LINK'COMMON ANTENNAS)]FORMATII4X.A6HCONFIGURATION 

IGO TO 1s 8
 
Ic UNIFIEO LINK - SEPARATE ANTENNAS I
 






FORMATI14X.4HCONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-SEPARATE ANITENNASI) 










ORMATII4X.SOHCONFIOURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-COMMON ANTENNAS PLUS 
0IN INK) 1 
IGO TO 158
 






FORMATI IX,62HCONFIGURATION - - UNIFIED LINK-SEPARATE ANTENNAS PLUS DOS LINKJ1
 













 16OX,3HSEPARATE DOWNLINK DATA RATE *F14.3,HIKBPS') 
FC PRINT ELECTRICAL POWdER INFORMARTION 







FORPIATI 12X,16HEL:ECTRIr+At POMRt)+ + 
jItCONF = N4CONFIC) 
Go TO (164,166,168,17?0,17214,CN 
















 DO TO 176
 
- PADDLE MOUNTED
iC SHUNT AND DISCHARGE 

CONT. ON PG 14
 
RERODUCIBILITY OF THE 




- SHUNT AND DISCHARGE REGULATION -P
FeRMATIW.I" 77HCDNFIGURATIN'-

ADDLE MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAY) ,
 
IGO TO 176 _ - J
 





-- SHUNT ANOVISCHARGE REGULATION - e
 





















CONT. ON PG IS 
PG 14DF 38 
ldJ- 86
 




1C PRINT E.P. STATS 
FPRI.TI7P
 






IFORMATIGX.22HTOTAL SOLAR ARRAY AREA.121.IH:,FII.2, 7NIFTu.2))
 
SFORMATlI6X,35HMINIMUM INSTALLEO BATT"ERY CAPACITY=,F1I.2,OHIAM'P-HR)
 







GO TO 11 84,.186 I88),;-CO-N-F-j 
C CYLINDER
 
CONT. ON PG 16
 



















IFORNATI1l4X.24HCONFIOURATION - - SPHERE) 





IF H 16 I IN[?VENICLE WEIGHTr = Fit.2.23HILBS) LAUNCH WEIGHTr 
:
 
SC PRINT EnuIPMENt BAY DIMENSIONS
 
CONT. ON PG 17
 





FORMATII6X.3IHEOUIPMENT BAY OIMENSIONS LENGTHFII.2.IIHIINhHEIGHT
 
*FII.2 .104Hi IN).ID .
10TH oF I.2 4H IN) 







JFOR At" 6X,2SHM[SSION EQUIPMENT LENGTN ,FII.2,12HIIN)@HE H7 Fl 
2 I211I[N.),. IDTH ,FII.2o4H(IiN) 
rC PRINT TOTAL SATELLITE LENGTH if 
PRINT V*94 ,SATLG ] 
194 ' 
IFORMATI16X,23HTOTAL SATELLITE LENGTH FII.2.4AHIN))
 
















ICONF = REL * 1I 
CONT. ON PG 18
 

















jFORMAtlI4X.29HCONFIGURATION - DUAL' SYSTEM)
 











CONT. ON PO 19
 






















FORMATI 6X.I4HOESIrN ENGINEERIND.IBX.FI3.I.JX.IBHUNIT ENGINEERING.
 
IX ,F I-I !)
 


















FORNATIISK.2SHT0OLING AND TEST EOUIPIENTIDXFI3.1X,24TOOLING A
 
NDTEST EOUIP. *IX.F13.I) ­
iC PRINT OUALITY CONTROL (OCR * OCP) 
PRINT 230.0CR,0CP -








S TE R S 'E MOINEERING AND INTEGRATION *FI3.I.4X.2IHSYS
IFORNATIIBX.3 6MSH 
TENS END Ado INT..dXF13.I-)-
C PRINT PROGRAM MANAGEMENT (PFR * rPP) 
PRINT 234.PNR,PMP 
IFORHA~T8|XIHPROGRAN MANAGEflENT,,IBX',FI3.t-*IX,tSHPROGRAfl flANAGEMEN I
 




FORMATII*X.I3HCOST CATEGORY.13X.SHDOT.E.ISX,IDNINVEST ENT.ISX 
10 4OP ERA;TIONS I 
fC PRINT SPACECRAFT COSTS 
1PRINT 238SATRSATINY. 





















I-FOR"ATIS6X.13HTOTR L PAYLOAD. XE.FI3.gXFI.1)
 






FORMTII6X.2HOULIF-IC SIOK UNITS 3S.)
 












Ic PRINT CONTRACTOR FEEI
 
CONT. ON PG 22
 
PG 20F 38 












[C PRINT SCHEDULE INFORNATION
 
IFoRRAT(12X* 8HSCHEULETI 




FORMAT(i6Xs33HCOMPONENT DESIGNl OEVELOP"ENT tlME*13X,F5.I,8HfMONT-HS
 




I FORMATI t6X.28HCOMlPONENT QUALIFICATION T-IHE.ISX.F&..8,HlmONTH-s)T 
rT77PRiTSUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT t[Ei 


































IFORMAT(1SX,29HSCHEOULE DURATION [TO LAUNCH),17XFS.t,8HIMCONTSI)
 












FRATISIN I a sIa SUBSSTEtl DESCRIPTIONS - - EgN~k NUIIBER .13.8" 
H a *Iiw 
PRINT lot I
 
ICONF = MCONFII) 
GO TO IIOO4.OOS.lOOS.lOlO.10121.ICONF
 










Ic 3-AXIS MAgSS EXPULSION
 










FC -PRINT S C EQUIPMENT IDENTIFIERS,]4
 


















FORRT124X.IIHDES. ENG. COST *FII.I.1OX,7IHTEST * EVAL. COST,4XiF 
II.I,/.24XI6HUNIT PROO..COST11.I) ,FII.I;IOt,17HUNIT EN.G COSTdXF 
1C PRINT S+C RELI 
PRINT 1029.SSRELI I)i 
FVORATI24X.ItHRELIABLLITV.SXF1I .4Y
 
FC PRINT S.C SCHEDULE]




FORMART124X, 8HSCEOULE/,2HX,2HCOPONENT DEVELOPMENT TIME FS.I,3
?HIONTH) COMlPONENT QUALIFICATION TIE ,FS.ItHIO tH),/26X2HSU
 
9SYSTEM DIEVELOPCENT TINE FS.1*37HITONTl SUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATION






FIFONRHTI 24X.4NlERRmS-Xo-IOT J 





-GO TO I1034.1036.1038)-,ICONF I
 
CONT. ON PG 27
 








G~ To 1040 
1C BIPROPELLANT 
-PRNT t25] 
IJ= IK+ II 
IK NEOUIPI21 t IK 





I R I 24X 
HLBS) I 
IIHDRY WEIGHT F |i.2 26 ILBS) ,EXPENDABLE WEIGHT FlI.2 , 
PRIN 1026.SUBEI2),SUBT(2).SUOUP2),SUBUE2 
PRINT 102B.SSREL12) 
PRINT 1030 . TAUt'2,J),J=*1.5PRINT 1032.IERR(2 
1C PRINT oPI S/S INFO I 
PRINT 129g 
CONT. ON PO 28 
PG 2"F 38 
10-99
 











Ic SPEC. PURP. PROC.
 
PPRINT 133i 







PRINT 130.IUIJCHOSE().Il.IK)- .SU 
OUP 3)
oSU
WEIGHTI 3 ) VOLU 





























CONT. ON PG 29
 
PG 2SF 38 
10- 100
 
C SEPARATE LP*DW 
PRINT 149 
[E0 I0 iOS9 
DOeT ISOl 
C UNIF. SEP. NT.I 
C UNIV. CON. ANT.tDOMN 
PRINT 151 I 
,GO TO IosS. 
C UNIF. SEP. ANT.* OWN 
I* TOgi QGOJNJ p,1lK =NEOUIPIA) * 1K I 
CO4NT. ON PA 30 
P-R I PRO urm 6 B
 
IJIK)











IC PRINT E.P. SIS INFO. 
PRINT IS2 
ICONF z NCONFISI 
< GO TO [I0SO.1062,I064.1066,1068,I070ICONF
 










IC SHNT + OSCHG / PADLE
 
GO 0O1072 
[ c SHUT , OSCHG / 00Y
 
]PRINT I11 
CONT. ON PG 31 
PG 3MF 38 
10-102
 
SGO TO 1072 








IISJ = EU PE
I
 




















IR " 12 4X*4HHARNESS WEIGHT FI.1 25HILBS) 
































FORMATfI4X.I3HRAOIaTOR AREA.3X.FII.I,32H IFTs.2). BATTERY RADIATO
 






FORMATIIEX.I2HHERTER PONERoAXFII.193IHIBTU/HR), BATTERY HEATER P 




IFORMAT1.14XJOHNEAT PIPE G.6XFit.1.39HNWTT-IN). VARIABLE CONUTN
 











CONIT. 0ON PC 33. 
PG 32WF 38 
10-104
 




























FORMATI14X.28HENOCOVER THICKNESS-.FORWARD ,FII.3.140 (IN). CENTER
 











IFORMRTIIAX.27HE0UIPRENT BAY STRUCTURE WT..3X.FII.I,6H ILBS)./.
 
14X,.30HSOLRR ARRAY 86GM AND DRIVE WT.,FI1I.6H- ILB'S)V/.
 



















.I1X.96HIDENT TYPE 	 NO. WEIDHT VOLUME POWER D.E. 










I C PRINT S.C I
 
- - - - - - -- < O 2 o100 t. i >IJ 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - 2100 
PRINT 21 I0.ICHOSEI I).ENAMEI J.- 1.J:1 .3),NCHOSE(I ).RELII1).VOLI II.




IJ = 1K + I 







-- - - - - - - - -< 00 2200 1 = IJIK( 
PRINT 2110.ICHOSEII).INAfEJ.IIJ=1.31NCHOSE IhRELI 1)).L1.
 
Ic P ITK O>II 
I-lIKIJ 







----- -- - - - - - - - --< --00 2300230  1 = IJ,IK > 






1JzJ 1K - iI 
CONT. ON PG 36 
PG 39DF 38 
10-107
 












ic PRINT E.P. I 






---------------- - - ---------- < 00 2500 I=IJIK > 
























HO.E. COST T.E. COST PROO. COST ENG. COST)
 













































1 2X)) I 
IPRINT 9000 
lC =.u.mus....uemusuu..us.sbhsmuuueufuffhhhwwusuuwmbeffhfhuuhmwmmua.. 







R MINUS I IS RETURNED FOR UNACCEPTABLE COMBINATIONS
 
NCONF IS ARRRAY OF CONFIOURRTIONS
 




COMMON /USERI/ ALPHA. AX. AY. AZ. 0PHI.
 
ER. EANT, EPI. K. MANV,
 
OMEOR. POOTAY, POOTRXI POdTRY, POOTRZ.
 
POOTST. POOTX. POOTY. P .OTZ, POOrO.
 
PHIFOV. PHIRX. PHIRY, PHIRZ, TAtCEL,
 
THETNX, THOLO, TL. TPMIN. TSMALL.
 













COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE. COMRAT, EQMIZL. Eom2wT.
EO~tNT, EOM[XL. EOMltYL. 

EOM2XL, EOM2YL, EOR2ZL, FE. IFIONCY,
 
IDEBUG, ISATOR* MB12SH, OPTEMP, ORBINC. PERIDE,
 




FC CHECK S fiNO C
 
I --- -- -t-]CODE 


















IOPtCI 1) IS RANG[NGI I:YES)'.[0PTC12] 15 SEPARATE LINK.ANO 
IOPTCuIS) [S SEPARATE ANTENNAS 
P2 
IIOPTCPIII)#IOPTCKI2).DT.D .AND. NCONiFIJ).EO. 
T 
ICOoE zu-1 
IIDPTCNI2)iIOPTCMI3) .GT. 0 .RNO. 1111:11,11) 1SO. 
F 
ICOOE=-I 
IIOPC~iI) .GT. 0 .ANO. NCONF14J .LE. 3 
CONT. ON PG 4 












.- . .- . .-. .- . < 
. . . .-- - - - -
ICOOE -I 
00 43 1=--,1 t 
0 43 J=1,3 
GOoTo 4S 
CONTINUE 
FINONFI ) E[I O.E- N I I) L .3 
CONT. ON1PG 4 






I CONFIS) ESND.NWFI LT3
 
I~COOE = -1 
PG 5 FI MAL 
10-115
 
GO TO 3 
- oof lss 
AT A















I 0 . to -'- l,/100.
IDOLD OATAB1.I ,
 
F -FORPIAT['--'T I9S. 29 W S 0. 1BE0A -/),S 107 

























-- - - -- -. -. . --. . - DO0 6"jz ,65
 












COMMON /CHOSE/ COSTIS60), OPIICf'.SO0. ICHOSEI 60).
 




COMMON/PRTCOM/ ACCRCY. AM. AN. OF. BS.
 
COP17.2 , CISTAR. .CTOT, DOTE, OE.

ORIWT. EOSSTR, FEEINV. FEEOPS. FEE%.
 
GSE. IREL. ITRUNC. MMDOLOCNRMEI3,60).
 
OPS, PRYINV. PAYOUL. PAYR, PE.
 
PPP, PMR. POIERIS). PU. PSRIBO).
 
OCP, OCR. ROLOI60). SABMT. SATAOP.
 
SATINV. SATR. SE[P, SEIR. SKTRUI6).
 
SSRELI6). SUBE(7). SUBTI7). SUBUEI?). SUSUPI7)

TA, TAUI6.6). To. TC. TE
 














NCHOSEE NONAT )=NINII) I
 
00 3 JIIENOOB - - - > 3 













OPIRE KKK.NO dR T ORT RhI 29.KKK.J1)
 
THlI 2".WOWAT):DATASI ISeJI -

THI IiNONRT)z00A9128.J)










- - . D0 7 KKK:l .3 
INAfEIKKKNOWAT)=IOATABIKKK.2.J)
 
- - - F 
tCONt INUE 
!



































COMMON /BTWN/ 	 ACSSN. ACSWP. ALT. AREA. BATCAP.
 
BITRATI2). CLIFE. CONVWT. 0. OT.
 
ox. DY. OZ. EQOBLG. E08SI.
 
FC. FF. HRRNWT. HPT. HTPI'PE.
 
HTPT. HTRPRB. HTRPWR' ISTLOC.
 
LMBOD. NC. OMEGS. PASSTR. PJ.
 
PL PLMIN, POCNwT; RADA. RADAB.
 
RAT. RJ, SRBOLG. SATLG.- SATTWT.
 
SATNT. SRTXCG. SATYCG. SAT[CG. SAIXL.
 
SAIYL. SRIZL. SIDE. SYSLB. THGMMT.
 
THRUSTI2). TI. TNKWT. TPRIM. VB;
 
VCHP. VOL. NATE. wB. WBT,
 
NT. XJ. XNZERO. YJ.- ZJ
 
COMMON /CHOSE/ 	 COSTIS.S0). OPIR(1IBO). ICHOSEI6O-.
 














C as SUBROUTINE THRMlL USES A ME-THODOLOGY FOR SIZING THE THERMAL mm
 
C ma CONTROL SUB-SYSTEM FOR A VARIETY OF SPACECRAFT. THIS METHODOLOGYim
 
C on DETERMINES SIZE AND PERFORMANCE OF THE THERMAL SUB-SYSTEM as
 
C s. A GLOSSARY OF VARIABLES FOLLOWS - -	 us 
C NSN.NliNNNiMEmlflNNENNNNI 	 NEEENENNSNNSEEENSNMNSSSlSlailElll maulaamas
 
C ma CODE IS AS FOLLOWS - - *m 
C gm U = USER INPUT. OB = DATA BASE. [NT : INTERNAL as 
C an 0 = OUTPUT. I INPUT FROM MAIN OR OTHER S/S Nm Cmilm .. ala.UNmENNEmNNNNEElmlmNSNEllmNNNEmNSmENENElmNNNNNSNNllaEES
 























C as By INT 1.1 YOC MAX BATT.YOLT. 
C an CA INT 0.5, AMPS BATT TRICKLE :5 
C a 
C CONST ENT 1-6 K CONSTANT S. 
C m 
C EMISS [NT 60 BTU/EHRuFTSN2) EARTH EMISSION us 
C maem 
C 'I EPSLON HIT 0.75 I0IMENSIONLESS) CONV.RAO.CONST.n' 
C mu 
C on 
C us ETAT INT 
0.73 IDOIENSIONLESS) OSR. RAO.CONST.aa 
S 
XMTR EFFICIENCY 3m 
C a 
C as HP! 0 IBTU/HRI TOTAL HEATER POWER mu 
C as~ 
C an.C on HTPIPE 0 IBTU/HRI HEAT DUE TO H.P. m
I 
C m HTPT 0 BTU/HRTOTAL HEAT PIPE mu 
C *nom 
C An HTRPRB 0 IBTU/HR)BATT. HEATER POWER em 
C as 
C as HTRPmR 0 IBTU/HR1OTHER HEATER POWER 
m 
us 
C as m 















TYPE OF CONFIG. mu 
IOIMENSIONLESS) EARTH ORIENTED em 
IDIMENSIOWLESS) SUN ORIENTED m 
IDIMENSIONLESS) INERTIALLY DRI... 
'C 












S+C MACRO IkOEXum 




C m oC . PCN 0 KG PHASE CHANGE 
MASS . 1mu I 
C an PIE [NT 3.14159286 CONSTANT 
C m a s 
CONT. ON PG 3 
PG 2OF 20 
10-124
 
C PHAX [NT 108) WATTS. PMR MAX
C a.su 




C OMAX INT [ITU/HR) MAX PWR DISSAP...
 
C an OMAXO [NT ITU/HRJ) BATT.POWER;MAXIMUM as
 
C ui 
 anC so OMIN [NT IBTU/HR) MIN PSR OISSAP...
 
C me 
C un OMINO INT IBTU/HR) BATT.POER MINIMUM * .u 
Curn OS INT 442.0 BtU/IHRaFT..2) SOLAR CONST'. us C mu aC so RADA 0 IFTum2) RAOIATOR AREA ao
C un 
C as RADAB 0 FTr.2 BATT'.RAO.AREA 




C . SATLO I fYS3 INCHES SAT. LENGTH 
is 
s. 
C a. SATRAD I IVS) INCHES 'SAT. RADIUS s
C I -mS.
 
C n. SIGMA [NT O.1?14E-8BTU/IHRsFT2sRA) BOLTZMANN CONST..
 
C uso 
 asC un THRHOB I THERMAL DATA BASE 
C uam asC us TMAX [NT OB) DEGREES R MAX TEMPERATURE. 
C guo UC a. THAXB [NT BATT.. MAX. TEMP. so 
C ugo asC am THIN [NT IDlB DEGREES R MIN TEMPERATUREs,
CEgo
Cas TMINB INT BATT. MIN. TEMP. I
 
C ur an 
Cm 2n 
C-
C a 0 D 
CS S II 
Cpp'a2r I20 
























E 'P RE 












E A RE T 
A A A A 0 
1 00 Ra 
I'I P 
A A GAa 
I I TSR 























MEANS NO SUCH REOUIREMENT. OR 



















IC SEARCH FOR MINIMAX TEMP) AND NAXIMIN TEMP). AND
 




















C us HERE-IF WE HAVE THE BATrERY I 
jTM INB=














Go TO 160.70.8O). ICON$' 
JCur 
C 
SATELLITE LENGTH IN INCHES mfUST CONVERT TO 
iCYLINOER) 
CH)FRON VS) ur 
LNGTH:301L93=2.S430.?S I 





SATELLITE LENGTH IN INCHES 
rSPNERE)I 
IMUST CONVERT TO CHI)(FROM VS) an 
CONT. ON PC 7 




SOL R OR ENTE D ND . E U I O ,3. +' i}e
C c O3- XS STAB LIZE
C.. 












.C D£EMNIIIE fEAtER POWER 
C 




ORBITS Ot 600 BUT L. 1 130
 
CSPin 
























Do To 1I.140,5oS1s0.ISOI, ICONF
 
C ma ORBITS DT 500 BUT LESS THAN 19000 AND, gg
C am EARTH ORIENTED ANO. 
C am SPIN STABILIZED IEOUATION'3.4.1.2) U 
ALPHA 0.0B 
- EPSLON±0.72 
c a DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 
[RAOA=OMAX/(ISIGMAuEPSLONUTNAXum4)-OSSALPNA)I ' 




rC DETERMlINE PCO71i 
FP C M: 10. 2 S mAL P H A i OS R A O A *C N T I o- x
 






GOo TO 390 :>
 
C mn ORBITS GT'500 BUT LESS THAN 19000 AND, 
 a 
C an EARTH ORIENTED AND. a 




















IC e DETERS,[HE ,HEAT PIPE71 
HYPIPE:! ONAX.LNDTH)/3.dt 
IERtIDO10loll-A7 
IF I ORB|NC.GT.30. )COiTO 230
 




DO TO 1180,180,190 iO,19) ICONF
 




C as ORBIT LT 500 ORBITAL INCLINATION LE 30 DEGREES AND. as
 
C m EARTH ORIENTED AND, 	 em I 





]C m DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 
RADHAO AX/IISIGMAmEPSLONeT RMAX.4)-IEMISSeEPSLON/P[E) -lOS,ALBOO I AL 
PHA/PIE) 




-GO TO 380 
C a ORBIT LT SO0. ORBITAL INCLINATION,LE 30 DEGREES AND. a. 
C as EARTH ORIENTED RND. ' 






FC - DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 
IRADA=MAX/I SI&MAmEPSLONaTMAXs4)-IALPHAsOS)) 
SC DETERMINE HEATER POWER 
mrHTRPUR=I.2mISIMAEPSLONRAAmTM[Na A)-OMIN)
 




CONT. ON PG 12 
PG I DF" 20 
10- 133 	 RfItODUCIBItIh . OF T 
ORIGINAL PAGE_ IS POOR 











- GO TO 1210.210.220.220.220. ICONF 
C me ORBIT LT 500, ORBITAL INCLINATION LE 30 DEGREES AND.mu 
C as SUHt ORIENTED AND. 2112 .m 







IC ODETERMINE RADIATOR -AREA 
IRA OA:OHAX/IISIGAA mEPSLONPTMAXUQ 4 )-IERISS mEPSLON)-I.SsALBOmALPHA) )1 
IC a DETERMINE NEATER POSER 
"HTRPHR=I.2SUIISIGMAmEPSLOWsRAOAmTRIN4A-OIN j 






C me ORBIT LT SOD. OBITAL INCLINATION LE 30 DEGREES AND. .t 
C ma SUN ORIENTED ANDo. 
C m 3-AXIS STABILIZED IEOUATION 2.1.1.1') mm 




























iC HERE IF ORBINC GT 30
 





C an ORBIT LT 500. ORBITAL INCLINATION GT 30 DEGREES AND. Uri
 
C or EARTH ORIENTED AND.Ur
 sm






CONT. ON PG 14 















GOoTO jiRoO ] 
C as ORBIT LT 500, ORBITAL INCLINATION GT 30 AND, mu 
C as EARTH ORIENTED AND. mu
 











IC a DETERMINE HEATER POSER
 
IHTRPW R =I.25.ISIGKAUEPSLON.RAOAT A-OMIN)
[NEB4

FC w DETERMINE PCM MRSS 
jPCM:IO.2SEOSuALPHAERAOAwCONSTI/40.
 




GO TO 390 
IrCON F =N ONFIII
 
CONT. ON PG Is 
PG ILA" 20 
10-136
 




ORBIT LT BOO. ORBITAL 
SUN ORIENTED AND. 
SPIN STABILIZED 
INCLINATION O? 30 AND. 
(EQUATION 2.2.2.2) 5a 
ALPHA .08 
'EPSLOW:.73 
l'C n OETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 
IRADR:OMAX/I(SIGCA.EPSLONETKAXmU4--I'EMISS.EPSLON)-IALBOSIALPHAI) 
C a DETERMINE HEATER POWERb. 
,IHTRPMR:1.2Sh(SIGHAEPSLONERROATRIIN4-OM.IN-IENISSOEPSLON)) 
IC m DETERMINE PCM MASS 
PC-MI O.26SALPHARALBDORADAmCONST)/40. 




C un ORI-T.LT OO. ORBITAL INCLINATION OT 30 DEGREES 
C un SUN ORIENTED AND. 




* DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA-] 
CONT. LYN PG 16 










f C a DETER INE PNMS 
FPCM-1O.26oALPHAmALSBOuRROAmCONST)40.
 







IC HERE IF ORBIt 0? 19000 





GO TO 1320.320.330.330.330). ICONF
 
C .. ORBIT GT 19000 AND 
C ma SOLAR INERTALLY ORIENTED AND. 'a 
C ma SPIN STABILIZED IEQUATION 1.1.1.2) 
SALPHA=0.30 I 
IEPSLONO.75 
FC a DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 
CONT. ON PG 17 




IC @ DETERMINE HEATER POWER 
IHTRPWR=1.25lISIOHA.EPSLON.RADAaTMINas4)-QCIN) 
IC DETERMINE HEAT PIPES 
HTPIPE=IOMRXaLNGTH)/3.41 
[ERR= 10111 




ORBIT GT 19000 AND.*L 
SOLAR INERTIALLY ORIENTED AND 






C a DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 
IRAOA=I 2.OMAX)/ SIGDMAmEPSLONuTMAmaJ) 
FC DETERMINE HEATER POWE 
IHTRPi4R=1.2Sm1(SIGMAnEPSLONaRAOAmTBINnm4/2.)-Ol) 
IC v DETERMINE DIODE HEAT PIPE 12 REG-O) 
IHTPIPEzIOMAXmLNGI43/3.4t 
IERR=L ll1 
I GO TO 390 
B8 
ICONF=NCONFI1) 
GOTO ISO.360.370.37O.360]. ICONF 
CONT. ON PG 18 
PG IMF 20 
10-139
 
C mn ORBIT DT 19000 AND. am 
C no EARTH ORIENTED AND. 
l . DUAL OR NORMAL SPIN STRBILIZEO(EOUATION 1.2.3) mm 
ALPHA=O.30 
EPSLON=O.75 
FC DETERMINE RADIATOR AREA 
IRADR:OPAX/ISIGMR:EPSLONaTNAX,.4) 
Fc aDETERMINE NEATER POWER I 
ITRPR=1-25of(IiGRAEPSLONRAORTMiNm4tP-IN) I 
IC a DETERMINE H A IE 
HTPIPE:IONAXBLNGTH)/3.4I­
IERR:=10111 
GO To 390 
- C a. ORBIT GT 19000 AND 
C a. YAW SPIN STABILIZED 'EQUATION 1.2.21 a. 
ALPHA:0.0B 
CEPSLON=.?3 1 
Fc- aOETERMiNE RADIATOR AREA 
IRRDA=ORAX/I(SiGRA EPSLON TRAX o 4 -10S ALPHA P E) 
FF - DETERMINE HEATER POER 
HTRP Ril2*,ISIGMRsEPSLONoRRAOEmT lNws4)-RN[RRtt 
IGO To 3BE0.] 
CONT. DN PG 19 
PG 1IF 20 
10-140
 
C-. ORBIT GT 19000 AND,

C as EARTH ORIENTED AND. @5 




IC u DETERMINERADIATOR AREA 
,RADR:-2.uOPAX)/(SIGRAEPSLONTMAX,,4) I 
CC. E ETERTINE HEATER THER C
 
R=-1.2 5sllSIGA EPSLON RAO~ TRIN m4/2.)-OR N
rHTRP 
































CONT. ON PG 20 
PG 1ff 20 
10-141
 





HTPIPE = HtPIPE / 2.S4
 





























COMMON /IJSERI/ 	 APOGEE. COMRRT. OIAMAX, EEOMTI9), EPME.
 
EQMiWT. EOMIXL. EOMIYL. EQMIZL. EOM2NT.
 
EOM2XL. EOM2YL. EOM2ZL. FE. IRONCY.
 
IOEBUG. SEO. MB12SH, OPTEMP. ORBINC. PERIGE.
 




COMMON /BTMN/ ACSSN. ACSMP. ALT. AREA, BATCAP.
 
BITRATI2). CLIFE, CONVYT. a. OT.

DX. DY. DZ. EORLG. EOSIO.
 
FC, FF, HARNMT, HPT, HTPIPE.
 
HTPT. HTRPRB. HTRPHR, [BTLOC.

LMBOD. NC. OMEGS, PASSTR. Pi.
 
PL. PLMIN, POCNT, RAOA. RADRB.
 
RAT. RJ. SABOLG. SATLG. SATTUT.
 
SATWT. SATXCr. SATYCo. SATZCG. SRIXL.
 
SAIYL. SAIZL, SIDE. SYSLB. tHCNST.
 
THRUSTI2I, TI. TNKSt. TPRIM. Va.
 
VCHP, VOL. RATE. We* wee
 








DATA 	 SIGNOI /1.,IO./. LARG /6.96./. SLANT /-I.EIO/,

OTOT /-I.EIO/. GR/-I.EIO/. T/-i.EIO/. NF /-h.EIO/

TCLOSS / 0.90./. POLOSS /0./. GAMMA /.I/, BETA /1.8/.





IC BER IS BIT ERROR RATE DEGRADATION DUE TO HROMARE
 















S. ItI/7/..[ C2 ,S/,iC3 /l2t/. OO t,6 /1 02/t1/­
42SAVE 1) : [PIC12) 
J2SAVEIZ) [PIC1312 

IF ITER .04. 01
rF 
C09NT.ON PG 3 
PG 2to St 
I0-144 
--- - -.-. 00.1 1 =1.2
 
-~- ~ . . .- --[ R|[) = .001 "" 81TROTIllI 







C INITIALIZATION OF [PIC AND ICHOSE-
ICC=IC*I 
t 
CONT. ON PG 4 
PG 3OF" 4 
10o- 145 MEPRODUCnBrITy OF THP 
01M)AL PAGE ISPoog 
SKCOSEI I ):O 































































CONT. ON PC 7 
Pra 6 OF q4 
10-148
 
--* - - - - - -­ - Do s i *3IF[TRATI:IITBERI 
IF IBITRRTI2) '&T. IBERIJI 





IF INCOgF .EU.[ ) 




CO9T. PO a 

















GO TO 70O 
10-150
 





IFG 18[ ATF 

PGCONT.O 
10-151 REPRODUCIBILTY Of THg 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 




C END OV BEA U SELECTION 
B:I
 














'C 0MWB [! ,J2 ).O-H!. 
Go TO 120
 
I o PG 13
 























o To 200 
1WPGI 
CO N. owN a 
OF T0lE 
-PRODJOBW10- 157 
PAGF. lB BOO ORIGIA 
GO TO- 23 
C HELIX IF3) ' 
T 











C£ GLL E NLUDED NEXT 












I-F !RL" A.E 112000. 







GO to, IOi 
KXMtR:2 
2'0 
CONT.ON PG 20 
PG 11- 54 
10-161
 
T!.EQ-OAN-.E- *IF ISLANEo 	 [ 
X(XT)SAT
SLOS=7.#2 0 REo 








O to 3101 
GTfKXMI"R') - ORTABIITI,=J2) 
]T=11O'ao[NF/t0)-l'tm290"-






- - F 
T C L S S I K X = T R = 1 S 






CONT. ON PG 23 














F i -B F LTKXR -EQ.0] E I. 


























IFO R MAT I 4H P W( .1 1 . H I = , E l l ) 
IC TRANSHITTER SELECTION uuxm mm nuhmueuhehSl mslualuuzusummmmuu 
CONT. ON PC 26 




































28CONT. 0*4 PG 





CONT. ON PG 29
 



















O TO 4,A0 o 
I REQUENCYPOWER.ANO NOOULATION COMPATIILITY'
 
S47o .. 




I J3 .GT. 10813))
 
CONT. DN PG 32
 














CODLATION' PHASEz! ,FREQUENCY=2,. PLI"TUDE=3
 


























IC RECEIVING ANTENNA SELECTION *gsggugshluu:s:ug:suaacfummfhumfm :usUU:flCU 












































CONT. ON PG 37
 







C RECEIVER ANTENNA SELECTION -

















C COMMAND SIGNAL CONDITIONER uuuflnaa amum mmmmhs 






CONT. Oi PG 40-
PG 39JF 54 
10-181: 





-IF IO~RABI tCl.JSi.E.,O]I 




SC LINK SGLS OR-USB 
cawT. Od PG 41 



























CONT. ON PG 43
 
















ON4PG ' 44 CO T. 






C PROGRAN CONTROL AND BOOK KEEPING aululiu..SlsUmOESSEEUimSSUnSI'W'm'E. 







































O TO 13O.§O.100.260.270.51O.S7O,6O00GGO).ICX 









IK P IC I [[ 
)= I C I 11 ) ' +
tv 









IF IK PICfII -. 0)
 











46 . .-.- 7D.-
-- ------ - --- - 00 750 I= 1.9 
I[PICI IIKPIC| 1) I 
Fi OA.1 .RnD'ACHOSEI I .NIE--I-
I~P F I 0 !~,. 
10- 190 
GO TO 751 
INCHOSE M[ 















IOICONVI.E. DATABI22'.J) OR. [CHOSEI COWYolF 
GO TO 780 
IF lICHOSEITCY) .NE. Of 














- - - -
-
1087=108(7) 
00 757 1=1.-11 
J=I[B7, 
56 J= ,1 9 
II 
II 
D1o To ,s5 . 
II 
IT 
iiF . .. . 
I7! 
IIw=OWTOTA13JmEUEI 




CONT. ON PG 53 
PG MEl SA 
10-194 

























i HATN=3S./! 3.S-ALOi Xl)} 
-~-, 




. . . . .-c- - - - - 0 0 J= INU 
LK:IdU+!-J
FK=K*K 
. .-. .-. .-- .-- .-­ . 40 
jTJK )=F~sTJf K'I /X-TJIK(+2) 
- ---- --- -- -- -- -< TJ 10- 11Do 50 J=3,NU2 > 
CONT. ON PG 2 














R ES~TI f1K1EET ) 














COMMON /CHOSE/ Cosrls,60)* oplRilt,60l, ICHOSE160),


































SUBTI?), SUBUEI?). SUBUP!?). 
te. T. YE. 













S.,.9..6. . 2.,.9., ... 8 4.,.6.2. .6 4-,2-. 
22.7..22.2.E-1.Sm.OOOI ,3a.OOO2,13u.00007.O002/
 
6 TO 8 FOR AUXPRO 
10 9 TO10 FOR 0P 
C t6 TO21 FOR EP 





00 4 IS=IS - -.- >s 
CONT. ON PG 2
 
PG I OF 
IO-zoI
 











TIFCICI G .SSUB(I 
O C J I

























CONT. ONPO 4 
PS 3OF 
10- 20 3 O3 %
 









- o 10J =I,6

-.--. . ­
lT AU fIS J )=TSUB lJ )
 
] TTS E 1) F I TSUBI S) 











I JTSRVEIJ i=TSUIJI 
Ir NOWd 00HSIN OI 
.. - . . . - - - .- - .- - - 00 6 J=1,.3 
- .- . . . .- -
.- - .- - .- - 00 5 1=1,7 
;~j J=4-J 
CONTINUE 
l - 10- 205 
D O To 6 
CONT. ON PG 6 





IF I J.Eo .s ) 



















STSUB{3 )CONF122.2 :I CONF 122,5 ' CONF 122, I')"fsm.6667
 




























































ICHOSEltO) IS SELECTED EOUIP AS FOUR DIGIT EOUIP 
- MRNF 
NCONF IS CONFIOURATION NUMBER.ITER IS NUMBER OF r1S.ITERATION 
IERR IS A MULTIPLE MESSAGE ERROR FLAGIPIC IS THE LAST 
SET OF SUBSCRIPTS CHOSEN
 
COMMON USER LISTS USER INPUT PARAMETERS
 
COMMON BTUN LISTS NECESSARY COMMUNICATION BETNEEN SUBROUTINES
 
COMMON COATA HAS LAST SUBSCRIPT FOR-EACH IPIECE OF- EOUIP.ANO
 






































































AX. ARY, AZ. OPHI. 



































































SATXCG, SATYCG. SATZCG. SAIXL. 
SAIZL. SIDE. SYSLB. THCMIT. 
TI. TNKWT. TPRIM. vB. 
VOL. HATE. B. USt. 









IF INCONF(I) -EQ. 1I) 
T 
CONT. ON PG 2 
























08B = 0.4 0 PHIRX
 
o0 : -0.05 
ETA : 0.8s 
EPSLN = 0.7 
EPSA = 0.2 
OMEGO z 1.186'AE / 120.920E6 * 6076..ALT).I.5 
RE = 3441.66 
OMErE : 7.2927E-5 
HO = 9.4E-8 
Ux = 3.OMEGOOOMEDO /157.3)**2 
XCG = 1./12. * ISATXCGSOO.-.SEQBLG) 
CONT. ON PG 
PG 2OF 50 
10-210
 
YCG = 1./12. a SAtYCG 
ZCD z 1./12. • SATZCG 
A = .5 a (2. w RE * APOGEE * PERIDE) 
OBLO= EOBLG / 12. 
IEUBSIO EoesIo/12.I
 
InXL =SAMX / 12.
 
S-YL =SAMY / 12-

SIZL =SAIZL / 12­
[CONF NCONF )
 









CONT. D PG 4 
















CONT. ON PG 







XJ z yj 
YJ = TEMPIN
 















TOX = XK a IZJ-YJI a PHIRX / 57.3 













L = xcGSAlI 
&o TO I22.23,243. 1 












OILXSP :2. a IXCG-XREF-SP)
 
ELYSP- 2.-v .C
DELZSP =2. a ZCG
 






CONT. ON PG 7 
PG 6OF SO 
10-214
 
G~o TO 28A6 
SOo TO 29 
TSZ 
TAUYS 0.0 
TAUZS = 0.0 
DO A0 40 
1CHOSE I I I 
2 15-TAZv. 
CONT. OW PO a 
PG 7 OF S0 
10-215 
TAUXA = 0.0 
TAUYA = 0.0 





SIDEI2 = SIDE.12. -

ZCP = ArAXIISIDE12.EOMZLEOM2ZL). /1-24.)
 
XLX= XCG - XCP "
 
XLY= YCG - YCP
 




S = 1.02 w ASINIR)
 
TS = 2. a 13.14159-S)/OMEG0
 
- GO TO 130.31.32h.ZNoSE 
XLX = XLY 
XLY = -TEKPX 
TSX z HO m AP a i:1.#EPSLU) ELYX 
TSY : HO mAP a I!..EPSLN) ,l-XLX)





XLX = -XLZ 
XLZ = TEHPX
 
TSX = 0. 
TSY = NO m OP a t1..EPSLN)" * XLZ 
TSZ = HO a OP a l1.+EPSLN) mi-XLY) 
oO To as 
32 
ITSX : A + SREFSPIx1..EPSA).OELYSP)HO IOPaIt.,EPSLN)aXLY 

CONT. ON PG 9 
PG 8f 50 
10-216 










GO TO SO 
ic COMPUTE SOLAR TOROUES
 
JMEOMO : OMEGE / OMEDO 
SIN[NC : SINIORBINC) 
BETA = ATANIWEDWOSININC) * DB 
ALFA = 08 



















CONT. ON PG 10 Pp g OF s 
10-217
 









SIDEI2 =SLOE * 12. 




DELrX =XC& - XREF
 
DEITY =YCD - YREF
 














tEM1 I %TX=l. 







SIOE12 : SIDE u 12.
 
ZREF t AMAXI fSIDEI2.EOMIZL.EDM2ZL') /-24.) 
OELTX = XCG - XREF
 
DELTY = YCG - YREF,-







-DELTZ : TENPX 
48
 




SREF:=AAXt(SIDE12-.EOIYLEE2YL)iAlAXISIDE 2 EOMZLEON2ZL)/ 44
XREF = XLNTH/2o + EQMtXL/12.
 
YREF = 0. 
ZREF = 0. 
DELTX = XCG "xREF 
DELTY = YcG -YREF 





TAZ :OQSREFI -OELTY.CA-OELTXiCY),QuSREFSPI -DELYSP.CA-DELXSPSCY)
 
P : 17.8 /(APOGEE-PERIGE.18.75) +0.05 
TAUXA = P x T v 2.592E
 
TAUYA = P T v 2.592E6
 




TAY = ASS [TRY) 
TAZ : ABS ITAZ) 
TOX : ABS (TX)
TGY : RBS (TGY) 
TZ : ABS (TZ)
TSX = ABS TSX) 
TSY = ABS (TSY) 
TSZ = ABS ITSZ)T
 
CONT. ON PG 12
 
PG I OF SO 
O10-2 19 
XPI0 TAX t TOX * TSX 
YMO: TRY * TOY + TSY 
ZMO TAZ + TZ * TSZ 
PRINT 9002.TAX.TAY.TAZ.TAUXA.TAUYR .tAUZA
 
FORMAT I[X.SHTRX= EII.4,SHTAYz Ei1.4.SHTAZ: EIlt.4,7HTAUXA= ELII.4. 










IFORMAT I|X.SMTGX= EII.A.SHtGV= E1|.4",5HTDZ= E11.4)._
 




V ED. 51 F4 IF(CON, 
'GO TOD 60
 























CONT. ON PG is 

















IF IIPICII) .ME. 01 
I;
 


















c ES1S) COIRES:EARVN SENSOIlSiCIS, CORRES.CONTIOL TIMING 
C DUAl?) COIES OESPIN RICH a5NI.013) tORIES G[USAL.
C Gm4 COIS GIMBAL ANGLE
 
Doi! I.S.I8 
"IF~ G y."'a'Y 















I)=OA'R el +'*6,I1 )1J 






-.- -o.- . . . . . 0 I ce I = 1.s 
- - - -- -- - - - - - C-in I
 
1IJD) D A I S 
BI 1s..1?
 
<Fo o 1:1. 
- -- - - - - - - - -- I0 10 t. 










E Y:SlORI SI)lxue2ES()2ua2.) *X/
 





t.i)*SAO XI2*' )*0T#C )*w#GG
t IO:O) ww2 
M2.Sf RTAMC.K2 2C 2C 2 I . P[ :SOlSTI IPI A)-LE2 

J







IF IJ I! JIE)
LE. 





EDO to 103 ­





























FC : l.IE-9 * FF I OlX DI / IRJPHIRXI) 
fRJOPMIRXIFF DX a D1
CLIF : 37.E& I TRRIN 

























CONT. ON PC 

10- 27 	 RIEpROD-UCIBILTy OF Th 











1133:1 X HIC#l0 SE SYtEMEOR92,1)N
LLOSAIR111 UKCEPAL 
























[c lEAR IX % MAX RATE ERROR Too SPRLL I 
IF IFPAX .LT. 2.FMIN) 
IERR:IERRoIO
 





f ,dS40.wTDNI/l DX.F )..12-093 J
 











III CFP-1e12~I1 GE JI


































[H:ZJ u, ORE0S] 
SELECT REACTON HEEL WTH POENTUM DRTR THAN H 
F J 2 . DE. [ 0 8 1 1 3) .A . [ T A O. 0
 

































Do To 211 
Ic ACCEPIABLE CONIINaTtON FOUND
 
FT s I -i - , Fl ­u1naliT 817772 







































C FE = 37.E6 v TPRIM a FF w OX a 01 IXJo.AnPH IRX) 






- - --  -- 























































CONT. ON PG 28
 
FTPG 2W3P c" 
10-Z35 ,?o~~~~T FM 
PI.1f4lht:.MIN.CHOSEflhfOArAslltS.1i.)NCHOSEI2).OArsTs.2)
 
-- - - - -
- - -<00 301 1:6.9
 























IC [ERR IX X.MAX RATE ERROR TOO SMALL] 










If X [ L . .05 
Ioe:,ex 5 
IF OBY L. .05)
 
COTDNPG 30-








Ic SELECT 3 YR OS
 
0
IJF IoIe ISG. 





F IPI E12 )-GE-.109118 1 .

T 






CONT. ON PG 31 
PG 3DF So 
10- 238 
00 TOI 01 I8 
G2 
DID~R~B.11/OQ RI.o ! I) 1 
O2:IAAI8 .ICO SEI) O TAB 7I -I-Io rz)Ou, 
) 
*O9D 
M,=o r 6 8Oonnl . t)o MEGO)-O 1r B . !+ 1 R')ltl. ! 










O I G 
00oTO 306;> 
[C MINUS ONE FLAG FOR NOT fauna 
ICHOSEI 4)=-I 
ICHOSEI 53:0 
CONT. ON PG 32 
PG 3DOF 50 
10-239 









AT A0 TO I 3 J2)/DATAB(9,11)-) "
 
CONT.O PC 33 


















*ORAS7.4lw2#.LDATABI .z3/OPIEGO lpe2.nzxgZ.IDATABI 12.J2,
 
-GO TO 314 
IF i£EI- J2.GLE. 
RPQDFL~ so
 




















































































C TEsr IF 3-AXIS ACCEPIO.EL 
C- lEER I IX MEANS 3-AXIS WHEELS ACCEPTABLE 









HS=AnINIfI I O.Jt.042.Oil-]IV115: 45 *TMO.TL
 
ST FIXED EOUIPPENTV. ELECTRONICS PROCssoRALV DRIVER.
 
SCSOm503SUN 	ca HORIZON) 
12=:10i011 1 











































IC RETUiSIS HERE TO-TEST
MEN ND
 




ITRlaX=OA-TRlf'6.JI )WOOT14157.3 J 
r FsF410Z4 

































3:PIF I C 2 -ED)0
 
PF4 
































IEABSFZATAB. 1.2AD. H 

DO To 46 







IIESOITI. A l7")J'3)v2*- O.0000033vP0OTlIe 1 
IFIP41 .Lt. PHIR) 
,4 
o0 To 422 >-04H 
.r 
I IPIC ,3 =° 
IJ2 - = [O B1 '6 ) 
I 



































* ITAI.TAIJIA * 2.S92E6.TG~uT * TSXeTRuISI / 0X 
* IRAYsTAUYA * 2.69216WT0Ye * TSY.sTAUYS) / Dy 
* TQz.TAUZA * 2.592E6.I&Z.T * TSZuTAUZS) / 0Z 
*FEwTSNALL
 
O g I XJw..4 PH RX 3l.4 tEc-9
JFC FF 

LIFE : 37.!EB o TPPIN s FF v OX a Of IXJu.J.P9IIRX) 
JC -CONFZGUAATJON S
 


















- - - - -	 -- - - 00 502 1:5.9 
ICHOSE(I 10
 







































IF.1-1 P I) I1I7CA Q 
CONT. ON PG *47 







IC-- [)=o ] 
[P[CI2)= 














PG 4f0 o 
10-256
 





























*~I CLIF a D Lt
F 

APHAT/ 57 .3 .IY*2/2 
ICLIFE IA TAY.'RA *2.92E6.tGY.t# TSY.tAUS) / ED L 
~ *W s IN *1140 
" FE m TSNALL
 
CONT. O9N PO so
 
10-Z57 OFTB 
OR1(3N PAGE IS POOR­







COMMON .iUSER/ CA, CE 
COMiON /USER!/ APOGEE, - CONRAt. D1ARAX.'.EEOIJ-T. EPME,
 
EOMINT. EOMIIXL. ECMtYL. EGMIZL. EOGM2NT.
 
.Egf2XL. EQM2YL. EOM2ZL. FE, IAGNCY.
 
[DEBUG. - ISAOR, M812SH. OPTEMP, ORRoNt. PENIGE.
 
MICRO. RELNE. SPECIB). SPECI, XDUNI. xCGSAI.
 
XMER. XMEU -
COMMON /BTNN/ ACSSN. ACSWP. ALT. AREA. SATCAP.
 
91TRAT12). CLIFE. CONVUT. SATOAN. Or.
 
OX. DY. OZ. EOL, EO8SIO.
 
FC. FF. WARNWT. HPT. HTPIPE.
 
HTP!. HYRPR, HtRPWR. IBTLOC.
 
LHOOe. Nc. OREGS. PASSTR. Pit
 
PL. PLMIN. POCNT. RAB. RAOAB.
 
RAT. Ri. SABOLG. SATLD. SATTT.
 
* 	 SATWT. SATXCG. SATYCG. SATZCG. SAZIXL . 
SAIYL. SAIZL. SIDE. SYSLB. THCMt. 
VHRUSTI2). TI. TNKWT. TPRIM. Vs.
 
VCHP. VOL. SOARSt. We. NAT.
 
WT, XJ. XNZERO. YJ. zi
 
COMION/PRTCONI - ACCACY. AM. AN. OF. eS.
 
COPIt-7.23. CISTAR. CTOT. DOTE. OE.
 
ORT. EOBSTR. FEEINV; FEEOPS. FEEN.
 
GSE. IREL. ITRUNC. MHMOLD.NAE13.60).
 
OPS. PAYINY. PAYOUL. PAYR. PE.
PMP,- PRA. POMERISt). Pu. PU1RIS).
 
OCP. OCR. RODIOSO). SABMNT. SATROP.
 
SATINY. SAP. SEEP. SEll. SKTRU(6).
 
SSRELIS)#- SUBELr). SUBt7). SUBUEI7). SUBUPI?7)*
 
TA. TAUI6.6). rTB.. TC. TE.

























(CHECK: 2 REAMS THAT SOLAR ARRAYS ARE .PAOOLES ANO MOUNTED AT 
CENTER OF VEHICLE. (CHECK: I MEANS OTHERWISE. 
A2 
XL= EOBLG 







SOLAR ARRAYS ARE PADDLES. 
APPLIED LOAD lONLY BENDING MOMENT) 
COMPUTE WEIIGHT PER PADDLE iASSUME 2 PADDLES) 
r---=5xOARWT 
I-ME: .sSORU 
IXNA: 1.2SuSASOLGCME9SORTICASCA * CEsCE) 
FC NOMINAL TUBE RADIUS] 
R: SABOLGs@AuXPI/IPIsnSE))o.1428 
C TUBE WALL THICKNESS 
[TW- 2. sSORt I-XnA/I P I vEvR) I 













iC VOLUflE OF SOLNA Boon
 














IC EOU VALENT AXIAL LOAD
 








EOUIVALENT THICKNESS OF STIFFENED CYLINOER
 
I TBRz .267.T 
CONT. 04 PG S 































f= I . XL-6 0 
A= XL/AM 
iC 





1C VOLUME OF EQUIP"ENT BAY STRUC=URE
 
F /A ) )
LVEOEOBOv T#(TSmBSIB)*lTFvB



























C EDUVALEUT AXIAL 
EXN: .25'P/U * .75.XH'S.2 







SKIN STRINgER ASSEPWBLY '



































OtINNA PAG IS POOa Y OF T10-265 VOLURoMUCIn 
C WIG-SECTION BULKHEAOIS REQUIRED 
it .ASSwCASATIT/10.2 
rF T0AL STRUCrURaL mE-|'0"r
 








COMMON /USER6/ CGEEXI9). EELOCI9). EEOYLIB). EMIYCG,- EIUCG.
 
EOPF. EM2YCQ. EM2ZCG, ISBOFG. NUME-ED. XCGSA3
 
COMMON /USER[/ 	 APOGEE. COMRAT. OIAMRAX; EE-OSTf 9 EPRE.
 
EOff tTo EDMIXL. EOI YL. EOMhZL. E0R25T,
 
E092XL. E0M2YL. EOM2ZL. FE. IAG CY.
 
IDEBUG. ISAOR. M12SH. -OPTEMP. ORBNC. PERIGE.
 




COMMON iBTWNi ACSSW'. ACSSP. ALI. SOARER. -BACAP,
 
BITRATI2). CLIFE. CONVUT. SATOAM. OT,
 
DX. OY. oZ. E08LG. (08S0.
 
FC. FF, HARkmT. HPT. HYPIPE.
 
HTP?. HTRPRB. HTRPSR. [STLOC. 
1OO0. NC. OREGS. PASSTR. PJ. -
PL, PLMIN. POCNUT. RADA. RAOAS. 
RAT. RJ. SABOLD, SATLGo SATTMT. 
SAWS?. SATXCG, SATYCG. SATZCD, SAIL.
 
SAIYL. SAIZL. SIDE. SYSLB. THCHST.
 
THRUSTI2.). TI. TNKltT. TPRIM. VS.
 
YCHP. SATVOL. SOARMT. MB. Wet 
STINMT-. SATINX. XUZERO. SATINY. SATINZ 
COMMON/PRTCOM/ ACCRCY.- An. Am. OF. OS.
 
COP[17.2). CISTRR. CTOT. OOTE, DE.
 
ORUIT. EOOSTR. FEElNv. FEEQPS. FEER.
 
GSE. [REL, ITRUNC, HMOOLO,NAPEI3.60).
 
OPS. PAYINV, PAYOUL, PAYR, -E..
 
PMP, PNB', POSERIS). PU. PUi60 ).
 
OCP. OCR. ROLO60"). " SAOMt. SATROP.
 
SATINY, SATR, SE'IP. SElR. SKTAUIS).
 
SSRELf-S6I-'SUEI7). SUST1I). SUSUEI7). SUBUPI7),
 
TA, TAUI6,6). To. TC. 1E.
 




















EplIST = 0.0 
EOM2ST = 0.0 










T.HCPMW = 0.02u 91•S35NT 
THE THERMAL CONTROL SUBSY-STEM IS ACCOUNTED FOR BY 
NOTE THAT YOLUNES ARE IN FTsa3 
ACCOUNT FOR PACKING FACTOR 
LEOBYOL: 1728.EOV0LsEOPF 
.1c OETERM11NE E0UIP"ENT BAY LENDT 
I[ C H O E : O 
THE 1.025 FACTOR 



























GO TO 4 
CONT. ON PC 4 






















,[C OET+ERMnEl SOLA1R ARRAY Ot"ENSIONS J 
SAAREA 144.1,SOAA
 
G 0 TO (It14.1).SHAPE I
 





GO10 1 0 20 IE- Y ­
12m
 






SATOAP = nOx 
(OBLO SAAREA/l3.141ISSATOAH)
(OYOYL 0.786 a SAtOAMNu2 v E08LG 
o to 20
 
S-ATOAR = SORISAAER/ -) 7 
£LG 
EOIVOL [P0 
: 2.6s S1AN/ 2.t 45EgoA 
0.705 a SAfOAM~om •~ c IOL 
SOo 29 
IFIS NT Nl PLE 7IMX 
t" PC 2 
ISATORM -17M. 
FSURF SATOAK u EQfLG / 1.4142*2 
F 




SORT ISRARERP) 1.41421 
0.500 m SATDAN.m2 n EOBL& 
.F 
rTO20: 
CONT. ON PO a 











-OO81 [ SATOAfl[.4142 SAAREA I 

EOBVOL 0.500 a SATOAMo POOL
 
00otO 20 
GO TO 1[O.20),[EOTYP 
r9-Go tg9 

[SURF 3.14155 a 5AI0A~am2 ]
 
IF(SURF G E. SAAREA)
 






CONT. ON PO 9 
PO 8 OF 24 
10-274 
Ic THAT M E CANNOT LENGTHE1A SPHERE]
IS 

GO TO 20 
COJT OP -1
 
SURF = 1.5708 . SRDR-MPm22I 






























PQ 9 O 
10-75
 
t1 Ut IiPE-2) 51.52.53 
SA31L: SAAREA/SATOAM 
CONT. ON PC -I 









































FC DETERMINE MISSION EQUIPMENT BAY TOTAL VOLUHE 
If oSIHSO . 
G I 
GO TO 1S0T 
f MIVL: -7gSmEO0MIYLvm2vEOMIXt 
CONT. ON PG 13 






































CONT. ON PG 14
 
PfG 13F 29 
10-279
 




SlONy: .IB6wISAITf * SA2MM) 
E lON
 TERNAL E U P ENT 
EE D ISSION EOUIPNE T 
ESCIGOTPS MEIGHTAN D 
(E 
























XNEHT :'E01fTt * EEOTIJT 
XIEYL :IEOiHVOL * EEOYOL)/1228. 
M.ARliN! 0.03 .-ISTI.sT-ker-ACSWP..S.,EEGIWT..S.EOHUTrJ.a,.31 
-a I EOBVOL/128.)0.I6 
OETERINE SATELLITE'DRY-WEIGHT LESS AUXILIARY PSOPULS[O. 0.1'WEIHT 2 
FIRSt DEi'ERHINE SOLAR RRARY WEIGHT . 
SO 0,s:0. 
SsonS-: SA3-T -­
2 o 234 
CONTON PUE
 
PG IB F 29
 
10- E81 












SUBOTI: EONWT SMIST M2T * -SOARST * SABMSt 
ORYMt= SUBWT
 
SYSB EOmST .EOPST EOM2ST - EOTJI
 
EOBSTR. SOARIT # $A9FIT # WARNS?
 








IC DETERMINE SATELLITE LAUNCH SEIGHT- ­
'/: - snATTx= SATWT *STO' - "
 








[c MISSION EQUIPMlENT AND MISSION EQUIPMENT BAY STRUCTURE CG
 
I .. .LG I JSEO 
EM2XCG: SO0. - .S.EOM2XL 
C EOUI-PMENT BAY-STRUCTURE C.G. I 
STRXCG= S00. * .SsEOBLG 
STRYCO: 0. 
STRZCG- 0. 
IC UXTERNAL EOUIPMENT C.G. 








DOo TO 240 











CO. ow P 0 
-PC IM!F 
POOV4r283 	 O --
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
29 
. Y
I+£E+F ELOCIJ,:.fS 0.1.) I) .
.I 

IEEYCOII,) -. SISATDA • EESIDII )),I 
I -C EQ .3 "FEE 







[c SOLAR ARRAy C.GS 
DGO TO 244
 
IFIX OSA3-..1 21.24224 
IsA3YCG= 0.
 
[$RA31CG O.- IL 
0 
! 229 m 
toGO  D>OE 
242 > 








CONT. ON PG 20 




1Ff ECOSPI-. ) 24S.246.24,7 
rSAIXCG, 500. • £0LG I 
246 4>8 

















SATELITE CENTER OF GRAVITY CALCULATIONS 
FIRST OETERHINE CONtRIBUTION OF SOLAR ARRAYS 
CONT. ON PG 21 




ISAX SA3WTuSA3XCG * 
SAY: SA3MTiSA3YCG
 
SAZ SA3kT.SA3 G S
 
G5o A! 251 
CONTINUE
 








CONT. ON P, 22
 




......... ... 00 252 I~I.NuMEEO
 
~l *LEONI 1. )SEEXCG1tI(El:







SATXCG: IEOISTRsSTRXCG * EOMTuSXCO * fEGIST * EOMIUT)sEMIXCG , 
juON2ST * C02MT)oEM2ICO * SAX-*, +EX 
IHARNIT.STTPS)SEBXCG)/SATNT
 
VSATCG: IEOSSTRgSTRYCG * OETiE YCD.* IrEaMS; , (OMT).ENIYCG * 




SATZCG: IEOSSTRWSTRZCG * EOWTEBZtG * l01IST * EOfIdT)uEMIZCG # 




C' CALCULATE MOMENTS OF INERTIA
 
C FIRST DETERMINE EOUIPHENT SAY STRUCTURE AND EOUIPHENTBAY
 







ISTNx= EO STAaSAT AAi 
STR[WY= .5mEOBSTRm(SRROmv2 # .167NEOBL~nm2)
 














































C EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT INCREMENTAL INERTIA lBO SNRPE) I
 
CONTNPG 24 

















DO TO 37 
SASINV: S3:SRSU fTR m2
mISA RO *.I2wSSJ 

SAIINX± .S3SmSASIdtaSARYLmA2 * S0121s2 
SA|INY= .0S33uSAIUTwiSARXLuu2 * SAIZLm2) 
SRAINZ: .0S3SuSAIiTgISAIXLuu2 SAIVLm2) 
SA2INX: .O833uSA2UTISA2YLmm2 + SA2ZLmx2 
SA2-INY: .Of33SA2UTmISA2ELum2.'+* SA2ZLEU2)-R mm 
R 1 = 09 *SA2MToISA2XL u2 





CONT. ON PG 2S 
PG 24O" 29 
10-290 




EMINX= .SulEOMIST + EOMIUT) a SATRADm2
 
EMIINY= .0833.IEOHIST * EOHlU1T)wt3uSATRROum2 * EOMIXLnm2)
ENIINZ= EMIINY 
EM21NX= .SvlEQM2ST * E0H2NT).SATRAOmm2




JTEMI= .0833w(EQMtST + EDMMT
 
TEM2= .O833wuEOM2ST + EOH2IT)

EMINX= TEMIalEOMIYLma2 * EOf|ZLm2) 
ENIINY= TEMIalEOMIZLm2 + EOMIXLuE2)
EMIINZ= TEMIwIEOMIYLna2 + EOMIXLon2)
EM2INX= TEM2a(EOM2YLmu2 + EOM2ZLu.2) 
EM2INY= TEM2w[EOM2ZLmm2 + EOM2XLma2)
EM2INZ= TEM2uIEOM2YLaa2 + EO2XLum2) 
E0M21TO EOI2MT + EOM2ST
 
SC SATELLITE TOTAL INERTIA CALCULATIONS 
IF FIRST DETERMINE CONTRIBUTION OF SOLAR ARRAYS 












$atY-- salt,%z SA3Wlo(,l SATYCG-SA3vCG)op2 I S4TCG-$43XCG)P:z 
Ira TO 42
 
SAItz SRIIl * SQtMtvllSATYCG-SQIYCG)rm2 * JSAtZCG-SAtZCG)wv2)
 





SAIYz SAIINY # S;ItUtollSAtZCG-SAIZCG)va2 # ISATXCO-SAIXCO)w*21





SAIZz SAIIZ * S4tVTsfiSAtYCG-SAIYCG)*m2 # rSATXCG-SAIXCO)vv2)
















COW. ON PC 27 




.0 	 4 I:I.N. EEO ).. . 















SAtINX: StRINX * EOsSrR.IISATYCG-STRYCG)..2 * ISATZCG-StZCG)o.s2) 
* EMIINX * EOCITOslISATYCG-EMIYC)am2 * ISATZCG-EMIZCOE).2)
" EM21NX * E0M2TOl ISATYCG-Ei2YCG)m.2 * ISATZCG-EM2ZG).2)
* EOINX , EOMToISATYCG..2 * SATZCGOw2) * SAIX * EEIX
 
SATINY: STRINY , EOBStR.IESATZCG-SIRZCG)..2 * ISATXCG-STRXCG)..2)
 
* EMI[NY # EOMITOmISArZCG-EMIZCG)m.2 * ISAtXCfl-EfIfCG).2)
 
# EM2INY * E0M2TmlISATZC&-EM2ZC0)..2 # ISATXCG-EM2XCG)..2)
 
- EINY # EOhTmuSATZCGm.2 # I-SAtXCG-STRXCGOva2) * SAIY # EEIY
 
SATINZ± STRINZ * EOBSTRuIISATYCG-STRYCG)..2 * ISArXCG-STRXCG)..2)

* E111HZ - E0M1TOslISATYCG-EMIYCG)ua2 * ISATXCG-EMIXCG)..2)
 
EM2INZ # EOM2TOuJISATYCG-EM2YCGD).2 * ISATXCG-EM2XCG)b.2)
 
* EOINZ * EOHT.ISArYCG..2 * -ISATXCG-SrRXCG)u2).*SAIZ * EEIZ
 
C COMPUTE DISTANCE FROM C.G. TO MAIN ENDINEIOT). GAS JET LEVER ARMS
 
ON ROLL. PITCH. AND YAM AXES. RESPECTIVELY. IOX.DY.OZ). THE
 
CONVERSION TO UNITS OF Ft IS DONE IN SUBROUTINE SANDC
 
CONT. ON PG 28 





























10-295 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 





C 0 SUBROUTINE EP - ­
£ p WILL SELECT AND SIZE THE ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM WHICH WILL BE a 
C a THESE CONFIGURATIONS AS FOLLOWS - - U
C a NCONF I) = I IS DUAL SPIN S 
C a NCONF I) = 2 Is YAW SPIN a 
C a NCONF I1) = 3 IS MASS EXPULSION 
C a NCONF 11) A IS MASS EXPULSIONIMOHENTUM BIAS) • 
C a ICONF I1 S IS PITCH MOMENTUM BIRS 
C 0 NCONF IS) I IS SHUNT - PADDLE a 
C w NCONF 15) 2 IS SHUNT - BODY 
C v NCONF IS) 3 IS S # 0 - PADDLE 
Ca NCONF IS) 4 IS S . - BODY 
C a NCONF IS) : S IS SERIES PADDLE a 
C a NCONF [.5) = 6 IS SERIES BODY 
C m NCONF 16) = I IS CYLINDER a 
C al NCONF (6) =2 IS Box 
C NCONF 16) 3 IS SPHERE 
C*EU BSClUUUUWUUAEUGUUUE8UUSPSEUlSU.SlSUU.@.S3.EaU.6. 





C VARIABLE HO USED FROM TO DEFAULT DESCRIPTION.
 
C S 
C A INT EP EP FT HE . HP 
C a At [NT EPS EPS FTsu2 ARRAY AREAm 
C a A32 [NT EP EP Ac13/2) a 
C a ALT I.[NT USER EPR MI ALTITUDE m 
C a AREA 0 EPS VESIZE FTmu2 ARRAY AREA. 
C a CA It EPS EPS A-H M1ipREO CPw 
C 8 CAPMAX INt 0R EPR A-H MIN REQ CPa 
C a - CCELL [IT 0R EPS A-H CAP SEL CLs 
C a CHIT INT EPS EPS 2.0 .HRS MIN CHO TMs 
C a CI INT EPS EPS A-HMIN INST CPu
 
C a CISTAR INT EPS EPS A-HCAP SEL CEL. 
C 0 CR INT EPS EPS W-HMIN RED CAP. 
C a DATAB I.INTO MAIN 'EPR.EPS DATA BASE a 
C D INT EPS .03 XmIS LOSSELF EPS 
C DELI [NT EPS EPS .02 FAR LOSS a 
C * DELM INT EPS EPS .01 -MISC LOSS a 
C a DELR INT EPS EPS .05 OR .3 RAD OEG FACe 
C a DELT INT EPS EPS TABLE TEMP.CORR. a
 
C a ETAC INT Do EPA 1.0 EFF CHGR 
C a ETAO INT 0 EPR.EPS 0.95 EFF 0[SCH a 
C 'a ETRE INT 0 EPR.EPS 0-65 EFF GATT 
C a ETRI INT EPS EPS . 0-lOS SOLAR CL EFa 
C a ETALR INT 05 EPR 0.90 EFF LD REDa 
C a ETAR IlT EPA EPRCEPS 1.0 PWR DIST LS. 
C 0 FS INT EPS EPS - SIZE FACT. a 
CONT.ON PO 2
 
PQ IO 39 
10-296
 




























20.902E6FT RAO EARTH U 
NE/A 0 
FT PERIGEE a 
[NT INDEX a 
CCU INDEX a 
CCL INDI CL: 
C a [CELLE [NT EPS EPS END CELLS * 
C 0 ICAENT EPR EPR AMP C(0 CURR 





















END CHGRS a 
HOUR to a 
VAR ON CONF. 











COL [NOX OR. 
END DESCH a 
















COL tNDX LRm 
END LR v 
PCU INDEX a 
C IPCUE I EP EPA- END PCU a 











































C a ISA2E ENT EPR EPR ENO SR2 a 
C KI I I EPS EPS 1.02 BATT RKG F a 
C K2 INT EPS . EPS 1.4 BAT ST WT F. 




















































































NO DISCH Rom 
NO LD REG 













CONT. ON PG 3 
PG 2 OF 39 
10-297 
EP 	 C o"rimp 9
COPTEP P.IDEG. I 	 USER NTR~
 
C * POL INT 	 EPR S 
PAN N* N P EPA..EPS w TTpWR BoO.L. a
 
C PO INT EPA EPA sRTO? P50-RE.
 
C v PEXC S [NT EPA EPR.EPS MATTPmO 20 ESP?
 CPS 3.?4ES9 	 CONSTANT 0
C- PIE [NT 	 EPS 

C a PL I 	 ALL SES EPR W-MATT AV-POR LO 
ALL SIS EPR WATT MIN PWR LO 0C a PLMI 	 I 
 WATTTOT PWR LREN
PLR INT 	 (PR PWR O-ISP LAEPA THERMAL
C & O 	 R
ff 0 

C a PS lNT EPA 
 EPR.EPS WATTEOL SOL OuTe
 
RFD [NT EPS EPS rEMP DEG F~wC a 
EP (P USED IN CALC' OFC g S 	 TNT TE a 
IN EPS EPS 13S3 W/R2AV'SOL INf aC P SOL -
ECPS TIME aC a TE' lint 	 EPS EPA 
EPS 	 .OARNMLt.TE a
C 0 TEDTS INT EPS 

FTw3UT BATVOL
C a YB INT 	 EPA EPS 

C u VO IN? 	 (P EPSLT FT* *BAT VOL*U
VC IVT EPS 
MAIN -3VOL CELL a 
C a Yet3TtT 	 [N EPS 1.1I VOCHIN CELL m 




C O VOL 	 0 AAIN 
VESZE KGFaERRAY.W. 9
MATE (NTC2 	 EPS
EPS 	 XGUN|T BAT WT*
CC vv we NTw EPS 

C a NeT INT EPS- EPS 
 XGTOT BATNmT e
 
LB CELL mGT a
C a WCELL INT 	 09 EPS 

LOS EP T.




EOBIt). CEOIXL. EOMVYL EM|ZL, EM0.0.
 
,EOH2XL. EOD2YL." EO2ZL. FE, (8GNCY,
 
COMMON /USR[/ 	 SPiECBIIIIIB). SPd.1. AEON "EPME, II.
I MBIBC BBIO.B APOGEE.RELBBBIMEO.II OIAMLX, 	 A),O 

ORBIP?. PERIGE,
IDEBuG. ISATOR, FF.t2S, 	OPTERP, 

MICRO. RELME SPECIS), 	 SPEct, T XRGS.P.
 XMER, XMEU
 
ALSWPMBTINN.LSN,O ALI, AREA. 	 RATCP.
COMPPON 

OtTRAT.2) CLIFE, CONVLT. Do OT.
 
AX. OY. 	 oz. EOBLG. EOOSIO.
FC, FF, HARNWT, WPT. HTP|PE.
 
HTPT. HTRPRB, HTRPWR. ISTLOC.
 
LMODD, NCO OMEGS'o PASSTRo PJ.
 
PLO PLMINo POCNMT. RAOA, RiABR,
 
RAT. RJ .SABODDL. SATLG, SRtTTv
 
SRTWT, SatXCG ." SRTYCG. 'SRTZCG, SAIXL,
 
SIDE. " SYSLB. THCMST..
SAIYL, SAIZL. 

THRUST12). TI, TNKST. TPRIM. Ve.
 
" MB?.
VCHP. VOL,. WATE, M. 

MT. XJ. N, 	 YJ. ZJ
 

































SSRELIS). SUBE17). SUSTI?), SUBuEI7). SUBUPI?).
 
TA. TAUiB6B, TB. C. r.
 































COINT. 0 ONP 

















-.~ - . . 10 1. t s-~ -o . - . o 




SC * LBaoO PUST GO T0 REL
 
-- - - - - - - - - 20 #1LR:2[  .
 





S SET UP OELTA-R AND OELTA-T [RADIATION DEGRADATION AN 






907 ijt .*0.--O.'' Icola"" 
00O TO 160,60o,40,40.40)", ICOGF 










DGo to 140 
IC no ALITUOE IS GREATER THAN S000 NAUTICAL fILES S. 
ICIONF:NCONFIS) 
GO TO igO.lO.9o. IIO.90.IO3. ICONF 
[ICONF:NCONFI I) 
00TO IdO.40O.OO.100. O). (CONF 
DEL t:.O8 
GO TO 140 
Ito 
I[CONFzNCONFI I 
,O TO I120.120.130.130.130). ICOIJF 
CONT. ON PG 8 





C a ~ N lE it.L BE DOING ?HE[ (PR NA¢CIR0 SELECII4N IS.SANOO.SLRJ 
C *eselgeoneecap....ullge...Iwuuu..slsmhuDsbfcmlbe~uglesmee...aw..umsugw 
R6 
GO TO iISO.ISO.280.230.5OD.SO). ICONF
 
I c so SHUNT RIEGL)LATION DESIGN
 
ItCELLE- I 2 ) 















































CONT. ON PG 10 
PG 9 OF 
10-304 
3 
IO TO 210 
@T 
Go to 10 
IIEL~ 39CELE

~IF ~ ~ PSICELL=IPIC12)#l
 





L POGoGIA toF 

PAR IRPOO 




ICHOSEI 2=- l 
ICHOSErgh-1I 
IT.COMPUTE SELECTION PARAMETERS .FOR SHUNT REGULATION DESIGN--

TIS IS.-FOR SHUNT REGULATOR.BATTERY AND SATTERY tHARGER " -
REOUIREO
REG __,ULATO _S





C DETERMINE EXCESS ARRAY POUER FOR REGULATION
 
[PS : IPL/E TAR .l1..TEDTSS.I./IETRamE TACeE TAE 3
 





















INSR: PEXCE NSA: IAASSI . 
C DETEIFMINPMINIMUM IENCB~E CPC 
C . DEERIE NMBR OCE LLS IN SERESI E SPPIEDTO 
CONTINUE 
1C ,, 0OT - - 1110 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT [AS NCSnY 
CeSET VOLIA~rES FOR THIS DESIGN EL 





OETERM[NE MINIMUM INSTALLEO C P C r 
%UMfBER OF CELLS I% SERIESI TO BE SUPPL IED TO R L 
IC OETERRINE SELECTION PARAMETERS ON CELLS 
CONT. ON PO 13 











 THE HARDWARE PARAMETER TO 



















G~o TO 260 
do o* 220 
I[CHOS I1-7 ] 

























%CHOSE 12 )=fie 
86 



























































loo t 6 
CONT. ON PG is
























0 0 To 360 >O 
CONT. 04 PG 19 
PO IMDF 3g 
10-313
 












TO 330 PGO 
l [DR=l 13 1 4
 


























C.,C ~ ~ uTE E L E C TI O N P A R A M ETE R S H UN,O N!IS HRIIRIL A I N
 
C £* THIS IS FOR DISCHARGE REGULATOR.SHUNT REGULATOR.BATTERY.BATTERYC gm CHARGER AND SIZING THE 
CENTRAL CONTROL UNIT - -C mm OETERMINE NURBSER OF DISCHARGE REGULATORS REOUIRED
 
C2 







CONT. ON PG 21 


















DETEMINE EOUREO CAPACIIES 
CA:IVoPLSTE/3600.)/ILWBODSETAOJ
 
IC DETERMlINE MIIMUM INSTALLED CAPACITY 
DETERMINE NUMBER OF CELLS IN SERIESITD BE SUPPLIED TO REL. 
NC:VB./YC 
CISrR IS SELECTION PARAMETER GON CELLS
 









" "  r CHARGER SELECTION 




































o ro 420 
IESR2=zT 814A *L 
VCELL=OABIC)[CHGR=[CHGR*| 
100 TO 370 
-- ­ - . .-. .-. .-. .-. .-< 
420 L 1 
00 430 1=1o05 
-­~. .. . . .- 30 I 
I [C H O S E I I I = ' ! 




















































































t CH R= I'P[I 1 
ISPD=[P[IcI ) 
1POZIPICIs) 
G¢O to 520 
470 PG 3 
i-3 





cIErLI h= - b 









[c asCOMlPUTE 'SELECTOM PARAME[TERS FOR SERIES LOAD REGULATI"all
 
C am THIS IS FOR THE" LOAD REGULAfORPSAtTERYP|aTfERY CHARG4 SNO
 
C i SIZING THE SOLAR POWER DISTRIBUTOR AND POWER DISTRIBUTOR
 
C LR I.S THE .NUMBER OF LAD REGULATORS REQUIZRED
 


















- C..o SET UP ATTERY SELECTION PA TERS 
C DETERMINE REOUIREO CAPACITIES
 
L.TE/3BO.
FcR:Ic  l LMSOOaETAO, 




CONT. ON PO 32 
P 332 
10- 326 
1C OETERMINE NUMIER Of CELLS IN SERIESITO BE SUPPLIED TO EL)
 
iC CiSTRE IS SELECTION PARANETERS ON CELLS 
IF lITER .Gf. 1) 
T 
zPIC 40SE 12) 
C DETER I PE CHARGE CURRENT RATING REQUIRED 
CCELL:ClStAI 
ICH=CCELLICMVP[N1T I 
FOR THE lATTE4=vCmARGERA 
C a 
C . COMPIARE THE HAROARE PABAMETER TO THE SELECTION PARAMETER us 
10- 32 














tLK: 106(7 .l2 
ICELL:I0SI 11)
 
air To -30 
Ns­











































PG IMF 39 
10-329
 





























m SOLAR oCRRAY SIZING
 
1atw--r-yt----O 




Ic• mOETDY PADDLEo CLAN ARAY,IO-SPINNINGF]
 
NF; 















1C BcBODY MOUNTED SPHERE SPINNING 









IC CONPUTE ENERGY gALANCE EOUATION
 
B~rm 
PS--PL/ETARmI|.*TEOTSm k 1|1 IOmETACmET-A)-) 
Ic COMPUTEi~Z+ F0A14lI$ fOR 
ic COPUTE ARRAY AREA J
 












COMMON /USERI/ APOGEE. COMPA, OIAMAX. EEOUTIg). (PNE|

£ONINT. EONIXL. EOtVL. (OIZL EOQM2Tu
 
UO2XL. EON2YL. EO2ZL. TfSt. 1604c.,

IDEBUG. ISATOR, M112SH OPTEMP. OISINC, PERICE,





COMMON /TM/ ACSSN. ACSMP. ALT. ARES. ufCAP.
 
BITlTI2). CLIFE. CONYWT. O. Ot
 
DO DY. O* (OSLG. (01110.

FC. ACTNSf. HAANMT. uPt. ITPIP(.
 
HTPT. HTSPoSI HTYPHI. [ltLOC.
 
LAID!: NCO DREGS. PASNS. P.
 
PC: PLNIN. POCUW, MAC. MOS.ll,
 
SAT. Ul., SASOLG. SAfLG. SATIY.
 
SAWS?, SATXCO, SATYCGo SAfZCG. SA:IL.
 
SatYL, SAUZL. SIDE, SYSLi. TMCNMf.
 
T12). TOTIMP. TNKT TPRIN. wS,
 
VCHP. VOL, MATE. Ne. MIT,




COMNlOM/PQTCORf/ ACCltCY, AM* am, IF* Is*
 
COP F.2),CSTANO CTOT DOTE. TU*
DRIWT, [01Sfi* FEE~IV, FEEOPS* FEE1.
 
GS£, IREL, ITltUNC, RROOL0,NAM1i3#6O),
 
OPS, PAYINV# PAYOUL* PaYrit PE*
 
P"P* PMR,*POWERi6)* Put PUilSO)o
 
OCP* OCNt, ROLO16O), SAINlMT, SATROPO
 
SATINY, SOIfN' SE|P* SEEN, SKIAUiS)o
 
SSAELI6), SUDSY?) SUBT17)v SUIUEI?)* SUBUP17). }
 
TA* faul6*6)o Tlo TC, TE*
 


















FORMAT iZXgIACTHSr - ,EII.dIX.SHTTHST 7 *EI.d) 
CONT. ON PC 2 
PC t~or W 
10-335R-

ORIIGINAL PAGE 9 W 
c nis as eao o.s co r, oao , 
C OCEIn"tE OMAXIMRUM THRUST FROM flUXC 










C INITIALIZE ICHOSE. CHOIE. IERN AND SELEC) AAOMAAE ma Z0
'EO
 
c I.E.. THE FILL AND VENT VALVE AND RELIEF VALVE
 


















I: 1005) * I 
JJ: 1016) * I 
ICHOSE3 = OAfiABhit[I)




















100 t o It 
.F 
C NO ACCEPTAULE THUUSTEFtSJ 




SELECT PNIUHATIC ATTITUOE ANO CONTROL THRUSTERS 
FIRST OETERMINE SET OF ALL TfUSTERS WHICH SATISFY THE 
THRUST GO ACTHST 
INEOUALITY 

















CC CHOOSEtWIT EHITI1FRORTHE AIOVE SE! WHICHcOU I~ry. AISf THRusT - AICYHIT') 
----Rus AC]tJ1± IACCI~ I.1 
THRuST. OATAhI6.J1I) 
OIFOLO I)SIWIUST - ICtSj) 
INIHIZES THE 





IF'FIFIIOIN. LE I FOLO0) 
+ 




O TO 10 
































IACCPTI I)= J2_1 
IGO TO 22 --------­
rla = - I * 
tHRuST= CAROi 6,J2)
 
DIFOLO: ABSITHRuST - TTHST)
 


































iC THRUSTERS HAVE BEEN SELECTED 
C SET NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF THRUSTER, 
C CHECK TO SEE IF CYCLE LIFE REQUIREMENT IS SATISFIEO 
t 





THRUSTERS IS TOO SNORT. lEAR: 10 IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF 
THE TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS IS TOO SHORT.-lEER: II IMPLIES THAT 
THE CYCLE LIVES OF BOTH THRUSTERS ARE TOO SHORT 
PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF PNEUMATIC ISOLATION 



















CC OETERMINE HARMRE INDICES F
 
COCTION PO E I 









































J3 IOBII) + I 






Az3 106(t) + I
 
J4= IOB(2) + I 
J5= [PIC13) + I 
Ji6= PItc(4 











J3= 100SF!) # I 
J4= 109(2) #tI 
JS. 10813) # I­
j6: IPIC14I I 
1 CONIU
 
FC THE HAROARE INOICESARE SET l
 
32 
IC ISOLATION VALVE AND FILTER ARE ACCEPTABLE 
Ic 
VELPIS311.29E-3RHIMOtPR/.RTABI?7J3 I 
JOELPFI = ORtROI7,J4)uMlOOTPRw2 
BICHOSEI3)= OATBl.OIJ3) . ' 
AICHOSET4)T. ATRBllJ4) 
7 
PREL~fIMNRY CALCULATIONS Fait SELECTION OF REGULATOR 
PREG= Pt[ # 2.m0ELP[S- DELPFII 
CDAREGC MOOTPRSORTISOO.PREG/.2?E4)
WPR= |.|PTOtILP/65.




REG. OR .D~tRB( 6 J ) Lt VPRT ) 
F 
CONT. ON PO is 
PC 143 G3 
10-348 








C SIZE PLUFBING AND CONNECTORS
 
IPCEATE=.2mOATABl23.J6)aNCHOSEIB J 


















-.- - - - -. - -DO-. - 00 322 1 1: > 
F: 	 +II
zT: NCHOSEI)ODATRABI23.i)T *
VOL= VOL * NCHOSEII).OATAB(24,J)
PL= PL + NCHOSEI[)aODATBIIG.J)






WT= WT + ACSWP *PC WATE J
 


































JS= J * I
 
I To 32>P 
,,4=351 2) + I






CONT. ON PG is 







IC THIS 1S MONOPROELLAN CONFIGURATION
 




1C THIS IS NOT AN ACCEPTABLE CONFIGuRATION
 











C INITIALIZE ICHOSEPNCHOSE#IERR AND SELECT HAROARE N0,T SIZED
 




- --- - - - - - - - -< .no0 40 1-= I.14 > 
(CHOSEII):-O
 












- 00 41 1:5.1t >
 
"1 '108(s) +1'I 
























O TO 120" 
rF 
LOTHUST.U PC 2
I00 TO -1-1 














SELECT PHNEUlATIC ATTITUDE AND CONTROL THRUSTERS
 
















r'ONT. ON PG 22 







CHooSE THAT THRUSTER FROM THE ABOVE SET WHICH MINIM!ZES THE 




O1FOL:R BSITHRUST - ACTHST) 
1"70, " 






OIFNEM= ABSitHRUST - ACTHNST)
 







GO TO 100 







= OFr 1 9 )I 't : 6 ' PAG 
ELECT TRfNSLRTIONL THRUSTERS USING ABOEPEPNEUMATIC 





















E 7 "1-7 
J2= J2 t
 
J2 ACCPT( )=, 
I= I 
THRUST: DRTABI6.J2) -




























c THRUSTERS HAVE EE SELECTED
 
C SET NUBER OF EACH TYPE OF THRUSTER
 
C CHECK TO SEE IF CYCLE LIFE REUIREENT S SRATISFIO
 
LIERRZ IJ 
IERRZ IERR + to- I
 
Ii flfl: I IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE -OF THE AtTITUOE ANO CONTROL |
 
C IS [ERR=0-IMP LIES THAT
THRUSTERS TOO SHORT. IERRz 10 THE CYCLE LIFE OF
 
C THE TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS IS TOO-SHDRT_. [ERR= It IMPLIES THAT
 
C THE CYCLE L!,VES OF-BOtH THRUSTERS ARE ,TOO SHORT
 
C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF MONOPROPELLANT ISOLATION
 
C VALVES AND FILTERS 
 r
 
XRHOF= .036 C 
iWDOTF=I3-aRCTHST 2.sTfNST)/200
 





IRMAX = 50.1WOOTF-m, 2 1 
























AGO'E TBEC RrON I 




j3: 10818) * IJS: 108(9) * 1 
JS: [0813) *"I 
FONT. ON PG 30 
-





J7= 10BSO1 * I 









































44: IOBI9I ." I 1 
J: 1PC14) 
J6= [P[ Cl S4) 
J7= IPICI 91 
49j: [P1616) 
8?z PICIS) 
43: IOlS * I 




J7= [PICIS) | 
Je= IP[ICI86 
GOTO ,53 
J3z 10e8181 z 
SJ4= [Oi9) * ! ' 













wC tH !AROAR zzzjj RE E C THE ua INOICES ARE SET
 
















































AC~ ~ SkIPPG SS+ 
PRELIMINARY CALCULATIOS FOR 














CONT. ON PG 34 













































. E P 

















G 35ON PCONT. 
P, 3 V :3 
10+368 
IF J J EDJ7E)| 
Oo TO 5002 t 
ECON? [lUE I 
C 
C 
NO TANK IN DATA BASE WHICH SATISFIES BOTH THE PRESSURE AND VOLUME 
DESIGN CRITERIA. SELECT TANK WITH LARGEST VOLUME WHICH SATISFIES 
PRESSURE DESIGN CRITERIA. 







FJ J ? 7, = J?7 + I 




CI7 / O-TBISJ S
VFT 

-. ICHOSEII) OATABI1.J7 
-









Ic SlZEc -PLUMINGll AND COuNmTmr.LuS 












- - - - - - - - - - - 00 642 1:1.11
 
J= Nil)
WT: W=t * NCHOSE(I)O1ATO1923.J) 
VOL: VOL + NCHOSEII)UORTROI24J) 
PL: Pl f NCHOSEII)OATABIIB.J) 
PLI[N= PL[W * NCHOSEI)UDOATABIIS.J) 
BRIXT=HT+PCXATEEIHT[ 
WTz WT +"ACSWP "PNT 
-- - - ­ - - - - ­ -CNTINU 
iC HARDWARE SELECTION NOT ACCEPTABLE - INCREMENT HAROARE INDICES 
[FI J3.LT.J3E) 













SJ a: 108 (8)1 + 1 
*IJ: • I 
DO TO s GOo TO 54 '
 
J4t J4 + I 
J3=GO J3TO +Si I 
J3= 10819) + I 
40CO$4T. ON PG 
10- 373
 
J4= 109-9) * I
JG= 10913) # 1
 
J6: J6 * 1. 
IJ3= 1095) t I
 
JS= 10913) + 1.
 
J6. 10953) * I
 






iJ3= 109o8) + I
 
J44 10919) * I
 




J7 1o tO) * t 




IC THIS IS BIPROPELLANT CONFIGURATION
 
IC THIS IS NOT AN ACCEPTABLE CONFIGURATION 














IGO TO 6s 
INITIALIZE ICHOSE.NCHOSE9IERR AND SELECT HAROHARE NOT SIZED 
I.E.. FILL AND DRAIN VALVES.FILL AND VENT VALVE AND RELIEF 
VALVE 
. . .- -o . . . . .- - - .- - - o0 6 4 I=I, t 4 
ICHOSEII)= 0 
- - - - ­ - - ­ - - -
- - ­ -














CONT. ON PG 42 
PG 4B 63 
10-375 
NCHOSE 141=t 
II= 108(s) * I 
JJ: 10916) + I 









FIRST CHECK TO SEE IF THERE IS AN ACCEPTABLE THRUSTER IN 
BASE 
FNAX1AflAXIIACTHST.TTHST) 











IGO TO10 Ot 
1C NO ACCEPTABLE THRUSTERS I 




1C AT LEAST ONE ACCEPTABLE THRUSTER 
19 
CONTINUE 
SELECT PNEUMATIC ATTITUDE AND CONTROL THRUSTERS 
FIRST DETERNINE SET OF ALL THRUSTERS WHICH SATISFY THE 
THRUST GE ACTHST 
I= 





IFl THRUST.DE .ACTHST) 
T 
F 
GO To 151 
CONT."ON PG 44 " 
PG 430f 63 
10-377 "REPODUc- ."" 
D ZoA 
J4' 
Jl± JI + I 
O TO 131 
IIRn(CCT( I)= Jl J 
tHI I + 
CONTINUEI 
- I7 0-
THE ABOVE SET HICH MIIMIlZES tHIOSE THAT THRUSTER FROM 











CONT. ON PG 45 






























SELECT PNEUMAT-IC TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS USING ABOVE PROCEDURE I 
J2211 [Do( 121 









231 . , 
IIACCPT!II= J2i
 

























J2z [RCCPT!I ) 
!THRUST= D TRA i66J2 ) tI_






CONT. DN PG 48 
10-381 
FO2BE.Oo T-O 9=1 








R OF EACH TYPE OF THRUSTER
 S SRTSF1ED










Ci IERR± I IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF THE ATTITUDE ANO CONTROL
 
c THRUSTERS IS too SHORT. IERRz 10 IMPLIES THAT THE CYCLE LIFE OF
 
C THE TRANSLATIONAL THRUSTERS IS TOO SHORT. IERR: 11 IMPLIES THAT
 
C THE CYCtE LIVES OF BOTH THRUSTERS ARE TOO SHORT
C 
 PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION Of BIPROPECLRNT ISOLATION
 


























J8£ = 108f2)JSE: 10815)
 
FC OEERMINE HRRDWRE INDICES
 
CONT. ON PO SO 

















'C O ACCEPTABLE COHG7NA7IONS
 
4­
43: 109113) * I I
 
J5: 1O914) + I
 
J6: 109ll4)+ * 1.
J: 10813) * I
 
JO= 10911) 11 

is= 109115) * I
 
J1O= 108115) * I
 
411: 10814) + I
 









































J3= 10913)-+ 1 1
 















72 8 iI~zTOBLIYO E
 














J3: 109(13) * 1JAt 109113) * I 
J5: OBl4') * I 











i : [09113) * I 
J4: 108113) * t 
J4: 10114) + 1
J6= Ioelt4 + I 









4: 108113) * t 
J= 109143) * t 
J5= 1D914) * I 
is, [09114) * I 















J3 10SfM13) # I
 
J4-, 1081 -3)* I
 
45= tOl14) * t
 
46: 1091143 + I
 
Ji7 10613) -. I
 
is= 1D(t) + I
 










J3: 1091131 f 1
 
J4= 108113) * I
 
JS= 109(14) + I
 
,JS= OBII4) + I
 
.J?= 10613) + I
 






















4s: t091-4) A I* 
J6: 1090) +42 .1
 
47: IOBCS) * I 
J4: 1001i) + I
 
J9: 10(1) * +It
 










































1C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECt ON OF PNEUMATIC REGULATOR 1
 
CONT. ON PO S? 
10-390 
PT[: DATAB(S.JI) - " 
PFt= PT! * 2.sOLPISF # 2.aDLPFIF .
 




NOOTPR= I.OSa.O2E-7h2S.sPREGdIMOOTF/RHOF * MOOTO/RHOD) 
COAREG: WOOTPR/SORTIS6OO.oPREG/1.27E4) 




C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTION OF PEULATIC ISOLATION










IC PRELIMI[NARY CAL-CULATIONS'FOR SELECTION OF FUEL TAN-K.OXIDI-ZER Il
 















-ACSuP: HF # NO
VO: ZJOIRHO0 
.VOT= l.ImVO 









IC FUEL TANK. OXIDIZER TANK AND PNEUMATIC TANK ARE ACCEPTABLE
 
Flc4,E iCOI)= O RTABII|JD) 
ICNOSEII): DRTABII.J11)
 
TNKTz DRTABI23,Jg) * DATABI23,J10) 

















141 1)= Jl 
N1l2): J2 
IN(S): 45 I 
IM: JS 




MI 101: JIG 
N ll): JI 
. . . .. .. . . ... ...-- - ­ 00 802 1:1 14 
J: Nill) 
: iT * NCHOSEII)sDATABI23J) 
VOL= VOL * NCHOSEII)gDATABI24,J)
PL: PL # NCHOSEII)mDATASIS.J)
PLIN: PLMIN + NCHOSEIL)mDATABI.J) 
CONTINUE 
ORIWT="T.PCWATE-NEO4ITI I)I 
T= WT # ACSMP * PCMATE 
EEM6 
8 CONT[HUE] 
1C HARDWARE SELECTION NOT ACCEPTABLE - INCREMENT HARDWARE INDICES J 
CONT.ONP3 60 

























IJ3= JQ9143) # I I
 
it= 109(13) 0 I
JS= JS #" ?
 
EN41 
iJ3, t8113) # I 
,1o0 14) I





iA: I08113) + I
 
iJ4= 10S113) + I 
JS: 109114) + I 
Ji= 10114) + I 




iJ:= 10113) + I
 
iJt 109113) , I
 
iS__ IDol 4t) 1
 
J6: 109114) 1] 
J7= 10813) + I 
iJs: i * I 






J3z 10913) # I
 
J4= 109113) * I
 
45: [011I) *. I:JS 108114) .I
 
7: '10913) * 1

JO: 10911) * I
 




j3= 109113) + I
J4=1013, 1
 




J7: 10913) * I
 
48± 1,0901t) , I






is= 1081 14) + I
J7: 108(3) * I
 
J= 109(1) + I
410: lODt I)"
 J8:IOooIlts + I
















GAN'Z=TIN(z I..76.18009173/I ZI. )-BS.50532033/t 2.2. :1.24.OhAO9S22I 
I 2.3. 1-1.23!?39516/IZ.4.),.120858003E-2/(Z.f-.SSGSB2E-5/IZ*6.)) 
































































DATA A1242 / .7164815E-13
 
DATA Al25) /-.1D53749E-13 '
 
DATA A126) / .IS2467E-14
 
DATA Sf27) / .0
 
DATA 8128) / .0
 








CONT. ON PO 2 
PC I OF 
10-400
 
- - ------------- 
- -- ----------------




























DATA 89118)- / .0


















B' CJ):CDEFFuBBIJ I)-BBIJ 2 )+AAIJ)I
 











.. 	 g~ o .
C . ... .. .	 .. .. .. . . . . o e. . . . . . . ..
 
SSUBROUTINE RELY IIRTN.IOS.NEOUIP " I 
COMMON /USERR/ ISPT. ISUB. KEOPJ. RF . 
COMMON /USERI/ 	 APOGEE* CONRAT, OIAAX. EEONTIB), EPRE. 
EGMIMT. EOMIXL. EORIYL. EONIZL. EOM2UT. 
EOM2XL. EOM2YL'o" EOM2ZLr - FE. [AGUCY,
IDEBUG. ISATOR. MBI2SH. Tel. ORBINC." PERIGE.
 




COMMON IBTMN/ ACSSN. ACSUP, ALT, AREA, UARC-OP.
 
BITRATI2). CLIFE. COVNT,.- XKOUN2. OT.
 





HTP?, HIRPRO. HYRPHR. iTLOC."
 
0. NCO OMEGS. PASSTR. - PJ. 
PL. PLNIN. POCNNT. RAA, RAAGo 
RAT, UJ. 	 SABOLG. SArLG SATITM.
 
SAINT; SAIXCO, SATYCG. SATZCG. SAuWL.
 
SAIYL, SAUZL. SIDE. SYSLO. 'THCHT.
 
THRUSTI2). TI. IMKOT, TPRIN. VaB
 
VCHP. VOL. HATE, we, NOT,








COMMON /CHOSE/ COSTM(S.6O), OPIAII.60). ICHOSEIGO).





COMMON/PRTCOM/ RCCRCY." Al AN. OF, aS.
 
COPII7.2). CISTAR. CTOT. DOTE. BE.
ORINT. EGOSTR. FEEINV. FEEOPS. FEER.
 
GSE. IREL. ITRUNC. MMDOLO.MANEI3,60).

OPS, .PAy[NV. 	 PAYOUC, PAYR. PE,
 
PflP, - PMR. POWERI 6). PU. PRIBO).
OCP. OCR. ROLO(6O). SABMt. '-SATAOP. 
SATINY, SATR. SEP. SElR. SKTAUI6). 
SSRELIS). SUEI7), SUBT17), SUBUEI?). SUBUPI7).

t, TAUI6.6), 	 XOUMI. TC. TE.
 
TF, TOOLR. TOOLU TOTOPS. ' TRUNC,
 
" TS. TTT.VOLUMEIS). VOLIGO).E!GHtIG).
 







- INTEGER SAVHX,SAVNSR 
CONT. ON PO 2 
PG OF 27 
10-403
 









































































































































































MAX NUN SYSTEM REDUNDANCIES
 






LOWER LIMIT ON NODULE NUN
 
UPPER LIMIT ON NODULE NUN
 














NUN OF TIME POINTS
 






















LOSER BOUND FOR RHO
 












SYSTEM RELIABILITY FNC WITH A
 
REDUNDANCY IN MODULE JSAVE
 
RELIABILITY FNC FOR MODULE
 
JSAVE WITH A AEDUNDANCY ADDED
 


















C DSF - INTEGRATION BY SIMPSONtS RULE (SSP) 
CONT. ON PO 3 
FIG 2O 21 
10-404 
C 
C ROO- RELIABILITY MODELS CALCULATION
C.
C ... ......... . .. ...............
 
C *amn PROGRAMINTAIAiS asC
 














C can USER INPUTS ane 
C KEOPT EXPENSE OPTION INOICATOR 
C I WEIGHT 
C OTHERWISE COST
 
C RFIXED INITIAL SYS +RELIAIL,ITY

C SYSLB INITIAL NEIOH'IPOUNOS)
 
C SLSMX MAX SYS WEIGHT
 
C TRUNC MISSION LENGTH IHRS)-

C ITRUNC NUN OF TIME POINTS
 
C [SUB REOUIREMENTS OPTION
 
c- I At LEAST ONE SUB-SYS SPEC­
c OTHERWISE NO SUB-SYS SPEC
 
C ISPT SINGLE POINT FAILURE REOUIREMENTS OPTION
 
CD REO NOT'IN EFFECT
 
C OTHERWISE RED IN EFFECT
 
C SPEct PIN SYS REQUIREMENT IHRS)
 
Ci SPECIK) RIITRUNC) SUB-SYS REO; K:IvNSS
 
C DEFAULT VALUE IS 0.0
 
C SPECINSS.I) RIITRUNC) SYS REQ DEFAULT VALUE IS 0.0
 
































C ws' 515 INPUtS s 
C ACSMP INITIAL EXPENDABLES WEIGHT IPOUNOS) AP
 
C EMU EXPENOABLES INITIAL MEAN LIFETIME I-HRS) NP
 
C ESIG EXPENOABLES INITIAL StO. DEV. IHRS) AP
 
C NAXEXP MAX HUH OF EXPENDABLE INCREMENTS AP
 
C UZERO ORBITAL MEAN NOTION IRAO/HRS) , AP

.C cC 
 OUTY CYCLE OTHER
 
C TB BATTERY TEMP IDEGREES KELVIN) OTHER
 
0 DEPTH OF DISCHARGE IBETMEEN 0 AND OO OTHERJ
 
NC TOTAL NUN OF CELLS IALL BATTERIES) OTHER
 
PARAMETERSNECESSARY TO COMPUTE THE CYCLES/HR FACTOR SAC 





c -nd FIXED CONSTANTS ons
 













C EXPENOABLES LIFE INCR.
 
CONT. ONPG 




C 3-SHIFTNCHOSE AND COLUANS OF 
C DATA'8 BY I BEGINNING MITH THE 
C THIRD SUB-SYS 
JMIM=K12)*l 
J"RX=NINSS)i 
,- - - - ­ - - - -< O0 130 1=1o6 
-I---.----- -.-.-.-. -.­ . 130 s 
ZII):OATABII.JiN) 
NZ=NCHOSEIJhNIN 
00 140 J:JNiN.JRAX 




IS ELSHIFT ORTA EE 
RDAOTBIIJ)ZI) 
IZII)=Ril) 
1C INSERT EXPENDABLES PARAMETERS 
COT. ON PG 6 
PQ SOF 27 
10-407
 

















FC RESET HIM) 
0 10<ISO =2.NSS
 




MRtIEEP AND COTPUTE MODEL
 
DoO 6 tt ,JfAX - - a8 
Ic CK FOR MODEL TYPE A I
 











- DATABI3.J2:DATABI 3.J)'I .OE-OB 
DATABI S.J)=DC 
Ion to Iso- o 
.MODEL 2 
152 
[DRTAB(3.J I OATAI3.J)w1-.OE-0S 
IOBATAS(4J:OATASI4.J)uI.OE-09 I 






OtO 16010 To ISO. >s ] 
CONT. ON P 












_4 IF (IDEBUG E10. 0) 
GO TO 165 
IMITEIB *3000 II UHSEiJ .J1.L ZN)I 
4=

IFO!PAn (tI 16.8) 1
 
00 1~~9Z.1Z. 9J 
 -,I 

CONT.0 P G 
PO aSOF 2? 
10 -41-0 




. . .. 00 170 I:I.I TRUNC
 
IRif -.J)±RI lI) 
I> NTINU
 




















..o * o o o e 
............ 








AITRU) NOE FDA EACH SU-s 
UWTH A USER SPEC. 
FOR K±LI SUB-SYS IS TOTAL SYS 
SAVNSR:O 
JNAX±O 
270 K:I.LIN - - t4 
CK FOR ANY-SUO-SS' USER SPEC.NO SUB-SYS SPECS. 
ISU=I! AT LEAST ONE 
SUB-SYS SPEC. 
:FF 
1c SET NUN OF SUB-SYSTEN RED TO 0] 
COiT. ON PG tI
 




- SELECT JnI AND JiAgX 
F 
IF IK.NE.LIPI] 
00o ro 210 
JNAX:NiNSS) 
NSR=SAVNSR 




C CALCULATE HRXONUn SW$ RED. 
. . . . . . . . . . .00 Pd HI230 L J N j 
NlRSfX±NSHX+SAVnXILI 
CK FOR SUB-SWS USER SPEC 
CONT. ON PO 12 
PGtO 27 
10-413 
1C SET PARAETERS FOR REDAP ENTRY 










ROLODI TRUNC )=R OLDfI'[T.IRUiC'lnof II ItRUN C.J)-J 
" E N T E R R E O RP . .. 
ollpI'tthil.1I.-,ROLOI'ITRUNC ))no2 
. . 








IC UPDtE IX FOR K .t. LIP
 






CONT. ON PG 14 
10-415 OF THE 










LIST OF EXIT PaNIM AND VALUES 
EXIT RITRUNC) M"OE 
NSR: NUN SYS RED 
NSNX: MAX NUN SYS *ED 
MON ENTER MISD OETERHINATION 
RESET NHK TO TRUE LIMITS 
-..- - -- -- -- -- <00 200 J:z.JmAX 
NXIJ)±SAVNlXIJ) 





TO MMD OETERMINATION 
CK FOR SINGLE POINT FAILURE 
REOUIREMENT 
ISPT:O - NO REQ. 
:t REQ. 
-t ~~~SINGLE POINT FALR RE. N
 
Go--TO 30 
CONT. ON PO IS 
PO lAOF 27 
10-416
 
MfO L=DATAI2 oJ ) . -





00 285 1:1.ITRUNC 




INITIALIZArION OF PARAMETERS 





CONT. ON PO 26 
PG 1W 27 
10-417 
£ COMPUTE INITIAL RELIAIILIT 
c FIC FOR SINGLE ONO DOUBL 
c SOTRING SYSTEMS
 
- 00 320 :I.ITRaUUC N 
i O I ) -; l I I •R M~ 
ROLOVI)IROLODI )UEXPI -I-OELHFLOATI I-I AL.6) 
III 
- -.- .- . . . . . O0 31 0 .i2,.JPlX 
JI2 
iAOLOII:OLOI I)MII i 
IOI[)I1-I.-OLOI ))2 
* .- IC m NU I 
CONTINUE 
IC COMPUTE INITIAL "MO VALUE 
CALL OSF (OELHAOLO.Z.ITAUNCI 
IMNOOLO'RnFIXEo9ZIITRUHC 2 
CONT. ON Po 17 























c - COMPUTE SUBSYS RELIABILITIES 
JNAX:0 



















- - 037-z3--~ 
~~COMPRESS NCHOSE ANO DOR.I 
- I.4- - B 80< 00 370 J=IJMIN > 
NCHOSE{J)=NCHOSEIJ)NR(J) 
00 380 J:JKIN,JMAX > - - - > 19 
CONT. OW PG 19 
PQ IMF 27 
10-420
 
PRI T )00TPR IN 
-PRINT 1 100.
IFORMOT fIiXATPRI ,[|l.4I I 
I2 [. 16oo o
 
P






IF (IDS .E0. 0) 









CONT. ON PG 20
 
10-421 
. . . . . . .. ... .. ... ..
 
c mom MAIN REDUNDANCY ALLOCATION PROCEDURE .mom
 
C .... ............  ,.. .. 

"......
C.C . . .. . ...... '.." ;'"
 ... ... I.REDAP)..... ... ..  

c IF.MAX NUN REDEXCEEDED. RETRN

C OTHERUISE CONTINUE PROCEDURE
 
I fNSR .GE. M'SMX ) 
so toTATNioSioj. J
 
C SELECT MODULE TO ADD A RED, IF
 








CONT. ON PO 2! 
10-422
 











0o to ito 
MIIRAUU4C) NI0CE 
II--taui+t I 
ARNOulABShIiI )-SOLO I)))/COSTI.4 
100 TO 420 





PG 213W 2 
oDU OIBI rMOF TRP. 
INAL PAGE IS BOR 
ICALL 'DSF IBEL.MP.R UK 





C " INAff.LT.OLOAN@ SAVE CUIlIEST
 
C. IERLIXeILITY-041. NfOCULE NUN.,













. C DOI 
+ E ND RE AP aus.us.C 
 I 
UP) u . .. . . . . . . .ISY










I00 TO 4$0 
gStSVSSL§.OSYASlI .JSBVE')/l TPUINFLOATI 3.301JSAVE ))) 
g O O t J I V l F L














ICALL fttROOIJSAVEt*D.OL,.ITRnUC-.ITRUNC.[AO0.O) I 






, .. ...... 0 d! I3II,fUmc
 
IFEINT Xe. 	 SE
 
. .. . . . . . 00 452 1 tTIUUC' 























G ''00 320" 
.a
C THRU REORPUIN 

IG TO 30-IRN3 
Ca.* END SYRUP Ma.
 
























PG 27 FINAL 
10-429
 





COMMON,/CHOSE( 	 COsTns.6o, OPIAII.6O). ICHOSEI6DI 



























































































C TO COMPUTE THE RELIABILITY FUNCTION FOR MODULE 

C REDUNDANCIES ARE ADDED TO THE PODULE.
 
C USAGE
C CALL RIMODIR.NR.J.BELH.ITRUNC.NT.IAOD. IOPT)
 





















C OPTION PARAMETER 












































ONLY COMPUTE RELIABILITY AT
 




COMPUTE RELIABILITY AT EACH TIME
 
RETURN VALUES IN R.
 
POD NO REDUNDANCIES BEFORE COM-

PUTING THE RELIABILITY FUNCTION.
 







C 	 [NG THE RELIAILIry FUNCT -

UNCOUPLE MODELS I AND 3. N
IOPT 0 

C OTHER COUPLE MODELS IAND 3.
 
C GLOBAL VARIABLES PASSED THOUGH COMMON
 
C R -THE RESUL.TING RELIABILITY F-UNCTION
 
C NR -INPUT VECTOR OF THE NUM OF REOUNDANCIES>-Y MODULE
 
C NCHOS -INITIAL NUM OF ELEMENTS IN MODULES
 




C SYSPARI2,J)= MODEL I FOR J-TH MODULE
 
C FOR FURTHER DESCRIPTION SEE COMMENTS PRECEEDING THE
 
C PARTICULAR MODEL OF INTEREST.
 
C SUBROUTINES AND SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED
 
C FORTRAN SYS FNCS% EXP. FLOAT. [NT. SOR,T
 




. .. .........	 . ........





GO TO IO.9O.120.1BD.O0) MOO
 
C .... o . .. ... ~ . . .. ..o .... o.o.
.... ......... ..o. ...... 
...........
 
C MODELS I AND S
 
C VARIABLES SIZE ORIGIN DEFN
 
C LAMS I INT SENSE/SWITCH FAILURE RATE
 
C LAM I INT FAILURE RATE
 
C 0 1 INT DORMANCY FACTOR
 
C DC I INT MODULE DUTY CYCLE 
C M I INT ; UM OF STANDBY ELEMENTS 
C NI I INT NUM OF ACTIVE ELEMENTS
 




C [:3 VALUE OF LAM
 
C 1=4 VALUE OF LAMS 
- I=S VALUE OF 0 
C [:6 VALUE OF DC 
C° ........ . °. °...... °.........oo . .. ° . . . .. °° . . .. . . .
















CONT. ON PG 3
 
PG 21OF 4 
10 -43 1 
IC 
IF $ROO Jo. I) 
I 
cO to Is 
CE NO~ht tYPE 
c Imcmc. NODEW E 
Cr 
IF1O.V .! ) 
__INCA L ACtivE NOOE 
-C~~~P 
"IZ 
I~ cr­ itiit 
CONT.o ON PO A 








0000 - - --I-0-I-T -­
rLANRo "aoc. I -oc MITI
 




co EoXOPIONIT 7 CONT 

.00 FOR EACH TIME POINT, [a
 






CONTI ON PO S
 
10-433 p-ENRODUCIBILYTY OF THE 
*EeCIE -Ex1 IP+FLO T1011
,AfITn 

C CALCULATE PObOILITIESs. 1I 
C CESCENOIxo OBOES.R t-I-I TO 0. 
00 70 1102zt.LIM 
-? 7 
.+ SL flh:0. , 
NILI =NtI# I 









S U I :SUL*z /aur 


























CONY. ON po 7 





C K COUPLI NG OP T['0 


























MEMO UNIT LIFE 
C Fil SC LOCAL $T0. 061. 
C fY01.R 1.4 -6104.L MODEL- PAAMETEIS FOE .1-To 
c NODULE F-U 
C 1-3 VALUE OF R 
4iC VALUE OF Ff10 
C "I SC LOCAL TOTAL NUMOF ELEMENTS 
C¥ IFRSOSYS7101 3J) 
ic lzco R[Ou~mO. 
[ C COMPUTE MN E [LIAW|LITIES t 
< D Ito 2sl*"T >, - o-
N sIITO II-I))Ff)IOT8SG 
ANXCERF #111l Z)) 
IF IMSO Z*$ 1 0 . * ' ) 
ILIN2LS10 -










IzZI .z.l/z jl 
[-LLLIM--LIN2#1 
. . . . . . . ..--0 < 0 100 LLLZI.LLLIN 
L:LLL-1 
AH:ANl( FLOATINT-L1/FLOAtIL.i))$ 
- - -- - - - - - - - - i 









C VARINOLIS SIZE 0O[01 OEFM
 
C 0 SC LOCAL DEPTH OF DiSCHPaRO
 
c to SC LOCAL SUTTEr TENPFRATURE
 
C Ao SC LOCAL BATTERY CELL CONSIANT
 
C So SC LOCAL BATTERY CELL CONSTANT
 
C SCYC SC LOCAL CYCLE RATE of BATTERY
 
C fi SC LOCAL TOTAL mUM OF BATTERIES
 
c 1C SC LOCAL NUM OF CELLS IN BATTERY
 




C It? VALUE OF 0
 
C L--A VALUE OF 1B 
C I:s VALUE OF OCYC
 






 ICY :CSVSPAIS J)
 
[c 1i0c nouo. 
L INsU R IlJ) .IA 0 ___ 
NI:LIN*CMOSIJ) 














C COMPUTE NEW RELIaIILITIES
 




A zCERFI li Z)) 





Z:EXPiISI CVCwIOELHu I-IIIl/Ah l mIII) 





---------------- (00 12 LLL:I.LLLIH0
 
[ZAA; IFLOATINC L)/F OAT IL.I))NZ
 
- - 1.26 . 
SUK SUN An 
Z:SUsAN 














to1-A~sARIFLrOAIUI -L. )/FLoArf L.I ))uZ 
I SLUN 
IC C9 COUPLING OPTION] 






C VARIABLES SIZE ORIGIN OEFN 
C FMU SC LOCAL MEAN EXPENABLE DEPLETION TIME 
C FSIG SC LOCAL STO. OEV. OF DEPLETION TIME 
C SYSPAR IJ GLOBAL MODEL PARAMETERS FOR J-TH 
C MODULE 
C [:3 INITIAL VALUE OF MU 
C 14: INITIAL VALUE OF 9IG 
C 
-CIC. 1:5 
[NCR. VALUE OF MU 
1:6 INCR. VALUE OF SIG.............................................:.................. 
-C INCR REDUND. 
Z:FIOAT( NREJIAIRD) 
FMU:SYSPARI 3.Jh*ZSYSPARI 5,J)FSIG:SORTIISYSPPRIA.J)Nu2hZmISYSPARIB.Jlm2.II 
E COMPUTE EN RELIAB.PLITIES 




CONT. ON PG 14 







 S.. . . . . . . ... ...
 




C TO. COMPUTE THE VECTOR OF INTEGRAL VALUES FOR A GIVEN
 




C CALL OSF EHtYZ.N[PI)













THE INCREMENT OF ARGUMENT VALUES.
 
THE INPUT VECTOR OF FUNCTION ,VALUES.
 
--	 THE RESULTING VECTOR OF INTEGRAL VALUES. Z MAY BE 
IDENTICAL WITH Y. 
- THE DIMENSION OF VECTORS Y-AND Z. 
c NO ACTION IN CASE NDI" LESS THAN 3. -







C BEGINNING WITH Zl1:O EVALUATION OF VECTOR Z IS DONE BY
C MEANS OF SIMPSONS RULE TOGETHER WITH NEWTONS 3/0 RULE OR A
C COMBINATION OF THESE TWO RULES. TRUNCATION ERROR IS OF

C ORDER HumS [I.E. FOURTH ORDER METHOD). ONLY IN CASE NOIR=3
 
C TRUNCATION ERROR OF Z(2) IS OF ORDER H284.
 
C FOR REFERENCE, SEE
 
C (1) F.9.HILDESRAND. INTRODUCTION TO NUMERICAL ANALYSIS.
C MCGRAW-HILL. NEM YORK/TORONTO/LONOON, 19S6. PP.71-76.

C 12) R.ZURMUEHL. PRAKTISCHE NATHEMATIK FUER INENIEURE UNO




C o~. ... . . •. ..... ... . .I..o.. *.o. 







NOII"GEATER THAN S. PREPARATIONS OF 

S UM t Y (2 )* YI2 )
 [- =
 
=I	s U "I s UMl *SU N,::] 


























































CONT. ON PG 3
 



























































ISuBROUTINE DPI IIPIC.IERR.I-TERCONFICHO4SE.NCHOSE.NM T
 
DIMENSION 	IPICI2), ICHDSEI2J.--NCONF6), UCHOSEI2)
 
COMMON /USER3/ARRAYNIII.3). BTRN,. NMSEO., OPSAS. SCSFL.J 
-. TPRFL -
COMMON /USERI/ 	 APOGEE. COMBAT. DIAMAX, EEOUTI). EPHE.
 
EDMIM?-. EOMIXL EOYL. EGNIZL EON2MT.
 
EDI12XL. 	 EOM2VL, EOM2ZL.- FE. INOCT.
 
IDEBUG. ISAtOR, Mt2SH, OPTEmP. ORBIuC. PERIBE.
 




COMMON /BTMN/ ACSSN. ACSMP. ALT. AREA. BATCAP.
 
SITRATI2). CLFE. COfM!T, Do OT.
 
OX, OY, Oz; EOILG. EOBSIO.-

FC, FF, HARNUT, HP?. HTPIPE.
 
HIPT. HTRPRB, HTRPMR. ITLOC.
 
LHO8O NC. OMEGS. PASSTR. PJ.
 
PL. PLIN. - POCNNT9 AA, RARAO. 
RAT, RJ. 	 SABOLO, SATLG. SATMST.
 
SAINT. SATXCG. SATYCO. SAtzCC. BSIL.
 
SAIYL, SAIZL. SIDE. SYSBL, THCMMT. 
THRUSTI2)v TI, -'T-NKT* TPRII, VS. 
VCHP' - . VOL. MATE, Me, Nt, 
WT. XJ, +XNZERO. YJ. Zi 
iCOMMON /OBCOM/OATABISS.tO00).IO930)
 
COMMON /CHOSE/ 	 COSTS,60). ARRAIt.1,60). ,ICHOSOISo).
 




COMMON/PRTCOM/ 	 ACCRCY. AM, AN BF. Os.
 
COP|I(72). CISTAR, CTOT'* 'DOTE; BE.
 
DRIMT. EDOSTR. FEEINVY. FEEOPS. FEER.
 
GSE. IRELv, StRUNC. MROOLD.IAMEI3.6O).
 
OPS, PAYINV. PAYOUL, PAyne PE.
 
PMP. PMR, POSERIS)J& PU. PMO160).
 
OCP. OCR, ROLDI60), SAffI', SATAOP.
 
SATINY. SATR. SEIP" - SEIR, SKITAUI)o 
SSRELIB). SUBEI7), SUBTI7), SUBUEI7), SUBUPI7).
 
TA. TAUIS.6). TO. TC. TE,
 
TF. TOOLR, -TDOLU, TOTOPS. TRUNC
 
ts. TTT.VOLUMEI6). VOLIBO).ME4HTI 6).
 










CONT.O PO 2 
PO I OF 22 
10-448
 
C INPUTS FIR DATA PROCESS11G SUBSYSTEMS - oPI
 




C GRAWN 36 A Y ALL S/S GRANULARITY H1GH-RATE fABLE
 
C "SR 35 A Y ALL S/S SPS SAMPLE RATE HIGH TABLE
 
C TLPTH 34,3S A Y ALL S/S NO OF AgOL AND 0ID POINTS WIH
 
C CRAWL 40 R Y ALL S/S GRANULARITY LOW RATE TABLE
 
C xSRT 3g R V ALL S/S SPS •SAMPLE RATE LOW TABLE 
C tLPTL 37.38 A V ALL S/S NO Of ANOL ANO 010 POINTS LOU 
C SCSFL A U SPECIAL COMMAND SYNC FLAG
 
C TOTCH 30T032 R DO TOTAL NO OF COMMANDS
 
C CORTY R MACRO NCOUF(3 ) - SPEC OR &EM COMPUTER FLAG
 
C TTCPL 32 a TIME TAG COMMAND FLAG
 
C tPAFL A U TELER PROCESS FLAG
 
C ACSSN A SC SUN OF ACS SENSOR
 
C COmAt A COmo COMMAND RATE
 
C OPSUS A U SEC-I MISSION OPS
 




C lERR I -MUs IS REOUIRED
 
C ER : 10 MORO LENGTH GREATER THAN 256 
C [EAR : 100 BIT RATE IS TOO LARGE 
C KERR : LOD SPECIAL COMMAND SYNC FLAG IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO 
C KERR =10000 41 .OE. J1
 







HCHOSEl )I I 
CONT. ON PC 3 
PC 2 OF 2 ­
10-449 gjp0Dj0QB TY OF THN-
IS POOR-A.'~to4ALPA&GE 
FF 
I[ .Qt 0) 
CONTINUEI 
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HSRI]NTASH 3)..ARRAYNIK*7 I)G 

TLPTNI NTAif :ARRAVNIK.S.I ).RDAYNIK.S, 3
 
T 
CO (ONP OF" 22 
10-453.
 














C --- ANOLK--NO OF ANOL PIGtN I A 
C ANOLL -NO OF ANOL Pt! IN LOW TAB , " 





























C . { F R AME
88ffR MA T RA TE
 









1L PTH1)- 2 TLP T 17) 
10 - - ­
00o to 290
 




























c ~ ~ ~ u R 
*
 























. . . . 0 370 +IN-tI )













IT aTrE TOO LANCE








































CONT. ON PO 

_..















C t'l WT S AATE S FT









C IS) NUMBER OF NOROS PER S/F SFL
 






COPEl7.1 ) '- SFL
 



































VOLz VOL * IClOSE12ImOTAOSI2hJI) 
PL: PL * kCNOS[12)uOATABI1S.JI) 
PLMIWI: PLRIN * WCI4SE2LORtAABII.JIl) 






ACSOPS: A SMA"Slr[ ItRC SOP 











I z I=I H) 




20CONT. ON PO 
10-466 
00 TO 640 
TO s34 0 
JIF|P CI L-) "
 




IFIJ,=I CL)G.l JIE) 





00 10 ISSO.SSO). n 
I 4






YOL YO * CHOSILlsO RI2*J)
 
PLz PL *M OSIL)§sORAIItlJ i t
 





















ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
C 
I UOUTItE ORDER IWIC|,N2.NEOIAUR
 
ORDERS ARAVS AO OETS. NEoIAN VALUES
6 






{1{ 1(IF 10-4 
IFON.-CO. 2)
 
rC KKK z I . 000 MURI[II OF POINIS
 
00n 20 iI.N - - 1 
Kpa tm
 















Cf ! 2:CIJ" 




GO TO 413040). KKK
 














SUBROUTINEMIS PI CIEIf #1TERNCONFICHOSE.NCHOSE)
 
DIMENSION IPICI21). ICHOSEI2). NCONF(B). NCNOSEI2)
 




COMMON /BTIf/ ACSSM. ACSUP. ALT. AREA. BATCAP.
 
BITRATI2). CLIFE, CONVT. D. OT.

Ox. Dy. OZ. EDBLG. -EOSID.
 
FC. FF, HARMST'. HPTO HTPIPE.
 
HTPT. HTAPAB. HTRPMR, IOTLOC,

LMBDO. NC. OMEDS. .PASSTR. +PJ.
 
PL. PLMIN, POCNMT. RADA. RAAS.
 
RAT* J, SABOLO. SATLO. SATTT
 
SATST. SATXCG. SATYCO, SATZCG. SAIML.
 
SAIYL, SAIZL. SIDE, SYSLB. TNCKMT.
 
THRUST12) it, TUKST. TPRWl. Ve
 
VCHP. VOL, MATE. Me. NT.
 




NCHOSG(BO). REL I 6,60), SK017.60). 
THMI 4.60)
 
COMMON/PRTCOM/ ACCRCY,. AM, - AN. BF, IS.
 
CDPII7.2). CISTAR CTOT OTE, DE.
 
DRM. EOBSTR FEEINY. FEEOPS. FEER.
 
GSE. IREL, I-TRUNC. MOOLO.NAME136O)

CPS. PAYINY. PAYOUL. PAYA. PE,

PMP. PHR. POKERIS). PU. PURISO).
 
OCP. OCR, ROLDIGO), SASMWt. SATAOP.
 
SATINY, SATR. SEIP. SEIR. SKTAUIB),
 
SSRELIS), SUBEi7). SUBTI?), SUIUEI7), SUBUPI7).

TA. TRUI66) . Teo IC. TE













C INPUTS FOR DATA PROCESSING SUBSYSTEMS - MIS
 




C DRAWN 36 A Y ALL S/S GRANULARITY HIGH RATE TABLE
 
C HSAT 35 R Y ALL S/S SPS SAMPLE RATE HIGH TABLE
 
C TLPTH 34#35 A Y ALL S/S NO OF ANOL AND DIG POINTS HIGH
 
C CRANL 40 A Y ALL S/S GRANULARITY LOW RATE TABLE
 
C XSRT 39 A Y ALL S/S SPS SAMPLE RATE LOW TABLE
 
CONT. ON PC .2 
P IO 14 
10-473 
NOI
! Y ALL S/S NO OF AND 010 PainS LOW
37.33 

A U SPECIAL COMMAND SYNC FLAG
 
rTOTAL NO OF COMMANDS
30T032 A os 

a ACAO UCONFIS) - SPEC OR GE COMPUTER FLAG, 
TIME TAG COMMAND FLAG
32 a C 

A U TELEX PROCESS FLAG
 
SC SUN OF cs SENSOR
N 

f COM COMMAND RATE
 
a U " SEC-I MISSION OPS
 







MORO LENGTH lATER THAN 2S6
 
KEAR : 100 SIT RATE IS TOO LARGE
 
IEER z 1000 SPECIAL COMMAND SYNC FLAG IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO 

















TOTM~OTM.REVN K2. )TATN(K3. .ARYU 





















































































,° N--NO OF ANOL PTS IN., .,I"to
OF AVNL PTS IN ,T.A[cc $a0LL-N  LOU 
IE  I I IE I
11I
 
IC COUNT NUMBER OF POiNTS OF ACE TABLES J
 


















CONT. ON eO 6 -
















CONT. ON P 7
 





, < T 
-




00 TO 120 
RRNNH,,GR ":)/2 
. O MO S0
. ... . . . . WP 
I rLPTHt, 132.xTLP l [ 
10 Too 12o 7> 
CONTT. ON PG 
10-479 v O B LftI%)PU J f T ff OF T"E 
. . . -.- - -. 'IO0 I NTAS- - -00 

.su. .TPTI)i]
IfMH-Su s fUM 





i00 To ISO 
[PW Qo--Is.I
 




CONT. ON PG 9 
PQ 8 OF 
10-480'
 








ELENGTH - ,LHO 
z MORO LENGTH TO MlAX 
" 
REQUIRED LENGTH| 
- -.............. - - ---- <-00 185 INTR9H 
, 
COTINUE 10 
I MOL PAX= GRANM I11 I 
I XDLC 
COPtit 2) = TORCM 
COP~f2*2) = tLllMO 
COPI13*2) z SSR 




FFODRIRT 113H BIRRTE 12): 





- > to 









IcIEI z 10- itRTETO =Af 














00o TO 220 . 
-- - - - - - - - - - CO2 T N 
CONT. ON PO Q2 
10-483 






-.--- . .-- --- o00270 |zt@ITR ! 





UT:li,T * C14011)OAAS'3.I 
I.R cct0p 
(2) MONDO LENGTH 
13) NUMBEOR OF 000S 
14) NUMOBER SUAFRPEES1S) NMUPBER OFOF 1tOROg PEIR SF 
16) NEED) FOR DIGIT~AL fHUX 
OPllS*2) NfmF 
COP[IIG2) : SFA 








CONT. ON PO 1,4 p 
10-485 PEPRODU(GIBILI-T 0op THIE 
ORIGINAL PAGE.T 1)0P0, 
VOL: VOL,# NCMOSEI213 hIORTM24J1) 
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